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PREFACE

The practices and concepts of music education are being examined today by persons both within and outside the profession. Answers are being sought to long-standing questions; new questions are being raised. The profession is earnestly seeking that body of knowledge which will provide both the philosophical framework and the practical guidelines for the pursuit of its endeavors. The opinions and speculations of the past no longer will suffice. And, for the first time perhaps, many music educators are looking to research for answers and guidance.

This volume is a beginning attempt to meet this expressed need of the music education profession. It attempts to bring together in synthesized form research which is relevant to music education and which is competent as research. It covers that research (primarily doctoral dissertations and published reports) which was completed during a thirty-two year (1930-1962) period of time.

The reader who peruses this volume will find that the research completed during these years, and that research reviewed in this volume, does not provide much data for solving problems in music education today. It also will be evident that much of what has been considered research in music education is not directly related to this area, and in fact, is not research as was conceived in this project. Relatively few implications for practice can be drawn from the results of the research which has been reviewed and synthesized. The review and synthesis do reveal, however, the pressing need for relevant and competent research in music education, and identifies some of the topic areas needing research attention. These latter implications, possibly, are the greatest value of this work to the profession.
Many persons contributed much time and effort in the completion of this project. The authors particularly wish to thank the following graduate students for their assistance in searching the literature, developing the catalogue of possible research titles, and in some cases, preparing abstracts of research: Carol Maize, Gary Warmick, Sherman VanderArk, John L. Davis, Dorothy Imhoff, John Palmer, and Shirley Smith. Special recognition and gratitude is expressed to Carl Chapman for his assistance in reviewing and abstracting selected research reports, and to Woodford Zimmerman for his writing the first draft of the abstracts and the synthesis of the research on the teaching-learning process.

A special debt of gratitude also is due Dr. Charles H. Benner who read the manuscript in its entirety and offered many valuable suggestions for its improvement.

The authors also are deeply grateful for the understanding and patience shown by both Maxine Weingarth, who assumed the responsibility of preparing and filing the bibliography cards and supervising the procurement of research documents, and by Ruby Burnham, who prepared the final copy of the report.

Finally, the authors wish to thank the interlibrary loan office of The Ohio State University Library for the excellent services rendered in the procurement of documents, and for the many courtesies extended to the authors in their search for needed documents.

Erwin H. Schneider
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CHAPTER I

PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES
PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES

Introduction

The three greatest needs for the continued growth of the music education profession today are believed to be: (1) an evaluation and synthesis of the results of completed research relating to problems in music education with implications for current practices and needed research, (2) dissemination of the knowledges gained from research of this type, and (3) scholarly research on pertinent problems in music education. It was with the first of these needs that this project was primarily concerned. Subsequently, due to an enlargement in the scope of the project, the need for dissemination became an equal concern.

A body of literature relating to music education, which appears to consist of research reports, has been growing since the nineteen-thirties. This literature has not been sorted, evaluated, or brought together in any viable form. Much of it is unpublished. The existence of this literature is unknown to most members of the music education profession. Even research-minded professors may not be fully aware of its existence. In its present scattered, unorganized form, it is of little value, if any, to music teachers in the public schools. It was estimated that this body of literature, supposedly research studies, consisted of approximately 4000-4500 titles.

This literature is found in a variety of independent sources. Very little of it has been reported in professional music or music education publications.

*Music education is defined here in general terms as the teaching of music in the classroom situation as is generally found in the public schools. A refinement of this definition is presented in PART II of this report.
The professional literature which is most accessible to music teachers in the schools, such as textbooks, handbooks, journals, and professional magazines, generally does not contain the reports or the findings of research. Only rarely is reference given to a research study. The main contents of such volumes are primarily opinions and philosophical constructs. They present little verifiable data relative to the learning and the teaching of music.

Some studies, primarily historical reviews, surveys, and lists of teaching materials, have been published since 1953 in the Journal of Research in Music Education.\(^1\) Few experimental studies have been included in the contents of this publication, which has not had a wide distribution in the music education profession.

Published reports of research relating to music education are found more often in various psychological, sociological, and educational journals. Generally, music teachers are not aware of the existence of these reports because these non-music journals are not readily accessible to them. School libraries rarely subscribe to such journals and music teachers usually do not become members of such professional groups.

The largest body of apparent research studies related to music education is found in master's theses, doctoral dissertations, and in faculty research. Most of these studies have not been published. Some can be obtained through interlibrary loan services but not by music teachers in the public schools. Some can be purchased on microfilm, but school budgetary considerations and the lack of research sophistication on the part of practicing members of the profession appear to be factors which have limited interest in such purchases.

The Music Educators National Conference has published lists of such titles on four occasions.\(^2\),\(^3\),\(^4\),\(^5\) These publications contain only a partial listing of studies completed during the years 1932 through 1963 and are not restrict-
ive to music education. Abstracts of some of these studies are published in *Dissertation Abstracts*. These abstracts follow no set form of reporting and generally are not in sufficient detail for adequate assessment of validity or value. They are not known to most music teachers and are not easily obtainable by them.

Although a body of apparent research studies related to music education exists, these studies have not been brought together or reviewed to determine their status as research. Their value has not been assessed. They are not known to the profession at large, and generally are not available to music teachers in the public schools.

The identification of the research studies contained in this literature, an evaluation of the contents, and a synthesizing of the findings, would constitute the beginnings of an organized body of research information relating to music education. Such information, to the extent it is found in this literature and is made available, undoubtedly would have some effect on the improvement of current instructional practices in the public schools. It also would indicate areas in need of research, current trends, and unique experimental designs, which would provide basic information for use in undergraduate and graduate courses of study in higher education as well as a basis for formalized, continuing research programs.

The need to review the apparent research literature, to specifically identify research studies, and to collate and synthesize valid findings, has been recognized by persons in the profession for many years. As early as 1928, Kwalwasser, Dykema, and Earhart were aware of this need when they published a compilation of research studies with an annotated bibliography covering the years 1913 through 1925. Earhart further emphasized this need when he suggested in 1936 that a Coordinating Council be established to centralize the
information on research in music education. As recently as 1963, Petzold indicated that "it is essential that some group or agency undertake the laborious task of collating and summarizing significant research in music education."9

Problem

The lack of an organized body of research information in music education, the need for identifying research studies in a large body of literature, the need for synthesizing knowledges gained from competent research for use in the profession, and a system for the dissemination of these knowledges, constituted the problem of this project.

The literature listed in the project was confined to that which was produced during the years 1930-1962. The year 1930 was selected somewhat arbitrarily as a beginning date because it was at approximately this time that the need for research in music education was being emphasized by leaders in the profession10,11,12 and reference to research reports began to appear with increasing frequency in the literature.13,14,15,16,17 The year 1962 was accepted as a terminal date because the project began in October of 1963. It was believed that, typically, libraries complete the processing of unpublished documents several months after these documents have been deposited in the offices of a university. Therefore, to be certain that all documents would be seen which were produced in a given year, the year 1962 was selected as the latest year in which this coverage would be possible.

Objectives

It was the purpose of this project to bring together the research data relating to music education which had accumulated between the years 1930 through 1962, to evaluate the data, to synthesize the findings according to
specific areas of function and methodology, and to indicate implications for current practices and needed research in music education.

The specific objectives of the project, in sequential order, were as follows:

1. to compile a complete list of apparent research studies related to music education for the years 1930 through the year 1962,
2. to select, categorize, evaluate, and abstract relevant and competent research studies specifically related to basic problems in music education,
3. to prepare a synthesis of the findings according to specific areas of function and methodology in music education,
4. to identify unique research designs and trends in research in music education,
5. to indicate implications for current practices in the schools and the specific needs for further research in music education, and
6. to provide the Educational Research Information Center (ERIC), of the U. S. Office of Education, with index terms, abstracts, and microfilms of competent research in music education.

Organization of Report

The concepts, definitions, and rationale developed and utilized in the process of identifying relevant and competent research are presented in CHAPTER II of this report. The procedures and materials used are given in CHAPTER III. The results of the project in terms of an overall evaluation of the literature and a synthesis of research findings are presented in CHAPTER IV through CHAPTER IX. An overall status and evaluation of the apparent research literature produced during the years 1930 through 1962 is presented in CHAPTER IV.
Syntheses of competent research are presented as follows: CHAPTER V—Research Relating to the Music Teacher, CHAPTER VI—Research Relating to the Music Student, CHAPTER VII—Research Relating to the Teaching-Learning Process in Music, CHAPTER VIII—Research Relating to Constraining Factors in the Teaching-Learning Process in Music, and CHAPTER IX—Research Relating to the Program of Music Education. CHAPTER X contains a summary of the work of the project, conclusions regarding research in music education and its implications for practice, with a discussion devoted to problems and needs in research in music education.

Abstracts of competent studies, the materials used in the project, and listings of studies identified and reviewed, bibliographic sources, and the cooperating institutions, are presented in the appendices.
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CHAPTER II

CONCEPTS AND RATIONALE
CONCEPTS AND RATIONALE

The analysis and evaluation of a body of apparent research literature for the purpose of obtaining knowledge for application in a professional field requires that certain controls be established to insure that the information selected is relevant and valid.

The compilation of a list of titles in an area of study which appear to indicate research reports, due to either the context of the title, source of the document, or a published classification of a title, is a time consuming, but not a very difficult task. The determination, however, of whether a specific study is relevant to the area of study, if it is actually a research report, and if a report of research, if the work was handled in a competent and acceptable manner, is an entirely different matter. Decisions of these types require that definitions be clarified and refined, and that guidelines be established for making such judgments.

The problem of determining the relevance of any topic to a specific area of study demands that the perimeters of the area be quite clearly outlined in specific and operational terms. In the process of clarification, value systems evolve and a taxonomy of concepts emerge which provide the necessary guidelines for determining relevance. In some fields of study, definitions have become well established and accepted, and the determination of the relevancy of any topic is a relatively simple matter. In other fields, specific and precise concepts do not exist and almost any topic, under some rationale, could be considered relevant to that field. The latter is the case in music education. Misconceptions abound as to the perimeters of research in this area of endeavor.
Until an area of study is clearly delineated, the relevancy of topics to that area cannot be truly determined, nor can an organized body of knowledge be developed which would provide the basis for the refinement of existing knowledges, or the development of new knowledges in that area.

Because of the many and varied concepts that seemingly exist relative to what music education is, and what constitutes relevant and competent research in this field of endeavor, it is necessary before studies can be selected for review and abstracting, to establish the guidelines for making such decisions. The material which follows presents the concepts and rationale developed for this use in this project.

**Definition of Music Education**

A clarification of the meanings and concepts involved in the term, and the activities, known as "music education" was attempted through means of several definitional techniques. It was necessary to develop a definition which would clearly establish the peculiarities and essential characteristics or nature of music education. The definition had to describe what music education was in operational terms to be useful in the project. Thus, the philosophical framework from which the definition developed was frankly pragmatic. The emphasis was on the clarification of the true role of a distinct human behavior.

**Synonyms and Antonyms**

Synonyms for music education do exist in the literature. There are at least two which have had their vogue in the history of music instruction in the schools. These are "school music" and "public school music." The incidence of their use seems to have diminished in the past two decades and the term "music education" has supplanted them. All three of these terms are
generally used when discussing music teaching and music learning in the school situation as well as the factors which contribute to these processes. The issue of public versus private education is sometimes an issue implicit in them, but with the advent of the term "music education," sectarianism has diminished to some degree.

Fragmentary terms also are used at times as synonyms, such as "music learning" and "music teaching," but these are not inclusive enough to be considered true synonyms. Music teaching and music learning are two fundamental aspects of one basic process. They cannot be considered as synonyms except in careless usage.

It seems that no synonym actually expresses the complexity included in the term "music education." To consider it as "public school music" is to infer erroneously that parochial and other non-sectarian schools are unconcerned with this aspect of education. To consider music education as "school music" is to explicitly exclude the essential relationship of higher education to the numerous aspects of music in elementary and secondary education. Music education as a term seems to have been adopted because of its generalizability to the process as a whole and its collective characteristic.

Antonyms for the term "music education" are inappropriate. As one considers the nature of music education, it seems to be more of a process than a thing. It does include objects and people, but only in so much as they contribute to some kind of action leading toward a constantly changing state. In short, music education seems to be an operation. To describe it by an antithetical or opposing term would be to describe a non-operation. One could not refer to "non-music education" as an antonym. This term, or any equivalent for this antonym, does not exist in the vocabulary of music educators.
Classification Analysis

The term "music education" is a composite term derived from two genera—music and education. Because of this, music education is a "hybrid" area in both meaning and practice.

By way of academic cross-pollination and societal need, it suffers from the lack of a definitive status, especially in academia. The result of this bimodal relationship is a discipline-wide ambivalence, especially in higher education. In one institution, music education may be identified with a school of music and administered through that organization. In another, music education may be included in a school of education and administered through that organization. This ambivalence is also manifested in the type of professional curriculum for the student in music education which may vary from a music performance or music history oriented series of courses to an overabundance of courses in methodology. It is further related to the longstanding and seemingly eternal argument of content versus methodology which is engaged in by persons in education and in music who would instruct the other parent of the hybrid what it should or should not contribute. Interestingly enough, this very debate has created the hybrid "music education." As such, it is differentiated from both derivative genera. Thus, it can be considered a genus in itself.

In order to determine what music education is, one must ask the question "What sort of a thing is it?". In answer, one may offer the concept of interaction between two sets of polarities. The basic concern of the music educator is how to teach music so that information and aesthetic experience result in concepts of what music is and in the love of experiencing music. One set of polarities may be considered to be the teaching-learning process in terms of psychological and sociological information. Another set of polarities is the
spectrum from spectator to participant or from information to performance. These two sets of polarities intersect as follows:

Information

Teaching ← – → Learning

Performance

It is the concern and direct involvement in the point of intersection which differentiates music education as an endeavor. In fact, there are numerous points of intersection. These intersections are the fundamental characteristic of the genus "music education." This is its differentia from all other musical endeavors and all other educational endeavors. Some of its denotata thus become the teaching of music reading, the teaching (directing) of performing groups, the teaching of theory, and the instruction of college students in the methods and techniques of teaching the substance of musical art and its varieties of experiences. This list of denotata could proceed to considerable numbers with increasing specificity. It is doubtful that a hierarchy would result, but most certainly a pattern of relationships would emerge. The term "process" applies to music education because there are numerous procedures involved. The kinds of procedures and their appropriate techniques form the genus "music education."

One other aspect of these polarities must be considered, namely, the mutual relationship of the two axes. The information-performance axis is representative of the parent genus, music or content. The teaching-learning axis signifies the parent genus education or methodology. If the child is the primary concern, then, what he is and how he should be treated is the primary concern in music education. However, that concern must be in terms of
his musical development or music has no reason for being in the school. Thus it seems that music education has a more basic concern in the problems of reaching the child rather than in the perpetuation of musical art. Parenthetically, it should be stated that music does exist for the sake of people because people ordain it to be so and not vice versa.

Music education thus is considered to be a hybrid area evolving from the meeting of two concerns and content areas. It follows that it must utilize both in order to contain both. The facts of methodology as well as musical art must be the sine qua non of the music education process. It should be accepted that these are assimilated by the professional personnel and that the materials essential to the process are understood and extant. The utilization of these for the enrichment of children and young people is a basic characteristic of music education. For the purposes of definition, it is irrelevant that some forms of music education fail to achieve this kind of operational level. Further, it is irrelevant to indicate the lack of factual information in some music education persons. Such irrelevancies are based on the frailty of human flesh and not on the differentia that is being discussed here. No matter what the inadequacies of practice may be, the distinctive characteristic of music education is a process or an operation which is designed for the transmission of knowledge, skills, and aesthetic experience in music.

Comparative Analysis

A comparative analysis of music education beside its sister endeavors in music and other fields, helps to further reveal what music education is, and as importantly, what it is not. Several comparisons will be made which will serve as examples of many possibilities in this realm. A complete catalogue of comparisons would be a formidable task and of questionable value.

1. **Music History** is an essential element in the work of the music
educator. It is part of a basic background directly related to the quality of education he can give the children and young people under his tutelage. The information and processes of musicology are important to the music educator in so much as they provide him with literature and historical information to be taught to his students as he leads them to an understanding of their cultural matrix. The information of music history and the varieties of music literature are included in what children learn or should learn. Thus, the subject and the pursuit of music history and literature is related to the music educator's competency, but it also is related to the competency of other types of musicians. The pursuit of historical information and the resultant competency are not a distinguishing characteristic, a differentia, in a definition of a music educator or of music education. Therefore, it is not a contributing element to what is peculiarly different in the music educator as a class or in music education as a class of endeavor. It is, on the other hand, a distinguishing characteristic of the historian in music.

2. Music Theory (and experience in the art of musical composition) is also an element in the fundamental competency of a music educator. It, too, is what children learn. The relationship of music theory to music education is similar to that of music history. Music theory is not the primary concern of the music educator and it is not a distinguishing characteristic, a differentia, because the value of music theory is just as great to the performer and the music historian. It is, however, a distinguishing characteristic in the definition of a music theorist or composer.
3. **Musical Performance** is related to music education and the music educator in much the same way that music history and music theory are related. There is one added difficulty in equating the role of performance in music education to the roles of history and theory. That difficulty is tradition and practice. One finds such equations in much of the literature about music education, but one does not find a counterpart in the areas of secondary school theory and history for the annual spring competitions in the performance of music. It must be acknowledged that regardless of ideals, the performance of music actually plays a greater part in music education than any other activity. This does not lead to the proposition that music education is the performance of music. It does lead to the proposition that a major endeavor in music education as it is practiced in secondary schools is the performance of music. However, that proposition is not a statement of a distinguishing characteristic, a differentia, of music education because the peculiar characteristic of the professional performer of music is the performance of music. By degree and avowed purpose, music education and its practitioners cannot be found equal in intention and practice to the professional performer. Too, the theorist who composes at the piano and performs his work publicly would take exception to such an equating of performance and music education. It must be concluded that musical performance is not a distinguishing characteristic of music education, but only receives greater emphasis in practice than music history or music theory.

4. **Psychology of Music** is a relatively recent area of knowledge.
Information from this field of inquiry is part of the basic educational background of the music educator. The psychology of music seeks to answer questions about how human beings perceive music, react to it, and produce it. It sometimes suggests answers as to "why" these behaviors occur. It has applied itself, to some extent, to the learning process in music. An examination of "how" human beings behave in any situation is actually an analysis of a process or an operation. Thus, the psychology of music applied to the teaching-learning process, would be a study of behavior as it functions while transmitting or receiving musical experience.

As has been seen in the preceding analysis, no strictly musical area is primarily concerned with the teaching-learning process in music. This is also true of the psychology of music. The teaching-learning process in the school classroom is not its primary concern. This is not the distinguishing characteristic of the psychology of music.

5. **Sociology of Music** is also a recent area of inquiry. Its stage of development may be considered to be embryonic. Although somewhat undifferentiated, inquiries have been made by scholars concerning the social milieu in which music functions, and to a lesser degree, the influence of social factors on the music program in the schools. Much of the latter inquiry is social-psychological, e.g. attitudinal studies, interest surveys, in-school and out-of-school participation, etc. A focal point of this type of inquiry is the concern for a realistic concept of the social nature of the student, the teacher, and the culture of which they are a part. In short, sociological studies related to music education seem to be concerned with the social elements involved in the teaching-learning process. This
is, however, only one of the many concerns of this area of study. The distinguishing characteristic of the sociology of music is not the teaching-learning process of music in the social setting of the school.

6. **Education** is a gross term which identifies all of the endeavors involved in, and related to, the teaching-learning process. It is one of the genera from which the hybrid, "music education," has evolved. All of the endeavors in education are found in music education. What is not found in education is found in the genus, music.

Educationists are in reality the only people who are ultimately and primarily concerned with the educational process. Others may be interested, helpful, or even partially involved, but the concept of "primary" would seem to mean "primary" involvement. Even parents are not educators in a formal sense of the word because implicit in the term "educator" are certain skills and competencies. To imply that parents, ministers, music theorists, professional performers, et al, have these skills and competencies would be to say that such skills and competencies are indistinguishable as a class and, therefore, are a semantic myth.

It is also true that educationists cannot be equated with musicians, the persons in the other genus of music education. Their skills are not identical nor are their intentions identical. Where these two genera meet is in the music teacher in the elementary and secondary school and in that division of higher education which is primarily concerned with the problems of the teaching-learning process in music as promoted in the schools.
7. **English Education** is, like music education, a "hybrid" area. Wedded to the knowledges of and about English are the knowledges about appropriate teaching techniques and choices of subject matter for a specific teaching task within the goals of education and, specifically, English education. Music education is similar in organization. Its dissimilarity lies in the subject matter taught and the methodologies which are peculiar to the teaching of the musical art. Unlike English, music is a nonverbal form of expression and requires significantly different techniques in the teaching-learning process. Any comparison between the two rests basically on their hybridic genus characteristic and the resultant ambivalent relationships with English or Music and Education.

8. **Art Education** is perhaps the closest comparison that can be made to music education. Art education is concerned ultimately with sensitivity to form, color, mass, etc. The music educator is equally concerned with the equivalents of these in sound. Both the music and art educator are primarily concerned with the teaching and learning of these nonverbal elements in the elementary and secondary schools. They are both concerned with the improvement of a general public taste through the teaching of the arts to children and young people. "How" to teach children, and "how" they learn, is more of a concern by degree than what is taught. This does not imply that the quality of what is taught is not considered important. There is little disagreement among those who work in the area of art education and music education as to what should be taught. The problem is how to educate a person to nonverbal, non-
numerical, nonpragmatic experiences in a society which is materialistic and basically oriented to numerical and verbal forms of communication. Art education and music education are very similar endeavors with very similar problems. Their dissimilarity lies in the medium of nonverbal communication with which each is concerned.

**Operational Analysis**

Music education is a purposeful activity having certain objectives. As such, there are processes through which persons give and receive the content of music. Because it is procedural, because there are functions for persons and things, because there are events which require a certain sequence, because even the term "performance" is in the common vocabulary of the musician, music education can be considered an operation. Synonymously, it may be considered a process. It is a purposeful process in which information is transmitted, skills are learned, and aesthetic sensibilities are changed.

Operations are purposeful in that they have ends, purposes, or objectives. Music Education has the primary objective of educating young people to the art of music. An analysis of this objective leads to multiple meanings in terms of various contexts. From one point of view, there seem to be two levels at which these objectives appear to influence educational endeavors -- the societal level and the individual level. At the societal level, educators aspire to a general improvement of cultural activity or, more specifically, a more general use of the highest level of achievement in musical art. This is vague, but nevertheless, it is a conceptual framework for the music education profession as a whole. At the individual level, this objective is no less limited but, in the better music education programs, they are tailored to meet the needs and idiosyncrasies of the student and his peers. This meeting of needs may result in forms of music in the school which are not immediately commensurate with the overall objective for music education at a
societal level.

The meeting of individual needs in the school situation leads to another meaning of music education which is apparently more accurate. Literally, music education (the teaching-learning process in music) occurs only in the classroom at a particular time, if one assumes the concept of formal instruction existing basically in the school. All other implications for the term "music education" are technically extensions of the term. Conversely, there is no such thing as music education on a national basis. There are only persons and facilities. The process exists only at a particular time between the teacher and the student(s). This may seem to be a picayune point but in reality it is a basic concept to an understanding of the differentia which distinguishes music education and particularly the problems involved in it.

The primary objective of music education can be subdivided into three major subpurposes — the transmission of the musical heritage or musical culture in the form of its great music, past and present; the acculturation of the individual in terms of the practical skills which will enable him to function in the music of his society; and, third, the development of the individual's aesthetic sensitivity or his sensitivity to the beautiful in music. Thus, the process of music education is comprised of three basic subpurposes requiring three mutually reinforcing and overlapping processes or, more accurately, subprocesses. Each of these subpurposes contributes to the overall objective of a musically educated person. Each has its own system within which individuals and materials function. The various functions of personnel and materials in each of these subprocesses comprise the concerns and process of music education.

If operations are purposeful, and if they have processes by which they achieve those purposes, then a starting point may be inferred for operations.

In the teaching-learning process in music, the end is a musically educated
student. The starting point of the process seems to be the person who initiates the teaching-learning process, who imparts information, teaches skills, and determines the kind of experiences which will aid the development of aesthetic sensitivity. The person or the starting point in formal music education is the teacher. As such, the process may be considered the shifting of experience from one locus to another, from the teacher to the student. In short, the quality of the education of the student is directly related to the quality of the education of the teacher. No teacher can teach effectively that which he has not experienced. Also, students can learn only what they experience. The teacher's experiences are a direct determinant of the student's experiences. Thus, the quality of not only the student's education, the primary objective, but also that of the teacher is the concern of music education. It should be noted that the quality of the starting point of the process, the teacher, is a cooperative concern in all education, but that the information and skills necessary to the teacher as a functioning element in the process of music education itself is the peculiar contribution of music education and is a distinguishing differentia. Too, the quality of the objective, the musical learning of the student, is a primary concern of music education which is delegated to it by education as a whole.

**Definition Summarized and Specified**

A summary of the foregoing discussion indicates that the term "music education" may be defined in several ways and not in others. First it has had synonyms which have aptly focused attention on a major variable, i.e., "school music" and "public school music." Antonyms are inappropriate. The closest antonym one could find is the apparently nonsensical term "non-music education."

Second, music education can be classified as a composite term derived
from two genera—music and education. It thus signifies a unique aspect of academia and a genus in itself.

Third, music education has characteristics which may be compared to any substantive area of knowledge which concerns itself with education of the young. However, because of the concern for nonverbal communication and aesthetic development, it compares most closely with art education.

Fourth, an operational analysis of music education reveals it to be a process or an operation. It is purposeful and occurs within the classroom setting. It is an interaction between two loci—the teacher and the student(s)—using a variety of material and activities.

The specification of the definition of music education, therefore, seems to be as follows:

Music education is the practice of, the participation in, and the study of the process involved in the teaching and learning of music within the elementary and secondary school in order to fulfill three fundamental objectives, namely, the transmission of the cultural heritage in music, the acculturation of the individual to his musical environment as a participant, and the development of the individual's aesthetic sensitivity.

Elements In The Process of Music Education

The previous discussion has presented the conceptual framework of music education as being a process which occurs between two experiential loci and which is divisible into three subprocesses, or in operational analytical terms, stages. These three stages, in turn, exist within situations which constrain their operation. The following discussion will analyze these elements in terms of their function and characteristics in the overall process. An exhaustive analysis of each of these would lead to considerable verbiage and
such amplification does not seem appropriate here. Rather, the more gross considerations will be discussed for the purposes of clarifying the definition given earlier and for establishing concepts for use in determining relevancy of research.

**Locus: The Music Teacher**

The music teacher is the starting point of the teaching-learning process. It may be argued that students are a generating force in the process. However, the teacher is the determiner of whether or not a student's desire or interest will be fulfilled. The deliberations and decisions of a teacher are from him as a total person. He brings to the teaching-learning process a psychological set, behavior patterns, knowledges, information, characteristics, and a personality which are a result, in part at least, of previous experience and the environment of the moment. The manner in which his knowledges, characteristics, and personality affect behavior at any one time, determines, in large measure, the effectiveness of the teaching-learning situation. These are the major variables concerning the music teacher and represent the multifaceted function he plays. Some of the variables are abilities and characteristics developed prior to the teaching-learning process and comprise the basis for functioning, such as educational and musical background, knowledges, etc. Others are elements which directly influence the process, such as attitudes, values, interests, etc. Thus, the concern for these variables lies in their direct relationship to the teaching-learning process as functional elements. In more detail, some of the variables concerning the teacher functioning in the teacher-learning process may be identified as follows:

**Personal Factors**
- abilities (general)
- attitudes
- characteristics
- cognitive abilities
Locus: The Student

The student is the focal point at the end of the teaching-learning process in music. His learnings are its product. Because it is the student who learns, what the student learns is dependent to some extent on what he is. What the student is determines, in large measure, not only what he can be taught at any one time, but how it can be taught to him. The nature of the student is therefore an intrinsic factor in music education. Like the teacher, he brings psychological set, behavior patterns, skills, knowledges, information, characteristics, and a personality which are a result, in part at least, of previous experience and the environment of the moment. Some of these variables may have developed prior to the formal teaching-learning situation. These same variables and others may be modified by the teaching-learning process. Too, the modification of one of these variables, for example an attitude, may in turn affect the teaching-learning process. Thus, as in the case
of the music teacher, these variables are directly related to the teaching-learning process as functional elements. Some of these variables may be indicated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal Factors</th>
<th>Social Factors</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abilities (general)</td>
<td>school activities</td>
<td>school experiences (music and others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attitudes</td>
<td>non-school activities</td>
<td>non-school experiences (music and others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>characteristics</td>
<td>social status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cognitive abilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emotional traits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motivations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musicality (perceptions)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Teaching-Learning Process

The teaching-learning process in music is a purposeful operation of considerable complexity. Some elements which comprise these complexities have been identified, i.e., music reading. Other elements continue to be vague, ill-defined and undifferentiated concepts, e.g., "general music." Therefore, it follows that although the teaching-learning process can be identified as an operation composed of several stages in various degrees of refinement, detailed operational analysis is not feasible at the present time.

It has been stated that music education has one primary or fundamental objective, i.e., "educating young people to the art of music." It also was stated that this primary objective could be divided into three sub-objectives—the transmission of the musical culture, the acculturation of the individual, and the development of aesthetic sensitivity. These are conceived as being
inclusive of the endeavors and purposes in the teaching-learning process in music education. They are not discrete, e.g., one may transmit that part of the musical culture found in the works of Brahms by teaching the skill of singing to create an aesthetic experience in nineteenth century literature through the medium of the "Liebeslieder Waltzes." In this example, the primary endeavor of transmitting an element of the culture requires a skill and may result in aesthetic development.

These broad sub-objectives for music education imply three sub-processes for the total teaching-learning process, each being an operation leading to an objective. These sub-processes, too, are not discrete and the variety of studies within them reflect their inter-relatedness. This inter-relatedness does not mean that specific studies cannot be treated discretely and cannot be categorized according to the central variable of study.

The following outline presents a categorical organization of the teaching-learning process in music education in terms of the three major sub-processes. Each sub-item may be better understood if prefixed with "The teaching and learning of ...":

Transmission of the culture

Music History
Music Literature
Music Theory

Acculturation of the Individual

Perceptual Skills
Music listening
Music reading

Expressive Skills
Playing music
Singing
Composing music

Development of Aesthetic Sensitivity

Musical Taste
Musical Creativity
Constraining Elements

No process exists in a discrete state. It has a context of some kind which restricts it, limits its scope, and even affects its very nature. This context acts as a constraint in the sense that it affects direction, quality, and quantity. In applying these concepts to music education, a dynamic process, one finds several realistic constraints. These affect the teaching-learning process as being mutually involved, such as buildings and equipment; indirectly influential, such as a community's attitude toward the arts in education; or directly influential, such as philosophical assumptions, administrative structure and procedures, and curriculum. Some of these variables may be identified as follows:

Administration and Supervision
administrative practice
administrative organization
faculty schedules
supervision practices
class scheduling

Curriculum
types
objectives

Community Influence
traditions
beliefs
practices

Non-school Events
contests and festivals

Philosophy of Education
School
Community

Facilities and Equipment

Materials of Instruction

Teaching Aids

It is realized that no set of rubrics used in analyzing or describing a field of study will be completely satisfactory to all concerned. Any list so
developed, in time, will be considered to be inadequate. The rubrics used in the above outline have these limitations. They can be accepted, however, in terms of a certain way of analyzing music education and the roles and needs of research in music education. They were developed for this purpose.

**Research in Music Education**

Various concepts abound in the music education profession as to what constitutes research, what topics for research are relevant to music education, and what is competent research. Decisions regarding such problems are mandatory before any attempt can be made to select relevant and competent research from a large body of professional literature. The discussion which follows sets forth the concepts and the rationale employed in dealing with these problems in this project.

**Relevancy of Research**

The relevancy of research to any given area of knowledge is determined primarily by the definition of that area and the specifications of its perimeters.

Music education has been defined as that process (teaching-learning) conducted in the schools through which musical knowledge is transmitted and perceived, and musical skills, understandings, and appreciations are developed, and how various factors (teacher, student, program, school, community) affect and influence these processes. Thus, research relevant to music education in terms of this definition would be concerned with these processes and the factors affecting them.

Specifically, relevant research would be related to the elements (and their sub-categories) in the process of music education as identified and delineated in this report. Also considered relevant was that research related
to the over-all development, analysis, and evaluation of the music education program. A summary, presented in outline form, is given below of those areas of research considered relevant to music education.

1. The Teacher. Relevant research would be that related to the (a) identification, development, appraisal, and status of the social background, education, knowledges, abilities, and characteristics of the teacher prior to involvement in the teaching-learning process, and (b) the influence of these factors (variables) on the teaching-learning process in the various areas of music education.

2. The Student. Relevant research is that related to (a) the identification; development, appraisal, and status of the social background, educational experiences, knowledges, abilities (perceptions) and characteristics of music students of various types and age levels, (b) the influence and effect of these factors (variables) on the learning process in music, and (c) the modification of these factors (variables) through the teaching-learning process. Studies utilizing as subjects students in foreign countries would not be considered relevant because of differences in cultural influence. It was believed that such influence, alone, would invalidate any comparison with students in this country.

3. The Teaching–Learning Process. Relevant research would be that related to (a) the objectives, knowledges, methods, techniques, and skills involved on the part of both the teacher and student in the various musical activities designed for the transmission of musical culture, acculturation of the student, and the development of aesthetic sensitivity, and (b) the role, evaluation, and influence of such factors (variables) on the effectiveness of the teaching–learning process in music.
4. **Constraining Elements.** Relevant research is considered to be that which is related to (a) the identification, development, status, and analysis of those factors which constrain the teaching-learning process and the program of music education in a physical sense (buildings, equipment, materials, etc.), in a psychological and sociological sense (community attitudes, etc.), and (b) the influence of these variables on the teaching-learning process and the program of music education.

5. **The Music Education Program.** Program refers to the totality of the activities in music education. Relevant research would be that related to a description, analysis, and evaluation of the program (curriculum and activities) in music education for purposes of identifying common elements, strengths, weaknesses, and recommending improvements in the program. Studies of these types do not refer directly to the teacher, the student, or the teaching-learning process as outlined above. Some studies in this category may relate to those identified under "constraining elements."

Research in the content of music (history, theory, composition), while considered relevant to music education by some persons, was not considered to be relevant in terms of the definition of music education used in this project. Research related to music education is not studies of music per se, biography, translations and interpretations of historically significant documents in music. Studies of these kinds are important to the content of a music teacher's information which is used during the teaching-learning process, but they are not studies related to the process. This is not to deny the value of research on content to the music teacher in the schools. It is most important to his fund of information. However, it does not provide him with information affecting the teaching-learning process.
Parenthetically, it may be asserted that what is taught in music education is a philosophical problem in the ultimate sense. No man knows what the next generation absolutely must know. No man knows what direction future music or education will take. Answers to these problems lie in the realm of beliefs and traditions and their expression is to be found in the literature and research stating the goals and aims of music education, or in the pragmatic activity of the music teacher in the schools.

Competency of Research

The term "research" as used in music education has covered a multitude of activities and report presentations. Research, however, is considered to denote a very specific type of activity which demands certain controls during the activity and certain requirements in the reporting of the work. If these controls and requirements are not followed, the work cannot be considered research. It may be scholarly activity or reporting, but not research.

The definition of research as given in Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary clearly differentiates the activity of research as compared with other scholarly endeavors.

...careful and diligent search: studious inquiry or examination; investigation or experimentation aimed at the discovery and interpretation of facts, or practical applications of such new or revised theories or laws.

The "careful and diligent search" as specified in this definition requires that the search be confined or aimed at some definite, definable problem. In other words, a specific problem must be identified before it is possible to conduct a "careful and diligent search." The identification of a specific problem on which the search is controlled is an accepted requirement of all research activity. The specified problem serves as the control or guide in the collection of data and in the analysis and interpretation which follow. This is true for all types of research; from that
known as "philosophical inquiry" to experimental study.

A research report thus differs from other types of scholarly reporting in that it defines and specifies at the onset the specific problem to be dealt with and solved. The statement of a specific problem in a report is one of the primary criteria in identifying research from other types of reporting.

The "studious inquiry or examination" required in the definition would demand that a plan of action be specified and followed—an organized, methodological attack on the problem under study. Research activity involves a formal, systematic, method of analysis that leads to a solution of the stated problem. It is a logical and objective process, which verifies the data obtained and the procedures employed. These requirements are applicable to all types of research and are commonly accepted concepts in any definition or description of research.10,11,12,13,14

The research report thus contains, in addition to the statement of a definite problem, an accurate description of the source of information, the methods employed, and the evidence to support the conclusions reached.15 This methodological approach also differentiates the research report from other types of scholarly writing.

The latter statements in the definition, "revisions of accepted theories or laws in the light of new facts, or practical applications of such new or revised theories or laws," would seem to require that the results obtained be generalizable. This also is an accepted concept in an understanding of the meaning of research. Monroe and Engelhart16 emphasize this in the following statement:

An essential requirement is that the data collected afford some basis for generalization and that the interpretation of the data be continued until a tentative generalization is reached. As used here a generalization designates a statement of conditions, trends, or relationships which may be utilized as a basis of thinking or action in situations other than the particular one studied.
The representativeness and the size of the sample and the representativeness of the data would be important considerations in certain types of studies, for example, in determining generalizability. In historical studies, the records of past events would need to be collected and interpreted for the purpose of arriving at generalizations related to current problems. Historical studies without such purposes, only the recording of past events, could not be considered competent research.

Research studies in which the findings had little value outside the local situation in which they were studied also could not be considered competent research. Thus, those studies referred to as "service studies" and "investigations" by Guba, or those referred to as "institutional" studies or "action research," would not be considered competent if their intent was only the solution of a local problem. Such studies generally report on problems peculiar to a specific school with no intent in purpose, design, controls, or outcomes, to be useful to the profession as a whole. They undoubtedly have great value for the particular school. They may even provide examples of designs which would be useful to other schools with similar problems, and they may be generative in formulating ideas and research problems. But, their contribution to the profession as a whole is very slight.

From the above definition, and the interpretation and refinement of that definition, it is obvious that the usual type of "library research report" assigned in the high school and college fails to meet the requirements of true research. Such reports, while citing sources and justifying concepts with quotations from accepted authorities, are more correctly labeled essays or polemics. They cannot be considered research in that the writer was not bound by the same strict rules or conditions as the research scholar. Such essays or polemics usually present a mere collection of information, or a discussion of some subject expressing the writer's opinion, interpretation, or point of
Reports not clearly identifying a specific problem to be studied, presenting an organized plan whereby the work was accomplished, or providing a basis for generalization, cannot truly be considered research reports. Similarly, essays, polemics, and such materials as handbooks, lists of materials, plans or projections for programs and activities, musical compositions, and like materials, while sometimes accepted as research, could not be considered to meet the basic requirements of research. They may provide much useful and needed information and they may generate numerous ideas for research. But, they cannot be considered competent research in terms of the concepts presented here.

The evaluation of a research report for competency demands that the reader make value judgments on numerous items related to each of the general concepts of an acceptable report as outlined above. While no universally accepted list of criteria exists (it would probably be endless), certain basic criteria are commonly employed in making decisions on the competency of various types of reports. Some of these basic criteria, and those used in this project, are given below in question form. They were adapted from a list proposed by Van Dalen.20

1. The Problem.

Was the logic of the problem analysis sound?
Were the hypotheses in agreement with all known facts and compatible with well-tested theories?
Were the hypotheses testable?
Were the purposes possible of attainment?


a. General considerations:

Was an adequate detailed explanation of the method, techniques, and tools used to test the deduced consequences given?
Were the procedures the most appropriate for testing the particular consequences?
Were the assumptions that underlie the use of the data gathering devices fully met in this study?
Would the techniques, methods, and tools produce relevant, reliable, valid, and sufficiently refined data to justify inferences drawn from them?
Did the report accurately describe where and when the data were gathered?
Did it describe precisely the number and kinds of subjects, objects, and materials used in the investigation?

b. Descriptive studies:

Was the design adequate in scope, depth, and precision in order to obtain the specific data required?
Had every possible precaution been taken to establish observational conditions, frame questions, design observational schedules, record data, and check the reliability of witnesses and source materials so as to avoid collecting data that were faulty?
Were the specific items the observer was to note when describing a condition, event, or process clearly identified, and a uniform method provided for recording precise information?
Were the categories for classifying data unambiguous, appropriate, and capable of bringing out likenesses, differences, or relationships?
Does the study reflect a superficial analysis of surface conditions, or does it probe into interrelationships or causal relationships?

c. Historical studies:

Was most of the report based upon primary sources?
If some secondary sources were used, did they contribute to the less significant data rather than the crucial evidence for the solution of the problem?
Were the source materials examined critically for authenticity and credibility?
Were words and statements from earlier documents correctly interpreted?

d. Experimental studies:

Was the possibility of hidden factors, other than the experimental variable, considered as explanation of the obtained data?
Did the investigator randomize the variables that he did not want to influence the results?
Did the investigator consider the possibility of unconscious signaling or of previous practice influencing the results?
Did the investigator take into account all significant characteristics necessary to obtain equilivance of groups?
Was the law of the single variable obeyed in traditional designs?
Were all assumptions underlying the use of statistical techniques met in the design?
Were their any conditions biasing the experimenter or the subjects of the experimenter?

e. Sampling:

Was the sample sufficiently representative of the population to permit the investigator to generalize his findings?
Was the sample adequate in kind and number?
Were their any conditions biasing the selection of the sample?
Was the control group as representative as the experimental group?
Were the techniques of pairing or matching the subjects valid?
Did the sample satisfy the assumptions underlying the use of the statistical procedures?

f. Tests and measures:

Were the tests employed appropriate for the abilities of the subjects, time limits, sex, social class, etc.?
Were qualified judges chosen to rate various phenomena?
Were there any items or factors in the tests or measures that might limit the extent or type of the subject’s response?
Were the materials pre-tested before use?

g. Questionnaires and interviews:

Was each question sharply delineated to elicit the specific responses required as data?
Did the questions adequately cover the decisive features of the needed data?
Were the questions colored by personal or sponsorship bias, loaded in one direction, or asked at the improper time?
Did each question afford a sufficient number of alternative answers to permit the respondent to express himself properly and accurately?
Were stereotyped, prestige-carrying, or superlative words and phrases used that bias the response?
Were multiple-choice responses randomly arranged to reduce the likelihood of systematic errors?
Were the materials pre-tested before use?
3. **Analysis of Data.**

   Was the analysis objectively stated and free from mere opinions and personal prejudices?
   Were broad generalizations made without sufficient evidence to support them?

4. **Conclusions.**

   Were the conclusions justified by the data gathered?
   Were the conclusions qualified to show the limits within which they apply?

The above criteria were some of those used in making competency judgments of the research reviewed in this project. If there was any doubt of the adequacy of the information contained in a report in meeting any of these criteria and those discussed previously, the study was not considered to be competent.
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES
PROCEDURES

The procedures employed in the process of identifying and synthesizing competent research studies in music education (in terms of the definition stated in CHAPTER II), and providing abstracts and microfilms of these studies for storage in the ERIC retrieval system, are given in sequence below.

1. A list of titles of published and unpublished documents in music education was compiled.

2. The relevance of these documents to the project definition of music education according to their titles was estimated in a preliminary screening.

3. PERT* techniques were applied to clarify procedures and time allotments in the operational plan of the project.

4. A priority system for the procurement of apparently relevant documents from various sources of supply was devised.

5. Available studies were evaluated for their relevance to the project definition and for their competence as research.

6. Each study was categorized according to its content and placed in the categorical system which evolved from the project definition of music education.

7. Competent studies were microfilmed in their entirety for storage in ERIC.

* Program Evaluation and Review Techniques. PERT is basically a military management tool. It is a systematic method of laying out a program plan, checking the logic of the plan, and keeping account of its development.
8. An abstract of each competent study was written and index terms devised for use in the ERIC retrieval system.

9. The findings in each category were synthesized.

The material contained in the following pages gives the specific operations and concepts employed in each of these procedures.

Compilation of a List of Titles

The objective for compiling a list of titles in music education was to identify titles of apparent research reports completed in the United States during the period 1930-1962. This required the examination of several kinds of published literature for titles and the contacting of a variety of sources for unpublished or rare documents.

Published Research

The simpler and more obvious process was immediately instituted by sending project personnel to published compilations which would yield titles of apparent research in music education. These were Dissertation Abstracts, Psychological Abstracts, Sociological Abstracts, and the bibliographies in music education compiled and edited by Small and Larson. As lists were developed from these sources, references to other potential sources were found. As a result, whole sets of journals were searched such as the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, and the Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders. Complete indexes were searched such as the Education Index and the Music Index. All of the national journals in music education were searched as well as other sources in music such as the Musical Quarterly and the Journal of the American Musicological Society. The bibliography of every study found to be relevant and competent research also was searched for titles not listed in the project catalogue. This became a process of increasing magnitude which went beyond the most extreme anticipations of the investigators.
Undoubtedly, a complete list of relevant titles could never be guaranteed. However, the examination of 708 sources for titles gives some assurance that probably most of the research relevant to music education has been identified. The list of the 708 bibliographic sources used is presented in Appendix E.

Unpublished Research

The second and concurrent searching process had for its objective a complete list of titles of unpublished research (theses, dissertations, faculty research) for the period 1930-1962. This was a complex process which included: (1) compiling a directory of institutions of higher education offering graduate studies in music education, (2) obtaining titles of studies in music education from these institutions, and (3) listing these titles in the project catalogue.

The directory for the initial phase of this aspect of the project was begun with the listing of the ninety-three institutions included in the two Larson bibliographies. Since each of these volumes differs slightly as to the institutions which contributed to them, three different groups of institutions had to be contacted: (1) institutions included in Larson's first volume—1932-1948, (2) institutions included in Larson's second volume—1949-1956, and (3) institutions included in both Larson volumes.

It was known that institutions other than those which contributed to the Larson compilations had research titles to report. A total of forty-seven names of institutions was added to the directory by the investigators from their personal knowledge. The question arose as to what other institutions in the United States should be contacted for research titles. The answer which seemed most valid was those institutions offering graduate study since these institutions would be the most likely source of research reports. It was decided that a survey would be necessary before an accurate list of insti-
tutions offering graduate study in music education could be compiled.

For this survey, the project directory was checked against and supplemented from the listings found in *The Education Directory of the United States Office of Education: Part 3, Higher Education, 1962-1963*; the United States Office of Education publication, *Enrollment for Advanced Degrees, First Term 1962-63: Final Report*; the United States Office of Education document, *Earned Degrees Conferred: Bachelor and Higher Degrees for 1963*; *The College Blue Book*; *American Colleges and Universities*; and the National Association of Schools of Music publication, *List of Members*. The resultant directory included the names of 361 additional institutions whose status as offering music education graduate studies was uncertain or unknown.

The survey was conducted by means of a memorandum (see Exhibit 1 in Appendix G) which was sent to each of the 361 institutions inquiring whether graduate degrees in music education were offered. There were 71 institutions replying positively, 290 replying negatively, with 6 institutions failing to reply. Adding the names of the 71 institutions replying positively to those which were known to offer graduate degrees in music education resulted in a total of 211 institutions in the United States which offered graduate programs in music education. These 211 institutions were considered to be the potential sources for titles of completed student and faculty research.

Titles of research studies were obtained by sending a letter containing information and instructions to the 211 institutions (see Exhibit 2 in Appendix G). Included in the letter were three forms—one each for reporting lists of published faculty research, unpublished faculty research, and graduate student research (see Exhibits 3, 4, and 5 in Appendix G). For those institutions included in the Larson bibliographies, two particular letters were developed which would obviate the duplication of the Larson listings (see Exhibits 6 and 7.
in Appendix G). In general, these institutions were requested to supply the project with lists of research for the years 1930-1962 which were not included in the Larson bibliographies. The same three forms for reporting faculty and student research were included with these letters of instruction. The entire mailing of this material occurred in November, 1963. The last return was received one year and a half later, in May, 1965, after several follow-up letters were sent. A total of 171 institutions returned the completed forms with 139 supplying titles of research studies. Cooperation was not obtained from forty institutions. A list of 171 cooperating institutions is given in Appendix F.

The Catalogue

The catalogue of titles resulting from the survey and the examination of published sources was fifteen months in development, with a small amount of activity continuing through the end of the abstracting process as the bibliographies of competent research were examined. The catalogue included all of the titles in published bibliographies in music education, all titles supplied by the surveyed institutions, and the titles found in other published literature. The project personnel assigned to searching the literature were instructed to list all titles in the assigned sources relating to the needs of the teacher and music teaching for the years 1930-1962. They were not to make value judgments on the relevancy of titles except in those cases where titles clearly related to some other area of study. Because there were several persons working at the same time, and because there was a time-lag between the depositing of cards in the project office, the alphabetizing of the cards, and making typed copies, a certain amount of duplication occurred. Too, published errors in titles and authors names caused some duplication and confusion.

The problem of the gross relevancy of a title was the bete noire of the bibliographers. There was the problem of information the teacher needs to know
to function in the teaching-learning process as differentiated from research related to the teaching-learning process. Thus, some studies in the area of speech and hearing or architectural acoustics were listed. As the work of the project evolved, many of these titles were eliminated as being too remote to music education as it was finally defined (see CHAPTER II of this report).

Almost all of this kind of title listing occurred only in the early weeks of the project as concepts were being taught to the bibliographers and refined by the principal investigators. The variety of information a bibliographer must have is formidable when he attempts to interpret gross relevancy of titles while looking through such sources as Psychological Abstracts and Sociological Abstracts. This is compounded for persons who are not primarily specialists in these fields. Whenever possible, a bibliographer was assigned to sources whose semantics were familiar to him, but it was obvious that this variable in the searching process created severe difficulties at times. Too, personnel doing the listing was partly student and therefore, changing. Adhering to a reasonable latitude and limitation as to what was relevant in gross terms demanded constant consideration and counseling.

The catalogue developed in the project contained a grand total of 11,810 titles. Of this number, 2660 were found not to be related to music education. The 9150 titles* thus remaining were considered to constitute all of the possible research related to music education which was completed during the years 1930-1962.

Of this total number (9150) of possible research studies related to music

* The original estimate of the number of studies completed during the years 1930-1962 (as given in the project proposal) was indicated, after a rough sampling, to be approximately 4000-4500 studies. This estimate amounted to approximately one-half of the titles in this body of literature.
education, 119 titles were found not to be available, and 1818 studies were selected in terms of a priority system for review and abstracting. The catalogue now contains, in addition to the 1818 studies abstracted and/or reviewed and the 119 not available, 3946 titles believed to be relevant to music education as defined, and 3267 titles possibly related to music education in terms of information the music teacher needs to know to function in the teaching-learning situation. CHAPTER IV of this report presents an analysis of the data relating to the number and kinds of reports listed in the catalogue. A categorical breakdown of the number of titles listed but not reviewed also is given in Appendix C.

Preliminary Screening

As bibliography cards were deposited in the project office, the titles were screened by the project directors for a preliminary allocation to relevant and non-relevant files. This decision about a title was based on an estimate of the meaning intended by the title. Only those titles which suggested contributions to the teaching of music were considered relevant at this time. This was the same rough screening system utilized by Small in 1944.9 The purposes of this preliminary screening in the early stages of the project were as follows:

1. The utilization of extant titles as a device for refining concepts of what was relevant to music education from the point of view of logic.

2. The utilization of extant titles as a device for refining concepts of what was relevant to music education as it is practiced.

3. The preliminary establishment of a priority system by which a categorical system of relevant topics could be devised.

4. The establishment of a priority basis for making typed copies of bibliography cards.
5. The establishment of a priority basis for ordering documents and microfilms.

Many of the decisions concerning the relevancy of titles were revised at a later date after the definition of music education had been refined and when the documents were examined. Further discussion on procedures pertaining to relevancy is given in the section on Relevance on a following page.

Application of PERT Techniques

During the tenth through the fifteenth month of the project, the Director of USOE Project E-016, "Applicability of Program Evaluation and Review Techniques (PERT) to Educational Research and Development Projects," requested the privilege of using this project for an exercise. This was the application of PERT techniques to an "integrative" activity. The entire sequence of events in Project E-016 was placed in a PERT flow chart, showing where the project had been, its status at that time, future events, and the project's time sequence. Figure 1 shows the work breakdown structure used in the project. A summary of the workflow network is given in Figure 2.

The application of the PERT technique to the project resulted in several benefits. The numerous elements were identified in meticulous detail on small charts and then entered in a major flow chart. This process provided a far more realistic understanding of the number of events, the complexity of constraints between the events, and the sequence of events involved in the project. With this information, procedures were more clearly delineated and concepts of timing became more realistic. In some instances, project procedures were revised.

The value of the PERT technique to a project, other than the necessity of logically ordering the project events in a time sequence, is that of predicting task completion dates. To do the latter, assumptions are made as to
estimated time involved in the completion of each task. If unknown, or unforeseen variables arise which cannot be controlled, the predicted completion dates will be incorrect. This proved true with this project. The PERT analysis, in terms of known variables and seemingly valid assumptions, justified the time allotted to the completion of the project. Unforeseen technical difficulties, however, as well as larger number of titles than anticipated, caused a completion delay of several months. These difficulties are discussed in the following section.

Unresolved Difficulties

When this project was being planned, time estimates for abstracting were obtained from several sources which had been or were in the process of abstracting research reports. These estimates ranged from fifteen minutes to sixty minutes per document. There seem to be, however, three levels or sorts of abstracts and each has its own time requirements. These are (1) descriptive abstracts, (2) substantive abstracts, and (3) substantive abstracts composed after the research competency of a study has been determined. This project was concerned with the last of these.

No time estimates were found which could be used as a precedent for projecting the quantity of time each identified task would take, particularly the process of competency evaluation.

At the time that the PERT technique was applied, only a few studies had been abstracted and evaluated. The abstractor-evaluators working in the project found that their work was averaging about two hours per document. When other responsibilities were added to the abstracting-evaluation responsibilities, such as checking the inevitable errors made in the listing process and assisting in the physical processing of documents, an average estimate of three hours per document would have been more realistic. It should be recoun-
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ted here that each document went through two additional evaluation checks after the original abstract was composed.

Perhaps the most elusive time estimate is that concerning competency evaluation. Different kinds of documents require different quantities of time. A collection of articles in one series of a journal may require no more than an average of fifteen minutes per article. On the other hand, a voluminous survey, of which there are many in educational research, may require five or six hours of concentrated effort. One of the most time consuming tasks is the process of double checking a study's problem, procedures, findings, and conclusions on a microfilm. At the present time, it seems to be impossible to determine an average time for making value judgments concerning intricate research designs.

The time estimates made in terms of obtaining documents also proved to be grossly inaccurate. Technical difficulties in obtaining documents for review and microfilming, of which the investigators were unaware, caused numerous delays and much frustration.

It was learned, for instance, that many university libraries would permit the loan of only a small number of documents (two or three) at any one time. Only after these were returned, would additional documents be loaned. This policy slowed down the procurement process in that the time involved in processing each loan order and the time in transit was increased due to the necessity of numerous orders.

Many libraries also would no longer loan original research documents. Some libraries referred the investigators to University Microfilms, Inc., for a copy of the desired document. Others, would only sell a 35mm microfilm or a xerox copy produced in their own facilities. The time involved in correspondence obtaining such information as well as the time involved in producing a copy of the document, if ordered, varied greatly with different libraries.
There was no way of predicting the time involved in this procurement process.

When libraries would make available to the project only 35mm microfilm (either on loan or purchased), the 16mm microfilms for the ERIC Project had to be transformed first to a xerox copy and the 16mm film made from this copy. These processes added many hours to the estimated time table.

These two factors, that of the time variable in determining competence and abstracting a research study, and that of the technical difficulties encountered in obtaining documents for review and microfilming, accounted in the main for the inaccurate time predictions resulting from the PERT analysis. These problems are recounted here to alert other researchers who might need numerous documents from libraries for similar projects.

Other problems relating to document procurement are presented in the section which follows.

Procurement of Documents

The process of document procurement was anticipated as a simple task, namely, the use of the local university libraries, the purchase of microfilms, and the use of interlibrary loan services. This proved to be an underestimation of the task's complexity. A greater variety of documents in a greater variety of holding situations was found. Specifically, the following sources provided documents and information about the location of documents for use in the project: University Microfilms, Inc., University Libraries, Public Libraries, State Departments of Education, City Departments of Education, Authors, Foundations, and Music Business Firms.

The complexity of the holding status of documents required several techniques in their procurement from the sources listed previously. The initial endeavor was to seek the document locally. If the document was on The Ohio State University campus in either the libraries or the personal library of a
staff member, it was screened for relevance and for its status as a research report. If it seemed to be a research report, it was removed to the premises of the project offices for evaluation and abstracting. As soon as the document was known not to be available locally, it was ordered through interlibrary loan services, or obtained from the appropriate source directly. If a document was listed as unpublished faculty research, a letter was sent to the author (see Exhibit 8, Appendix G). The letter requested a copy of the original documents under his authorship. If a document was published by a business firm or another kind of office, such as the Pittsburg Public Schools Office, an appropriate letter requesting the document was sent.

The original intention in the early phases of the project was to obtain documents according to temporarily formed categories of information. This was never realized. The complexities of the procedures in interlibrary loan services made this plan impossible. The influence of these procedures had some effect on the efficiency of the operations carried on in the project. The complete lack of standardization of interlibrary loan procedures, and even seemingly illogical and arbitrary rules which govern this activity, created far more difficulties for the project than any other procedural matter. Some documents could not be obtained through interlibrary loan services. Some libraries made the microfilming of documents for the ERIC project nearly impossible.

All of this confusion in procurement made a discrete sequence of ordering, abstracting, and returning documents by category of information impossible. Documents continued to "trickle" into the project office for initial reviewing as late as October 15, 1965. Those which were obtained by special arrangement for microfilming in the ERIC project and required 16mm film, were still being handled in the project office on December 15, 1965. It should be made clear, however, that certain libraries which bore the major burden of this procedure
were most helpful and reasonable in their desire to serve while protecting their holdings.

Priority System

The rationale for the procurement of documents varied according to the evolution of the project. In the early stages, a quantity of doctoral dissertations on microfilm was obtained. There were several reasons for this block order. Dissertations were presumed to be sophisticated research and therefore, these documents would have to be examined. Materials were needed for testing the adequacy of the abstract form which was developed, and for testing the concepts of relevance and competence. Also, a backlog of documents was needed for those periods when a lull would occur in the flow of documents from the various sources of supply.

After the initial group of microfilms was obtained, a rationale and a system for procurement procedures was instituted. An assessment of the project's status near the end of the compilation process indicated that it would be impossible to review all of the documents which might be research relevant to music education. As will be indicated under the discussion of the problems of relevance and competence, only the contents of a document is an adequate basis for making value judgments of these kinds. Therefore, all documents apparently relevant to the project's definition of music education were to be seen, but the quantity of these documents coupled with the problems of procurement and the predetermined termination date (in terms of the original estimates), forced the project directors to establish a priority system for procurement.

The priority system for procurement was based on the assumption that the quantity of education of a document's author would be a factor in the documents quality as a probable research report. Because most published documents were written by faculty members in higher education, published documents were
considered to be such documents. On this basis, three types of documents were given top priority for immediate procurement: (1) published documents, (2) unpublished faculty documents, and (3) doctoral dissertations and projects.

Masters' theses, which comprise approximately two-thirds of the total apparent research literature in music education, were given the lowest procurement priority because of the low level of sophistication believed to be typical of this type of document. Some 212 masters' theses were reviewed, however, because of their availability and their suspected competence as research reports. Of this number, 40 theses were found to be relevant and competent studies. It is doubted that this ratio would obtain in the total number of theses listed since those reviewed were a selected sample.

With the exception of 28 published reports whose titles were obtained too late for procurement and review in the project, and four faculty research papers and 88 doctoral project reports for which review was postponed because the titles indicated non-research (proposed courses, handbooks, lists of music, etc.), all documents of these types listed as produced during the years 1930-1962 were reviewed in the project. CHAPTER IV presents specific data relative to the number and types of documents reviewed in the project.

**Determination of Relevance**

The original intention of the project as it was stated in Appendix A of the project's contract, was to determine the relevancy of a study in terms of a definition for music education as follows:

Music Education is defined here as the teaching of music in the Classroom situation as is generally found in the public schools. The research related to the transmission of musical knowledge and the development of musical skills in this framework will be the basic concern of the project.

The relevance of a title to that definition was to be determined by the variables in the teaching process as found in the writing of Gage,\(^\text{10}\) namely:
central, relevant, and site variables.

A central variable in research on teaching is one referring to a behavior or characteristic of teachers.... There are three categories of central variables: (1) teaching methods, (2) instruments and media of teaching, and (3) the teacher's personality and characteristics....

Relevant variables are those that refer to antecedents, consequents, or concurrents of our "central" variables.... Two loci in which relevant variables cluster are (1) social interaction in the classroom, and (2) the social background of teaching....

Some variables are typically held constant and are used to characterize the "state" or situation in which other variables are studied. The categories of site variables considered here are (1) grade level, and (2) subject matter....

As the project progressed, it became evident that the variables of Gage were too restrictive to cover the concepts and research related to music education. Difficulty also was encountered in accepting Gage's notion of the central variable in teaching. For example, the first of Gage's relevant variables, "social interaction in the classroom," could be considered the central variable if one assumes that the student is more than a receptacle, i.e., a dynamic factor in the educational process, and that some kind of change occurs which goes beyond the teaching process. Learning also is taking place and it effects changes in the teaching process. At least this is an accepted concept in education in the arts. Thus, after much thought, the investigators were led to reject the specific suggestions of Gage and to consider a more inclusive definition of music education—one which would give greater emphasis to the teaching-learning process. A refined definition would make possible the determination of the relevancy of any study.

Another factor in the inadequacy of the original definition was the concept of objectives for music education. Two objectives had been included—the transmission of musical knowledge and the development of musical skills. As the project evolved, it became apparent that these were statements of broader concepts and that a third and equally important concept should be
Concerning the first objective, it was accepted that knowledge is culturally determined. In fact, knowledge may be considered a symbolic organization of a cultural heritage for the most part. Few men can claim to have created new knowledge. Therefore, the first objective in music education, a process, was revised to be "the transmission of the (musical) culture." The second objective was a more subtle problem. In brief, skills are the personal techniques by which an individual participates in his culture. To gain the skills of his culture is for him to become acculturated, to become capable of dynamic, willful participation. Therefore, the second objective was restated to be "the acculturation of the individual." The third objective, or the newly added objective, "the development of aesthetic sensitivity," is perhaps the only unique and fundamental reason for the arts to exist in the schools. There is only one source for the teaching of the gentility in beauty and that is through the exposure to beauty. In formal education, the major vehicle for accomplishing this is the arts. This process may be called education toward aesthetic sensitivity.

These two considerations, the revision of the objectives and the new term "teaching-learning process," added broader and clearer dimensions to the project. It was necessary to revise the approach to a synthesis of research information relating to music education. Some new kind of organization had to be found. Three attempts were made to develop a taxonomy of research in music education which would include all of its facets in terms of practice and the implicit demands of the objectives. There was a great deal of difficulty in finding terms appropriate to classes of information as well as difficulty in finding classes appropriate to all of the information. Also, the concept "relating to" became a difficulty. Eventually, it was realized that two types of research were implied, that which was "in" music education and that which
was "related to" music education. Complex paradigms were attempted as an aid to thinking, but were abandoned. After considerable deliberation on these problems, it was decided that only an *ad hoc* categorical system was possible at the time.

A categorical system was begun on this basis. This procedure was used until the numerous problems arising from the lack of an overall rationale forced another reassessment. It became evident that although music education had been defined as the teaching-learning process, a delimitation of what was *not* music education had not been established. As titles were screened for relevance, the vague areas of relevance increased with the varieties of titles. A point at issue was the volume of literature about the student and the teacher as elements in the school music classroom. Too, a term such as "teaching-learning process" indicates an interactive process inclusive of elements of varied relevancy. Again, the question of the definition's adequacy was raised.

It was now obvious that a complete and exhaustive definitional analysis of the term "music education" was essential. Several questions forced the investigators to this position. What is involved in the teaching-learning process? How is music education differentiated fundamentally from any other endeavor in music? Music teachers teach music history, theory, literature, performance, etc.; therefore, is there a peculiar concern which may be termed music education? If there is such a differentiating element, what research would be related to it?

As a first step toward an exhaustive analysis of the term "music education," an examination of the literature for a new definition of music education which would be helpful only verified the belief that all published definitions were semantic catch-alls without logical base. It was then recognized that a complete justification for the intuited explanation of music education as the teaching-learning process in music would have to become a basic contribution
of the project. Further, no reliable progress could be assured until a major attempt at an exhaustive analysis was made.

The investigators proceeded to examine the literature in logic and semantics. A careful, detailed examination of the term "music education" ensued. This resulted in a paper entitled "Toward A Definition of Music Education" which became the basis for the material presented in CHAPTER II of this report. The definition as developed is here restated:

Music education is the practice of, the participation in, and the study of the process involved in the teaching and learning of music within the elementary and secondary school in order to fulfill three fundamental objectives, namely, the transmission of the cultural heritage in music, the acculturation of the individual to his musical environment as a participant, and the development of the individual's aesthetic sensitivity.

The detailed examination of the term "music education," and the activities contained in music education, made possible the identification of the elements in the process of music education. Relevant research was then indicated to be that which was related to these elements as identified and delineated in the discussion. In summary, relevant research in the process of music education was related to the major variables of The Teacher, The Student, The Teaching-Learning Process, Constraining Elements, and The Music Education Program. (See CHAPTER II for a complete explanation and description.) It was on the basis of the definition and a breakdown of the elements that the relevancy of any study to music education was made. While the problem of relevance was not completely solved by the clarification and refinement of the definition, the number of questionable allocations was reduced to a minimum.

The varieties of decisions concerning relevance were numerous. Basically, there were two levels of decisions--by title and by content. Because of the volume of bibliography cards and the time element and difficulty in obtaining documents, it was decided that only those titles which indicated specifically
a study of music in the public schools, the pupil functioning in the schools, and the teacher functioning in the schools would be considered relevant. A large number of studies were examined in spite of the title not meeting these criteria because they were published in the known professional journals and books in the field of music education.

Determining the relevance of a document by its content proved to be the only satisfactory procedure. A few documents were deliberately obtained to verify the misleading character of titles. Almost no documents can be fully evaluated for relevance or competence by title alone. It was necessary to assume that all documents had to be seen before their relevance was finally established.

**Determination of Competence**

The objective for the evaluative process was the determination of a document's status as a report of competently performed research. Contrarily, the objective was to eliminate from consideration all polemics and reports of inadequately performed research. Positively, the endeavor was to discover validated information about the teaching-learning process in school music. Negatively, the endeavor was to eliminate invalid sources of information about the teaching-learning process, thereby separating opinion from fact.

The procedures for determining competence involved reviewing and abstracting the contents of the obtained documents for adequacy and logical consistency.

An Abstract Form was designed to obtain all essential information from a document. This included bibliographic information, a statement of the problem or purpose, the procedures used, the findings obtained, and the conclusions reached. It also contained a checklist by which the competence of the methodology could be evaluated and space for the abstractor's subjective reaction to the document. Each document was analyzed according to this outline and the
criteria for competence presented in CHAPTER II of this report. A copy of the Abstract Form is included in Appendix G (Exhibit 9). In addition to the Abstract Form, an Abstractor's Guidebook also was prepared for use in the project (see Exhibit 10, Appendix G).

Criteria for competence which supplemented those in the Abstract Form and those presented in CHAPTER II were found in Edwards,11,12 Ferguson,13,14 Campbell and Stanley,15 Tatsuoka and Tiedeman,16 Siegel,17 and Culbertson and Hencley.18 In summary, a reported study had to follow logically from the stated problem or purpose, to appropriate procedures, and then to logical findings.

When an abstractor had completed his evaluation, it was sent to another abstractor who checked the original abstract and evaluation of competence. The second level abstractor also composed a summary abstract. When the summary abstract was completed, both forms of the abstract and the original document were forwarded to the project directors for final evaluation.

Problem Areas

Several problem areas developed in the process of evaluation. There was considerable debate concerning the efficiency of examining documents purported by title to be projective studies, i.e. guide books, handbooks, courses of study, teaching materials, etc.. There were two positions possible which could have been chosen for defense in the handling of these kinds of studies. One position would be that a guidebook is not research in terms of face validity and, therefore, should not be examined. The other position would be that no document can be judged not competent research until it has been given an objective, scholarly examination. Because the first of these alternatives could not be defended on any grounds other than a scholarly guess, it was decided to obtain all documents within a priority and examine them.

Another problem was the meaning of a non-generalizable study sometimes
called a local study or service study. The question of "localness" was soon discovered to be not one of geographical locality, as it may be indicated by the title, but one of intent. For example, a controlled experiment is a local study in that the population sample is drawn from a particular geographical area. If a study uses a sample from a specified locality, this does not make the study any more local than if the locality's specification were omitted in the report. However, if a study is intended to answer questions for a local school system, for example, then it must be considered a local study and/or not generalizable. Such studies would serve a community, analyze conditions, encompass a small geographical area such as a school system, a city, or even a county. The content would be demographic as well as contain other status measures of little use beyond the community.

The question of generalizability has another dimension, usefulness. Herein is a value judgment involving not only a qualitative problem but also a quantitative problem. The question may be stated, "If information cannot be generalized to a larger population such that it can be used broadly, of what value is it?" The investigators decided that this decision was best left to the intentions of the researcher. If the intent was obviously to serve the interests of a community and the instruments used were designed to elicit localized data which was not applicable to other communities, then it was concluded that the researcher did not intend to obtain generalizable information. If the information was not generalizable, it was of questionable use to the profession as a whole. Because the objective of this project was to provide information to the profession as a whole, studies resulting in findings which were of local use only were considered not competent.

Several other kinds of studies presented problems concerning competence. These were compositions, methods materials, and texts. In order for these to be acceptable as research, their contents had to be concerned with a central
variable, criteria for inclusion established and tested, and the scope de-
limited on logical grounds. For example, a collection of Renaissance music
transcribed and edited for junior high school choirs would require pre-establi-
shed criteria for range, tessitura, parts allocation, etc. Unless these were
pre-established, the procedures were considered inadequate. If a method of
teaching was devised, its validity was considered inadequate unless a control
group or some other competent comparative devise was established. If a course
of study was developed, the validity of the materials as adequate tools for
teaching and learning was questioned unless the materials in their intended
sequence were pretested and posttested.

Survey studies provided the investigators with a peculiar difficulty.
Many of these studies are gross, dragnet affairs which, when reported, give a
wealth of data whose usefulness is questionable. Much of it is useful only to
the historian. Some of it elicits an equivocal response. A very little of it is
significant. The results of such studies were included in the syntheses only
when they were believed to provide useful information to the profession.

Another factor in the judgment of competency is the replicability of a
study. If the reported procedures for an experimental design in particular
are not such that the study could be replicated, it follows that either the
research was incompetent or the report of the study incomplete. Because a
judgment as to the completeness of the report would presuppose full knowledge
of the study prior to the writing of the report, only the report could be
judged. It may be that a number of competent studies have been eliminated as
incompetent on this basis, but without sufficient evidence in the report no
other judgment could be made.
Categorization Process

The initial screening process used in the project placed the bibliography cards, in terms of the context of the titles, into two categories: relevant titles and non-relevant titles. Only those titles which suggested contributions to the teaching of music were considered relevant. After it was found that the relevancy and the specific categorization of a title could only be determined by reviewing the document, and after it became obvious that all the titles considered possibly relevant could not be reviewed in the time allocated, the priority system was instituted for the procurement of documents. All published reports, unpublished faculty reports, and dissertations in the relevant file were then obtained for review.

Those documents found after review to be non-relevant and/or non-competent reports in terms of the definition and rationale developed in the project, were discarded and the bibliography cards placed in either a non-relevant or non-competent category by the investigators. Those reports found to be relevant and competent were abstracted and after re-evaluation by the investigators, the abstracts and the bibliography cards were coded in terms of the central variable and filed according to the categorization system given below. The categorization system was developed from the definition of music education and the resulting identification of the elements in the process of music education. The topics and sub-topics in the system were considered to be major central variables in the classification of relevant research in music education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Personal Factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-a</td>
<td>Abilities (General)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-b</td>
<td>Attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-c</td>
<td>Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-d</td>
<td>Cognitive Abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-e</td>
<td>Emotional Traits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-f</td>
<td>Interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-g</td>
<td>Musicality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-h</td>
<td>Personality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-i</td>
<td>Values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T2</th>
<th>Social Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T2-a</td>
<td>Class (social)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2-b</td>
<td>Professional Behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2-c</td>
<td>Non-professional Behaviors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T3</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T3-a</td>
<td>Programs and Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-al</td>
<td>Teacher Selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-a2</td>
<td>Curricula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-a3</td>
<td>Administrative Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-b</td>
<td>Knowledges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-c</td>
<td>Performance Skills (Musical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-d</td>
<td>Teaching Techniques</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T4</th>
<th>Professional Competencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T4-a</td>
<td>Programs and Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4-a1</td>
<td>Inservice Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4-a2</td>
<td>Teaching Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4-a3</td>
<td>Administration Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4-b</td>
<td>Knowledges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4-c</td>
<td>Performance Skills (Musical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4-d</td>
<td>Qualifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4-e</td>
<td>Teaching Techniques</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S1</th>
<th>Student</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1-a</td>
<td>Personal Factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-b</td>
<td>Abilities (General)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-c</td>
<td>Attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-d</td>
<td>Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-e</td>
<td>Cognitive Abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-f</td>
<td>Emotional Traits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-g</td>
<td>Interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-h</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-h1</td>
<td>Musicality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-h2</td>
<td>Abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-h3</td>
<td>Discriminations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-i</td>
<td>Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-j</td>
<td>Personality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1-k</td>
<td>Values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S2</th>
<th>Social Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2-a</td>
<td>School Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2-b</td>
<td>Social Status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S3</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S3-a</td>
<td>School Experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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S3-a1  
S3-a2  
S3-b  
Achievement  
Participation  
Non-School Experience  
S4  
Post-High School  

P  
Teaching-Learning Process  
P1  
Transmission of Culture  
History  
Literature  
Theory  
P2  
Acculturation of the Individual  
Perceptual Skills  
Listening  
Reading  
Expressive Skills  
Composing  
Playing  
Singing  
P3  
Aesthetic Sensitivity  
Musical Creativity  
Taste  
P4  
Undifferentiated Concepts  
General Music  
Programs and Curricula  

C  
Constraining Elements  
C1  
Administration and Supervision  
Administrative Organization  
Administrative Practice  
Faculty Schedules  
Supervision  
Scheduling  
C2  
Community Influence  
C3  
Contests and Festivals  
C4  
Philosophy  
C5  
Teaching Aids  
PME  
Programs in Music Education  
PME1  
Status and Practices  
PME1-a  
Total Music Program  
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As an amendment to the original contract, the project became a temporary satellite of the Educational Research Information Center (ERIC). The project supplied the Center with microfilms of the competent research included in the synthesizes as well as a few studies of unique design, and resumes of the microfilmed documents which included a content abstract and index terms.

Microfilm

When a document was determined to be a report of relevant and competent research and an abstract of it had been completed, it was sent to a microfilming agency for photographing on 16mm film. The objective was to send ERIC a positive photographic copy of each document. Several documents were included in one microfilming job to facilitate handling. The resulting microfilms constituted several rolls of approximately one-hundred feet of film. At the conclusion of the project, these rolls were sent to the Central Office of ERIC in Washington, D.C.

There were exceptions to the above procedures. Certain libraries refused to release the original documents from their archives or to trust their being sent through the mails. These libraries were prevailed upon to have the 16mm films made by a local microfilming agency on a requisition basis. The results of this procedure were a variation in the quality of the microfilming and a considerable increase in cost per frame for these particular documents.
One competent and relevant study was not microfilmed. This was originally obtained prior to the institution of the ERIC procedures. When it was reordered, it was found to be missing at the holding library.

Indexing

The process of indexing was undertaken on an experimental basis. A firm thesaurus of terms was not the objective. It was understood that the effort in this project was experimental and subject to subsequent revisions if the original terms proved inadequate. The basic problem in certain areas of knowledge, such as music education, is that their very nature leads to "bound" terms. For example, "reading" becomes "music reading" and "history" becomes "music history." The result is a multitude of bound terms which makes the indexing process difficult.

For most documents, eight to ten terms were developed which would provide a description of the nature of the document. A most helpful procedural guide was found in the Abstractor's Guide of the Documentation Center at Western Reserve University. This guide is basically designed for making Telegraphic Abstracts, but it served well as a device for remembering the variables and elements to be indexed. No attempt was made to apply the "role" or "link" indicators which are part of the Telegraphic Abstract system.

Resumes

For each document placed on 16mm film, a resume was composed. The objective of the resume was a complete description of the document for retrieval purposes and for scholarly screening of the literature available on a specific topic in music education. Thus, a complete citation, a 250 word abstract of the document, and indexing terms were entered on a form supplied by the Central Office of ERIC (see Exhibit 11, Appendix G). The resume was a reduction of the
larger abstract made from the original document in the abstracting process.

**Synthesizing Process**

After the relevant and competent reports had been abstracted and then reviewed by the investigators, the data relating to each sub-category were synthesized to show relationships and conflicts in the findings. The relationships of the data in any category to other categories was noted through cross-referencing. This organization and synthesis of the data is presented in CHAPTERS V, VI, VII, VIII, and IX of this report.

An evaluation was made of the research reviewed and abstracted in each major category for reporting in the conclusions section of the report. Implications of the data for practices in the public schools and for needed research in music education were outlined during the synthesizing process for presentation in the final section (CHAPTER X) of the report.

**References**
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ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF RESEARCH LITERATURE IN MUSIC EDUCATION: 1930-1962

The amount of literature produced during the years 1930-1962 which was identified by title alone as possibly being research reports in music education was quite voluminous. Neither titles nor the sources of publication were found to be indicative, however, of reports of research. It was necessary to examine the reports before making this judgment. On examination, it was found that only a small portion of this literature could be considered relevant and competent research according to the definitions and rationale employed in the project. The material which follows presents an analysis of this literature in terms of its source, quality of the reports reviewed, and the types of research abstracted as well as its distribution according to the delineated categories of music education. An evaluation in terms of competency and relevancy of the reports reviewed, but not abstracted, concludes this section.

Analysis of Research Literature

The Catalogue

The titles identified and listed as possibly indicating research reports related to music education were not obtained indiscriminately. It was assumed that dissertations and theses in music education would generally be reports of research, and that titles of such documents should be listed. Titles of other research would also be found in these documents. Unpublished research reports, indicated to be such by college and university faculty members, also should be listed. It was further assumed that other research relating to music education would possibly be found in those journals known to report research in music and music education. Such titles would be identified in other research documents and also would be recommended by music education faculty. It was in
terms of this rationale that the titles of possible research reports were obtained for listing in the project catalogue. (See CHAPTER III for a more complete explanation of this process.)

From these sources, covering the years 1930-1962, 11,810 titles were listed in the project catalogue as possibly being research reports related to music education. Of this total number, 691 were titles of dissertations, 9976 were titles of theses, 1043 were titles from published sources, and 100 were titles of unpublished reports. Further screening of the theses titles resulted in a reduction to 7316 titles. The titles of 2660 theses were classified as encompassing topic areas not relevant to the definition of music education developed in the project. The total catalogue then contained a total listing of 9150 titles possibly indicating research reports in music education. The most prominent source for possible research titles was masters' theses, with published reports and doctoral dissertations following in that order. These data and that which follows are given in tabular form in TABLE I.

After it was realized that it would be impossible to review this number of reports (twice the number estimated) in the time allocated to the project, the priority system for procurement and reviewing documents was placed into operation. All published documents, unpublished faculty research, and all doctoral dissertations produced during the years 1930-1962 were to be reviewed. Masters' theses were to be postponed, with the exception of those which were selected because either they were known to be competent research or because they were referred to in other documents or recommended by music education faculty. Thus, 7093 titles of masters' theses were listed but the documents were not reviewed. Of these titles, 3946 were tentatively estimated by title alone to be in music education according to the project definition. In terms of the ratio of competent and relevant theses (approximately 19 percent) to
TABLE I

TOTAL NUMBER OF TITLES (1930-1962) INITIALLY IDENTIFIED AS POSSIBLY BEING RESEARCH STUDIES RELATED TO MUSIC EDUCATION: BY TYPE OF REPORT AND STATUS IN PROJECT*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Report</th>
<th>Abstracted or Reviewed</th>
<th>Not Available or Obtainable</th>
<th>Listed: Not Reviewed</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dissertations</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theses</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9753**</td>
<td>9976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7093)**</td>
<td>(7316)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Published Documents</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpublished Documents****</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>9873***</td>
<td>11,810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(7213)**</td>
<td>(9150)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Titles obtained from the 708 bibliographic sources listed in Appendix E and the 273 research studies listed in the Bibliography (B).

** Contains 2660 titles not believed to be relevant to music education.

*** Corrected after elimination of the 2660 non-relevant theses titles.

**** Unpublished faculty and student papers.
the selected number of theses reviewed in the project, this number of theses would probably produce after review, if the same ratio held, approximately 750 competent and relevant studies. It is highly doubtful that this ratio would obtain since the theses reviewed were a select sample. The other 3147 theses titles were considered to be probably related to music education in that the titles indicated information the teacher needs to know in order to function in the teaching-learning situation—information such as the relationship of breath and lip pressure on the production of tone on the brass instruments.

During the procurement process, it was found that 119 documents (12 dissertations, 11 theses, 27 published reports, and 69 unpublished reports) were not obtainable or available. This reduced the total catalogue to 9031 titles. An interesting fact here is that the titles of the 69 unpublished faculty reports, which were found not to be available, were supplied by college and university personnel. Also, 120 titles (88 dissertations, 28 published reports, and 4 unpublished reports) in the priority categories were obtained too late for procurement. These titles were found toward the end of the abstracting and review process.

Of the total of 9031 titles now in the project catalogue, 1818 documents were obtained, abstracted and/or reviewed. This number included:

a) all available dissertations completed during 1930-1962 with the exception of the 88 titles obtained too late for procurement,
b) all available published documents produced during 1930-1962 with the exception of the 28 titles obtained too late for procurement,
c) all available unpublished documents 1930-1962 with the exception of the four titles obtained at the close of the abstracting process, and
d) a group of 212 theses selected because either they were known to be
competent research or the titles seemed to definitely indicate re-
search on topics in music education.

Not reviewed, because of the time factor and the resultant priority system,
were the 7093 masters' theses of which 3946 were believed to be in music educa-
tion, and 3147 probably related to music education.

Reports Reviewed

The status of the 1818 reports (dissertations, theses, published reports,
and unpublished reports) reviewed in terms of relevance and competence is given
in TABLE II. It was found that only 273 reports of this total number could be
considered relevant and competent research in terms of the definitions and
rationale employed. Or, in other words, only 15 percent of the 1818 reports
met the stated requirements of relevance and competence. Of this total number,
1013 reports were judged to be in music education but not competent as research,
and the topic content of 532 reports, almost one-third of the total number re-
viewed, was judged not to be relevant to music education. These data suggest
that some confusion exists in the profession as to what are relevant topics
in music education, and what constitutes competent research.

Of the 591 doctoral dissertations reviewed, 182 (31 percent) were found
to be both relevant and competent research; 240 dissertations (41 percent)
were found to be relevant but not competent; and 169 (28 percent) were found
not to be relevant to music education as defined. A breakdown of these data
by type of doctoral degree is given in TABLE VII.

A similar status ratio was found in the analysis of the masters' theses:
40 theses (19 percent) were found to be both relevant and competent research;
145 theses (68 percent) were considered relevant but not competent; and 27
theses (13 percent) were considered not relevant to music education. A break-
down of these data by type of masters' degree is given in TABLE IV.
### Table II

**Status by Type of Report of the 1818 Titles (1930-1962)**

Abstracted and/or reviewed in terms of relevance to music education and competence as research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Dissertations</th>
<th>Theses</th>
<th>Published</th>
<th>Unpublished</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relevant and Competent</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant, Not Competent</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Relevant</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td><strong>591</strong></td>
<td><strong>212</strong></td>
<td><strong>988</strong></td>
<td><strong>27</strong></td>
<td><strong>1818</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE III

Status by degree of the 591 Doctoral Studies (1930–1962) abstracted and reviewed in terms of relevance to Music Education and Competence as Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Ph.D.</th>
<th>Ed.D.</th>
<th>DMA</th>
<th>D.Mus.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relevant and Competent</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant, Not Competent</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Relevant</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td>236</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>591</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV
STATUS BY DEGREE OF THE 212 MASTER'S STUDIES (1930-1962)
ABSTRACTED AND REVIEWED IN TERMS OF RELEVANCE TO
MUSIC EDUCATION AND COMPETENCE AS RESEARCH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>MA</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>MM</th>
<th>MME</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>M(?)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relevant and Competent</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant, Not Competent</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Relevant</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Totals                  | 78 | 19 | 62 | 33  | 11 | 9    | 212   |
Of the total number of 803 graduate studies reviewed, only 222 (28 percent) were considered both relevant and competent studies. These studies were completed at 57 institutions. TABLE V gives a list of these institutions.

These data give evidence which negate the belief held by some persons that dissertations and theses are usually reports of research in certain specified areas of study or knowledge. This would at least be true in music education. In many instances, as these data show, dissertations and theses are not on topics relevant to music education and they are not reports of research, at least as conceived in this project (see CHAPTER II). It is possible that a few of the studies considered not to be relevant were not completed for degrees in music education. Hence, they would not be concerned with topics relevant to music education. They were listed in the source materials and in reports from institutions, however, as dissertations and theses completed for degrees in music education. These data would also indicate, with the possible exception mentioned above, that some colleges and universities are accepting reports other than research reports for thesis and dissertation requirements.

Fewer of the published reports, as compared percentage-wise with dissertations and theses, were considered relevant and competent research (see TABLE II). For example: 51 published reports (5 percent of the total) were considered both relevant and competent; 610 reports (62 percent) were considered relevant but not competent; and 327 published reports (33 percent) were considered not relevant. None of the unpublished documents were considered both relevant and competent research. Of the 27 unpublished documents reviewed, 18 were considered relevant but not competent, and 9 were considered not relevant in terms of the concepts employed in the project.

The analysis of the published reports is interesting in that it substantiates the notion that confusion seemingly exists in the profession as to
# Table V

**LIST OF INSTITUTIONS AT WHICH THE 222 RELEVANT AND COMPETENT GRADUATE STUDIES IN MUSIC EDUCATION WERE COMPLETED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutions</th>
<th>Doctoral Degrees</th>
<th>Masters' Degrees</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Ed.D.</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appalachian State Teachers College</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowling Green State Univ. (Ohio)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California University (Berkeley)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California University (Los Angeles)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Musical College</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clemson Agricultural College</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado State College of Educ.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado State University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado University</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida State University</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresno State College</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Peabody College for Teachers</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois Normal University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana University</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa State University</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas University</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyola University (Chicago)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan University</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Conservatory of Music</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast Missouri State College</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State University</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon State College</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions</td>
<td>Doctoral Degrees</td>
<td>Masters' Degrees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Ed.D.</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon University</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania University</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania State University</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburg University</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern California University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syracuse University</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee University</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Christian University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas University</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Southern University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgina University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne State University</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Reserve University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin University</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale University</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Totals: 81, 97, 4, 40, 222

**NOTE:** The number of studies per institution listed in the above table does not relate to the percentage of such studies completed at each institution during the years 1930–1962.
what is relevant and competent research in music education. The majority of the titles of published reports were obtained from references in dissertations and theses. In these studies, the published reports were referred to as "related research" or research studies. That this confusion exists, is also supported by the type of unpublished reports submitted by college and university personnel. None of these reports, as indicated above, could be considered relevant and competent research.

Another interesting analysis of the data on published reports is the source of publication. TABLE VI presents these data. Here it is of interest to note that only fifteen of 51 research reports were published in six journals and magazines (Journal of Research in Music Education, MENC Bulletin, Music Education Research Council Bulletin, Music Educators Journal, Music Supervisors Journal, and School Music) allied to the music education profession. The other thirty-six reports were published in journals of other or related disciplines, or in special institutional or agency documents. These data would suggest that either researchers sought publication sources outside of those allied to the profession, or that the professional publications, at least at some time, did not accept or encourage research reports for publication.

The types of research represented in the 273 reports considered to be both relevant and competent research in music education is given in TABLE VII. These data reveal that the research reports were generally of two basic types—Descriptive and Experimental Research. The largest number of competent studies (135) were of the survey-questionnaire type. Only two studies of a philosophical nature were found which were competently performed. One of these was primarily an analysis of documents and critiques of the ideas of major thinkers and the other was a survey of what philosophical system appeared to be functioning in selected school systems. Both of these were considered descriptive.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Source</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Book (Published Research Report)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California J. Elementary Education</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Development</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Development Monographs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Regional Education Board Bulletin</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Applied Psychology</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Educational Psychology</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Educational Research</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Experimental Education</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Psychology</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Research in Music Education</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Social Psychology</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas Bulletin of Education</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENC Bulletin</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Education Research Council Bulletin</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Educators Journal</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Supervisors Journal</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogical Seminar and J. of Genetic Psychology</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburg Public Schools</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Reports</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Music</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith College Studies in Social Work</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Iowa: Studies in Child Welfare</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Iowa: Studies in Psychology of Music</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>51</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE VII

DISTRIBUTION BY TYPES OF RESEARCH OF THE 273 REPORTS (1950-1962) FOUND TO BE RELEVANT AND COMPETENT
RESEARCH IN MUSIC EDUCATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Research</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Descriptive</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey and Structured Interview</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey Questionnaire</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized Tests</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Analysis</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Analysis</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experimental</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Group Technique</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control-Experimental Group</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Groups</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Construction</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
research. Historical research, per se, was not considered relevant to the
definition of the project in that historical accounts are not analyses of the
teaching-learning process but descriptions of what it was at one time. Such
studies were considered to be related to music education and information of
interest to the music teacher. Some relevant and competent studies included
historical descriptions of the problem investigated. All too often, the
methodology was inappropriate or inadequate but the study was accepted because
the validity of the findings did not rest on the historical portion of the
study. (See CHAPTER II for a discussion of the requirements for historical and
philosophical methodologies.)

The distribution of the 273 reports of both relevant and competent re-
search in terms of the delineated elements or categories of music education
is presented in TABLE VIII. Here it is seen that the largest number of stud-
ies dealt with problems concerning the Music Teacher, the Music Student, and
The Teaching-Learning Process. Studies dealing with problems of Constraining
Elements and Programs in Music Education, the other delineated categories,
were generally of the service, non-generalizable type. This accounts in large
measure for the fewer studies in these categories.

Evaluation of Research Literature

Competency

Major inadequacies found in the 1013 reports reviewed and classified as
relevant but not competent research (see TABLE II) were of several kinds. In
many cases the problem stated by the investigator proved to be different from
that which he investigated. In some cases, the problem, objectives, or pur-
poses were not clearly and succinctly stated and they had to be deduced by
the reviewer. In other cases, problem statements were only partially reveal-
ing of the scope of an endeavor. There were designs demanding attitude
### TABLE VIII

**DISTRIBUTION OF THE 273 REPORTS (1930-1962) FOUND TO BE RELEVANT AND COMPETENT RESEARCH ACCORDING TO DELINEATED CATEGORIES OF MUSIC EDUCATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Teacher</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Student</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching-Learning Process</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraining Elements</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs in Music Education</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>273</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


measurement where the investigator failed to use appropriate techniques for attitude scale development and construction. Numerous examples of the failure to validate data gathering instruments were found. The most common inadequacy, particularly among doctoral studies, was the lack of competent investigation. These studies contained problems which were, and still are, in need of adequate attention. However, they were nothing more than an extended library paper or, in some cases, an essay without a bibliography.

Inadequacies found in the 240 doctoral studies classified as not competent research are listed with frequency of occurrence in TABLE IX. These inadequacies are referred to as "major" in that they were the most glaring deficiencies in these reports. Many reports had several deficiencies. It will be seen from these data that a large number of the doctoral studies failed to specifically state and define a research problem—one that functioned as a guide for collecting data and for arriving at generalizations, even if the generalizations were only temporary in nature. A problem may have been stated in some studies, but it was of such pedestrian nature, i.e., "to review the development of music in the public schools of Smith county," that generalizations were not demanded—no research problem existed to be solved. None of the studies, which proved to be historical reviews after their receipt, were true historical research. Rather they were random reporting of past events. A large number of the studies were mere collections of opinions and speculations. None of these studies met the requirements for philosophical research. These were classified as "essays." Others were reports of activities, lists of music or instructional materials, guidebooks for conducting certain types of musical activities, and proposed courses of study. The contributions of such studies, even if a problem had been defined, would be slight in terms of usefulness to the profession as a whole. The common deficiency in all of these studies was the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Inadequacies</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Defined Research Problem</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses of Study (Proposed)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essays</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Reviews</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lists of Materials</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reports of Activities</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presentation, Design, and Techniques</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusions Inappropriate</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusions: None</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Analysis Incomplete</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design: Inappropriate or Inadequate</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Incomplete</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials and Techniques Not Validated</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics Inappropriate</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-Generalizable Data (Service Studies)</strong></td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
lack of a specifically defined research problem.

The lack of validation of data gathering instruments and techniques and the use of inappropriate or inadequate research designs, were the major deficiencies of a technical nature. In some studies the information given and the data analysis were incomplete. In other studies, conclusions were inappropriate to the data, and in one study, statistical techniques were inappropriate to the design and sample. One study failed to list conclusions.

Also classified as not competent research were thirty-two doctoral studies which presented non-generalizable data. These were the type of studies usually classified as "service studies." They may have been competent studies in terms of their designs and executions, but their intent was judged to be local or restricted in nature. Because of this, the data were not useful to other researchers in that the generalizations did not indicate trends or relationships which could be utilized as a basis for thinking or action in other situations. The designs employed were not unique, but traditional methods of attacking the types of problems usually dealt with in studies of these kinds.

The analysis of the major inadequacies of the 145 masters’ theses classified as not competent research revealed a situation very similar to that found for the doctoral studies. These data are presented in TABLE X. Here again was found the lack of a defined research problem and a predominance of reports of the essay type. The major deficiencies of a technical nature, as with the doctoral studies, were in the use of inappropriate or inadequate designs, or the failure to validate data gathering materials and techniques. In the selected sample of theses chosen for review, only two studies were of the non-generalizable type. It is not believed that this small number of theses so evaluated is indicative of the remaining body of theses not reviewed. Rather, it is suspected that a large portion of the unseen theses will be of the non-generalizable type. At least a cursory examination of the titles would lead one to this conclusion.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Inadequacies</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Defined Research Problem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compositions</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contest-Festival Lists</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essays</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handbooks</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lists of Solos</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method Books</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reports of Activities</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>145</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Design and Techniques**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conclusions Inappropriate</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Analysis Incomplete</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design: Inappropriate or Inadequate</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials and Techniques Not Validated</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Techniques Inappropriate</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Non-Generalizable Data (Service Studies)**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total**

|               | 145       |
The distinguishing inadequacy of the 610 published reports classified as not competent research was the lack of a specified research problem and the extremely large number of reports of the essay type. It can be questioned if all the authors of these reports (articles) considered their work to fall in the category of research. Most of them were polemics or speculative essays. These published reports were reviewed because they were indicated to be research reports in other documents and by faculty respondents. Those persons making this decision undoubtedly considered research in a somewhat different frame of reference than that utilized in this project. The major technical deficiency was the lack of sufficient information for making valid judgments on the competency of the work. This lack of information may have been due to editing practices of the various publication sources. Data on the major inadequacies of the published reports reviewed in the project are presented in TABLE XI.

The major inadequacies of the eighteen unpublished reports obtained from college and university personnel (see TABLE II) was the lack of a specific research problem. Of the total number of unpublished reports reviewed, fourteen were of the essay type and one was a list of teaching materials. In terms of technical inadequacies, one report was lacking in sufficient information and one failed to validate data gathering materials used in the work.

The data presented above on the major inadequacies of the reports reviewed in the project and considered not to be relevant research, gives further evidence that the music education profession is not generally knowledgeable of research concepts or techniques, at least not those used as criteria in this analysis and evaluation, and those necessary to obtain data for the improvement of practices in music education. Graduate student research, the greatest source of research data for the profession, reveals this lack of
TABLE XI

MAJOR INADEQUACIES WITH FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE FOR THE CLASSIFICATION OF 610 PUBLISHED REPORTS (1930-1962) AS NOT COMPETENT RESEARCH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Inadequacies</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No Defined Research Problem</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses of Study (Proposed)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essays</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method Books</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reports of Activities</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews of Research</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presentation, Design, and Techniques</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Analysis Incomplete</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design: Inappropriate or Inadequate</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Incomplete</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials and Techniques Not Validated</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-Generalizable Data (Service Studies)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sophistication. Only a small percentage of the doctoral studies completed during the years 1930-1962 revealed true research endeavors. Of the selected masters' theses, only a small percentage were actually research studies. The published literature, referred to as "research reports" and so indicated in source materials and by music education faculty, clearly indicates a lack of differentiation of research from other scholarly activities. None of the unpublished reports submitted by college and university personnel could be considered research in terms of the definitions and rationale employed in this project.

Relevancy

The relevancy of a research topic to an area of knowledge or a field of study is usually controlled by the perimeters which define the area or field of study. If the area has not been defined, any topic remotely related to the area might be considered a relevant topic for research. The latter consideration seems to be the case to some measure in music education. Almost any topic in music, education, or in other fields such as physics for that matter, has been considered at some time or other, to be relevant to music education. It must be assumed that such topics were considered relevant in that the research was accepted for higher degrees in music education, or it was so classified by the profession. The relationship of the topic to music education was not the major concern. Rather, the research was concerned with substantive knowledge in the topic area. The contents of the graduate research studies, published reports, and unpublished reports, reviewed in this project leads to these generalizations. A list of the general topic areas found in the 532 reports judged not to be relevant in terms of the definition of music education are given in TABLE XII.

This listing of non-relevant topics shows the spread and divergence of
TABLE XII

TOPIC AREAS OF THE 532 REPORTS (1930-1962) NOT CONSIDERED RELEVANT TO MUSIC EDUCATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic Areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acoustics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypical Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biographies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Music Students (Non-Music Educ. Majors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Music Instruction (Non-Music Educ.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folk Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental Performance Practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical Criticism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-School Subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Music and Musicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology of Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice Techniques</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
topic areas in only those studies which were reviewed. They were included in the review process because the titles were thought to be related to problems in music education and they were so indicated in other research documents and reported by music education faculty. Such was not the case. The title of a study in many cases bore no relationship to the content of the work. It will be recalled that 2660 titles were eliminated in the preliminary screening process on the basis of non-relevancy. These titles were judged to definitely indicate musicological and other topic areas.

The listing of topic areas not considered relevant to music education adds further weight to the previously stated concern that confusion and misunderstanding certainly exists in the profession as to what constitutes relevant research topics. The perimeters of music education have not been specified and delineated by the profession, and in many cases, any topic may be considered relevant. The acceptance by the profession of some set of perimeters for this area of study would appear to be an initial necessary step in building an organized body of knowledge in music education.
CHAPTER V

RESEARCH RELATING TO THE MUSIC TEACHER
RESEARCH RELATING TO THE MUSIC TEACHER

This chapter and the succeeding four chapters present syntheses of the research completed during 1930-1962 which was found to be both competent and relevant. The technique by which the information is synthesised varies with the type of project and the variety and quantity of information. A study of several variables may appear under several subsections. Too, a single variable may be mentioned under more than one category. Studies of relationships often have implications for more than one category. The syntheses include that information which was considered most important in the accepted studies. Abstracts for the studies included in the syntheses are presented in Appendix A. References to the abstracts and to Bibliography B are indicated in the text by the authors' name and the date (in parentheses) of the research report.

As a variable in the teaching-learning process in music, the music teacher brings to the process a psychological set, behavior patterns, skills, information, characteristics, and a personality which are a result, in part, of previous experiences and the environment of the moment. Research on the music teacher as a variable in the teaching-learning process seems to apply to four factors: personal factors, social factors, professional education, and professional competencies. Some of these are developed prior to the teaching-learning process and comprise the basis for functioning. Others act as functioning elements in the process. Thus, the concern for these factors lies in their development antecedent to the process as well as their function in the process.

**Personal Factors**

The personal factors of the music teacher include those factors which distinguish him as an individual. They include his non-musical abilities, attitudes in his work and toward other situations, physical characteristics and such characteristics as age and marital status, and the factors of in-
intelligence, interests, musicality, personality, and values. These are the factors which may influence the teaching-learning process because they are injected into that process when the teacher is involved.

**Abilities**

The abilities of music teachers, other than musicality, musical achievement, and intelligence, have not been examined in research studies. The areas of psychomotor abilities, social intelligence, spatial abilities, other artistic abilities, and aptitudes in types of endeavors other than music were not among the competent research studies. Intelligence (see below) was considered, but the varieties of measures and the varieties of cognitive abilities measured by the different kinds of measures were not considered.

**Attitudes**

The attitudes of various teacher groups in education toward school music were studied by four investigators. Snapp (1953) in his study of vocational interest found that public school music teaching was the least preferred position among four groups of musicians—teachers of college applied music, teachers of college theory and history, teachers of public school music, and professional symphony musicians. Only forty-one percent of the public school music teachers rated it their first choice. Evans (1958) studied the factors which were believed to affect the attitude of the elementary school classroom teacher toward teaching music. The overall attitude toward teaching music was found to be favorable. Home musical experiences were listed more frequently as a factor in favorable attitudes than was participation in school music organizations. Subjects having a higher number of incidents of musical experiences also were higher in a favorable attitude. Mohr (1946) found little concern among elementary school classroom teachers for the development
of specific skills and understandings in music. Johnson (1961), in a study of attitudes and philosophies of music teachers, found no strong agreement, unity, or consistency concerning music in the schools among high school music teachers, music supervisors, or college and university music teachers. This disparity included such problems as performance, methods of instruction, subject matter, music reading, music theory, and teacher preparation.

In an analysis of music teacher temperament in secondary school instrumental and choral teachers, Michael, Barth, and Kaiser (1961) found that job satisfaction was evidently not related to temperament generally. Calder (1962) found that job dissatisfaction among former music teachers was related to the musical immaturity of public school students, a poor student attitude toward music, and the level or quality of the music used in the school. The most dissatisfied group among the teacher drop-outs were those who had taught both instrumental and choral music. Those who had taught in the secondary school were significantly more dissatisfied. Rhinshart (1962) found similar factors for withdrawal from teaching music in the schools. At least sixty percent of his respondents listed the following: inadequate equipment, unsatisfactory class scheduling, inadequate financial appropriations for music, tension evolving from noise and physical effort, additional duties other than music, quality of school discipline, and unfavorable attitude of the administrators and/or faculty. Steg's study (1955) revealed a positive relationship between job satisfaction and salary level. Only sixteen percent of those in the lowest salary bracket, $2,400–$3,000 range, were very satisfied with their work. Of those in the highest bracket, $5,000 and above, seventy-seven percent were very satisfied. The degree of perceived strain in their work had a negative relationship with salary level.

In Good's study (1961), classroom teachers agreed that music should have
a more important place in the school, but twenty-five percent disliked teaching it and felt inadequate to the task. Another thirty-eight percent shared this view but felt they could do an adequate job with the aid of a music teacher.

Characteristics

No studies have been devoted specifically to the analysis of music teacher characteristics per se. These kinds of data, namely, marital status, sex, age, etc., are scattered through the literature. For example, Christy (1956) found that age correlated with achievement in a music aptitude battery which included the Drake Musical Aptitude Test, Seashore Measures of Musical Talents, and the Madison Tonal Imagery Test. Christy also found that women achieved a higher average than men on the Madison test. Sperry (1958) found that most of the women subjects in his study taught vocal music and the men taught instrumental music. Strub (1957), in one of the few comprehensive studies in this area, found that the top quartile of seventy-five school music teachers who were rated for teaching success, differed significantly from the lowest quartile in several characteristics. They were older; were married; a larger number held master degrees; had taught longer; had a longer history of musical activity and interest; had a higher college grade average in general and in music theory in particular; and were active in undergraduate professional and honorary organizations.

Intelligence

Specific studies concerning the cognitive abilities of music teachers were not found in the research literature. Reference and data on this variable are scattered throughout the literature as a variable among many within numerous studies. Christy (1956), for example, found a low but positive correlation between intelligence and achievement on a battery of music tests. Barth
(1961) found that teachers who rated high in job satisfaction and as outstanding in their work also demonstrated a higher general mental ability than did a randomly chosen sample from a population of high school instrumental and choral teachers. Mohavec (1943) did not find mental abilities as a particularly indicative element in an ability profile of music education majors relative to their success in an existing program or in student teaching. Tilson (1932) found that music education majors had a higher average in intelligence test scores than non-music majors. This investigator also found (1934) that subjects who, as undergraduates, were above the mean in the sample in mental abilities were above the salary mean of the same sample six years later.

**Interests**

Three studies have been reported on the interests and factors influencing the interests of music teachers in the public schools. Snapp (1953) developed a vocational guidance instrument, the Musicians Interest Inventory, and applied it to a population of musicians including teachers of college music theory and history, teachers of college applied music, teachers of public school music, and professional symphony musicians. Public school music teaching was the least preferred position among the four groups with only forty-one percent of the public school teachers rating it their first choice, and one percent of the other three groups rating it as a first choice. Schroer (1956) studied the factors in the backgrounds of selected college students to determine what factors were largely responsible for their choice of the music education curriculum. The following factors were found in varying degrees of importance: (a) a piano at home, (b) playing instrumental solos, (c) orchestra participation, and (d) student conducting. The school music teacher was found to have been most influential, with the private music teacher being ranked second in importance. Differences were found between men and women in that women
indicated more influence from singing solos and singing in church choirs. For the men, dance band participation and playing in small ensembles and community or civic instrumental groups were rated higher than singing.

In a study of the persistence of teachers in public school music teaching, Sperry (1958) found that those who had members of their immediate families in the teaching profession tended to remain in the teaching profession. The continuance of college studies while employed as a music teacher was also characteristic. A majority of the men who left the profession reported doing so either for financial or military reasons.

In addition to these three studies, Nohavec (1943) found that the Strong Vocational Interest Inventory revealed no pattern which could be considered as uniquely belonging to music education majors. Both Strub (1957) and Evans (1958) found that longevity of interest in music was related to interest in music teaching in the schools.

Musicality

The musicality of the music education major or the school music teacher, as differentiated from other music majors and other professional musicians, was not analyzed specifically in the period 1930-1962. Again, the information is scattered among several studies. Nohavec (1943) could find no differences between music education majors and other majors in scores on the Seashore Measures of Musical Talents. As did other majors, music education majors averaged above the means for these tests with the exception that they equalled the mean on the loudness test.

Christy (1956), using the Seashore Measures of Musical Talents, the Drake Musical Memory Test, and the Madison Tonal Memory Test, found that students in the Bachelor of Music curriculum were superior to those in the Bachelor of Music Education curriculum on the Drake test only. Aptitude in tonal memory
was found to be somewhat greater among instrumentalists than vocalists. Tilson (1932, 1934) found that music education majors scored higher on the Seashore tests than non-music majors. Schmitz (1956), in a study of the prognostic value of the Seashore Measures of Musical Talents and the Kwalwasser-Ruch Test of Musical Achievement, found no significant difference between graduates from the music education curricula and drop-outs from the curriculum.

**Personality**

The personality of the public school music teacher as a variable in the teaching-learning process has received little attention in the research literature. Barth (1961), using the Cattell 16 PF Test and the Thurstone Temperament Schedule, found that school music teachers who were identified as outstanding differed from a random sample. The outstanding music teachers measured higher in general mental ability, perseverance and persistence, self-sufficiency, permissiveness, and confidence. They also revealed less tension, less anxiety, more activity, greater leadership qualities, and a higher degree of emotional stability. In conjunction with Michael and Kaiser, Barth (1961) analyzed the personality differences between three groups of male and female secondary school music teachers of varying degrees of rated competence and self-expressed job satisfaction. Despite differences in judged competence and degree of vocational satisfaction, scores of the three groups of music teachers on two personality inventories yielded similar dimensions of temperament. The elite group of competent and satisfied teachers showed a dimension of sophistication. The contrasting group of less satisfied and less competent teachers displayed additional dimensions reflecting defensiveness-dependence accompanied by a relative lack of ambition, and extroversion that was impulsive and naive in its expression. All three groups of choral and instrumental teachers possessed comparable dimensions of temperament.
The personality adjustment of music education majors was studied by Soares (1962) through a comparison with the adjustment of science and physical education majors. Scores on the MMPI revealed no significant differences in the relative degree of adjustment indicated by the "self-concept," "ideal-concept," and "reflected-self" scores of music and science majors. Both music and science majors reflected a less-enhanced feeling of personal worth because music majors believed they had made a frivolous choice of major by society's standards and science majors had made a second best choice of major by personal standards. Music education majors appeared to have a somewhat lower personality formulation of how they appeared to others than did the two other groups. There was no statistically significant difference in the relative degree of adjustment between music, science, and physical education majors. However, music education majors did reveal a pattern of less adjustment than did the physical education majors.

The relationship of teacher personality to the teaching-learning process and the implications for teacher selection were found in four studies. Ehler (1949) found personality weaknesses as a major cause for music teacher failure in the opinion of administrators. On the other hand, Fletcher (1956) found that for beginning teachers, professional relationships were the source of least concern in the opinion of administrators. Brown (1955) studied the major weaknesses of secondary school music teachers and found that lack of emotional stability and tactfulness were thought to be among the major deficiencies. Warren (1961) reported that a primary reason why academically talented students dropped music in high school was the personality and classroom techniques of the music teacher.

Values

The values held by music teachers have received one direct comparative
study by Tippetts (1960) and indirect study by Hevner (1930). Tippetts found that art, English, music, and theater arts teachers scored similarly on values using the MMPI and the Study of Values by Allport-Vernon-Lindsey. Their aesthetic values were dominant and economic values most recessive. Aesthetic value scores were practically identical for male and female music teachers. Following the anthropological reasoning of Mead, et al, it was concluded that male teachers in art, English, music, and theater arts have a tendency toward values and interests which are considered to be feminine in our culture. The value patterns of prospective and experienced teachers of the arts showed only minor differences. None of the other groups rated the aesthetic value as dominant in their hierarchy of values as did the subjects in the four arts. Parenthetically, it should be noted that for school administrators and teachers of business and exact science, the aesthetic value was the most recessive. Concerning the musical values of college music majors compared with those of non-music majors, Hevner (1930) found that both music students and psychology students showed the same tendency to prefer revisions of 21 musical compositions. The musicians preferred a more elaborate revision and the psychology students preferred a simpler revision.

**Social Factors**

The social factors relating to the teacher are his socio-economic position in and outside of the profession, his professional social behaviors, and his non-professional social behavior. These are factors which are believed to influence his work and are related, directly or indirectly, to his effectiveness in the school.

**Class and Status**

The class and status of the school music teacher within and without educa-
tion has had little analysis. What information has been found is applicable by inference or only indirectly. Calder (1962) found that reasons for leaving the music teaching profession were related to accepting another position offering higher salary, better working conditions, and/or more prestige. Two other factors were related to professional mobility in status and salary, namely, limited opportunities for advancement in public school music teaching, and a limited initial and maximum salary. Rhinehart (1962) found a similar pattern of reasons for leaving public school music teaching. The factor most often mentioned was inadequate salary. Sperry (1958) found that for men and women of similar experience and educational background, there was little difference in the salary earned as music teachers. Also, it was indicated as in other studies, that the majority of men left the profession for financial reasons as well as for military reasons.

**Professional Social Behavior**

Little attention has been given to the professional social activities of teachers. Strub (1957) found that teaching success was related to longevity in the profession and advanced degrees in education. This investigator found, however, no relationship between success in teaching and postgraduate membership in professional organizations, or publication activities. Sperry (1958) reinforced the belief that those who remain in the profession continue their own professional education.

**Non-professional Social Behaviors**

No research has been conducted which analyzed this aspect of teacher behavior. Such research would include the social interests, community activities, family life, political interests and activities, and similar behaviors.
Studies on the professional education of the music teacher include analyses of all the variables which affect that process. Four major areas have been identified: (1) programs and processes, including techniques for selecting and retaining prospective teachers, curricula for professional education, and administrative organizations which make the functioning of the sequence and auxiliary services possible; (2) knowledges about music and other areas; (3) professional skills in performance; and (4) teaching techniques in music.

Programs and Processes

Teacher Selection. The prediction of success in the music education curriculum has been the basis of several studies. Tilson (1932) attempted to determine the predictive value of the Seashore tests and intelligence tests (ACE) for student success in a music education curriculum. The correlation between the scores on the Seashore tests and term grades in ear-training and sight-singing was +.399 for the entire group. Correlations were higher for students rated high in musical talent than for those rated low in musical talent (as measured by the Seashore tests). The correlation between intelligence test scores and term grades in ear-training and sight-singing was +.399, also higher for "talented" students. It was concluded that the test was useful for predicting failure in the music teacher curriculum. A follow-up of this study in 1934 (127 graduates) obtained replies from eighty-six former students. Of these former students, seventy-six were still teaching with nineteen teaching only music. The same tests were administered and the average score was slightly lower on the Seashore tests but the ACE scores averaged one percentile higher. Those teachers who were above the mean on both tests were above the mean salary for the group. Those who were no longer teaching had had low composite scores on the tests when administered to them while in college.
Mosher and Otterstein (1934) used a battery of standardized tests to develop a predictive battery for music education majors. It was found that tests other than music tests offered higher predictive measures than did the music tests.

Schmitz (1956) investigated the prognostic value of the Seashore and the Kwalwasser-Ruch tests for success in the music education curricula. It was concluded that course grades below the mean could be predicted with greater accuracy than those above the mean. Low correlations confirmed that the prediction of grades in the upper and lower quartiles based on the test scores in those respective quartiles did not appear plausible. The B form of the Seashore tests was the most effective forecaster of grades in any of the tests or combination of tests employed in the study. The range of the scores on the Kwalwasser-Ruch test was not sufficiently wide to be of adequate discriminating value for guidance in the college level music education program. The mean scores for graduates and the non-completion group did not differ sufficiently to indicate that survival could be predicted.

Genge (1959) developed criteria for guidance and selection-retention practices in music teacher education. It was concluded that these should precede college admission. Successful participation in music groups was considered an important prerequisite for admission to a music education program. Leadership experiences prior to the junior year in college were not considered of great value. The greatest degree of agreement concerning selective practices was in the areas of musical competencies. The use of standardized tests was rejected or considered of questionable value after the initial testing program. Advising was considered one of the most important areas in the guidance and selection-retention of music education majors.

Duda (1961) developed an instrument whereby student teacher behavior could be predicted in the teaching-learning situation in terms of several standardized measures, observation of student teacher behaviors for effective teacher
behavior, and academic achievement. It was found that several of the measures correlated significantly with teacher behavior and academic achievement. It was estimated that teacher behavior in the classroom was not a result of the grade level of teaching but was more probably a result of basic personality structure. The correlating measures included were college grades, all music grades, scores on the Aliferis Music Achievement Test (rhythm sub-test), scores on the music teacher scale of the Strong Vocational Inventory, scores on the Pd scale of the MMPI, and scores on two factors of the IPAT test.

Applicable to the problem of teacher selection is the problem of behavioral patterns which successful teachers display and which may be useful as guidelines for teacher selection. Strub (1957) found that superior teachers, as undergraduates, were in the upper quartile of 105 subjects in age, pre-college out-of-school music training, college grades in general, college music theory grades, and undergraduate membership in professional and honorary organizations. No significant relationships with superior teaching were found in the kind of pre-college in-school music training, college grades in applied music and student teaching, undergraduate membership in social organizations, number of years of college level private lessons, number of years of membership in band, orchestra, or choir, or in the standards held in a performance group at the college level. Christy (1956) found no significant difference between drop-outs and graduates among Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of Music Education students in the distributions relating to sex, degree curricula, or performance media.

Several survey studies have been made of selection practices. Wolfe (1936) found that prospective teachers were selected primarily on their performance ability in applied music and participation in music organizations. No general practices were found. Grove (1953) found also that proficiency in applied music was a primary deciding factor. Also a desirable personality was considered necessary for teaching as well as successful completion of lower level
undergraduate courses of study. Bulgin (1957) found, with few exceptions, that in non-accredited colleges all entrance to professional curricula in music teacher education was a post-entrance selection. Borg (1959) found that minimum music entrance requirements to teacher training programs varied greatly and that no general practices could be found. In eighty-three percent of the institutions studied, no means of testing musical skills or teaching techniques were used either prior to or after student teaching. Heads of departments even contradicted themselves when responses on a questionnaire about practices were checked in subsequent interviews.

Curricula. Wolfe (1936) analyzed music education curricula in four-year state teacher colleges. Curricular balance between general and specialized education (including student teaching) varied with the latter ranging from thirty-one percent to seventy-one percent of the total hours required for the degree. The median requirement in specialized education was forty-one percent of the total hours required for the degree. The median requirement in specialized education was forty-one percent of the total hours. Wolfe noted that many institutions required only a small number of hours in music and that credit in applied music, orchestral instruments, and conducting was not required. The majority of these institutions were small colleges with less than twenty-five majors and two to four instructors. The typical curriculum for music education majors consisted of voice, piano, sight-singing, ear-training, dictation, harmony, music history and appreciation, conducting, methods for music teaching, and supervised teaching of music.

Patrick (1955) surveyed the course and degree requirements in music education of four-year colleges and universities in Texas. The evaluative criteria were the standards published by MENC, NASM, MTNA, and AACTE. Approximately fifty-five percent of the white schools compared favorably with these
criteria. Two-thirds of the Negro colleges met the standards of minimum requirements in basic music courses while all of the white and eighty-five percent of the state universities compared favorably with all the criteria. State controlled institutions ranked highest in the area of music performance. None of the Negro colleges met the minimum standards of performance. More than half of all types of the institutions compared favorably with the criteria in the area of professional music education.

Bulgin (1957) investigated the program of selected liberal arts colleges not accredited regionally and thence not accredited by the AACTE. The evaluative criteria used were a combination of those published by the NASM and the AACTE. Divisions of study which fell below the NASM standards dealt with music, while the mean number of hours required outside of music exceeded the standards in the non-music area. Electives were found most frequently in applied music and least in professional education. Approximately one-half of the colleges required a senior recital, while eighty-seven percent required a secondary medium of performance, usually piano. None of these colleges met the curricular requirements of the NASM in terms of content and credit-hours for all five divisions of the music education curriculum. Omissions in terms of the criteria were in the following areas: general education, music theory, conducting, instrumental techniques, specific areas within the professional sequence, and the assignment to student teaching.

Mitchell (1958) investigated the kinds of music projects and activities offered by colleges and universities for in-service teacher education. The courses offered by ten percent of the ninety public institutions studied were in music appreciation, history, theory, applied music, and education. They also offered clinics, conferences, and director's sessions in connection with events for school performers. Courses offered by approximately ten percent of the 115 private institutions studied included courses in applied music, music.
appreciation, and education. They also offered clinics, conferences, and
director's sessions in connection with vocal festivals for school performers.
More of the courses from all institutions were offered for undergraduate credit
than for graduate credit. Some institutions provided non-credit offerings.
More of the courses were offered on-campus than off-campus. The clinics offered by
the largest number of institutions were clinics for band, orchestra,
vocal directors, and elementary classroom teachers.

Borg (1959) used the MENC standards in an analysis of curricula offered
by a selected group of twenty-four universities and colleges. The study was
limited to basic requirements, minimum standards, course offerings, and credits
for music education students. Although heads of music departments agreed that
teacher training institutions should conform to the minimum MENC standards,
the data revealed that not all of the institutions surveyed met the minimum
standards, especially in the areas of musical performance and professional edu-
cation. The administrators in the teacher colleges indicated that the require-
ments in general education overbalanced those in music and professional educa-
tion. In departments and schools of music, eighty percent of the majors were
in music education and eighty-five percent elected this program in their fresh-
man year.

Collins (1960) surveyed the music offerings in higher education for the
Southern Regional Education Board. The schools investigated were primarily in
the southern region of the United States. Findings applicable to music educa-
tion indicated that the Bachelor of Music Education degree was emerging as the
most frequently earned degree. The Master of Music degree in applied music
seemed to be the most frequently earned advanced degree with the Master of
Music Education degree ranking second. State certification requirements seemed
to be universal for the country. There seemed to be few curricular changes, a
trend interpreted to be the result of the stabilizing influence of the NASM on
music curricular development in the United States. Enrollment statistics indicated a trend toward institutional specialization of degree and curricular offerings. The trend toward establishing new graduate programs seemed to be declining; some institutions were dropping their graduate curricula.

Coe (1961) analyzed the curriculum content for the education of public school music teachers of selected institutions by means of a rating form developed from statements of needs by school music teachers. Graduates in equal numbers from teacher colleges, liberal arts colleges, and state universities were used as subjects for rating their own educational experience. The results of a Q-sort technique of forced-choice ratings revealed that: (a) the teacher must possess personable qualities and leadership ability, and (b) there is a need for more methodology in the training of the music teacher. With regard to the institutional programs, little difference was found in the required semester hours for graduation in the three institutional types. The majority of the faculty were listed in the applied music areas in all three types of institutions. The student-faculty ratios were as follows: state universities 8:1, state colleges 7:1, and liberal arts colleges 4:1. Music education was the most common major in all institutions.

Peterson (1956), in a similar study which identified major problems and needs of music teachers, reported that the preparation for teacher-student relationships that teachers received was not considered realistic in relation to the situations they found as teachers, or was not presented in a manner meaningful to them. A need was recognized for more practical training in specific administrative techniques and more efficient methods of sharing successful or promising practices, and for more training and experience in the principles and techniques of personal relations. The teachers also needed to re-examine their attitudes toward the relative value of music for public performance and
music for the inspiration of the participants.

The study of Hills (1962) revealed that the college courses considered of little or no value by music teachers were: Introduction to Education, Secondary School Administration for Teachers, and Preventive Medicine. Student Teaching, Techniques of Secondary School Teaching, and General and Educational Psychology were generally felt to be of value in preparation for teaching.

Ernst (1955) concluded from his survey of music in large city schools, that music teacher education was geared to the teaching of vocal and instrumental groups and that the training of teachers for general music class instruction had been neglected.

Administrative Organization. Among the many studies which analyzed the organizational structure in higher education for teacher education, only two studies were found to be competently performed during the 1930-1962 period. Grove (1953) analyzed student personnel or guidance services for students in music education. Among the fifty-two institutions studied, the general selection and admission practices in the majority of the schools were the responsibility of the general admissions director of the college rather than the music school or department representative. Generally, the music education guidance counselor was a part-time counselor and a part-time teacher appointed by the head of the department. The counselor's knowledge of vocational requirements for music education majors was the primary consideration given in appointing a counselor by the majority of privately and publicly supported institutions, while conservatories reported experience in public school music to be the first prerequisite. Fewer than twenty-five percent of the institutions reported special conference days on which high school officials were invited to confer with their former students.

LeBow (1960) surveyed for comparative purposes fifty-six universities
having a complex administrative organization comparable in size to Wayne State University. All of the universities studied had autonomous colleges of education and autonomous colleges of liberal arts and sciences. Course offerings in music education showed a distribution of thirty-nine percent in liberal education, twenty-one percent in professional education, and forty-six percent in specialized education. There was little deviation from the NASM-MENC-AACTE curriculum standards. Universities having an autonomous school of music had the greatest percentage of curricula showing the highest conformity to these standards. Autonomous schools of music seemed to be able to meet best the investigator's criteria for the preparation of certified school music teachers.

**Knowledges**

The analysis of what knowledges music education majors possess at any given moment in their higher education has not been studied directly. Two studies have been concerned with testing practices and test development. Gray (1960) analyzed subject matter testing practices in selected state university music education curricula. After obtaining sample tests, a "minimum standards" test was compiled and sent to cooperating institutions for faculty evaluation. Only fifty-five items were eliminated from a total of 351 by a panel of sixty-three faculty members. The areas of knowledge in the test included music history, theory, conducting, orchestration, and music education.

Briggs (1951) began the development of a standardized test which could be used in music education at the graduate level. The three basic areas of education, psychology, and music were included and subdivided into nine areas of educational administration and curriculum, general psychology, history of education, music education, educational psychology and measurement, psychology of music, history of music, theory of music, and instrumentation. The test was validated against the subjects' grade point averages and teacher ratings.
of the subjects. There were 200 subjects from thirteen colleges and universities for the final form of the test which contained 250 items whose potency was analyzed. The analysis revealed that 196 items of the final form were usable, with no more than ninety percent and no less than twenty percent of the group able to answer all items correctly.

Information on the status of knowledge among prospective music teachers is scattered in the research literature. Kiely (1956) analyzed the competencies of prospective elementary classroom teachers. In terms of criteria established by a panel of educators, achievement in music theory by itself, was not adequate for the needs of teaching music in the elementary school classroom. Borg (1959) found that music education majors considered the most difficult part in the teaching of music to be the understanding of the abilities and characteristics of elementary school pupils. Gray (1962) studied the concepts of self-image and ideal-teacher-image held by student teachers before and after the student teaching experience. The acquisition of some kind of understanding was revealed in the fact that successful student teachers changed in concepts toward the ideal-teacher-concept while unsuccessful student teachers did not. Cowan (1952) studied the pre-college knowledges of music education majors. Deficiencies were found in music theory and factual, as well as listening, background in music.

**Performance Skills**

Research on performance skills in professional music education is basically concerned with the quality of the curricula in which the skills are learned. This is analyzed in studies on proficiency tests, specific techniques for producing the skill, and analyses of the skill in terms of quality and value.

One study was found which was interested primarily in the undergraduate
elementary classroom teacher. Kiely (1956), using criteria validated by a panel of educators, found that 127 seniors in the elementary teacher education curriculum were close to achieving a desired level of singing. They demonstrated, however, little ability in reading new vocal music.

The musical skills of music education majors have had much more analysis. Freeburne (1952), in a survey of functional piano skills, found that larger schools and schools belonging to the NASM were more aware of the necessity of requiring students to attain a certain degree of piano proficiency. Bulgin (1957) found that eighty-two percent of his survey respondents (42 institutions) required a secondary medium of performance, usually piano. These colleges did not follow NASM recommendations for proving competence in applied skills and gave little attention to the levels of achievement in these skills. Webber (1958) analyzed piano requirements for music education majors in 253 institutions. Piano credit in forty-six percent of the institutions was the same for all music education majors regardless of the area of specialization. Part of the minimum piano requirements in eighty-six percent of the institutions was stated in levels of attainment. Only three functional abilities most frequently required were (a) sight-reading hymns and community songs, (b) playing piano accompaniments, and (c) harmonizing melodies. Borg (1959) found that eighty-eight percent of the twenty-four institutions he studied required a piano proficiency test for music education majors. Goetzman (1962), in a study of the minor performance area classes in music education curricula, found piano proficiency tests generally required. The requirements of NASM were not met in the minor instrument area by forty percent of the 172 colleges studied. There was inadequate training in band and orchestral instruments for vocal and piano majors, and inadequate voice training for instrumental majors in the music education curriculum. State supported schools offered more instrumental classes than other schools.
Wolfe (1936), in a general study of professional needs, obtained graduate opinions that more preparation was necessary in conducting, orchestral instruments, instrumentation, materials, methods of instruction, and student teaching. Dahlin (1951) surveyed 325 colleges to obtain information on the teaching of conducting to music education majors. More larger institutions than small offered courses in conducting. Three percent of the small schools (less than 800 students), nineteen percent of the medium sized schools (800-3,000 students), and thirty-five percent of the large institutions, offered graduate courses in conducting. Undergraduate courses were offered in ninety-three percent of the small schools, ninety-eight percent of the medium sized schools, and all of the large institutions. The types of music used in conducting classes were standard works (eleven percent), music suitable for school use (nineteen percent), and both types (seventy-one percent). Among institutions on the semester basis, forty-six percent offered two semesters, twenty-eight percent offered two quarters, and twenty percent offered three or more quarters of conducting.

In an attempt to find some means for standardizing the evaluation of applied music, Burkhalter (1961) developed criteria for evaluating major instruction in music education. His 332 respondents disagreed about the areas of proficiency required for graduation and proficiency required for college entrance. Fourteen criteria of the nineteen finally developed represented competencies which related to the problems of teaching rather than the problems of performing. Those criteria not acceptable to the respondents were in the areas of performing repertoire, transposition on the major instrument, memorization, performance proficiency, and reading ability.

The amount and quality of teacher education in stringed instruments (as minor instruments) was studied by Phelps (1951). This investigator determined that string proficiency tests and standards for a one-semester course ranged
in equivalency from one to two years of instruction for a ten or twelve year old child. The instruments studied by students varied from the violin only to all four orchestral stringed instruments—violin, viola, 'cello, bass viol. Required string class work ranged from two-thirds of a semester to three semesters. Fourteen institutions had string classes of like instruments, eight had mixed classes, and eight had a combination plan. In the institutions studied, 287 students were enrolled in stringed instrument classes at the time of the study. Of these, 113 did not look forward to teaching strings, 127 anticipated such teaching with pleasure, and twenty-five were undecided. Wikstrom (1960) analyzed early string literature for its appropriateness of use in heterogeneous string classes for music education majors. The problem was to select materials within the technical limitations of the students, yet appropriate for their level of musical sophistication. The criteria for difficulty were derived from string method books. A collection of forty compositions resulted which included works of such composers as Vivaldi, Corelli, Stamitz, J. C. Bach, Handel, W. A. Mozart, L. Mozart, and Pergolesi.

The skills needed for general musicianship, the content of the courses designed for the development of these skills, and the anticipation of success in these courses have been analyzed by several researchers. Dean (1936) studied the prognostic value of the Seashore tests for success in sight-singing. It was concluded that there was very little relationship between success in sight-singing and previous musical experience. However, the relationship between the Seashore tests and success in sight-singing was found to be relatively high, from .65 to .78. Procopio (1956) developed a program of tape recorded self-instruction in rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic dictation for music education majors. After an experimental period, it was concluded that college music students were able to learn to take rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic dictation by mechanical means with a minimum amount of faculty instruction or supervision.
The experimental group was found to make at least as much progress in all three kinds of dictation as those students who learned through the regular classroom procedure. Hargiss (1960), in an experimental study of sight-singing, found a significant improvement in a group using the piano as an aid. The subjects, who were preparing to be elementary classroom teachers, also were able to acquire simple pianistic skills. The integration of instrumental with vocal experience in developing sight-reading skill also proved to be of value in the development of musicality, music reading, and musical performance. Nicholson (1952) compared the harmonic content of high school choral music and the harmonic vocabulary provided the prospective choral director in his undergraduate courses. There was little agreement among the colleges surveyed regarding the content of harmony courses. Further confusion resulted in the many different symbols and terms used to designate harmonic combinations. A serious deficiency in the area of modulation study was noted in the harmonic preparation of the choral director. Over fifty percent of the high school choral music examined contained extensive modulations.

**Teaching Techniques**

Teaching techniques acquired by the student in higher education prior to his professional status as a music educator have not been analyzed. Research in this area of professional education has been concerned with general sequences of experiences, the administrative organization for student teaching, the self-perceptions of student teachers, and the teaching success of student teachers.

In a study of the context for student teaching, Wolfe (1936) found that colleges having less than twenty-five music majors and four faculty members on the music education staff offered the least contact hours and varied experiences in student teaching. Steg (1948) compared the student teaching practices in 123 institutions of five types. In seventy-five percent of the institutions, music
majors took student teaching under complete or partial supervision of the same person who had taught them techniques of teaching. The number of grade levels at which music majors were required to teach varied from one to four levels with two levels most frequently indicated. One-third of the institutions used campus schools, two-thirds used public schools, and a few of the institutions used parochial schools. Fifty percent of the student teachers were required to prepare lesson plans. Most student teachers were permitted to choose their own materials. Less than ten percent of the student teachers helped plan or prepare groups for public performance. The extent of contact varied from one quarter or semester to two full years with two-thirds of the schools requiring one quarter or one semester.

Herren (1955) analyzed student teaching practices in thirty-four colleges by sending a questionnaire to directors of student teaching and studying the college catalogues. Many inconsistencies were found between the two sources of information concerning course descriptions, prerequisites for student teaching, clock hours spent in student teaching, the number of courses in student teaching offered, and credit granted for courses in student teaching. There were few required qualifications for student teaching administrative and supervisory personnel. Bulgin (1957) found that instrumental technique courses were not required as prerequisites to student teaching in ten of the forty-two non-accredited colleges. Seven of these colleges did not offer instrumental instruction. In some of these colleges, general methods of teaching were not offered. Borg (1959), in a study of student opinions, was informed by ninety-four percent of the twenty-four institutions studied that student teaching was begun in the senior year. Sufficient preparation to do student teaching was indicated by sixty-seven percent of the respondents. Another seventy-one percent indicated that they had completed enough student teaching to help them do satisfactory work as teachers. On the other hand, Cassie (1959) found that
student teachers were in need of more observation experiences prior to student teaching in order for them to meet criteria which were developed from the professional literature. Snyder (1961) surveyed student teaching practices at thirty institutions. Less than half of the respondents indicated that teaching experiences were provided prior to student teaching. General education professors supervised the student teachers in all subjects in six institutions. The student teacher spent at least one period per day in actual classroom teaching.

The most comprehensive, recent study of organizational factors in student teaching was made by Janszen (1962) who investigated off-campus student teaching in 376 institutions. Thirty institutions indicated that college personnel visited potential cooperating schools prior to selection for placement of student teachers. Approximately eighty percent of the institutions indicated that the competency of the cooperating teacher was a factor which determined the selection of a school. Twenty-four institutions reported that student teachers had experience in at least two cooperating schools. Seventeen institutions required student teaching on the elementary, junior high, and senior high school levels. Thirty institutions indicated that admission to student teaching was based on a consideration of multiple factors, such as academic background, maturity, background with children and youth, personal physical traits, and proficiency in the major teaching field. Admission to student teaching was determined by a committee of faculty members in twenty-nine of the institutions. Twenty-three institutions indicated that mutual acceptance of each other by the cooperating teacher and the student teacher was a factor determining assignment. Student teachers were provided with literature describing the program and outlining procedures to be followed. Faculty visitations occurred approximately every two weeks. Three-fifths of the institutions reported student teaching seminars scheduled on a weekly basis. In fourteen institutions,
college personnel determined grades; in thirteen institutions the cooperating teacher shared the responsibility. Twenty schools made cash payments to cooperating teachers and two institutions offered in-service training to cooperating teachers. Most institutions preparing teachers of music were classified as liberal arts colleges.

Two studies were conducted in 1962 on the self-perceptions of prospective teachers of music. Gray (1962) found that music education students who were given a high rating in their student teaching had a self-concept commensurate with the self-concept of selected, successful teachers. Groff (1962), in a survey of elementary classroom student teachers in six colleges, asked the student teachers to rank eleven subject areas in terms of their ability to teach them. The ability to teach music was ranked ninth by women and eleventh by men.

Teaching success of student teachers and the factors involved have been studied by three investigators. Nohavec (1943) found a great difference between raters' estimates of her subjects' teaching performance and the estimated probable success of students as teachers of music. Strub (1957) found no significant relationship between student teaching grades and success in teaching. Watkins (1958) developed a forty item scale to be used by junior high school students for evaluating student teachers. Other ratings were obtained from cooperating teachers, who used the Beecher Record, and from the students themselves, who used the MTAI. The forty item scale was found to discriminate significantly. The three scales had no significant relationship in the way they rated student teachers.

**Professional Competencies**

The professional competencies of a music teacher are a factor in the success of music education as an endeavor. There are several fundamental dimensions to these competencies. One of these dimensions involves assumptions about the
music teacher in a structure designed for the teaching-learning process of music, namely, programs and processes. This includes such factors as how much he is capable of teaching, what kinds of curricular responsibilities he can assume, what restraints the administrative structure places on his competencies, and what remedial or enriching services are made available to him. The other dimensions include the directly analyzable competencies which the music teacher does have, namely, his knowledge, professional skills, qualifications, and teaching techniques.

Programs and Processes

Mohr (1946) analyzed the musical problems of elementary school teachers. The data obtained from 524 respondents revealed that four-fifths of all elementary grade teachers taught the music in their classrooms. Two or more grades were taught in one group as frequently as grades were taught separately. Three-fifths of the teachers had no supervisory assistance. These teachers expressed little concern for the development of skills and understandings in music. Their problems were nearly all of the same pattern regardless of educational background, training in music, teaching experience, or whether or not the teacher was assisted by a supervisor.

Klein (1955) studied the administrative structures within which 276 elementary teachers functioned. Three-fourths of the teachers responded that they did teach music. Only eight percent of the respondents had the services of a special music teacher. About one-half of the teachers reported that daily music instruction was provided for their students with an average period being twenty-two minutes in length. When the participants were classified into three groups according to the amount of their musical training, positive correlations greater than +.90 were obtained when training was compared to their reported use of various music teaching activities.
Drake (1957), in a study in the Rocky Mountain Area, found general music teachers predominantly in small school systems. He also found that the majority of the schools had concert bands, marching bands, pep bands, and drum and bugle corps. Orchestras were found in only a few schools. While most of the schools had brass and woodwind ensembles, only one-third reported dance bands. Vocal groups, such as mixed chorus and girls' large ensembles, were found in a ratio of approximately three-to-one over a cappella choirs or boys' ensembles. Drake inferred that the training of the music teacher was a definite determinant of the school music program because these curricular organizations had teachers whose performing major was, in the great majority of cases, either a brass or a woodwind instrument. DeVermond (1959), in a study of elementary school teachers, found a lower percent responsible for classroom music instruction, namely, sixty-eight percent, than that found by Mohr (eighty percent) in 1946.

The teaching loads of music teachers have not received concentrated investigation. Only a small project by Tilson (1934) was reported in the literature. In a study of seventy-six music education graduates from one institution during the depression years, Tilson found that nineteen were teaching only music while thirty-one were teaching music with one other subject, sixteen were teaching music with two other subjects, and four were teaching music with three other subjects. The most common combinations included music, art, and English. Drake (1957) discovered the job responsibilities of music teachers in small schools to be the coordination of the entire program, grades one through twelve. In this capacity the music teacher acted as consultant, supervisor, and teacher.

Knowledges

The knowledges of music teachers, which would range from minute musical details to philosophical constructs, have been given very little direct study.
Much of the information about teachers' knowledges must be extracted from the findings in broad studies. Fletcher (1956) studied the problems of beginning teachers. Of general nature were problems in understanding pupil interests, motivations, and individual differences. There was less concern for problems connected with extra-classroom activities and responsibilities than with those related to instruction. Administrators reported that knowledge of pupil behavior and the control of pupil behavior were the gravest problems for the beginning teacher. Cassie (1959) inquired into the estimates of personal competency held by elementary school vocal music teachers. The knowledge of orchestral instruments, music appreciation, philosophies of music education, comparative teaching methods, and supervisory philosophies and practices were all considered to be inadequacies. Ardrey (1959) found that teachers and supervisors agreed that knowledge of the child voice was among their deficiencies. There were few competencies necessary in classroom music instruction in which the teachers were adequately prepared.

Fenton (1957) analyzed music teachers' effectiveness through the identification of critical incidents in the classroom which changed the direction of learning. It was found that concern for the teacher as a director of learning was the primary concern. The knowledge of group dynamics, philosophical objectives, and interpersonal relationships were inferred to be essential ingredients in effective teaching. Also applicable here was the importance given to a teacher's knowledge about and ability to promote an emotional climate conducive to learning. The number of ineffective incidents reported by male administrators in relation to the music teacher's personal qualities for leadership, skill in setting and defining goals, and interpersonal relationships, could be interpreted as a conflict in certain attitudes and interpretations of the function of the music teacher in the schools in which they worked.
Performance Skills

Studies concerning the professional musical skills of teachers of music in the schools are concerned with three types of populations—music teachers in general, the elementary school classroom teacher, and the secondary school music teacher. These studies present such information as analyses of skills, self-estimates of competencies in these skills, and the relationship of these skills to teaching success. Two surveys of music teachers in general were made which included elements about professional skills. Ehlert (1949) received responses from superintendents and administrators which indicated that the levels of various performance skills in music were ranked as a least important cause for teacher failure. Woerner (1949) compared the skill attainments of students as estimated by heads of seventeen college and university music departments with the self-estimates of personal musical skills by alumni of these same seventeen institutions. The estimates of attainment made by college and university personnel were higher than the self-estimates of the alumni teaching in the schools. The criteria used were the recommendations of the MENC Teacher Training Curriculum Committee progress report of 1944. In terms of the desirability of skills, forty-seven were listed as desirable but were not listed as needed or useful in the schools.

Klein (1955) investigated 276 elementary school teachers' judgments of their preparation. The respondents generally reported a poor competency in singing and in piano playing. Two-fifths reported the necessity of outside help when learning a song, and only fifteen percent reported the ability to play any musical composition suitably for their students. More than three-fifths reported no undergraduate instruction in class piano, while approximately fifteen percent reported lack of instruction in singing. Evans (1958) found elementary school classroom teachers least confident in singing alone,
singing part-songs, and playing piano accompaniments. Ardrey (1959) found elementary school classroom teachers capable of directing singing activities, but they showed weaknesses in ability to use rhythm instruments and in the skill of listening to music. DeVermond (1959), in a survey of 205 elementary classroom teachers, found that those with piano experience felt that they were better able to carry on classroom music activities than did those without piano experience.

Cassie (1959) found that elementary school vocal music teachers felt competent in sight singing, rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic dictation, choral performance, and technical aspects of voice and singing. They did not feel competent in (a) the pianistic skills of improvisation, modulation, and transposition, (b) arranging and writing choral music, (c) score reading, (d) eurhythms, or (e) the use of musical instruments. In a study of ninety-eight elementary schools, Good (1961) found that one-third of the classroom teachers could play the piano. One-half of them tried to improve their skills through in-service teacher education.

Secondary school music teachers' skills in the use of harmony were analyzed by Burns (1945) and Kingsbury (1945). Burns found that the most frequently used method for studying the harmony of a composition before rehearsal was performance on the piano. Silent study of the score ranked second. Harmonic skills used most often were: first, aural checking against a score of the chords a group performed; second, transposing from a written key; third, altering the score; and, fourth, making up accompaniments. Composing was reported by twenty-eight percent of the 624 teachers and forty-six percent arranged music. In selecting music, the respondents reported that harmonic aspects were more important than rhythm melody in choral music. Kingsbury's study was modeled after that of Burns with a population of 744 respondents. He found that ninety-
three percent of the subjects used silent study of the score most frequently for rehearsal preparation. The use of the piano ranked second. As to specific practices, eighty-four percent of the respondents reported making alterations of instrumental parts during rehearsals; seventy-six percent reported occasionally writing parts during rehearsals; fifty-seven percent had not written a band or orchestral composition during the past year, and fifteen percent had written three or more compositions during the past year. Of 687 respondents, thirty percent reported making no band arrangements. The most frequent composition types for which arrangements were made were school songs, hymns, folk tunes, patriotic songs, and solo accompaniments.

Petzold (1950) obtained opinions from successful school instrumental music directors on the applied music skills needed in their work. Minimum goals of achievement needed in woodwind teaching included: (a) a knowledge of and ability to demonstrate the fundamentals of tone production for the flute, oboe, clarinet, and bassoon, and (b) performing ability on the following: Clarinet -- equivalent of an intermediate method book and all fingerings; Flute -- equivalent of an elementary method book, range C\textsuperscript{1} to G\textsuperscript{3}; Oboe -- equivalent of an elementary book at slow tempo, knowledge of all common and chromatic fingerings, usable range to D\textsuperscript{3}; Bassoon -- equivalent of first half of elementary method book, common fingerings, and ability to choose auxiliary fingerings best suited to various situations.

Dahlin (1951) studied the relationship between conducting needs of school music teachers and present practices in teacher education curricula. The 308 music teacher respondents had a 2.7 mean number of semesters of conducting or a 2.9 mean number of quarters of instruction in conducting. No undergraduate courses in conducting were taken by nine percent of the respondents. Those who had such courses ranked activities in the order of emphasis in those courses
as (a) baton technique, (b) elements of interpretation, and (c) conducting live groups. Drake (1957) found that the majority of the 296 teachers in his study had a performance major in woodwinds or brass. Brown (1955) found that the seven greatest weaknesses of music teachers reported by music teachers and school administrators were not related to musical competencies.

Qualifications

The professional qualifications of teachers are a mutual concern of accrediting agencies, school administrators, and institutions of higher education. These qualifications may be seen from several points of view, namely, the level to which teachers are actually qualified generally, the qualifications officially established by accrediting agencies, and the qualifications or quality of work a teacher is capable of fulfilling. Concerning the last of these, the information presented in the preceding sections on Knowledge, and Professional Skills, is also applicable to some degree.

Weegar (1957) produced an historical analysis of music teacher certification in New York State and surveyed certification practices in New York and five other states. Shortcomings in the certification program were found to include a lack of definition of content for teacher preparation courses, no successful way of administering competency requirements as new developments occurred in education. In student teaching, the semester hours of credit in each institution were based on widely varied concepts as to the amount of time required in actual teaching or observation to complete a semester hour of credit.

Drake (1957), in a study of 296 secondary school general music teachers, found that over ninety percent had four years or more of college; two-thirds held a baccalaureate degree; one-third held a masters degree; one-third had a combination vocal-instrumental major; and about one-half had majored in vocal, instrumental, or some other music area.
Ehlert (1949) solicited value judgments from 233 superintendents on the desirable attributes of music teachers as selection criteria. The respondents collectively ranked these attributes as follows: personality, musical training, teaching ability, interest in teaching, cooperation, classroom discipline, intelligence, self-control, health, general culture, scholarship, performing ability, and teaching experience. The musical attributes of the special music teacher (band, chorus, orchestra) generally were considered more important than for the general music teacher.

In his study of the supervisory practices of Southern state departments of education, Noah (1953) found that teachers holding a regular certificate calling for a bachelor's degree were required to have from two to eight years of teaching before the certificate could be renewed. The total number of credits required in music for certification ranged from eighteen to eighty-two semester hours. The credit hours required in preparation for teaching applied music extended in range from eight to fifty semester hours. Practice teaching was required in all states.

Taylor (1962), in a study of prevailing practices in instrumental music supervision, found a common requirement of an examination and a committee interview for teacher candidates which evaluated not only knowledge but personality as well.

Teaching Techniques

The methods used by a teacher in the educational process are inextricably related to what is being imparted. The preceding sections on Knowledges and Professional Skills may well apply in the following synthesis and the studies cited here may have been mentioned earlier. However, in the following synthesis, the central variable is the methodological aspect of the teaching process.
Concerning general aspects of teaching techniques and their relationship to effective teaching, Fenton (1957) found that more non-musical skills than musical skills were listed by teachers and educators of teachers as crucial to effective teaching. Particularly important was the skill of directing the learning process. Ehlert (1949) found that superintendents and school administrators believed that general teaching technique weaknesses were a primary cause for teacher failure. Cassie (1959), in a study of elementary school vocal music teachers, found a need for practice in more than one teaching technique, skill in the use of instruments in the classroom, and techniques for teaching music appreciation and creative activities. Pletcher (1956) found the vocal phase of classroom teaching a great problem to beginning teachers. Particularly cited were the boy's changing voice and the resultant methodological problems in teaching vocal music to boys and maintaining their interest in singing. Brown (1955), in an analysis of the major weaknesses of music teachers in the secondary school, found school administrators and music teachers in agreement that the control of discipline was the most common deficiency. More than half of the respondents in this study listed teaching skill and leadership techniques as weaknesses. Seven of the most frequently mentioned weaknesses were not related to the musical training of the music teacher. There was little difference in the deficiencies of teachers in large or small communities.

The only direct analysis of teaching techniques among these studies was made by Van Sickle (1955) who investigated the interpersonal factors and group dynamics of instrumental groups during rehearsal. He found that players and directors of public school music groups were not equally aware of group dynamic forces. The goals of the players tended to have different directions from those of the directors. Some directors were using known concepts and procedures of group dynamics but were not aware that they were doing so. Generally,
the directors included in the study were not aware of group forces and were not utilizing these to the group's advantage.

Two surveys of elementary school classroom teachers were conducted to ascertain their opinions about their own teaching competencies. Mohr (1946) found that nearly one-third of 524 teachers had not had college or university education in music teaching techniques. Ardrey (1959) found that these teachers were deficient in the techniques for teaching listening, and music reading, and for developing creative activity.
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The student is the focal point at the end of the teaching-learning process in music. His learnings are its product. Because it is the student who learns, what the student learns is dependent to some extent on what he is. What the student is determines, in large measure, not only what he can be taught at any one time, but how it can be taught to him. Like the teacher, he brings psychological set, behavior patterns, skills, knowledges, information, characteristics, and a personality into the teaching-learning process. Some of these variables may have developed prior to the formal teaching-learning situation. These same variables and others may be modified by the teaching-learning process. Research on the student, therefore, would be concerned with the identification, appraisal, and status of these variables, their influence and effect on the teaching-learning process in music, and their modification through the teaching-learning process. Studies of these types are reviewed and synthesized on the pages which follow.

Personal Factors

Those attributes of behavior which help to identify and describe the student as a person and a learner in music are considered personal factors in that they relate directly to the student as a person. Some of these factors are the students' general abilities, attitudes, characteristics, emotional traits, interests, motivations, musicality, personality, and values. These factors, to some extent and degree, are operative in the teaching-learning process, and in turn, the process may affect them.

Abilities

The non-musical abilities of music students have not been studied directly.
Indirect study of some abilities, such as intelligence and academic ability, are found in some comparative studies. In such studies, student ability is only one of many variables being considered. Psychomotor ability, which would seem to be a most important ability in reference to music students, has not received research attention. Only the study of Cramer (1958) refers to motor development as a factor in the successful development of fourth grade students in instrumental music. The artistic abilities of students, which also would seem to be of importance in understanding the music student, have been totally neglected in research endeavors. The academic abilities of outstanding high school music students was given some attention by Garder (1953). The data here indicated that outstanding high school students excelled poorer music students and non-music students in academic achievement. The ability receiving the most attention indirectly was that of intelligence. The findings of those studies in which this variable was considered are given in a later section of this chapter.

Attitudes

The studies pertaining to the attitudes of students in the public schools relate to their attitudes toward contemporary music and the learning experiences and programs of music education provided by the schools.

A study by Daniels (1961) was the only study found in the literature which related to the attitudes of school children toward contemporary music. Daniels was concerned primarily with the effect of exposure to contemporary music on the interests and attitudes of a group of ninth grade students representative of lower and middle class families. A general dislike for contemporary music was indicated by the students, but the attitudes of a majority reportedly changed after a brief period of instruction. Daniels attributed the unfavorable attitudes toward contemporary music to be a lack of planned instruc-
tion in music of this type.

The attitudes of school children at various educational levels toward their experiences in music and the music programs in the school were studied by Broquist (1961), Park (1944), Forman (1958), and Gaston (1940). Broquist, who confined his work to a large group of elementary school children representing twenty schools, reported a decline in favorable attitudes toward music as grade level advanced, a better attitude toward music from girls, and a preference for musical performance activities (singing, rhythmic activities, etc.) rather than music reading or writing activities. An interesting finding in this study was that no statistically significant difference was found in attitudes between those students taught by the classroom teacher and those taught by the music specialist.

The study by Park (1944), while concerned with similar purposes, used junior high school students as subjects. The results of this work revealed that the students liked music but that they would rather listen than perform. Those inclined toward performance, especially girls, preferred to sing rather than to play an instrument. A majority of the students, however, indicated a preference for the instrumental type of school music program.

In Forman's study (1958) of the attitudes of high school students (music and non-music) toward the music education program, all participants agreed that the most important practices for a music program were (in order of preference) teaching instruments, music fundamentals, singing, and providing musical programs for the community. Least important practices were indicated to be (in order): developing a self-supporting music program, teaching songs that would be sung later, correlating music with other subject areas, and illustrating the poor examples of music utilized by disc-jockeys and jazz programs.

Gaston (1940), in a study of the attitudes of high school students to-
wards various phases of their musical experiences found that: (a) a majority of students revealed a positive attitude toward most of the phases of their musical experiences, (b) an inverse ratio between grade level and positive attitude toward music seemed to exist, (c) girls had a more positive attitude towards music than boys, (d) extra school music experience by the student appeared to be more dominant in the development of positive attitudes toward music than did the music of the school, (e) intelligence appeared to be a significant factor in the musical scholarship of students, while musical scholarship appeared to be a significant factor in attitudes toward music, and (f) a significant relationship was found between home musical influence and musical scholarship.

**Characteristics**

Research studies concerned specifically with the characteristics of students are few in number. Data of these types are more often found in studies dealing with other central variables in the teaching-learning process in music. Those studies reported in the literature which were directly concerned with characteristics of the student dealt with the voice changes in adolescent boys, aural perception, and the characteristics of outstanding school musicians.

In a comprehensive study on the characteristics of the male voice before, during, and after adolescent change, Ekstrom (1959) reported that the special characteristics before voice change continued into the changed voice (high-low range, light or heavy quality, flexibility and agility, and tessitura), and that the changed voice had three registers—head, natural, and falsetto. Ekstrom concluded for this work that singing during the period of voice change was not harmful, and that students who sang in choral organizations improved to a much greater extent in agility and flexibility than students in general music classes.
Ward's (1956) work on the aural perceptions of high school students revealed that individual differences in aural perception can result from a common stimulus in the environment. The attaching of meaning to a sound was identified as a subjective phenomenon based partly on conscious factors and partly upon unconscious factors which were not identified by the hearer. The assumption that common experiences (as in a music appreciation class) results in common aural perceptions was indicated to be incorrect. Intellectual activities also were indicated to be a hinderance to aural perception.

The abilities, interests, and temperaments of outstanding high school musicians were given detailed study by Garder (1953). The outstanding male high school musician was found to be less active, less stable emotionally, less objective, less adept in personal relations, and less masculine in interests than his male counterparts. Outstanding female music students, when compared to non-music students of the same sex, were found to be less restrained, less friendly, and less adept in personal relationships. Music Students evidenced a wide versatility of music ability, a wider range of musical interests and preferences, and a greater interest in the more serious types of music. They excelled the non-musician and poorer musician in intelligence and achievement. They also held more offices and earned more awards than non-music students. The sample used by Garder suggests that these data relate most directly to students from upper socio-economic communities and family groups.

Other characteristics of music students were reported in studies dealing with other central variables. Chin (1934), for example, reported that a strong relationship existed between the music grades of high school students (upper quartile) and the amount of out-of-school music activities. Baumann (1958) and Gernet (1939) reported on music preference characteristics of junior and senior high school students. Baumann found that popular-commercial musical selections were most acceptable to all teen-agers without difference according
to age. Garnet found that junior high school students prefer sentimental, highly emotionalized, strongly rhythmic, distinctly melodic music in which the words contribute to the total effect. Changes in preference to classical types of music was quite sporadic during these years, but increased with each successive level of maturity. Willman (1944) in a study of visual design stimuli as a source for musical themes, found that high school music students responded to such designs in a manner quite similar to the responses of composers.

**Intelligence**

The factor of intelligence was not given attention as a central variable in any of the research studies reviewed or abstracted. This variable in the behavior of music students, however, was given attention in a variety of studies dealing with other problems in music education. Data from these studies suggest that the factor of intelligence appears to be related somewhat to musical aptitude and musical achievement.

Wenaas (1940) reported a high relationship between scores on the Kwalwasser-Dykema test and scores in intelligence. This relationship was higher in the lower school grades but decreased somewhat with each advance in grade level. Priestly (1942) reported that pupils who scored high in pitch discrimination (Kwalwasser-Dykema Test) were superior in intelligence to those students who scored low on this pitch test. Jenkins (1960) found a marked relationship between the mental ability of high school students and musical aptitude as measured by the Drake Music Memory Test.

Garder (1953), in his study of outstanding high school musicians, reported outstanding music students as a group were superior in intelligence to poorer music students and non-music students. Colwell (1961) showed a definite relationship between intelligence and musical achievement in his comprehensive study of music achievement of students in the schools of Sioux Falls, South
Dakota. Zack (1953) and Cramer (1958) noted in their work that participants in instrumental music were significantly superior to non-participants with respect to intelligence. Rhoades (1938) reported that intelligence was the most important single factor in predicting success in instrumental music. Intelligence, however, was found by Lamp (1933) not to be an important variable in selecting a musical instrument for study.

Emotional Traits

Data on the emotional traits of music students were obtained from studies dealing with other variables pertaining to the student and the teaching-learning process in music. These data relate to description of the emotional traits of various types of music students, emotional adjustment of students, and the behavior characteristics of students classified as monotones.

Garder (1953) reported that outstanding high school male music students as a group were less stable emotionally, less objective, and less adept in personal relations than poorer music students and non-music students. Outstanding female high school music students were less restrained, less friendly, and also less adept in personal relations. The high school music subjects studied by Kaplan (1961) evidenced a high degree of self-confidence, ambitiousness, and self-assertiveness. Daniels (1934), using the Bernreuter Personality Inventory, found that students indicating a preference for the popular type of music were less neurotic, less self-sufficient, more extroverted, and more dominant than those students favoring art music. French (1962) found that freshmen high school students scoring high on the Seashore Tests of Musical Talent and the Gaston Test of Musicality projected more affective responses (TAT) than low scoring students.

Graves (1950) reported that those junior and senior high school students taking private music lessons in the sample appeared to be better adjusted than
those not involved in private study. The latter group of students showed more conflicts with the parents, especially the mother. The parents in the former group also appeared to be better adjusted. Farnsworth's (1938) work with elementary school children revealed similar findings. Subjects who were rated high in music and art ability were considered by their teachers to be significantly better adjusted than were those who received lower aesthetic ratings. Farnsworth concluded that the data gave no support to the contention that children rated high in aesthetic abilities were more abnormal than their seemingly less aesthetic counterparts.

In a study of the personality maladjustment of children classified as monotones, Ramm (1947) reported that the Rorschach Test revealed most of the subjects to be stiff and rigid, overly controlled, and lacking in spontaneity.

**Interests**

Four acceptable studies were found in the literature which related to student interest in music. All studies with this central variable dealt with the interests of high school students. One study was concerned with a comparison of the interests of music students and non-music students in the small high school. Two studies were concerned with the out-of-school music activities of high school students. And one study was concerned with the seeming loss of interest in music by academically talented students.

Buegel and Billings (1952), using the Kuder Preference Record, were interested in determining whether music students in small high schools had a greater interest in music than non-music students. The data obtained led to the general conclusion that a rather consistent musical interest prevailed among all students, with very little difference in interest between sexes in both the music and non-music groups. Dislike of music was not apparent in either the music group or non-music group.
The out-of-school music activities, which were assumed to indicate interest, were studied by Chin (1934) and Henry (1941). Chin was interested in the relationships between the quantity of music taken by students in high school and the amount of type of out-of-school musical activities. Students with one or two semesters of music experience did not differ significantly on any of the identified out-of-school music activities (reading music literature, attending musical performances, playing musical instruments, listening to the radio or phonograph). Those students having three or four semesters of music experience exhibited from twice as much to one third more activity in reading music literature, attending musical performances, participating in musical performances, and playing musical instruments. A strong relationship existed between the students' music grades (upper quartile), preference for music in the schools, taking private music lessons, and the amount of out-of-school activities in music. No relationships were found between out-of-school activities and age, intelligence, available leisure time, or home environment.

Henry (1941), in a similar type study which covered a two-year period, found that out-of-school music activities attracted a greater portion of high school students than any of the other arts. Listening to records was the activity in which the greatest agreement was displayed between the sexes, and the time spent listening to records was noted to increase as the subjects moved from freshman to sophomore rank. Choirs were the out-of-school music performance activity in which most students participated.

In a comprehensive study to determine the reasons why academically talented students discontinued music study while in high school, Warren (1961) found that interests were only one of several factors involved in this problem. Primary reasons for discontinuing music study were found to be: (a) the demands of college preparatory courses and the content of standardized achievement
test used to determine college eligibility or entrance, (b) lack of divergency of instruction within high school music courses, (c) out-of-school conflicts between music and other activities, and (d) personality and classroom techniques of the high school music teacher.

Some information on the interests of music students also was found in the studies of Garder (1953), Von Ende (1941), and Ernst (1955). Garder reported that outstanding music students had a wider range of musical interests and greater preferences and interests in the more serious types of music. Also, outstanding male high school musicians were less masculine in their interests. Von Ende, in his survey of music in large city high schools in 1941, found that high school orchestras and bands attracted about equal numbers of students. The assumption here was that the interest in these activities was about equal. Such was not the case in terms of the findings reported in 1955 by Ernst. This investigator found that band classes attracted three-fourths of the total instrumental enrollment in large city schools. The interest of high school students, in terms of these data, seemed to have changed.

Motivation

The motivation of music students in the public schools has not received extensive attention by researchers. The only study dealing with the problem of motivation—not directly related to the motivations of students was that conducted by Gilfeather (1962). This investigation was concerned with determining whether general music classes in junior high schools in large cities provided motivation for below average adolescents. Data were obtained from study of the content, methods, and materials used in such classes. Gilfeather inferred from her analysis and evaluation of these materials that large city school systems were cognizant of meeting the needs of below-average students in general music classes, and that much concern was in evidence relative to
the motivations, methods, and materials selected as being suitable for these students. Motivational factors thought to be useful were peer approval, interest, curiosity, working for tangible rewards, and competition.

The musical environment in the home was revealed in two other studies to be a strong motivational influence. Hughes (1932) reported that the home environment had considerable influence in encouraging students to study instrumental music. Musical instruments in the home, and participation by parents in musical activities, were most important motivational factors. Amar (1958) also found that those eighth-grade students in his study who wished to participate in high school music activities had musical instruments in their homes and that music was a part, to some extent, of the family activity.

Musicality

One area of research in music education which has been given considerable attention over the years is that roughly categorized under the term "musicality." Numerous studies have reported on music ability (music aptitude and music capacity), and the aural discriminatory powers of various types of students. The relationship of musical ability to other abilities, achievements, and traits, also has been studied by several investigators. Other studies have dealt with the emergence and development of performance ability—particularly vocal and motor rhythmic abilities. The results of these studies and a synthesis of findings whenever possible are presented below under the paragraph headings Ability, Discrimination, and Performance.

Ability. Two studies were reported in the literature which dealt with the relationship of musical ability (aptitude) to other abilities. Wenaas (1940) reported a study on the relationship of musical ability to intelligence, scholarship, and personality. Although a positive correlation was found to exist between musical ability as measured by the Kwalwasser-Dykema test,
intelligence, scholarship, and certain personality factors, the correlations were not considered high enough to be of significantly true predictive value for determining success in musical accomplishment. Jenkins (1960), in a similar type of study using high school students as subjects, found a marked relationship between music aptitude and mental ability, but only a slight positive correlation between music aptitude and scientific aptitude.

The relationship of musical ability to success or achievement on various musical instruments was given attention in the studies of Lamp and Keys (1935) and Colwell (1961). Lamp and Keys reported that neither pitch perception nor tonal memory, as measured by the Seashore Tests, afforded an index of aptitude for brass, woodwind, or string instruments which was adequate for individual guidance. Colwell found that the instrumental and piano students in his sample consistently achieved higher scores on the Knuth and Aliferis Tests, but that musical aptitude did not prove to be as important as other factors in predicting achievement.

The problem of the possible relationship between auditory acuity and musical ability was investigated by Farnsworth (1938). Acuity values for the 110 elementary school students (grades one to four) used in the study were obtained from a specially constructed audiometer. The data obtained revealed that auditory acuity was not related to the musical ability of the students used in the study.

The relationship of musical aptitude to children of different national and racial origins was investigated by Luke (1939). The subjects used (493 seventh grade students) represented children of northern European, Chinese, Japanese, Italian, and Portuguese-Spanish descent. The Drake Test of Musical Memory, Oregon Discrimination Test, and the pitch and tonal memory tests of the Seashore battery were administered to the subjects. Luke found that greater variability existed within each national group than between the groups.
Differences between boys and girls for all national groups were very small except in the case of Italian girls. Comparable Japanese, North European, and Portugese-Spanish children appeared equally endowed in basic musical traits.

Wheeler and Wheeler (1933) compared the musical aptitude of mountain children (grades five to eight) in East Tennessee as measured by the Seashore Tests with the results of ten other investigations with other subjects using the same test. They reported that while the mountain children scored slightly below the Seashore norms, their scores as a group, were above those found by most investigators using non-mountain children as subjects. Negro children in one study seemed to be superior to the mountain children.

Shephard (1942) conducted a study to determine whether non-verbal differences existed between groups of urban and rural children. The Kwalwasser-Dykema test was used with 104 pairs of subjects. Shephard concluded that while an indication of rural superiority seemed to exist in musical ability, the difference between means was not statistically significant.

The possible contribution of various factors to musical ability was investigated by Amar (1958). Musical ability was determined through scores on the Drake Music Memory Test and ratings of teachers. Subjects in the study were 250 eighth grade students in seven Chicago elementary schools. Amar reported that more than twice as many students in the high group as in the low group in musical ability reported that there were musical instruments in the home, and that they played instruments, studied music, planned to participate in musical organizations in high school, and chose music as a preferred hobby.

Several studies have been devoted to the reliability of standardized tests of musical aptitude. Friend (1930) reported that the Seashore Tests were reliable for kindergarten children. In a later study, Friend (1939) found a positive but very low correlation between parents ratings of their child's musical ability and scores on the Seashore tests. Stanton and Koerth (1933),
in their study of scores on the Seashore Battery administered to the same subjects at three year intervals, reported a gradual rise in the percentage of non-fluctuation in scores as the educational level rose. Regardless of the length of time of music study, the mean increase in test scores decreased with educational progress. Gordon (1958) was interested in determining whether scores on the Drake Musical Aptitude Tests were affected by training and practice. Gordon concluded that the Drake Musical Aptitude Tests could be considered tests of musical aptitude and not tests of musical achievement. Wilson (1960) analyzed and compared listening instruments (tests) in music and language listening, and then compared the results of these tests when given to sixth grade children. The following tests were used: Whistler-Thorpe Musical Aptitude Test, Sequential Test of Educational Progress, Language Listening Test, the Gaston of Musicality, and the Kyme Test of Aesthetic Judgement. The correlations between language listening and music listening scores were found to be relatively close. Wilson concluded that a considerable portion of the Whistler-Thorpe and Gaston Test of Musicality are taken up by language listening material and, since this material is representative of material included in language listening tests, it perhaps operates as an adulterant of validity.

Farnsworth (1938) sought to determine the relationship, if any, between musical ability, art ability, and abnormalities. Fourth grade students numbering 1269 were used as subjects in this work. Teacher ratings were the means of obtaining data. Analysis revealed that the data gave no support to the contention that children rated high in aesthetic abilities were more abnormal or defective in speech than their less aesthetic counterparts.

Jersild and Bienstock (1935) and Sievers (1932) studied the rhythmic development and performance of children. Jersild and Bienstock were interested in the ability of young children to keep time to music. The children used in
the study (94) ranged from three to five years in age. Findings from this work, which would seem to be most significant for music education, were that young children were better able to keep time to music played at faster tempos, and little difference existed in keeping time with the hands and marching in rhythm to the music. Sievers (1932) in his work on the rhythmic performance of elementary school children found that all subjects who passed his rhythm test gave accents to all rhythmic patterns with unequal time divisions, and that there appeared to be one preferred grouping and accent for each pattern. Sievers concluded that the nature of the grouping seemed to depend on the configuration of the entire pattern, the accent, and the relative position of long and short notes.

Problems relating to the aesthetic sensitivity of various types of students were investigated by Willman (1944), Parker (1961), and French (1962). Willman was interested in determining whether visual design stimuli would suggest to high school musicians themes with characteristics similar to those suggested to composers by the same stimuli. Willman reported that student's responses and the general characteristics of their musical responses were quite similar to those of the composers. The possible relationship of aesthetic sensitivity to musical ability, intelligence, and socio-economic status was investigated by Parker (1961). Major conclusions to this work were that only a moderate relationship seemed to exist between aesthetic sensitivity and musical ability when intelligence and socio-economic status were held constant, and any relationship between aesthetic sensitivity and socio-economic status was negligible. French (1962) studied the relationship of musical ability as measured by the Seashore Tests of Musical Talents and the Gaston Test of Musicality and the responses of ninth grade students to four items on the TAT test. The results of this work revealed that students scoring high on the music tests
projected more affective responses to the TAT items than did those students scoring low on the music tests. This difference was significant at the .02 level of confidence.

Kyme (1956), in a study of the relationships of aesthetic judgements to music capacity, reported that aesthetic judgements could be used to differentiate between persons known to be musical and persons observed to be less musical. These results, Kyme believed, gave some evidence that the best predictor of musical behavior must be based on observations of the individual in many musical situations, and that the act of appreciation (the assessment of music at its true value by the individual in the light of his experience) was worthy of more consideration than it had been given in predicting musical behavior.

Discrimination. The pitch discrimination and certain characteristics of a group of fifth, seventh, and ninth grade students were investigated by Priestly (1942). The Kwalwasser-Dykema Pitch Discrimination Test was used in this study. From a sample of 3439 students, Priestly selected as subjects the thirty-six students scoring highest, and the thirty-six students scoring lowest on this test. A comparison of these students in terms of specified characteristics revealed the following: (a) students scoring highest on the Kwalwasser-Dykema test were superior in intelligence, academic achievement, and musical achievement, (b) the socio-economic status of the students scoring highest on the Kwalwasser-Dykema test was slightly higher than those in the low scoring group, and (c) little relationship was found between motor skill and musical performance of the students in either the high or low group in terms of scores on the Kwalwasser-Dykema Test. The auditory acuity of the students was not believed to be a factor in the pitch discrimination ability of these students. This latter conclusion seems to be in agreement with that reported by Farnsworth (1938).
Hartzell (1949) gave attention in his work to the tonal apprehension and tonal memory abilities of elementary school children (primary grades). The extent of these abilities was determined through the singing of familiar songs and dictated musical tone groups. Hartzell reported that (a) a significant but moderate correlation existed between tonal apprehension and tonal memory when the latter was tested by the ability to remember the specific melodies of familiar songs, (b) a statistically significant correlation existed when tonal memory was tested by the immediate recall of dictated tonal materials, (c) intonation errors were made more frequently on ascending intervals than on any other tonal sequence, and (d) ascending fourths, fifths, minor sixths, minor sevenths, and descending fourths, fifths, minor sixths, and major thirds were found to be the most difficult intervals for primary grade pupils. A major conclusion of this work was that children with superior ability in tonal apprehension evidenced a gradual advance in precision and accuracy in singing concomitant with chronological development.

In an attempt to find an efficient method for teaching aural discrimination of pitch to children of kindergarten age, Jeffrey (1958) constructed a two tape recorder apparatus. While one played music, the other produced a pair of piano pitches at 1,024 cycles difference and another pair at 128 cycles difference. A correct response concerning these intervals was made by pressing one of two buttons which permitted the music to continue. An incorrect response stopped the music. He found that pre-training in matching the given pitches vocally and on the piano facilitated learning. He also found that going from a wide difference in interval extremities to a narrow difference was not facilitative.

A study by Streep (1931) was conducted to determine whether differences existed in the senses of rhythm and consonance of white and Negro children. Subjects (678 Negro, 638 white) were students in the third through the sixth...
grade from comparable environmental backgrounds. The Seashore Rhythm and Consonance Test was used as the data gathering tool. Streep reported that the Negro students achieved a slight superiority over the white students in the two musical areas investigated, but that this difference may have been due to differences in maturity between the groups.

**Performance.** Studies considered under this category were concerned with the development of vocal and rhythmic abilities and the relationships of various abilities to the prediction of success in instrumental music.

Two studies were found in the literature which dealt with the vocal or singing development of students. Jersild and Bienstock (1934) were interested in determining the vocal range (maximum range, no attempt made to determine useable range) of young children, ages two years through ten years. These investigators reported that (a) a person realizes a large portion of his potential pitch range while still in the first three grades of elementary school—especially girls, and (b) ninety-nine percent of the tones in the vocal range occur within the range from first line E to fourth space E of the treble clef. An implication drawn from these results was that it would be profitable to emphasize vocal training in the lower school grades.

The relationship between vocal growth in the adolescent and the total growth process was investigated by Joseph (1959). Results of this study revealed that both before and after the onset of puberty, as age and overall size of body structure increased, voice range lowered, and before fifteen years and four months, development patterns were less clearly discernable than from that age onward. The distribution of the low terminal pitch for both sexes was found to center around the F-sharp of their respective ranges. Highest terminal pitch was found, in all except four cases, to be related to the low terminal pitch in that both were overtones of a harmonic series built upon a fundamental tone one octave below the low terminal pitch.
Studies relating to motor performance were conducted by Priestly (1942) and Williams (1933). Priestly found little relationship between the motor skill and musical performance of a group of fifth, seventh, and ninth grade students. Williams was interested in the reliability of the Sievers modification of the R. H. Seashore test for motor rhythm. This investigator retested a group of 100 elementary school children after a fifteen-month interval of time. Williams reported only a moderate falling-off in reliability over a fifteen-month interval when identical tests were used. The test thus was considered to be a reliable instrument for predicting motor-rhythm response. The need, however, for validation against performance in functional musical situations was recommended by the investigator.

Factors involved in the prediction of success in instrumental music performance have been given attention by several investigators. Lamp (1933) was concerned with the problem of determining aptitude for specific musical instruments. Musical ability, intelligence, teeth and finger measurements, were the variables considered as possibly relevant factors in predicting instrument selection. Lamp reported that neither intelligence nor physical characteristics yielded valid data for use in selection of specific instruments. Evenness of teeth and finger taper showed no significance for any of the types of instrumental performance investigated. The controlled try-out method (experimentation by students with the different types of instruments) proved to be the most suitable technique for determining instrumental aptitude.

In a later study, Lamp and Keys (1935) reported that neither pitch nor tonal memory, as measured by the Seashore Tests, afforded an index for aptitude for brass, woodwind, or stringed instruments which was adequate for individual prediction. A combination of scores on pitch discrimination, tonal memory, and I.Q. was found to predict performance on brass instruments sufficiently.
well (r.58) to be of some assistance in guidance, but no combination of scores obtained served to forecast success on clarinet or violin with correlations higher than .42.

Rhoades (1938), in a similar study using seventh grade students as subjects, reported that a combination of the Seashore Pitch Test, the Terman I.Q., and a record of musical achievement proved to predict success in instrumental music to a relatively high degree. The I.Q. score was observed to be the most significant factor in predicting success in instrumental music.

Manor (1950) studied, in addition to those variables included in the studies of Lamp and Keys and Rhoades, the factors of achievement in tonette and adaption classes for prospective instrumental students. Manor's conclusion to this study was that although the measures obtained might be helpful in a guidance program, rigid differential individual guidance could not be justified on the basis of the results obtained in this study.

**Personality**

Research studies pertaining to the personality of various types of music students in the public schools were concerned with (a) personality traits and musical preferences, (b) emotional conflicts of music and non-music students, (c) personality of high school instrumentalists and achievement in high school music, and (d) personality maladjustment in children classified as monotones.

In a study to discover the relationships between certain personality traits and musical preferences, Daniels (1934) used the Bernreuter Personality Inventory and a questionnaire with an incoming freshman class at a university to study this problem. Slight but positive relationships were found between musical preferences and personality characteristics. The group favoring popular music tended to be less neurotic, less self-sufficient, more extroverted, and more dominant than the group favoring art music. Individual preferences
for popular and art music, however, were factors relatively independent of personality. From these data Daniels concluded that the basis of individual preferences must be sought elsewhere, either in environmental factors or in inherent physiological and psychological factors, or in both.

Graves (1950) studied the emotional conflicts of paired junior and senior high school students who were taking private music lessons and who were not taking music lessons. The data obtained revealed that the group taking private lessons seemed to have a better opinion of both parents than the group not taking private music lessons. The group not taking private lessons showed more conflict with the parents, particularly the mother. Both parents of the students in the music group seemed more satisfied with their present occupation than did the parents of the group not taking music lessons.

The relationship between certain personality characteristics and achievement in instrumental (band) music was investigated by Kaplan (1961). Evidence was found that certain personality characteristics were associated with students who studied music, who played a specific type of instrument, and with the relative degree of achievement attained in the study of band instruments. Music students revealed a higher degree of musical interest, self-confidence, ambitiousness, and self-assertiveness, than non-music students.

Ramm (1947), in a study of personality maladjustment of children classified as monotones, reported that on all tests used the social and emotional development of the children was inadequate. This was especially true of the findings on the Rorschach test. This test revealed most of the subjects to be stiff and rigid, overly controlled, and lacking in spontaneity.

In a study devoted to the relationships between musical ability and other factors, Wenaas (1940) reported no significant correlations between scores on the Kwalwasser-Dykema Test and personality factors.
Values

The majority of studies relating to the values or value systems held by school students were concerned with musical preferences or musical tastes and the factors which may influence these preferences. The variables dealt with included environmental influences, age and grade level, and the socio-economic status of students. Other studies dealt with the relationship of musical taste to musical capacity and preferences for the band or orchestra as an aesthetic medium. Study has not been given to other types of values which may influence the behavior of music students.

The earliest study devoted to the problem of environmental influences on taste or preference was conducted by Hughes (1932). This investigator was concerned primarily with environmental factors influencing the preferences of junior high school students. It was found that emphasis by the schools on certain areas of music generally resulted in preferences for these areas, and that the home had considerable influence in encouraging the subject to study instrumental music. The greatest part of the musical background observed in the subjects was acquired through the school.

Another study reporting on environmental influences was that of Wiebe (1940). This research was concerned with the effect of song "plugging" on the music preferences of high school students. Wiebe concluded that "plugging" did not affect the ratings of initially "more liked songs," but that it did affect the ratings of originally "less well-liked songs." These songs, when "plugged," increased slightly in preference. No observed difference was found in the effectiveness of "plugging" for radio enthusiasts as against casual listeners.

Farnsworth (1934), in a study of the familiarity of high school and college students with the names of musicians, reported a uniformity of response
which extended from the freshman year in high school through the college years. Farnsworth concluded that, presumably, the environment produced considerable uniformity in this type of musical response.

Gernett (1939), in a study which was planned to ascertain the influence of age and grade level on musical preferences, reported an inconsistent but significant change toward classical music at successive levels of maturity. The change was sporadic between the ages of twelve to seventeen but showed an accelerated increase in the college years. The adolescent, especially of junior high school years, prefers sentimental, highly emotionalized, strongly rhythmic, distinctly melodic music in which words contribute to the total effect. No relation was found between music preference and sex or intelligence, but some relationship seemed to exist with musical aptitude.

The study of Daniels (1934), which used the Bernreuter Personality Inventory in investigating personality traits and music likes and dislikes, revealed slight but positive relationships between musical preferences and personality characteristics. Subjects indicating a preference for popular music were found to be less neurotic, less self-sufficient, more extroverted, and more dominant than the group favoring art music.

In a comprehensive study of the musical preferences and socio-economic status of students in grades seven through fourteen, Baumann (1958) reported statistically significant differences in the music preferences of high and low socio-economic groups for some kinds of music. The difference was in the degree of preference, and not in one group accepting a kind of music rejected by the other group. These data also revealed that regardless of the amount and type of music courses taken, popular-commercial music selections were most acceptable to all teen-agers, without difference according to age, socio-economic class, or sex.

A study by Fisher (1951) was concerned with determining whether differences
in preferences were specifically learned reactions to specific compositions, or a more generalized kind of difference defined in broad frames of reference. Subjects used in the study included students from the sixth and tenth grades of the public school and college students. Classical music preference differences between age, sex, or socio-economic status, were found to be largely a function of the transmission of specific judgements about specific compositions. Subjects from unskilled lower economic status groups did not differ in reaction to music from subjects from the professional upper status groups. Reactions of the sixth grade students were not markedly different from those of college students.

Sell (1950), using 144 high school students as subjects, was interested in discovering whether high school students had an aesthetic tonal preference for music played by bands or orchestras. The subjects were asked to state their preferences after listening to five recorded excerpts played by both a college band and a professional orchestra. Sell reported that there seemed to be an aesthetic tonal preference for music played by an orchestra rather than that played by a band. This finding suggested to this investigator that reasons other than aesthetic tonal preferences were responsible for the decline of orchestras in the public schools.

Social Factors

The social activities and behaviors of the student within and outside of the school environment, and his socio-economic background are believed to contribute, directly or indirectly, to his behavior in the teaching-learning process. Knowledges of the types of social activities the student accepts, the social behaviors he develops, his socio-economic status, and how these might affect him as a person and a learner in music, are considered necessary knowledges in understanding the teaching-learning process in music. Very little re-
search effort, however, has been given to problems dealing with these aspects of the students' life.

**School Activities**

Research dealing directly with the social activities and behaviors of the music student in the public school is non-existent. Only one study was found which provided any data on this topic. This study, by Garder (1953), was concerned with identifying the characteristics of outstanding high school musicians. Two of the characteristics identified in this study, by inference, related to the social activities and behaviors of outstanding music students. Garder reported that outstanding high school musicians hold more offices and earn more awards than non-music students. It can be inferred from these data that these students were more active in social activities than the non-music students.

**Social Status**

Competent studies on the social status, or the socio-economic status of music students, were reported by four investigators during the years 1930-1962. These studies were devoted to the relationships of socio-economic status to participation in instrumental music, preferences in music, and aesthetic sensitivity.

Zack (1953) was interested in the relationship between participation in high school instrumental music and socio-economic status. Results of this investigation revealed that no significant association existed between participation and socio-economic status, religion, family size, and nationality background. Also, no significant association could be found between student dropouts and these factors.

The possible relationship of socio-economic status and music preferences
was given attention by two investigators. Baumann (1958) found significant differences in the music preferences of high and low socio-economic groups for some kinds of music. The difference, however, was in degree of preference, and not in one group accepting a kind of music rejected by the other group. Popular-commercial music selections were most acceptable to all teen-agers, without difference to socio-economic class. Fisher (1951) used subjects from the sixth grade, tenth grade, and college level in studying this possible relationship. The results of this work revealed that subjects who came from unskilled lower economic status groups did not differ in reactions to music from subjects who came from the professional upper status group. Reactions of the sixth grade group were not markedly different from those of the college students. Fisher concluded that classical music preference difference between age, sex, or socio-economic status groups, was largely a function of the transmission of specific judgments about specific compositions rather than to broad frames of reference going beyond specific compositions.

One study was reported which was concerned with the possible relationship of aesthetic sensitivity to musical ability, intelligence, and socio-economic status. Parker (1961) in this study used 1074 high school students as subjects and gathered data through use of the Wing Test of Musical Ability and Appreciation, The Gaston Test of Musicality, and the Warner Occupational Rating Scale. Parker reported that only a moderate relationship existed between aesthetic sensitivity and musical ability when intelligence and socio-economic status were held constant. Relationships between aesthetic sensitivity and socio-economic status were found to be negligible.

Education

Research relating to the education of the music student is concerned primarily with achievement and participation in school activities and the factors
which may affect these behaviors, and with the relationships of non-school educational activities to those activities provided in the school. Studies of these types provide information which help further to identify and characterize the music student as a person and to indicate possible relationships between in-school and out-of-school educational activities.

**School Experiences**

Two aspects of the music students' school experiences which have been identified and investigated to some extent are the relationship of achievement to other factors and the type and extent of participation in school music activities.

**Achievement.** The most comprehensive study found in the research literature on achievement in music was conducted by Colwell (1961). In this study, Colwell investigated the music achievement of 3860 students in grades five through twelve in the schools of Sioux Falls, South Dakota. Comparisons were made between instrumental and vocal music students on the basis of academic grades, intelligence, and scores on the Foss and Knuth Achievement Tests, Farnum Music Notation Test, Aliferis Test, and the Watkins-Farnum Performance scales. Data obtained revealed a definite relationship between academic average, music grade average, musical aptitude, intelligence, and musical achievement. Instrumental students, as a group, had the higher grade averages, intelligence quotients, and musical aptitude scores. Vocal students with piano training scored higher than those vocal students without piano experience. Colwell concluded that musical aptitude did not prove to be as important as other factors (intelligence, academic grades) in predicting achievement.

Lease (1959) studied the differences between instrumentalists and vocalists in intelligence, musicality, and music achievement. Three hundred high school seniors were used as subjects. The Seashore Measures of Musical Talent,
Kwalwasser-Dykema Test, Drake Musical Memory Test, and the School College Ability Test (SCAT), were used to obtain data. Lease reported that the instrumentals, as a group, scored higher than the vocalists on the quantitative section of the SCAT Test, and that they were found to be superior on the Seashore pitch and tonal memory tests, the Kwalwasser-Dykema Rhythm and Tonal Memory test, the Drake Musical Memory Test, and the Kwalwasser-Dykema Test of musical accomplishment. Priestly (1942) also reported that pupils high in pitch discrimination ability were superior in academic achievement.

Franks (1958) was interested in determining the extent to which success in high school could be predicted from junior high school grades. Franks reported that junior high grades were better predictors for achievement in foreign language, music, and art, than reading or intelligence test scores. For predicting boys' high school music grades, the most important factors were: junior high school industrial arts grades, reading comprehension test scores, and junior high language-arts grades. For predicting girls' high school music grades, the best predictors were junior high school social studies grades, home economics grades, and intelligence test scores. Wenaas (1940), in a study dealing with another central variable, also reported a positive relationship between grades in school and musical achievement.

The role of music grades in affecting the amount of out-of-school music activity of high school students was studied by Chin (1934). The data obtained in this study showed a strong relationship between music grades (upper quartile) and the amount of out-of-school music activity.

The relation of maturation to achievement in beginning instrumental music performance was investigated by Cramer (1958). Students (sixty-eight) in the fourth through the eighth grade who were beginners on string, woodwind, and brass instruments were used as subjects. The data obtained by Cramer revealed that successful achievement in instrumental music performance at the fourth
grade level was significantly influenced by the motor development of the individual student. The hypothesis, however, that achievement in beginning instrumental music performance at the fourth through the eighth grade level correlates significantly with physical growth was rejected. The seventh grade level was indicated to be the time when optimum maturational conditions were present for beginning the purposeful study of instrumental music if successful performance is a primary objective. Successful performance in instrumental music also was found to be accompanied by high standing in intelligence, pitch discrimination, rhythmic discrimination, tonal memory, and personality adjustment.

Participation. Studies on participation in school music activities fall roughly into two groups: (1) those reporting on the number of students enrolled in music activities, and (2) those concerned with the extent of participation by academically talented students in music activities, and the reasons for lack of participation by students of this type.

Two studies, each concerned with comparative enrollments in school bands and orchestras, were found in the literature. Von Ende (1941), in a survey of music in large city high schools, found that high school orchestras and bands attracted about equal numbers of students. Ernst (1955) found in 1955, however, that band classes attracted three-fourths of the total instrumental enrollment in large city schools. That this trend in instrumental music enrollments has continued is a belief of most music educators.

Cucci (1955) investigated the factors which seemed to influence musical participation among high school students. Music students in twenty-four high schools in the state of Illinois provided data for the study. Cucci reported that the number of periods in the school day, coordination between elementary and secondary school music education programs, and the existence of community
music groups appeared to be positively related to the percentage of high school students participating in musical activities. Factors found to have little or no apparent relationship to the percentage of students participating in musical activities were: sex of teacher, amount of credit given for music activities, awards, summer band programs, restrictions on participation, utilization of student section leaders, social events for music students, booster clubs, publicity for performance groups, fees, guidance service, and practices in the elementary school program.

The investigations of Stene (1961) and Warren (1961) were concerned with the musical participation of academically talented students. Stene was interested in the extent of participation in choral music classes offered to California junior high school pupils participating in accelerated academic programs. Data were obtained from fifty-two junior high schools having a total enrollment of 40,000 or more students. Stene reported that election of one choral music class was permitted in these schools in terms of the following percentages: seventh grade, seventy-five percent of the schools; eighth grade, eighty-five percent of the schools; ninth grade, ninety-one percent of the schools. The percentage of students in the accelerated academic program electing one music class was reported as follows: seventh grade, twenty-two percent; eighth grade, twenty-nine percent; and ninth grade, twenty percent. A much smaller percentage (6.3 to 10.4) of the schools permitted election of two music classes; and a smaller number of students (1.2 to 1.6 percent) enrolled for two classes in music.

Warren (1961) in a comprehensive study to determine the reasons why academically talented students discontinued music study while in high school, found the following factors responsible: (a) demands of college preparatory courses and the contents of standardized achievement tests used to determine college eligibility or entrance, (b) lack of divergency of instruction within high
school music courses, (c) out-of-school conflicts between music and other activi-
ties, and (d) personality and classroom techniques of the high school music
teacher.

Non-School Experiences

The non-school educational and musical experiences of music students have
not been given attention in the research literature. Only one research report
was found which related to activities of these kinds. This study, by Robins
(1959), was concerned with the private piano backgrounds of high school stu-
dents. Data were obtained from 1128 high school students participating in
school music organizations. Results of the study revealed that a large
majority of the students taking private piano lessons were enrolled in only
one school-sponsored musical organization, and that a high percentage of these
students had experience in private music study other than the piano. Robins
concluded that private piano lessons were not a major influence on later vocal
and/or instrumental study.

Post-High School Activities

It is usually assumed by music educators that the music experiences pro-
vided in the school will carry over in some fashion into adult life. It is
further assumed that high school musicians will be active participants in the
musical life of a community. To what extent do high school musicians partici-
pate in music after graduation, and what effect does study and participation in
high school seem to have on adult participation? These are the types of ques-
tions of research interest in this sub-category on the student. Answers to
such questions give additional information on the student and, as importantly,
on the possible influence of the music program in the schools.

Unfortunately, only two studies relating to this area were found in the
research literature. Neal (1948) studied the relationships between high school music training and actual music participation in adult life. Data were obtained from 269 replies to a questionnaire sent to persons who had participated for two or more years in high school music organizations. The respondents had graduated from high school nine to twelve years earlier. Neal reported that the data obtained suggested that a significant amount of carry-over occurred between participation in musical organizations in high school and participation in adult life. Very little difference was found between respondents owning or not owning their musical instruments while in high school and their continuation of musical participation in adult life. The amount of training while in high school had no significant bearing on the amount of time devoted to music listening or participation in adult life.

Falkner (1957) was interested in finding some tangible evidence which would explain the relationship between the adult's interest in music and association with music while a student in the public school. Interviews were conducted with 431 adults. Data obtained through the interviews revealed that the adults currently participating in musical activities began music study at an average age of nine years, had studied for an average of four years, and the majority had been active in at least two musical activities while in high school. Of the group not currently participating in musical activities, the instrument played in high school was most often selected by the instrumental music teacher, and the person generally was not satisfied with the instrument. Falkner also reported that the quality of musical experiences was directly proportional to the interest shown in later years. This suggested to Falkner that music teachers should foster situations in which emotional reactions to music could occur.
CHAPTER VII

RESEARCH RELATING TO THE TEACHING–LEARNING PROCESS
IN MUSIC
Research studies on the teaching-learning process in music which were evaluated and judged to be both relevant to music education and competent as research are reviewed in this chapter. Relevant research here would be that concerned with (a) the objectives, knowledges, methods, techniques, and skills involved on the part of both the teacher and student in various school musical activities, and (b) the role, evaluation, and influence of such factors on the effectiveness of the teaching-learning process in music.

Reviews of such studies and syntheses of the information (when possible) are presented under four major headings. First, attention is given to those studies relating to the transmission of the culture—the transmission of knowledges in the areas of music history, literature, and theory of music. Second, research on the acculturation of the individual is reviewed. Acculturation is considered in terms of the individual's acquisition of the perceptual skills of listening to, or reading music, and the acquisition of the expressive skills of composing, playing music, or singing. The third major heading, aesthetic sensitivity, includes research on the development of musical taste. The classification title of undifferentiated concepts was given to the fourth major heading. Reviewed here are those studies which do not relate specifically to any one of the above objectives, but rather deal in toto with the teaching-learning process in specific instructional areas or with the role and influence of programs and curricula on the process.

Transmission of the Culture

A total of sixteen studies were found in the research literature which
provided some information on the transmission of the cultural heritage in music. Of this number, five studies were concerned with various aspects of musical literature and its appropriateness for use in the school music curriculum, four studies dealt with various methods of presenting music literature in the classroom setting, and two studies were concerned with the development of tests to evaluate student appreciation of music. Five studies were classified as dealing with the transmission of knowledges in the theory of music. No relevant or competent studies were found which pertained to the transmission of knowledge about the history of music.

**Literature**

The research studies reviewed which were concerned with musical literature per se dealt with the selection, nature, or adaptation possibilities of certain types of literature for use in the public schools. The five studies of this type were devoted to investigations of music literature for elementary school music classes, high school vocal music activities, brass ensembles, and the high school orchestra. They deal, for the most part, with only small parts of the literature problems in these areas of instruction. Noticeably lacking are studies on literature for the junior high school choral and general music class, and literature for the band at all instructional levels.

Shull (1961) studied children's song literature composed by distinguished nineteenth and twentieth century composers to discover the nature of the music being written for children's voices, and the possible reasons why much of this literature was not included in elementary school music texts. The songs of the selected composers were found to have the following characteristics: they were subtle in musical expression, avoiding the most obvious formal structure; they represented a variety of styles from very traditional to those in twentieth century idioms; texts were obtained from original, folk, and
anonymous sources; texts were nationalistic, comical, religious, and sentimental. Shull offered the following possible reasons for exclusion of these songs from graded music series: (a) range requirements, (b) extended periods in high or low tessituras, (c) fragmentary melodies, (d) difficulty of accompaniments, (e) obvious intent for church use, (f) difficulty of text translations, and (g) ownership of publication rights.

The studies of Livingstone (1957) and Theno (1954) were concerned with the selection of specific types of choral music for use in high school choral activities. Livingstone studied English madrigals for the purpose of selecting those suitable for use in the high school choral program. The selection criteria dealt with the problems of high school student voice range, tessitura, and the appropriateness of the text for students of this age group. Eighty-seven madrigals by twenty-five composers of the English madrigal school were identified as being suitable for use in the high school music program. Theno (1954), in a similar study, analyzed the choral works of Orlando Di Lasso to ascertain which of these compositions would be suitable for average high school choral groups. The selected compositions which met the stated criteria were edited and information was presented on the mode, meter, type of choral group for which best suited, range and tessitura, accompaniment, language of the text, style, mood, textual content, tempo and approximate performance time, and difficulty of each composition.

Utgaard (1949) conducted an analysis of the teaching content found in ensemble music (562 compositions) written for brass wind instruments, namely, French horn quartet, trombone trio and quartet, brass sextet, and brass choir. He concluded that contrapuntal writing was not well represented in the easier grades of music. Structural styles were fairly evenly distributed throughout all the music examined, except that a strict basic chordal style was not found in the most difficult grades of music. The percentage of contrapuntal writing
increased as the level of difficulty increased.

Buebendorf (1947) established criteria in terms of the capabilities of school musicians for selecting music for school orchestras. The criteria were developed from published sources and interviews with music educators. In terms of these criteria, Buebendorf selected twenty-five symphonies of the classic period (1760-1800) which were believed to be suitable for adaptation and use by school musicians.

The research providing information on methods of presenting music literature utilized students in the secondary schools. At the junior high school level, Bodie (1958) and Nash (1962) investigated student reaction to music listening experiences. Bodie compared the results of thematic music memory tests taken from listening experiences with and without the use of program notes. The results of the study revealed that a majority of the students (seventh grade) preferred program notes, yet the students' ability to recognize musical themes, whether presented with or without program notes, was not enhanced.

The study by Nash (1962), while conducted to determine which of several types of music was most appealing to junior high school students, also sought to determine student responses to different methods of presenting recorded music. It was concluded that the type of presentation had little effect on student enjoyment of music. The students preferred musical comedy and folk music to operatic or orchestral music. Lively orchestral music in the classic tradition increased in enjoyment upon repetition of the same type of music, whereas, the enjoyment of slow orchestral music in the romantic tradition decreased upon repetition. Increase in grade level appeared to bring a corresponding decrease in enjoyment for the types of music presented in this study.

Keeton (1954) developed tests of musical preference and music recognition
in order to evaluate the efficiency of two methods of teaching music appreciation at the high school level. The groups tested were the experimental group which listened, heard explanatory comments, and discussed the music; a control group listened to music without comments or discussion; and a zero control group received no instruction. The experimental method was found to produce superior results.

Tests to evaluate student appreciation of music were constructed by Hevner (1931) and Fisher (1949). Hevner employed a mutation technique in developing an objective test for the appreciation of the beautiful in music. Compositions by well-known composers were altered, and both the original and altered versions were performed for the subjects who were instructed to select the preferred version. Fisher's test consisted of six sub-tests, namely: mood, imagery, association, rhythm, instrumental timbre, and factual knowledge. After appropriate revision, the test was administered to more than 1,000 students from the seventh grade through college. The validity coefficient was determined through a comparison of test scores with extent of musical experience and was reported to be +.82. The reliability coefficient ranged from +.93 to +.96. The results of the test produced a coefficient of correlation with intelligence test scores of +.62, ±.02.

Theory

Five studies were found in the research literature which were concerned with the transmission and acquisition of theoretical knowledges of music. With one exception, these studies dealt with experimental approaches to methods of teaching and the effect of these methods on student achievement. Four of these studies pertained to this process at the elementary school level. The fifth was devoted to the development and evaluation of a radio course in music at the secondary school level.
Silverman (1954) investigated the value of class piano instruction in the music education program in grades three and four. An experimental group of 362 students received class piano instruction as a part of the total music instructional program, while a control group of 362 students did not receive keyboard instruction. The Providence Inventory Test in Music was employed to measure the students' musical achievement both at the beginning and end of the ten-week (fifty lessons) experimental period. Results indicated that both groups gained significantly in musical achievement, but that the difference in gains between the two methods of instruction was not statistically significant.

Nelson (Carl B., 1954) conducted an experiment to evaluate two methods of teaching music in the fourth and fifth grades. The experimental instruction involved a combination vocal-instrumental approach while the control group received vocal instruction only. No significant differences were found between the two groups with respect to measurement by the researcher's audio-visual musical discrimination test; however, data yielded by the Keston Music Preference Test revealed a significant difference between the groups favoring the experimental approach at both the fourth and fifth grade levels. In a follow-up study one year later, Nelson (1956) found that the experimental group was significantly better than the control group with respect to the criteria of knowledge of musical notation. A second difference with respect to the original experiment was the observation that the sixth grade experimental group was significantly more capable in audio-visual musical discrimination than the control group.

Another study designed to determine the relative effectiveness of two approaches to music instruction in grades three through seven was conducted by the Pittsburgh Public Schools (1936). This study involved 626 students. The experimental groups received one-half instrumental instruction and one-half vocal instruction while the control groups received the conventional type of
instruction for these grades—group singing. At the end of the six-month experimental period, it was concluded that the groups did not differ significantly in achievement as measured on the Kelsey and the Kwalwasser-Ruch tests of musical achievement and accomplishment, a sight reading test, and a rhythm and rhythm notation test constructed by Earhart and Gatto.

Smiley (1955) analyzed the contents of four frequently used fourth grade music textbooks to determine the type, amount, and use of musical configurations, symbols, terms, and words having musical connotations. This analysis revealed that extensive use was made of tonic chord arpeggios and scale passages. The use of dominant and subdominant chord progressions (in arpeggiated melody) was next in frequency of use while very sparing use was made of chromatics and the minor tonality. Every text analyzed contained at least one song in each of the major keys having from none to four sharps or flats; signatures with less than four sharps or flats tended to occur most often. Of the forty-five foreign music terms used in the four textbooks, only three terms were common to all. This fact indicated a lack of agreement among the tests as to appropriate minimum vocabulary. It was concluded that many words used in the books were not familiar or meaningful to fourth grade students, especially when the words had both a conventional and a uniquely musical meaning.

Sur (1940) developed and evaluated a radio course designed to teach musical knowledges and appreciation to students in grades nine through twelve. All participating students were tested both before and after the experimental period. The results of the experimentation revealed that the radio lessons were effective and interesting to the students and a statistically significant gain in knowledge occurred in all groups of students involved in the experiment. There was no significant difference, however, between student gains in achievement by the radio lessons and gains by the traditional classroom method. Sub-
jects who had studied music in performance areas did not perform better on the tests than non-performers.

One additional study, which is reported in a later section of this chapter, has some relevance here. Swanson (1959), in a study primarily concerned with an investigation of adolescent male voice mutation, reported that during a nine-month experimental period on all-male general music class showed gains in musical knowledge which were decidedly above those made by a control class (boys and girls). The variable here was the class organization—boys separated from the girls. This study will be reviewed in greater detail on a following page.

Acculturation of the Individual

A total of forty-eight studies were reviewed which were found to be investigations related to the acculturation of the individual. Eleven of the studies dealt with the perceptual skills of music listening, twelve were investigations of the perceptual skill of music reading, thirteen were concerned with the expressive skills of playing an instrument, and twelve dealt with the expressive skill of singing. No studies on composing were found in the research literature.

Perceptual Skills

Listening. Research on listening skills was found to be distributed throughout the instructional levels of the public schools. At the elementary school level, research was reported on pitch discrimination, experimental methods of teaching music, and the perception of musical sounds. In the studies dealing with junior high school music, the following areas were studied: the use of program notes in conjunction with listening lessons, and various methods of presenting recorded music. The research which pertained to
listening at the senior high school level dealt with the acquisition of harmonic skills and the development of tests for evaluating music appreciation.

Wolner and Pyle (1933) identified seven elementary school children who exhibited poor vocal pitch reproduction. None of the students could distinguish a difference of thirty vibrations as produced by Whipple forks. Each student was given individual, intensive training in pitch reproduction from tones of the piano and Whipple forks. They were instructed to listen first, then to create a mental image of the pitch, and then to reproduce (vocally) the pitch as accurately as possible. The individual instruction was given for twenty minutes each day for three months. The subjects learned (with great variations in time required) to discriminate perfectly the intervals of octaves, fifths, thirds, whole tones, and semi-tones in the range from a to a '``'.

Studies concerned with experimental methods of instruction at the elementary school level which related to music listening were conducted by Creitz (1943), Nelson (Carl B., 1954, 1956), and Andrews (1962). Creitz studied the use of the piano keyboard as a space-frame in teaching vocal music to children. After a nine-month experimental period, Creitz concluded that the twenty-six students who were instructed with the space-frame technique were superior to the control group with respect to the amount of material learned accurately, the desire to carry their school music into their homes and into their life outside the school, and in tonal thinking.

The research of Nelson (Carl B., 1954, 1956), which was reported in the preceding section, revealed that experimental instruction using a combination vocal-instrumental approach (fourth and fifth grades) yielded data on the Keeton Music Preference Test which favored the experimental approach. One year later, Nelson (1956) found that the experimental group was significantly more capable in audio-visual discrimination than the control group.
Andrews (1962) investigated two methods of instruction for developing music listening ability in elementary school children. One fifth grade class, the control group, received traditional, formal, teacher-directed training. A second fifth grade class, the experimental group, received instruction which was described as being active, informal, and self-initiated. Results from the test battery, which was developed for the study, indicated that both groups learned approximately the same amount of factual information, but the attitudes of the experimental group toward the values of music were significantly more positive than were those of the control group (.01 level).

Petzold (1960) sought to determine the difference between children at each of the first six grade levels as to the ways in which they perceive and respond to the auditory presentation of musical sounds. The investigator found that boys and girls did not differ significantly with respect to their auditory perception of musical sounds. Grade level and the development of auditory perception were related only if one limits such comparisons to the above-average competence groups. The hypothesis that musical training and experience is a significant factor in the development of auditory perception could not be rejected with confidence. The addition of a rhythmic element to a melodic pattern was not found to have a significant influence upon the auditory perception of melodic patterns.

At the junior high school level, the studies of Bodie (1958) and Nash (1962) which were reported in the preceding section also are relevant here. Bodie (1958) compared the results of thematic music memory tests taken from listening experiences with and without the use of program notes. It was found that a majority of the students preferred program notes, but their ability to recognize musical themes was not enhanced by having used notes in the listening experience. Nash (1962) sought to determine student responses to different
methods of presenting recorded music. Nash concluded that the type of presentation had little effect on student enjoyment of music.

Research relating to music listening at the high school level was the concern of Lustre (1958), Keaton (1954), Hevner (1931), and Fisher (1949). Lustre studied the effectiveness of three different approaches in ear training for acquiring harmonic skills, namely: chords as separate units, chords as related to the composition from which they were drawn, and a combination of the above methods. Instruction, which was accomplished by means of a tape recorder, was given for thirty-five days with periodic "immediate recall" tests interspersed. The immediate recall data in the three series did not differ significantly from each other in mean number of correct identifications of the studied material. Analysis of the delayed recall data in each series, however, revealed that the group which had received training in chord progressions out of context was significantly superior to the other groups.

The research of Keaton (1954), Hevner (1931), and Fisher (1949), it will be recalled, also was reported in the preceding section. Keaton evaluated the efficiency of two methods of teaching music appreciation at the high school level. The groups tested were the experimental group which listened, heard explanatory comments, and discussed the music and a control group which listened to music without comment or discussion. The experimental method was found to produce superior results. The work of Hevner (1931) and Fisher (1949) consisted of developing tests of music appreciation for use at the high school level.

Reading. Teaching children to read music has been a major problem in music education since the introduction of music in the school curriculum. Two studies reviewed elsewhere in this report give some evidence of this problem during the past few years. Ernst (1955), for example, found that twenty out of twenty-eight large city school systems reported that more than half of their
classes were unable to read songs at their respective grade levels. Good (1961) found that the teachers in his sample made greater use of rote techniques than music-reading techniques in teaching new song material in their classes.

The research completed on music reading is sparse. Totally, only twelve competent studies were found in the literature. Of this number, six were conducted at the elementary school level, two at the junior high school level, and four at the senior high school level. Studies on this problem at the elementary school level dealt with the aural and visual abilities of students in music reading, and experimental methods of teaching music reading.

Petzold (1960) discovered that fourth and sixth grade students experienced considerable difficulty in reading tonal configurations which commonly appear in the songs they sing, and that they performed at a much higher level on the aural portion of his test than on the visual portion. Petzold reported that sixth grade students did not perform significantly better than fourth grade students, and that instrumental instruction did not seem to be a factor in the music reading abilities of the children studied.

Experimental methods of teaching music reading were reported by Kyme, Hammer, Wiley, Creitz, Busse, and Skornicka. Kyme (1960), in an experiment utilizing shaped notes with 183 fourth and fifth grade students, reported that the sight reading method employing shaped notes was statistically superior to the more commonly used solfege method. The experimental instruction period used in this study consisted of fifteen lessons of thirty minutes each.

The use of the tachistoscope as a tool in the teaching of reading was investigated by Hammer (1961) and Wiley (1962). Hammer used forty-five fourth grade students in one school as subjects in his study. The rotation group design was employed. The subjects were taught by a conventional method except that the experimental groups (rotation design) received tachistoscope training
bi-weekly for nineteen weeks. Forty-seven tonal configurations identified by Petzold were used with the tachistoscope technique. Results of this work revealed that: (a) tachistoscopic training was more effective than conventional teaching procedures in teaching melodic sight-singing at the fourth grade level, (b) tachistoscopic training was more effective than conventional teaching procedures in teaching melodic sight-singing to those subjects above average in pitch discrimination and tonal memory abilities, and (c) tachistoscopic training was not superior to conventional training for those students above the class average in intelligence.

Wiley's (1962) study sought to determine the effect of tachistoscopic drill on the development of rhythmic sight reading at the fifth grade level. Fifty-eight students constituted the sample for this investigation. The design and techniques utilized were almost identical to those used by Hammer. The results of this work indicated that: (a) tachistoscopic techniques were not significantly more effective than conventional techniques in the development of rhythmic sight-reading ability at the fifth grade level, (b) tachistoscopic techniques were not more effective than conventional techniques in teaching rhythmic sight-reading to those either above or below the mean in rhythm recognition, and (c) tachistoscopic techniques were not superior to conventional techniques in teaching rhythmic sight-reading to those either above or below the class average in intelligence.

The study of Creitz (1943) which was reported in the preceding section was concerned primarily with the problem of music reading. This investigator, it will be recalled, used the piano keyboard as a space-frame in teaching vocal music to children. Creitz reported that children instructed with the space-frame technique were superior to a control group in the amount of material learned accurately and in tonal thinking.
Busse (1952) investigated the use of recordings in elementary school music classes. With respect to the development of music reading ability, Busse reported that the acquisition of music reading skill did not appear to be enhanced through learning of songs from recordings. However, this use of recordings did facilitate the rote learning of new songs.

The only study concerned with instrumental music reading at the elementary school level was that reported by Skornicka (1958). The purpose of this study was to determine if an early and constant emphasis upon time and rhythm would significantly improve instrumental music reading. A control group of seventy-two elementary school students, and an experimental group of seventy-seven elementary students was used in the study. The experimental group used materials which "were especially adapted to the counting of time and recognition of rhythmic patterns." Skornicka concluded that the experimental method, which combined the tonguing and playing of quarter notes and rests as the initial units of time and the tapping of the foot and playing on the march as the physical response to the beat, appeared to develop a stronger feeling for the beat and produced more competent instrumental music reading.

Two studies were found in the literature which dealt with music reading at the junior high school level. Stokes (1944) was interested in determining the effect of a type of tachistoscopic training (consisting of short exposures of musical units) on achievement in music reading. Three hundred and twenty students from the seventh and eighth grades of one school served as subjects. The equivalent group design was employed. Instruction was given the experimental group by using a lantern slide projector and forty slides for each of twenty lessons. Stokes reported that tachistoscopic training in the recognition of musical materials resulted in an improved span of recognition in reading the materials. However, such training appeared to have no effect on general achievement in music reading.
Peiterson (1954) studied the effectiveness of spaced notation (time-space ratio of note values) as compared to commercially printed notation on the rhythmic performance (music reading) of junior high school instrumental students. The data obtained revealed that the experimental time-space notation did not produce results which were significantly superior to those produced from use of standard commercial notation.

Studies dealing with the problem of music reading at the high school level, were concerned with the amount of attention given to music reading activities, evaluations of the solmization methods of teaching music reading, and the characteristics of superior music readers.

The study of Hales (1961) was concerned with the amount of attention being given to music reading in the high school choral music program. A selected sample of high schools in the Rocky Mountain states provided data for the study. Results of the survey indicated that: (a) few choral teachers considered music reading to be an integral part of the choral rehearsal, (b) although the choral teachers strongly favored music reading instruction, two-thirds reported that music reading instruction was not a major objective of their choral programs, and (c) over-emphasis on performance in select choirs was a major factor in limiting the amount of literature studied and the amount of time spent on music reading activities.

The research endeavors of Silvey (1937) and Gaston (1940) were devoted to an evaluation of the solmization method of teaching music reading. Silvey surveyed 1804 persons in senior high school choral groups, college choral groups, and community choral groups to ascertain the value these subjects placed on solmization as an aid in learning to read music. All subjects had been taught the solmization method when in elementary school. Each group of subjects sight-read a newly published composition which was directed by the investigator after which a questionnaire was completed by each member. Silvey found that the
solmization method was rated fourth in importance as a contributing factor in music reading skill by high school students and fifth by the college, church, and municipal choir members.

Gaston (1940), in a study of the attitudes of school children toward various phases of their musical experiences, constructed a sight-reading test which was administered to 250 high school students in ten schools. These students had been taught music reading by the solmization method in the elementary school. Gaston reported that the method of solfeggio was not an effective means of developing the ability to read music, or of developing desirable attitudes toward music in the schools.

In a study to identify characteristic eye-movement patterns of inferior and superior sight readers, York (1952) made use of eye-movement photography and voice recordings. Subjects were chosen from public school bands, orchestras, and choral groups. Among the characteristics of the "superior" readers were more rapid reading rate, shorter fixational duration, fewer fixations, larger perceptual span, and more hours of public school music training. A larger proportion of instrumentalists than vocalists were classified as "superior" music readers.

Expressive Skills

Playing. A number of studies have been reported in this chapter and other sections of this report in which instrumental music experience was a part of a particular experimental approach to general music instruction. The studies reported here deal specifically with teaching and learning problems in instrumental music of various kinds. These studies fall roughly into the following categories: (a) optimum level for beginning class study of instrumental music, (b) selection of students for instrumental study, (c) factors in the promotion of interest in instrumental music study, (d) various aspects of learning in
instrumental music, (e) evaluation of performance in instrumental music, (f) intonation problems in instrumental music, (g) problems in arranging and editing instrumental music, and (h) group and individual piano instruction.

The optimum level for beginning class study of wind instruments was the problem investigated by Pence (1942). Four experimental groups were formed (one each of beginning fifth graders, sixth, seventh, and eighth graders) consisting of a total of thirty-one students from one school. These students were given similar instruction for a twenty-four week period of time. Recordings were made throughout the instructional periods. The data obtained from the evaluations of student progress revealed that: (a) there is little advantage to be gained by starting on a wind instrument before the eighth grade in school, or at about thirteen years of age, and (b) a direct relationship appears to exist between physical maturation and musical progress. Other studies which presented some information on the relationship of physical maturation and musical progress were reported in Chapter VI. One of these studies, that of Cramer (1958) is most relevant here. Cramer investigated achievement in beginning instrumental music. The seventh grade level was indicated to be the time when optimum maturational conditions were present for beginning the purposeful study of instrumental music if successful performance is a primary objective.

A number of studies which were reviewed in other sections of this report contain information with regard to the selection of students for the study of instrumental music. These are summarized here because of their relevance to the present topic. In the earliest of these studies, Lamp (1933) concluded that neither mental tests nor physical measurements yielded a valid prediction to serve as a basis for the selection of instrumental music students. In contrast, the controlled try-out method proved to determine instrumental aptitude with a high degree of accuracy. Lamp and Keys (1935) found that neither pitch perception nor tonal memory, as measured by the Seashore tests, afforded an
index of aptitude for brass, woodwind, or string instruments which was adequate for individual guidance. Rhoades (1938), however, found that a combination of the Seashore Pitch test, the Terman I.Q., and a record of musical achievement proved to predict success in instrumental music to a relatively high degree. Of the three measures, the I.Q. score was observed to be the most significant factor. Taylor (1962) in a survey of instrumental music supervisory practices, found that generally the recruitment of students in the instrumental program was based on aptitude, interest, and personality.

Factors in the promotion of interest in instrumental music study was investigated by Nagro (1954). Data were obtained from 530 students, parents, teachers, and school administrators in Illinois cities with populations of over 15,000 persons. Interest in playing musical instruments by students appeared to be motivated primarily by a desire to play in the school orchestra or band. Many favorable influences for inculcating interest in the study of musical instruments were found to exist in the musical preferences of the home.

Problems dealing with various aspects of learning in instrumental music were investigated by Holzhauer (1941), Becker (1962), and Johnson (1962). Experimental methods of instruction were reported by Fred (1956) and Tietze (1958).

Holzhauer (1941) investigated the phenomenon of reminiscence (the improvement in the performance of a task after a time lapse during which there is no practice on the task) as observed in the memorization of instrumental music by high school music students. A majority of the subjects (thirty-six) did gain from the first attempt at recall to the second attempt, yet no significant relationships were found between musical ability (as measured by the Kwalwasser-Dykema tests) or intelligence, and reminiscence. Becker (1962) studied overlearning, initial learning ability, and review among eighty-four junior high school cornet and trumpet players. Becker concluded that overlearning did not facilitate the recall of musical material. Re-learning scores after four weeks
significantly improved by a review which occurred at the end of a two-week period. Johnson (1962) investigated negative practice on band instruments by high school students. Positive practice appeared to be of more value in the type of exercises that were used, but the use of negative practice was not discounted. More intelligent subjects made correspondingly more errors after negative practice than did less intelligent subjects.

Fred (1956) studied the effect of using a stringed instrument on the musical achievement and motor dexterity of fourth grade children. A fretted stringed instrument (which could be bowed or plucked) was designed and produced for the investigator. Fifty-two fourth grade students were randomly assigned to control and experimental groups. The experimental group received instruction on the exploratory stringed instrument while the control group received traditional instruction in singing and musical fundamentals. The period of instruction covered twenty-four class periods. The experimental use of the instrument at the fourth-grade level did not produce significantly superior results when compared to traditional instruction in singing and music fundamentals. Evaluation was based on student performances on the Kotick and Torgerson Tests of Achievement in Music, the Knuth Achievement Tests in Music, and the Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test.

Tietze (1958) studied the effect of pre-band melody and rhythm instruments on the musical learning of beginning fourth grade instrumental music students. Twenty-six students, formed into control and experimental groups, served as subjects. Tietze concluded that a program of preliminary rhythmic training with practice pads and drum sticks (four weeks), flutophone instruction (three weeks), and heterogeneous class instruction on band instruments (final eleven weeks) was significantly superior to a total of seventeen weeks of heterogeneous class instruction. The experimental group was superior in performance even though they had played an instrument seven weeks less than the control group.
Watkins (1942) and Farnum (1950) have conducted investigations in the area of tests and measurements in instrumental music. Watkins (1942) developed and validated an instrument the purpose of which was to measure objectively and reliably the sight reading ability of cornet players. Farnum (1950) adapted Watkins' instrument for all band and orchestra instruments and also developed the Farnum Music Test.

The intonation problems of band instruments were studied by Pottle (1943). An airtight laboratory in which both temperature and atmospheric conditions could be controlled were used in this work. Seventy-five high school instrumentalists performed for the experiment. Findings reported by Pottle included the following: (a) the pitch of bar instruments, such as the Marimba, becomes flat with an increase in temperature, (b) pitches on some wind instruments become sharp while those on others become flat by increasing the loudness—pitch of brass cup mouthpiece instruments become sharp and pitch on single reeds become flat through this influence, and (c) disregard for the American Standard Pitch A-440 leads to many of the faults in intonation noted from time to time.

Buebendorf (1947) and Dalby (1958) conducted investigations in the area of arranging and editing music for school instrumental ensembles. Buebendorf's study was reviewed in the section on the transmission of the culture—literature. This investigator formulated criteria for selecting music for school orchestras, selected twenty-five symphonies of the classical period (1760-1800) which met the criteria, and adapted C.P.E. Bach's Symphony in D Major, Op. 183, No. 1, for school orchestra. Dalby (1958) conducted a survey of high school band directors and music publishers in an attempt to study musical activities, instrumentation, and technical competence as factors in arranging music for high school bands. In terms of arranging music, it was concluded that the median compass was the best guide to the most practical playing range of each instru-
ment for high school students.

The only study found in the literature dealing with class piano instruction for piano students was conducted by Hutcherson (1955). This investigator conducted an experiment dealing with the relative effectiveness of group and individual piano instruction at the beginning level. Six students (ages six to nine) received private instruction while six others received class instruction. No significant differences were found between the two groups in knowledge of music rudiments, sight reading, or in the quality of prepared performances under informal recital conditions.

**Singing.** The studies found in the research literature on singing as an aspect of the teaching-learning process in music generally were concerned with: (a) the teaching problems of high school choral directors, (b) experimental methods of teaching voice and choral music in the junior and senior high school, (c) adolescent voice and singing characteristics, and (d) singing problems and characteristics of elementary school children.

Garretson (1955) identified teaching problems which confronted Illinois high school choral directors. Data were obtained from 305 choral directors. The greatest problems, in order of frequency, were: strident nasal tone, diction, vowel consistency, accurate pitch, blend, music reading, and teaching an understanding of interpretation elements and style.

Studies on methods of teaching singing and choral music at the junior and senior high school level were conducted by Patrick (1952), Ball (1953), and Sims (1961). Patrick did a comparative study of two methods of music instruction at the seventh and eighth grade levels. The subjects in this study were all females. One group received instruction in the traditional junior high school chorus manner; the second, with major emphasis on understanding various types of music heard on radio, at concerts, and musical shows. There were no observed differences in end-products of the two methods—general chorus or
Ball (1953) conducted a study of three methods of teaching high school choral music, namely, "traditional," "rhythmic," and "mood" methods. Each method was allocated one and one-half hours of teaching time during the experiment. Nine choral compositions were used, three each in categories judged "easy," "medium," and "difficult." One composition in each category was randomly assigned to each method of teaching. A well-known high school choir was used in the experiment. Results of this study revealed no significant difference in the effectiveness of the three methods as used in the study. The overall difficulty of the compositions did not appear to have any effect on the efficiency of any one particular method of teaching choral music.

Sims (1961) experimentally investigated the relative effectiveness of group and private voice instruction with beginning high school voice students. It was concluded (after performance evaluation by a panel of three college music instructors) that class-taught students were not lower achievers than were privately-taught students; thus, they were equal, or superior, to the privately-taught students. Group instruction with these types of students was as effective as private instruction.

Studies relating to the adolescent voice and singing characteristics dealt with voice range of adolescents (Joseph, 1959), tone quality and physiological factors (Russell Nelson, 1954), and problems of mutation in the male adolescent voice (Swanson, 1959; Ekstrom, 1959; and Havlovic, 1937).

Joseph (1959) studied the voice range in boys and girls from age eleven through age eighteen. He concluded that (a) both before and after the onset of puberty, as age and overall size of the body structure increased, voice range lowered, (b) the distribution of the low terminal pitch for both sexes centered around the f sharp of their respective ranges, and (c) the highest terminal pitch was related to the low terminal pitch in that both were overtones of a
harmonic series built upon a fundamental tone one octave below the low terminal pitch.

Nelson (Russell, 1954) conducted a physiological study of the utilization of the vital capacity in phonation, resonation, and articulation, and its effect on tone quality in the adolescent. He concluded that the development of the minimal motor muscles to a greater specificity through the use of exercises based upon a biological and phonetic knowledge of the human voice produced improved tone quality, more normal vibrato, fuller resonation, and a higher degree of selectivity in articulation.

Swanson (1959) studied the phenomenon of voice mutation to determine if there were factors which might affect the learning outcomes in vocal music classes, and to determine if there is a methodology which could better meet the needs of adolescent boys during this period in their lives. The control group (N=100) was given traditional instruction in classes containing both boys and girls during a nine-month experimental period. Experimental group classes were made up of boys only. Swanson concluded that the experimental method produced a more favorable attitude toward and a greater interest in music. The majority of the boys preferred separation from girls in music class. They also enjoyed singing songs in the bass clef register and also enjoyed experimenting with the falsetto voice.

Ekstrom (1959) conducted a comprehensive study of the adolescent voice. He found that singing during the period of voice change was not harmful, and that students who sang in choral organizations improved to a much greater extent in ability and flexibility than did students in general music classes.

In a study of boys' voices and song material in the senior high school, Havlovic (1937) found that the average boy's vocal range was greatest before he lost the higher tones of his unchanged voice and smallest immediately after he lost the unchanged tones. After the changing period, the range develops to
an average scope of an eleventh. In analyzing the literature for changed voices, it was found that the tenth grade boy must have a range of a ninth to sing a tenor part or a range of a fourteenth for the bass part. In the eleventh and twelfth grade, the range must be a fourteenth for the tenor part, or a fifteenth for the bass part. Concerning the number of boys with the range necessary to sing all of the pitches in his part, only 18.6 percent of the tenth grade, 3.7 percent of the eleventh grade, and 2.4 percent of the twelfth grade had the capacity.

Studies dealing specifically with singing problems and characteristics of elementary school children were reported by Hattwick (1933), Heiliger (1936), and Culpepper (1961). Hattwick (1933) studied the role of pitch level and pitch range in the singing of children from the age of four and one-half years through six. Hattwick discovered that when children voluntarily set the pitch level for a song it was significantly lower than the published version for children, and remained so even after forty-eight practices on a given song. Heiliger (1936) studied the effects of training upon the musical performance (singing) of five-year-old children. Children in the experimental group were taught to reproduce single pitches, intervals, and three-to five-note phrases. Heiliger found that (a) the experimental group improved over the control group (which was taught in the traditional manner--singing without emphasis on single pitches or intervals) and continued to improve throughout the forty training periods, and (b) the improved singing ability was found to be accompanied by an increase in interest. With respect to hearing impairments (diploacusis, hearing acuity, pitch discrimination, and tonal memory) in fourth grade students, Culpepper (1961) concluded that if the severity of a child's hearing impairment did not prevent his hearing music, it had little or no effect on his singing. Results of comparisons with a competent singer group indicated that there were significant differences between the groups on pitch discrimination and
tonal memory. Defective singers often had a smaller range and deviated from the true pitch of the notes in the musical score, usually below that required.

Two studies, those of Shull (1961) and Busse (1952), which were reported in other sections of this chapter, also have relevance here. In a study of vocal literature written by selected nineteenth and twentieth century composers, Shull found the music of these composers to be inappropriate for inclusion in graded series of music books for the following reasons: range requirements, extended periods in high or low tessituras, fragmentary melodies, and difficult accompaniments. Busse's (1952) study on the use of recordings in elementary grade vocal music was cited in the section of this chapter devoted to music reading. In contrast to the control group's superiority with respect to reading, the group which used recordings (experimental) was found to learn rote material significantly faster. The experimental groups excelled especially when the technical problems presented by the rote songs became more advanced than the teachers were capable of handling. In the learning of rote materials, the groups which used recordings secured consistently better performance ratings in the time-rhythm area than they did in the pitch and general effect areas. Children were found to express a preference for the recorded voices of women and children.

The work of Jersild and Bienstock (1934), and Broquist (1961), which was reported in Chapter VI, also has meaning in this section. Jersild and Bienstock, in their study of the vocal range of young children, concluded that (a) a person realizes a large portion of his potential pitch range while he is still in the first three grades of the elementary school, (b) ninety-nine percent of the tones occurred within the range from first line "e" to fourth space "e" of the treble staff, and (c) it would be profitable to emphasize vocal training in the lower school grades.

Broquist (1961), in a study of the attitudes toward music of a large group
of elementary school children, reported that no statistically significant difference was found in attitudes toward music between those students taught by the classroom teacher and those taught by the music specialist.

**Aesthetic Sensitivity**

Research studies pertaining to aesthetic sensitivity which were completed during the time period covered by this project dealt generally with (a) the musical taste and preferences of school children, (b) environmental influences on the development of musical taste, and (c) problems relating to the aesthetic sensitivity of various types of students. Most of these studies present information that the teacher needs to know to effectively plan activities for the development of musical taste. Few studies deal with actual experimental methods or behaviors which seem to affect the teaching-learning process in this area of music instruction.

Three studies, those of Blyler (1957), Rogers (1956), and Nelson (Carl B., 1954, 1956), dealt with the problem of musical preferences and taste of students at the elementary school level. Blyler studied the song choices of 9007 children in the elementary school. Characteristics of preferred songs included strong melodic movement, well defined cadences ending on the tonic, major modes, primary chordal background, and dynamic variation. Disliked songs possessed words not in keeping with believed interests of the various age groups, static melody, frequent use of the tonic tone and tonic triad, imperfect authentic cadence, ending tones other than the tonic, and accompaniments which repeated the melody.

In a study of the expressed musical preferences of elementary school students (grades two through twelve), Rogers (1956) concluded that children from the upper socio-economic strata tend to have a greater preference for more serious music than do those from lower socio-economic strata, but that this
preference occurs with diminishing intensity progressively from the second grade to the twelfth grade. Popular music was the preferred type of music by students from all age groups, both sexes, and all socio-economic strata. This preference intensifies as students increase in age.

Studies by Nelson (1954-1956) were cited in the acculturation section of this chapter under the sub-head "perceptual skills." It will be recalled that Nelson found that students in grades four and five who had a combination vocal-instrumental music program scored significantly higher on the Keston Music Preference Test than did students whose musical performance activities were limited to vocal music.

One study, that of Keiser (1957), was devoted to determining the interests and growth in appreciation of a group of junior high school students. Keiser employed the Gaston Test of Musicality (first section) to determine the musical interests of seventh grade students before and after an experimental period in general music classes. The students who engaged in singing, playing the auto-harp, games and dances, toy orchestra, arranging for the toy orchestra, and listening, were found to become more interested in music during the semester. The students who only sang gained in interest, but not significantly. Neither the experimental nor the control group, however, significantly improved in appreciation as measured by the Keston Test of Musical Preference.

Two studies dealt with the problem of musical preference at the high school and college freshman level. Rubin (1952) investigated the effects of musical experience on musical discrimination and musical preferences among 903 students (grades seven, nine, and twelve). He found that musical experiences appeared to have a limited effect upon discriminatory ability. His findings concur with those of Rogers in that both high and low experienced groups showed a predominant interest in music of transient current vogue. Musical experience appeared to have little effect upon musical preference.
Erneston (1961) studied the effect of musical experience and mental ability upon the formulation of musical taste. He found students (780 college freshmen) with more experience to have a higher level of acquired taste in music. Among the low experience students, high mental ability appeared to be positively related to the level of musical discrimination, but not to the level of taste. In the group having experience, mental ability appeared to be positively related to the level of musical discrimination, but not to the level of taste. In the groups having experience, mental ability appeared to be a significant factor. Erneston found no significant differences between the different groups studied with respect to musical preference.

The environmental influences seemingly affecting the development of musical taste have been given attention by several investigators. The youth educational activities of the Nashville (Tennessee) Symphony Association were studied by Fott (1958). The purpose of this study was to determine whether the musical programs presented in the schools of Nashville significantly affected the musical taste of the students exposed to these programs. It was concluded that there were no statistically significant changes in musical taste after the series of concerts were played for the students in grades seven through twelve.

Other studies relating to environmental influences on taste or preferences were reported in Chapter VI. These studies will be reviewed again because of their relevance to the present topic. The earliest study devoted to this problem was conducted by Hughes (1932). This investigator was concerned primarily with environmental factors influencing the preferences of junior high school students. It was found that emphasis by the schools on certain areas of music generally resulted in preferences for these areas, and that the home had considerable influence in encouraging the study of instrumental music. The greatest part of the musical background of the students was acquired through the school.

Another study reporting on the environmental influences was that of Wiebe
(1940). This research was concerned with the effect of song "plugging" on the music preferences of high school students. Wiebe concluded that "plugging" did not affect the ratings of initially "more liked songs," but that it did affect the ratings of originally "less well-liked songs."

Gernet (1939), in a study which was planned to ascertain the influence of age and grade level on musical preferences, reported an inconsistent but significant change toward classical music at successive levels of maturity.

The study by Daniels (1934) revealed slight but positive relationships between musical preferences and personality characteristics. Subjects indicating a preference for popular music were found to be less neurotic, less self-sufficient, more extroverted, and more dominant than the group favoring art music.

In a comprehensive study of the musical preferences and socio-economic status of students in grades seven through fourteen, Baumann (1958) reported significant differences in the music preferences of high and low socio-economic groups for some kinds of music. The difference was in the degree of preference and not in one group accepting a kind of music rejected by the other group. These data also revealed that regardless of the amount and type of music courses taken, popular-commercial music selections were most acceptable to all teenagers, without differences according to age, socio-economic class, or sex.

Fisher (1951) found that classical preference differences between age, sex, or socio-economic status, were largely a function of the transmission of specific judgements about specific compositions. Subjects from unskilled lower economic status groups did not differ in reaction to music from subjects from the professional upper status groups.

Sell (1950) reported that there seemed to be an aesthetic tonal preference for music played by an orchestra rather than that played by a band. This finding suggested to this investigator that reasons other than aesthetic tonal preferences were responsible for the decline of orchestras in the public schools.
Problems relating to the aesthetic sensitivity of various types of students were investigated by Willman (1944), Parker (1961), and French (1962). These studies also were reported in Chapter VI. Willman was interested in determining whether visual design stimuli would suggest to high school musicians themes with characteristics similar to those suggested to composers by the same stimuli. Willman reported that student’s responses and the general characteristics of their responses were quite similar to those of the composers. The possible relationship of aesthetic sensitivity to musical ability, intelligence, and socio-economic status was investigated by Parker (1961). Major conclusions to this work were that only a moderate relationship seemed to exist between aesthetic sensitivity and musical ability when intelligence and socio-economic status were held constant, and that any relationship between aesthetic sensitivity and socio-economic status was negligible. French (1962) studied the relationship of musical ability as measured by the Seashore Tests of Musical Talents and the Gaston Test of Musicality and the responses of ninth grade students to four items on the TAT test. The results of this work revealed that students scoring high on the music tests projected more affective responses to the TAT items than did those students scoring low on the music tests.

Kyme (1956), in a study of the relationships of aesthetic judgements to music capacity, reported that aesthetic judgements could be used to differentiate between persons known to be musical and persons observed to be less musical. These results, Kyme believed, gave some evidence that the best predictor of musical behavior must be based on observations of the individual in many musical situations, and that the act of appreciation (the assessment of music at its true value by the individual in the light of his experience), was worthy of more consideration than it had been given in predicting musical behavior.
Undifferentiated Concepts

Reviewed here are those studies which do not relate specifically to any one of the major headings in this chapter (or to the objectives of the teaching-learning process in music), but rather deal in toto with the teaching-learning process in specific instructional areas, or with the role and influence of programs and curricula on the process.

General Music

The term "general music" has been used with increasing frequency during the past twenty-years. It refers to a type of class, usually elective at the high school level and required at the junior high school level, which is available to all students in the school. The content is not fixed, but rather is flexible—to appeal to, and service the needs of the students in a specific school. The purposes or objectives of these classes have not been standardized to any extent, and some confusion exists as to the real objectives of the activities and learnings in such classes. (See Chapter IX.) For these reasons it is impossible to differentiate the role of these classes in promoting the objectives of the teaching-learning process in music as defined in this project. Hence, studies on the total general music program or class have been classified under the major heading of "undifferentiated concepts."

Three studies of this type were found in the literature examined in this project. Zima (1956) compared two approaches to the teaching of required music classes at the junior high school level. The experimental program was described as "A Developmental Approach" while the control groups received a "Traditional Approach." The investigator concluded that the experimental procedure produced superior results at the sixth grade level, as measured by the Kwalwasser–Ruch test, but at the seventh and eighth grade levels the control groups scored higher on the Kwalwasser–Ruch test.
Weigand (1962) compared the effectiveness of two methods of teaching general music, his principal purpose being to determine the effectiveness of the organization of activities and materials into broad units of instruction for student experiences during a one-semester general music class at the seventh grade level. Both the experimental and control groups were taught the same basic materials. It was concluded that the resource unit of instruction produced a higher degree of effective teaching and learning in that two of the experimental groups scored higher than their control counterparts on the Farnum Music Notation Test and the achievement test developed by the investigator.

The study of Gilfeather (1962), which was reported in Chapter VI, also has relevance here. This study was concerned with the motivation supplied for below-average adolescents in general music classes in large city schools. Gilfeather reported that: (a) large city school systems are cognizant of the needs of below-average students in general music classes and that much concern was in evidence relative to motivations, methods, and materials suitable for these students, and (b) motivational factors thought to be useful were peer approval, interest, curiosity, working for tangible rewards, and competition.

**Programs and Curricula**

Two competent studies which did not relate directly to any one of the objectives of the teaching-learning process in music, but which were definitely of import to the process, were found in the research literature.

The first of these studies, by McCaslin (1958), was concerned with extra-curricular activities. Data were obtained from 265 eleventh grade students. McCaslin reported that students who missed classes in order to participate in extra-curricular activities were generally those who tended to have high I.Q.'s, higher grades, higher achievement test scores, more participation in after school activities, and a tendency toward fewer absences. The school activi-
ties requiring students to miss regularly-scheduled classes most frequently were music activities. Three schools in one county in Maryland served as the sample in this study.

The second study, by Stephenson (1955), dealt with music curriculum planning. While this study is restrictive in that it was confined to a local community, it does provide an example of an approach (community case study) to curriculum planning in music which might be useful to other researchers. The study sought to (a) investigate the pattern of musical culture in the community of Lawrence, Kansas, (b) determine from emergent attitudes and activities the musical needs of the high school students, and (c) determine the curriculum, equipment, and school plans necessary to meet these needs. A study of the community was conducted in the areas of history, social stratum, economic status, educational status, and musical activities. A pattern of "needs" was developed from this study. Some of the findings reported by Stephenson were: (a) parents, for the most part, used music in their lives and were desirous that it be a part of their children's lives, (b) parents felt that the specialized music groups in the school were rapidly approaching a limit in terms of expansion, but that much attention should be given to general music activities, (c) popular music and incidental music was the most preferred type of music of the entire community, and (d) high school teachers (non-music) favored limiting performing organizations and emphasizing general music.
CHAPTER VIII

RESEARCH RELATING TO CONSTRAINING ELEMENTS IN THE TEACHING-LEARNING PROCESS IN MUSIC
RESEARCH RELATING TO CONSTRAINING ELEMENTS IN THE TEACHING-LEARNING PROCESS IN MUSIC

The context within which the teaching-learning process occurs is a determinant of its direction, quality, and quantity. The studies discussed in this chapter reveal the complexity of this context and the innumerable constraints it places on the teaching-learning process. A true synthesis of the following studies on specific variables is nearly impossible because these studies either directly analyze or infer the interdependency of many social variables. Most of the studies in this chapter are descriptive surveys. They are broad attacks on the complexity of constraining elements which assist, impinge upon, and coerce the process of education. Most of them cover a multitude of elements, from the minutiae of teaching materials to gross community attitudinal states. Therefore, the following analysis tends to be a series of reviews rather than a synthesis of information.

Administration and Supervision

The administration and supervision of music in the schools are behaviors, prescribed patterns of behavior and results of behavior which provide (a) a liaison between the school and its community, (b) a liaison between a school and its school system, and (c) an operational system within a school. Basically, it is centered on teaching and administrative functions and the denotata of those functions. Where the student is involved, it is in the role of a recipient who is affected by an operational system. Accordingly, the following research is concerned with administrators and supervisors and their relationships and activities in their milieu.

Administrative Organisation

The organization of music in the schools establishes points of responsibil-
ity and channels of communication for the personnel in a school system. It also establishes a design for the implementation of curriculum and arises out of a philosophy of education and objectives for music education in particular. Sometimes it evolves in peculiar patterns because of the lack of these considerations. As such, administrative organization affects the people who function as educators and learners as well as the interaction between them. Further, it determines the type of musical experiences which will occur in the schools as well as their quality. Specific studies on the administrative organization of music were not found in the research literature. Rather, studies relating to this problem consisted of broadside attacks on the entire problem of administration and supervision of music in the schools. There were several elements which were not differentiated and analyzed specifically. For example, the separation of administrative organization from administrative practice, supervision from administration, or supervisory practice from administrative practice was not established in even the grossest terms. Because the minutiae in these studies is voluminous, only selected findings are reported here.

The general organization of administration for music education was included in Von Ende's study (1941). His respondents preferred a unit organizational structure but few of the systems studied had any kind of coherent administrative organization. Concerning the effect of administrative organization of pupils, Henderson (1959) could find no general relationship between administrative organization and pupil achievement. Ernst (1955), in his study of twenty-eight large city systems, found a vertical structure for administrative responsibility from the chief officer in charge of music education down to the music teachers in the schools. However, there were no objective means reported by which the responsibilities of the various administrative positions could be determined. Where finances or philosophy interfered with music in the schools, music was not taught and no administrative organization existed.
This was found in two of ninety-six school districts studied by Heffernan and Matesky (1955) and in fourteen percent of the white elementary schools and twenty-five percent of the Negro elementary schools of Virginia by Good (1961). In the latter state, fifteen percent of the schools had no coherent organization for their music program because no objectives for the music curriculum were formulated. Only fifty percent of these schools had a defined, logical curricular organization for the students and the teachers. Too, only a third of these schools had a definitive yearly budget for their music curricula, with the white schools having a higher median annual appropriation than the Negro schools.

Both Von Ende (1941) and Ernst (1955) examined the position of the chief music administration officer in large school systems. Not all systems had such an officer at the time of Von Ende's study. Where these officers did exist, there was no common title for the office. Ernst found, in all of the twenty-eight large cities he analyzed, there was a chief administrator for the organization of music in the schools. There were no general, common definitions for the role of such an officer among these systems but there were many tasks which were common among them.

The administrative responsibilities of the music teacher, and particularly the instrumental music teacher, include administration and curriculum development as well as the teaching of music. This is cited by Corson (1948) and by Taylor (1962).

The organization of elementary school music has had a variety of treatments. Ernst (1955) found that even though this variety existed, there was a predominant practice of giving the planning and organizing responsibility to an assistant director in large city systems. Perhaps the most informative analysis of the administrative organization for elementary school music was made by Peterson (1957) who studied the preferences of elementary school administrators.
for four general music organizational plans for each of the three grade levels of their schools: Plan A—all music being taught by a music specialist with no music responsibility for the classroom teacher; Plan B—music being taught in part by the classroom teacher and in part by a visiting specialist; Plan C—all music being taught by the classroom teacher; and Plan D—music being taught by the classroom teachers who trade subject responsibilities with one or more teachers. Plan B was used most frequently (thirty-six percent) in grades one through three; Plan A was used most frequently (fifty-seven percent) in grades four through six; and Plan A was used most frequently (eighty-nine percent) in grades seven and eight. There was no significance found in the relationship between the time spent on music and the plan in effect, nor between the size of the school faculties and the plan in effect, with the exception of schools having fewer than fifteen teachers where Plan D was in effect.

Administrative Practice

Studies in administrative practices in school music present the same problem as found in studies on administrative organization. They tend to be broad and inclusive of several factors, including organizational factors and supervisory aspects of school music. Too, they include every level of musical endeavor in the schools from the state level to a single school. The more significant findings are reported here.

A study of administrative practices in music at the state level was conducted by Noah (1953). In this study, the various activities in music of southern state departments of education were investigated. Most of the eleven states investigated provided descriptions of child development in their literature but few states had a statement of basic philosophy concerning music education. Four of the states had a full-time music supervisor and published courses of study. In one state, music was delegated to an assistant director
of instruction. In another, the county was responsible for the music and a handbook was used by the county teachers. Another state had a complex organization including the scheduling of one-day conferences and workshops for teachers. In three states, there was no state-level activity. The credit hours in music required for graduation from high school varied from one to four credits in three states. Seven states approved credit for private study, nine for vocal class. Course offerings varied from only performing groups and general music to the gamut of courses possible. Six states offered theory, harmony, appreciation, and history on the same basis as other non-music, academic subjects. In most cases, textbooks were selected by a local board of education. There were no uniform teacher certification requirements in music, the range being eighteen to eighty-two semester hours in music which included a range of eight to fifty hours in applied music. Collectively, there was no activity, except classroom teaching, in which these eleven state departments were not involved. The greatest quantity of involvement was in those states which had a supervisor of music.

The effect of supervision on the presence of music in the curriculum was revealed by Good's study (1961). This report indicated that nearly one-third of the elementary schools in Virginia, which were without the services of an assigned music specialist or supervisor, either offered no music or didn't consider music important enough to be an integral part of the curriculum. Only one-fourth of the schools had used consultative services from the state level which may have been due to the fact that only one person was employed by the state about 1960 in that capacity. The questionable importance of music supervision in 1941 among the large cities of Von Ende's study was revealed by a pupil-music supervisor ratio of 1,271 to one.

Henderson (1959) analyzed selected, large (over 306,000) city school systems and small (under 306,000) city school systems and the pupil achievements
in those systems. The factors found to be not significantly related to pupil achievement were (a) the numerical adequacy of the administrative staff, (b) methods of selecting teachers, (c) teachers salaries, (d) administrative organization, (e) community relations, (f) curricular organization, and (g) physical facilities. Factors related to pupil achievement were methods of evaluating pupils and instructional activities. Some degree of relationship was found in the kinds of elective courses, the educational preparation of the instructional staff, and instructional materials. In small schools, there was a significant relationship between size of school and pupil achievement. It was also found that the major factors influencing the music curriculum were the laws governing financial aid, physical education requirements, definitions of the titular head of the music curriculum, tenure of the music director, policies of practices concerning budgets, non-school activities of students, and the adequacy of facilities.

Von Ende (1941), in his analysis of administration in large city systems only, found that state-wide adoptions of materials affected the choice of materials in four cities. Only two of eleven cities actually knew the cost of music in their schools. Ernst (1955), in a similar study, found that the place of the supervisory staff in music on the salary scale of twenty-eight large cities varied greatly. Class sizes in General Music classes tended to be larger than classes in other non-music subjects. Three-fourths of the instrumentalists in these schools were attracted to bands and only one-fourth to the school orchestra. Of the cities surveyed, only one-fourth made use of the more economical central circulating music library system. Roe (1960) also found the same proportion of one-fourth among 105 schools using a central library. Most of the music departments surveyed used extrinsic rewards for motivational purposes. Personnel were selected for performance groups in the following order of preference: (a) tryout, (b) balance needed, (c) recommend-
dation, (d) standardized tests, and (e) grade level. One school out of the 105 offered group piano lessons on an extra-curricular basis.

Corson (1948) studied administrative practices for instrumental music in secondary schools and compared these with principles developed by a jury of experts. Less than one-third of the fifty-two schools studied had employed qualified teachers in terms of academic preparation and teaching experience. Sixty-eight percent of the instrumental teachers carried a load of more than thirty periods per week. Only nine schools offered a variety of experiences appropriate to various pupil needs and interests. Most of the schools offered band and more than half offered orchestra. Almost twice as many pupils participated in the band as in other instrumental activities. Band and class instruction was provided in most cases but less than one-fourth of the schools provided schedule time for orchestra and small ensembles. A large majority of the schools used four or more instrumental groups in public relations activities.

Fite (1954) analyzed the cost to students for participating in music education activities in twenty-six randomly selected Kansas schools. Such costs were rarely related to the size of the school enrollment. There were no consistent policies toward formal class fees for musical organizations. The annual cost of owning a band instrument by the student was more than four times as great as the annual cost of owning a string instrument. The greatest cost to the student was private lessons. The cost to the student playing an individually owned instrument was twice as great as the cost to the student using a school-owned instrument. The total costs for students in band was nearly fifty percent greater than comparable costs in the orchestra and was more than twice the comparable costs for students enrolled in each of the school choral organizations.

In a study of administrative practices in instrumental music, Taylor (1962) ascertained that generally an instrumental teacher teaches all instruments.
The only exception to this was string teachers. Beginning instruction was found in the fourth grade, typically, but this also was available throughout all levels of the elementary and secondary schools above the fourth grade. School groups were permitted to perform at any function where they would (a) render a school and community service and (b) derive an educational experience from the situation. As did Roe and Ernst, Taylor found the development of central libraries for instructional materials among several of the school systems surveyed.

Faculty Schedules

A major factor in the teaching-learning process is the ease with which a teacher can accomplish the tasks which are his responsibility. The factor of time becomes a major consideration for him. The time he can devote to a specific task is controlled by the quantity and the complexity of the tasks he must perform. His teaching load, then, constrains the quality of his work. Information about teaching loads is generally scattered throughout the literature. Only two studies have been made on this problem directly.

Steg (1955), in a study of the loads of 345 Michigan music teachers, found that a majority taught in elementary or junior high school, or both, in addition to their responsibilities in the high school. The majority also taught in towns of 10,000 or less population. They estimated their teaching loads as follows: light—one percent; reasonable—forty-one percent; heavy—thirty-nine percent; extremely heavy—nineteen percent.

Colbert (1956), in a study of 529 teachers in Indiana, found that they had a teaching load greater than that recommended by the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. An average number of 28.45 periods were taught per week. The pupil-period ratio reported averaged 932.3 pupils per week. Fifty percent of the teachers taught at all three levels—elementary, junior high school, and senior high school. These teachers averaged three
hours and twenty-two minutes weekly in assigned duties other than classroom teaching. They reported an average of 16.5 concert performances per teacher per year. Slightly more than fifty percent of the instrumental teachers reported contest participation while slightly less than fifty percent of the vocal teachers did so. Teachers in small communities (under 9,999) reported more contest participation than did teachers in large communities. The average hours for the respondent's work week was fifty-one hours and fifty-five minutes.

Corson (1948), in a study of administrative practices, found that sixty-eight percent of the teachers worked more than the standard teaching load at that time of thirty periods a week. Taylor (1962), in a similar study, found instrumental music teachers in secondary schools for the most part on a full-time schedule. Elementary school music teachers had a half-time to three one-half days schedule per school.

Supervision

The research concerning the supervision of music in the schools has been directed toward two levels of supervisory organization -- the state department of education and the local school district or school system. Although there have been many studies with titles indicating that they were studies in supervision, they lacked specific definition and purpose such that they covered all aspects of school music organization and administration. Supervision is considered in the following review to be the process and factors affecting the process whereby an individual music specialist provides guidance, assistance, and demonstrations for subordinate specialists and/or non-specialists who teach music. Parenthetically, it should be mentioned that the term supervision is used more broadly in some of the literature and this broad usage is a basis for confusion in the definition of tasks for supervisors as well as the definition of research on music supervision.
Two competent studies of supervision at the state level were found in the research literature. At the time that Annett (1938) made his survey, eleven of the fifty-three states and territories required, by law, that music instruction be offered in the schools. Eight of the states had state supervisors of music while eighteen states had some agency performing all or part of the state supervisor's functions. Of the states which did not have a supervisor, seventeen state directors of education reported the need for such an official while nine reported no need of this kind. The typical state supervisor of music was thirty-five years of age, had a little over six years of higher education, had thirteen years of previous music education experience, and had held his position for a little less than six years. All of the existing state music supervisors expressed support for music contests. Four state supervisors had duties in connection with the certification of teachers, and two reported duties in teacher training. Most of the time, the state supervisor's duties were classroom visitation, conferences with other educators, and correspondence. Ordinarily, his most important work was in rural communities.

Noah (1953) studied the activities in music of state departments of education in eleven southern states. Music supervisors performed a wide variety of general and specific services, covering the areas specified in the professional literature concerning the functions of a music supervisor. Four states -- Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, and Virginia -- had full-time supervisors while six states did not. Florida gave these responsibilities to an Assistant Director in the Division of Instruction.

Seven studies were conducted which analyzed the status of supervision at the district or school system level. Because these studies were comprehensive in character, only the findings which were considered to be most significant are reported here. There appear to be three aspects of the supervisor and his tasks: (1) the supervisor's professional preparation, (2) the supervisor's
professional competencies, and (3) supervisory practices.

The professional training and teaching of the seventy-seven music supervisors in the study by Banse (1951) was not a determinant of the presence or absence of adequate music supervision in the schools. A more important factor hindering supervisory practices was the inadequate undergraduate background of classroom teachers. Dryden (1954), in his study of elementary grade music supervisors, found that most of the respondents had a Bachelor of Science Degree and forty-five percent had attended graduate school. The respondents ranked highest in practical value their studies in piano, methods courses, English, and Psychology courses. In a study of city music supervisors in California by Landdon (1959), fifty percent of the respondents held masters degrees and a few held doctoral degrees.

The leadership competencies of music supervisory personnel was found by Henderson (1959) to be related to the adequacy of policies and practices in supervision.

The practices of supervision have been analyzed from several points of view. Smith (1933) made a comprehensive investigation of supervisory practices in twenty-four communities. The wealth or lack of wealth in these communities did not necessarily guarantee an efficient or inefficient program of supervision. Some wealthy communities had inadequate supervision of music and some less affluent communities had excellent supervisory organization and practices. On the other hand, there were a greater number of more adequate supervisory programs in wealthy communities. Banse (1951) analyzed the supervisory practices of 180 music supervisors in charge of elementary school music for grades one through six. The title supervisor proved to cover a variety of positions. The greatest difficulty of the largest number of respondents was dealing with problems presented by individual teachers. In most cases, the classroom music was taught by the classroom teacher. The median number of visits to classrooms by
the respondents was four per month. Over half of the supervisors used no special method to evaluate the classroom teacher. Music talent tests were used by more than one-third of the respondents. The correlation of music with other subjects was reported by one-half of the respondents. The types of assistance given to the classroom teachers beyond activities in the classroom included meetings, in-service training, conferences, professional literature, teachers committees, and demonstration lessons. The additional duties of the music supervisor were typically, teaching, administration, public performance, and community leadership.

Heffernan and Matesky (1955) found that sixty out of ninety-six districts had supervisors who visited the school districts regularly. One of the practices of these supervisors was a regular conference with the classroom teachers. Landon (1959), in an extensive and detailed analysis of supervisory practices in city schools, found that supervisors ranked their areas of activity as follows: (a) resource and advisory activities, (b) curriculum development, (c) in-service education, (d) student activities, (e) evaluation, selection and use of instructional materials, (f) personal and professional development, (g) personal activities, (h) administrative activities, (i) research and development, and (j) community leadership and public relations. Supervisors, administrators, and a group of nationally known music specialists agreed on the priorities concerning within classroom and directly related activities of the supervisor, but the group of music specialists placed a greater value on research, evaluation, community leadership, and public relations responsibilities. The range in number of schools supervised per supervisor was 10.6 to 59.4 schools. The median supervisory load was 18.4 schools. Combined elementary-secondary school districts of over 20,000 pupils in average daily attendance accounted for the highest per school supervisory loads, while the smallest loads were in districts under 10,000 pupils in average daily attendance.
The functions of the instrumental supervisor, according to Taylor (1962), were defined in terms of the following responsibilities: quality of instruction, recommendations for curriculum, teacher selection and assignment, equipment and materials budget, servicing and repair of instruments, facilities design, selection of equipment and materials with the aid of teachers, assignment and rating of student teachers, in-service education of teachers, radio and television programs, city-wide festivals and general coordination. Taylor's forty-four respondents were located in cities with a population of 100,000 or more people.

Scheduling

The method and quantity of scheduling for music in the schools determines the variety and quality of musical experiences made available to the student. In one sense, scheduling is the demonstration of an educational philosophy. In another sense, it is a mechanical problem created by ambitious or apathetic music teachers and sympathetic or unsympathetic administrators. No coherent study of scheduling per se has been made. The following information has been extracted from comprehensive analyses of curricula and activities in the schools. It is divided into two groups, that concerned with the elementary school and that concerned with the secondary school.

In the study by Heffernan and Matesky (1955), respondents indicated that about one hundred minutes per week were devoted to music in seventy-five out of the ninety-six elementary schools studied. All but nine of these schools scheduled some kind of choral group within the regular school day. Ernst's study (1955) revealed that in the period 1941-1955 primary grade instruction time increased. Intermediate grades by 1955 still fell short of the time recommended by the MENC. Peterson (1957) studied organizational plans for music in grades one through eight and found that there was no relationship be-
tween the organizational plans used by schools and the quantity of time devoted to music. Taylor's study (1962) revealed that instrumental music was begun usually in the fourth grade. All instruction was given within the school day and instrumental music classes typically met twice a week.

Studies in secondary school music scheduling were limited to the time allotted to performance groups in the school week. Two general studies were made by Roe (1960) and Ludwig (1962). Roe's study revealed that less competent groups received less attention in that a second band or girls glee club and the boys glee club typically met twice a week and the other more advanced groups were scheduled daily. In a study of nine co-curricular activities including such activities as student government and athletics, Ludwig found that all 263 responding institutions offered some type of music. All schools scheduled band; almost ninety-nine percent scheduled chorus; eighty-three percent scheduled glee clubs; and thirty-seven percent scheduled orchestra. As the school enrollment increased, the percentage of schools which scheduled orchestra also increased. In about seventy percent of the schools studied, the music activities were scheduled during the day. Smaller schools made extensive use of an activity period. In about fifty-two percent of the schools, these activities were scheduled daily. Corson (1948), in a study of instrumental music, found that less than half of the schools scheduled instrumental music during the day. Twelve years later, Taylor (1962) found that typically, instrumental music was scheduled in the school day five times per week.

Community Influence

The relationship between the community and school music has been studied in four ways: (1) adult influence on music in the schools, (2) community activities related to music in the schools, (3) socio-economic factors affecting the schools, and (4) the influence of mass media on music in the schools or on those who participate in the schools.
Adult Influence

Parental attitudes toward music in the schools were studied by Burmeister (1953). The quality of public performance and the acquisition of musical skills were not the primary interest of the subjects. The influence of the quality of public performance on parental attitudes toward the music in the schools of their communities was negligible. Parents indicated that more emphasis was needed in the teaching of music appreciation. Teachers were evaluated by parents more on general qualities than on specific skills or attainments. It was clear that parents desired an increase in the amount of general music at all levels.

MacOwan (1955) studied the public pressure on school music activities, particularly the participation of school bands in a state fair. He found that principals considered thirty-one percent of the charity drives, twelve percent of the contests, and twelve percent of the awards as not having sufficient educational value to justify their continuation. These principals further indicated a fear of repercussions if they discontinued these activities. The marching bands of eighty-nine schools participated in the state fair, seventy-five using school time to prepare for the event. A majority of the principals thought the educational benefits of this participation in the state fair justified its continuation. Community pressure for the band to participate in the state fair was indicated by thirty-six principals. The school boards of fifty-nine schools had a written policy concerning such out-of-school activity and sixty percent of the principals whose systems had no written policy thought that such a device would alleviate the pressures they felt.

Administrative and music personnel in sixteen school systems were interviewed by Price (1960) in an investigation of the nature and effectiveness of community pressures on secondary school music. The most frequently mentioned sources of pressure came from individuals (parents), from civic groups, and
parent (booster) organizations. Methods of pressures were complaints to the administration, gossip and complaints at public meetings, formal written pressures, and "felt" pressures. These pressures were most commonly met with explanations of policies or reasons for actions. Direct pressures were not a very great force because they were usually concerned with minor issues. However, "felt" pressures for compliance with community desires were a frequent source of effective pressure in influencing the content or direction of school music. On the other hand, in a study of elementary school music, W was (1957) could find no strong influence on school music exerted by the community.

Community Activities

Many symphony orchestras support a youth education program by presenting concerts for school students in concert halls and in the schools. Fott (1958) analyzed the effect of such concerts in one community on the musical taste of the students who attended them. He could find no change in musical taste after a series of concerts were played for the seventh through the twelfth grades. The types of concerts included chamber groups, a symphonette, and a full symphony orchestra. These concerts were all presented in the schools.

Simmons (1962) analyzed the motives and factors in the musical backgrounds of participants in community choruses. No specific factors in musical backgrounds of the respondents were found which determined the participation or non-participation in community choruses. Respondents did have a broadening background as they progressed through the levels of education both in and out of school. They also revealed that an outstanding factor in their backgrounds was participation in vocal performance groups, a high incidence of private piano instruction, and concert attendance. Non-participants gave reasons for not participating as time restrictions, scheduling conflicts, and the feeling of not being qualified.
Socio-economic Factors

Smith (1933) analyzed the supervision of music in twenty-four communities. There were differences between these communities in the amount of support given to the music in the schools. The relative wealth of a community was not a guarantee of either excellence or deficiencies in supervisory practices. Some communities provided considerable support in films, equipment given and loaned, and parental participation. Other wealthy communities were not as supportive. This difference also occurred in the less wealthy communities. However, there was a tendency for the more affluent communities to provide better supervisory services and a generally greater support.

In an analysis of the problems of beginning music teachers, Fletcher (1956) could find little difference in the kinds of problems in communities of differing size or type.

Mass Media

The effects of "song-plugging" over the local radio on students' opinions of popular songs was studied by Wiebe (1940). He found that after one month, the "plugged" songs were liked as well as they had been on a pre-test, while those which were not "plugged" were rated somewhat lower. After the second month, there were no further changes. Plugging (propaganda) did not affect the ratings of the initially liked songs. It did affect positively those which were not as well liked initially.

Contests and Festivals

Although contests and festivals have had a broad support in music education, they have had little examination for their effectiveness. Basically, they are a form of extrinsic motivation for students and teachers. There are published objectives for these endeavors but these objectives have never been validated. Like most of the literature about these activities, the two studies reviewed
here are descriptive of what was done and are compilations of opinions about the value of these. Neither of these studies contains an effort to establish realistic and specific objective criteria and objective instruments to evaluate those criteria. No experimental design was used.

A nation-wide survey which included forty-four of the forty-eight states at that time was conducted by Cory (1951). The objective of the survey was to determine the practices in music competitions and festivals. Official music festivals were found to be mostly competitive and based, generally, on four classifications for the schools. Students averaged 110 miles to district competitions and 230 miles to final or state competitions. Three judges from college and high school faculties were the usual number evaluating large groups. Bands usually competed in sight reading in addition to performance. Soloists and ensembles were rated in a similar manner. Instrumental entries were usually restricted to instruments normally played in bands and orchestras. The sponsoring agencies for these activities were either the MENC or secondary school associations and were controlled by joint action of administrators and music directors. Several sources of financing were found, such as participant registration fees, school membership dues, event fees, and gate receipts from public performances.

Opinions about the effectiveness of contests in Pennsylvania meeting stated objectives was surveyed by Campbell (1955). The 1,054 respondents were alumni participants in competitions, school administrators, and music teachers. There was general agreement that the festivals were producing the educational, social, and aesthetic experiences that were expressed in the aims and objectives of the Pennsylvania Music Educators Association; the contests tended to raise the level of performance of music in local schools; the contests were a motivating force for adult participation for alumni; the participating director grew professionally as a result of the contest; time out of school was justified, according to
the responding principals. There was no general agreement concerning the procedures for and the administration of the contests. The responses of schools of differing size showed no significant differences.

**Philosophy**

The philosophy of music education expressed by an individual or a group is considered to be not only a basis for functioning but also provides direction for that functioning and a delimiting constraint to its scope. Therefore, the philosophical aspect of behavior is a somewhat nebulous but very real constraining factor in music education. Positively, it provides direction and purpose. Negatively, it established boundaries of constraint. The following studies do not present systematic philosophies of music education, i.e., rational, logically developed, philosophical positions. Rather they are descriptive of existing theories and practical applications of these theories in the schools.

McCorkle (1942) made the only avowed and competent analysis of philosophical theories concerning music in the schools. He analyzed some of the literature in three fields — educational psychology (James, Judd, and Thorndike), methodology and curriculum-making (Morrison and Dewey), and educational philosophy (Horne, Dewey, and Washburne). Psychologists have theorized on the measurement of capacity, the probable relationship between heredity and talent and emotional development. Their common belief is that the child must be educated in terms of his measured capacities but also in other areas, such as dance, which are not measured. Emotional development is a point of ambivalence between the science of aesthetics and philosophy. Psychologists do not agree on methodology for the social, moral and aesthetic outcomes on which they do agree. The theorists in methodology and curriculum-making generally fall into two groups — essentialists (Morrison) and progressivists (Dewey). All agree that mere association with the arts is not enough but that a disciplinary and intellectual approach is necessary. Yet the prolific expansion of theory and
materials has not improved the public's taste on the requirements for artistic products. Therefore, McCorkle concluded, the moral and social efficacy of the arts may be a misconception. Educational philosophers have found little agreement in the strategy of disciplinary design and its psychological bases. In fact, these philosophers have given little specific thought to the function of the fine arts in the schools, other than its moral, social, and cultural potentialities.

Three studies in the applied aspects of music education philosophy have been made in relatively recent years. Wassum (1957) analyzed and evaluated music in self-contained classrooms in terms of philosophical pragmatism as it is expressed by Dewey. The criteria used were the presence of the concept of (a) reality as being the process of inquiry itself, (b) value as being contextual, and (c) knowledge as being a function of a problematic situation. Applied to music in the schools, the factors for analysis become the amount of time for music in the school week, breadth of activities, environmental facilities, treatment of individual differences, and education of cognitive powers. Also studied was the most influential executant of philosophy among teachers, administrators or communities. Pragmatic philosophy in practice was found in all classrooms. Wide variations in extent and consistency were found. The most important influence in the development of pragmatic educational principles in practice was the classroom teacher. The administrator's most important contribution was the provision of equipment. Communities were seen to have little influence upon school practices, an inconsistency with the tenents of pragmatism.

The philosophical constructs or beliefs about music in the schools which are held by those who are professionally involved in school music are determinants of actions and curricular design, among many things. The degree of agreement in beliefs held by secondary school principals, secondary school...
music teachers, and college teachers of music was studied by Jones (1961). He identified twenty philosophical issues in nine basic categories including (1) the basic purpose of music in the high school, (2) performance groups, (3) ensemble groups, (4) music classes, (5) extra-curricular activities, (6) general finances, (7) parent organizations, (8) time distribution, and (9) scheduling. He also compared the respondents' concepts of an ideal situation in terms of the twenty issues with their perception of the actual situation. On the twenty issues treated in an ideal situation, the respondents disagreed on nineteen. On the treatment of the twenty issues in actual practice, the respondents disagreed on seventeen. Music teachers and administrators disagreed concerning an ideal solution for seventeen of the twenty issues. There was disagreement between music teachers and college teachers on the desired ideal concerning nine of the twenty issues. College teachers were found to be more dissatisfied with existing practices than were the high school principals and high school music teachers. In none of the issues were the respondent's concepts found to be independent of the respondent's position. This relationship was true in the three aspects of the issues which were studied, namely desired ideal, actual practice, and agreement or disagreement between groups.

Kelly (1962) interviewed personnel in school systems in five midwestern cities ranging in population from 75,000 to 250,000. The interviewees included one superintendent, ten principals, ten music teachers, and one music supervisor. The objective was to ascertain the degree of agreement in beliefs between them concerning the importance and function of music in the public schools. The beliefs tested were structured into five categories: (1) aesthetic development, (2) development of skills, (3) functional distribution, (4) social development, and (5) democratic living. No significant differences were found in the beliefs of administrators and music teachers. A significant difference was found between secondary school principals and music teachers.
and the elementary school principals and music teachers. Many secondary teach-
ers were found to be acting contrary to their stated beliefs by over-em-
phasizing performance skills.

In addition to the preceding studies, several studies drew inferences ab-
out the philosophy of music education from general investigations of practice. 
Noah (1953), in his study of Southern state departments of education, found 
little evidence of a "profound statement of philosophy" about music or for 
music in the literature published by any of the eleven states. Ernst (1955) 
concluded that the General Music class seems to be a neglected area, consider-
ing the published aims of music education and particularly the needs of the 
high school student. Music teachers as a whole have been trained to direct 
instrumental and vocal groups and often lack specific training for general 
music teaching. The philosophical position of music for every student, includ-
ing the non-performer, is aborted due to the lack of teachers educated to ful-
fill that objective, Taylor (1962), in his survey of supervisory practices in 
instrumental music, found a general philosophy in practice which emphasized 
broad participation in the performance of music, personal and social growth, 
and a high quality of musical experience for students.

Teaching Aides

The conception of teaching aids used in the following review is broad. 
Any facility or equipment is a teaching aid. Any facility or equipment used 
in the teaching-learning process assists or hinders that process. Thus, it is 
a constraint on that process. In one sense, a room is a teaching aid. Too, a 
songbook for elementary grades and music for performing groups are teaching 
aids but because their primary function is the embodiment of literature, they 
are not included here. Teaching aids are considered to be basically material 
media and the physical environment for that media.
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Buildings and Equipment

The most comprehensive and continuing authoritative reference concerning music buildings and equipment for schools is that of Best (1945) and its subsequent revisions. There is little to be served here in a review of this voluminous and complex study because of its ready availability in published form. It should be noted, however, that the work was the result of findings derived from a questionnaire sent to music educators and school architects as well as a study of the research in acoustics and architecture.

Films

Three studies of the use of motion sound films were made beginning in 1933. Arnspriger (1933) experimented with films for science and music in grades five and seven, contrasting his experimentation with traditional techniques of teaching. He found that motion pictures made a distinct contribution to learning. In music, the experimental group excelled the control group in average gains on test items not involving pictures in every unit studied. The units of study were on the instruments of the orchestra by family groupings. In units on woodwind and percussion instruments, the superiority of the experimental group was statistically significant. The average gains made by the experimental groups exceeded those made by the control groups by statistically significant amounts in all groupings of high, average, and low ability groups.

Tarpley (1954) experimented with the teaching of film music itself using two motion picture films and recordings of their sound tracks. It is significant that those who received instruction in the film music gained in factual knowledge about the film music composers and their techniques of composition, gained more insight into the nature and purpose of film music, and gained knowledge about specific film music compositions. They were not able to judge the appropriateness of the mood relationship between the music and the visual scene.
or to appraise the musical content of the film score.

Cockrum (1955) analyzed the evaluations of music films made by five select groups of twenty-four evaluators including (1) college educators, (2) college music specialists, (3) secondary school music teachers, (4) secondary school music students, (5) secondary school non-music students. The objective was to discover what basis for the evaluation of films may exist. There was disagreement on all items within each of the groups of evaluators and the distribution of agreement was similar between groups. High school students revealed a different orientation to the films than did teachers concerning suggested revisions, indicating a different set of values and objectives in viewing the films. Music educators and non-music students were more negatively critical of the films, while music students and high school instructors gave the highest overall ratings. No generalizable agreement concerning the quality of the film was found between or within the groups. Therefore, no pattern was found by which film evaluation criteria could be used.

Recordings

The use of recordings as an aid to teaching grade school music was the basis for an experiment by Busse (1952). The five control groups used procedures advocated in the song textbooks while the five experimental groups used the recordings which were supplied with the textbooks. The experimental groups were taught rote singing by means of the recordings and they progressed as well as the control groups which were taught rote singing by other means. When technical problems presented by the rote songs became more advanced than the teachers were capable of teaching, the experimental groups excelled. The experimental group had a significantly faster rate of learning. At the grade levels where the acquisition of reading skills was the major effort, the control groups excelled. The only significant improvements in music achievement
as measured by the Knuth Music Achievement tests were made by two of the five control groups. In the learning of rote materials, the groups which used the recordings obtained consistently better performance ratings in the time-rhythm area than they did in the pitch and general effect areas. The children expressed a preference for the recorded voices of men and children. It was concluded that recordings are a superior method for teaching the more difficult rote song material.

**Television**

Shetler (1961) evaluated the content of music programs produced by the National Education Television network. His evaluators were students whose ages ranged from below ten to 22 years and instructors of music. The musical content and performance of ninety films were rated high. Students and teachers agreed in most cases on the strongest and weakest features of the individual program. The fact that the narrator or host of the film was a well-known musician or authority seemed to mean less to the young students than to the high school and college students. The evaluators were quick to detect the lack of relation of the program's content to the class for which the film was intended. Films without commentary were criticized negatively. Teachers felt that in some cases the program data supplied by NET were inadequate and misleading. University students responded more favorably on production features than secondary school students, and the younger students seemed most aware of faulty production. The most frequently occurring suggestion for improvement was sound fidelity.

**Audio-Visual Aids (General)**

Smith (Yeuola R., 1957) made a survey of seventy-three Maryland junior high schools for the use of audio visual aids in general music classes. Individual differences in teachers were related to the kinds of activity and,
therefore, equipment used. All of the schools surveyed had motion picture projectors, three-speed record players, recordings, and pianos. A majority had filmstrips and projectors, 16mm films, slide projectors, opaque projectors, tape recorders, radios, rhythm instruments, orchestral instruments, and a public address system. A majority of the schools had films made available to them through lending libraries from a local department of education. About fifteen percent of the schools had their own audio-visual aids department with an appropriate budget. The record libraries of these schools ranged in number of volumes from fifteen to five hundred. The size of the school enrollment did not appear to be an influential factor in the size of the record library.

About one-half of the teachers listed extensive use of conventional audio-visual techniques. The majority had never used an opaque projector and three-dimensional materials. Recordings and the piano were the most commonly used aids.

Good (1961) studied ninety-eight schools in Virginia finding that more than three-fourths of them had a piano and one-half had recording and record playing equipment. Some schools did not have an adequate supply of song textbooks.
CHAPTER IX

RESEARCH RELATING TO THE PROGRAM OF MUSIC EDUCATION
Research Relating to the Program of Music Education

The term "program" refers to the totality of the activities in music education. Relevant research would be that devoted to a description, analysis, and evaluation of the program in music education for purposes of identifying common elements, strengths, weaknesses, and recommending improvements in the program. Studies of these types do not refer directly to the teacher, the student, or the teaching-learning process as conceived in this report. Some studies may relate, however, to those identified under the category, "constraining elements." Areas of research in this category have been identified as: (a) status and practices, (b) analysis of curricula, and (c) evaluation of programs.

The majority of the studies* reported in the following pages are descriptive and analytical surveys. Many employed the "dragnet" approach in collecting data and some are the type classified in an earlier chapter as "service studies." The data they present are valid only when considered in terms of the locale and the time at which the study was completed.

It is logically impossible to generalize or to synthesize these findings. The studies present a variety of different types of data. The data are generally presented in percentages and frequencies. Comparisons of descriptive data obtained in different locales, during different years, for different purposes, can not lead to valid generalizations or syntheses. Likewise, it is impossible to project implications for practice from these data. To do so...

*These studies are believed to constitute only a sample of the possible number of competent studies of this type completed during the years 1930-1962. Most descriptive and analytical surveys are completed for theses requirements. No organized attempt, it will be recalled, was made to review all theses completed during the years covered by the project. Theses were, in fact, given the lowest priority rating in the procurement process (see Chapter III).
would be more than spurious.

Studies of these kinds, however, are of value to the profession. This would be particularly true if all such studies were reviewed and the data placed in proper historical perspective. The growth and development of music education, nationally and regionally, could then be shown more clearly and documented. The real value of these studies is to the individual investigator and the schools involved in the study. The studies reported here were included because they were competently done; they gave an overview of the music education program in the United States, regions, and individual states, during certain periods of time; and they revealed the various types and sources of data used in studies of these kinds.

Status and Practices

Reviews of the studies dealing with the status and practices of music education have been organized and are presented under the following headings: the total music program, the elementary school music program, the secondary school music program, and the general music program. The information presented in each study has been greatly condensed for presentation here. In the main, the reviews present sheer reporting of selected raw data.

Total Music Program

Surveys and reports considered under this category generally were concerned with either all aspects of the music program or with one aspect (piano, instrumental) through all levels of the public schools. Some studies were samplings of schools in the entire United States, others sampled schools within a section of the United States, and still others, the largest number, used schools from one state as the sample. The review of the studies presented below follows this pattern of organization.

The earliest survey found in the literature (1930-1962) on the over-all
status of music education in the United States was reported by the Music Educators National Conference (MENC) in 1934. This report presented the results of a questionnaire which had been sent to a stratified sample (by area and town population) of public school superintendents across the country. The questionnaire sought information mainly on the curtailment of music education programs. The information obtained revealed that almost half of the schools responding (forty-nine percent) had curtailed "cultural subjects" in the schools, but only four schools had eliminated them entirely. The economic depression was the most common reason given for the curtailment of these subjects. The superintendents reported that usually all cultural subjects were given equal appropriations, but when discrimination existed, it was almost always in favor of music.

Freeman (1955) conducted a similar survey using a smaller stratified random sample (stratified by city populations). The responses contained in 282 questionnaires constituted the data analyzed in the study. The major findings reported by Freeman included the following: (a) some broadening of the music education curriculum had occurred during recent years, but only a small fraction of the activities recommended by the MENC Research Council were found in most communities, (b) choral music was the most prevalent activity in all schools, (c) the band was the predominant instrumental activity and it had supplanted the orchestra, (d) little time was spent in music appreciation in the high schools, but general music was becoming the most frequently scheduled music activity in the junior high school, and (e) when a broad program of community music activities existed, there also was a broad program of high school music activities.

Sur (1949) surveyed a stratified sample (city size, population, and geographic region) of public schools throughout the United States to determine
the status of piano instruction. The data obtained (4447 questionnaires) revealed that: (a) where piano class instruction was given (660 schools), it was available to all students in all types of schools to about the same extent, (b) the larger groups of piano students in the highest proportion of cases were found in the elementary schools, and (c) lack of funds, lack of instructors, lack of space, time conflicts with other classes, depriving private teachers of a livelihood, concentration on other instruments and voice, and inadequately prepared teachers, were the reasons given by the school systems for not offering piano instruction.

Surveys of music education programs on a regional level were conducted by Nelson (1955) and Smith (William D., 1957). Nelson studied the instrumental music programs in forty-seven cities in four North Central States (Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Wisconsin). Major findings revealed that: (a) approximately sixty percent of the schools offered tonette instruction while less than twenty percent offered class piano instruction, (b) string instrument instruction was the weakest area of instruction, (c) sixty-eight percent of the schools offered summer music programs, and (d) a majority of the schools participated in non-competitive music festivals rather than in music contests.

Smith (William D., 1957) analyzed the music education activities of State Departments of Education in ten selected North Central States (Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin). Some of the major findings of this survey included the following information: (a) none of the State Departments supervised a testing program in music, (b) most of the State Departments sponsored audio-visual aid projects, (c) most State Departments gave some form of guidance to teacher education programs, and (d) State Departments generally accepted the responsibility for maintenance of curriculum standards in music in the public schools.

Comprehensive survey studies on the state level reviewed in this project.
covered the states of Virginia, Illinois, and Oregon. Richmond (1938), in a survey of the music education programs in Virginia public schools reported, among many other findings, that teachers in the smaller elementary schools (one to three teachers) reported different activities, equipment, and competencies than those teachers in larger elementary schools. Negro teachers reported approximately the same activities and competencies as did the white teachers in the respective size schools, although they reported having less equipment.

Kuhn (1953) conducted a most comprehensive study of the music programs in approximately one-fourth of the public schools in Illinois. The major data obtained in this study have been organized in terms of the elementary school, high school, and the music teacher for presentation here. **Elementary School:** (a) separate elementary schools were not as likely to include music in the curriculum as unit district schools, (b) smaller elementary schools carried on a more limited music program than the larger schools, (c) about twenty percent of the elementary schools did not include music in the curriculum, (d) classroom teachers taught music in about half of the elementary schools surveyed, and (e) a general conformity to accepted and recommended curricula practices as advocated by MENC was evident. **High School:** (a) unit district high schools generally showed a higher percentage of student enrollment in music than separate high schools, (b) small high schools tended to show higher percentages of student enrollment in music than large high schools, (c) high schools with high per capita costs tended to show a higher percentage of student enrollment in music than low per capita cost schools, and (d) the music programs were almost exclusively organized around selective performance groups. **Music Teacher:** (a) the music teachers were found generally to be adequately prepared, (b) the college major commonly was in vocal music or band, (c) two-thirds of the music teachers were prepared to teach other subjects, (d) one-half of the music teachers had taught or were teaching subjects other than music, and (e) some
division was usually found between supervisory duties and teaching responsibilities.

Two surveys of the music programs in the Oregon public schools were completed during the same year—1954. Davis (1954) surveyed over one-fourth of the Oregon schools through questionnaires sent to administrators, music specialists, elementary classroom teachers, and a random sample of high school students. Major findings reported by Davis included the following: (a) elementary classroom music programs were found to be predominately and sometimes exclusively singing programs, (b) music specialists were responsible for approximately thirty percent of the elementary music activities, (c) instrumental training was found throughout the elementary school but was usually available only to students who owned an instrument, (d) the high school programs consisted almost entirely of bands, choruses, and a few orchestras, (e) the music programs in most of the high schools were departmentalized, and (f) general music was taught usually by the vocal teacher.

Harrison (1954) restricted his survey to the instrumental music program in the Oregon public schools. Areas studied were course offerings, physical conditions and facilities, and teacher certification and qualification. Some of the findings reported by Harrison were: (a) the two most emphasized areas in instrumental music were band and orchestra, (b) junior high schools ranked higher than the other school classifications in course offerings in instrumental music and the percentage of the total students in instrumental music, (c) all respondents considered their music facilities to be inadequate, and (d) instrumental music teachers averaged six years of higher education.

Elementary School Music

The survey studies reviewed which dealt exclusively with music in the elementary schools covered the states of West Virginia and California. One study
was concerned with practices in the elementary schools of Northeastern Ohio.

Smyers (1955) surveyed 348 classroom teachers in West Virginia to gain information on the music programs conducted in the elementary schools. An analysis of the responses obtained on a questionnaire revealed that over two-thirds of the teachers did not have use of a piano. Record players, however, were available to more than seventy-five percent of the teachers. The state-adopted music series was used in slightly more than fifty percent of the schools and recordings of folk songs were available in a like number of schools. A large percentage of the teachers reported that they had not completed the required six semester hours of college music.

Matesky and Heffernan (1955) investigated the scope of instrumental music in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades of city elementary schools in California. The source of information utilized was ninety-six city school superintendents. The questionnaire technique of data gathering was employed. These investigators reported, among other findings, the following information: (a) eighty-one of the ninety-six school districts offered some type of beginning instruction in band and stringed instruments, (b) small, homogeneous string classes were prominent in the replies, and (c) about sixty-three percent of the districts had some form of pre-instrumental training.

The study reported by Barr (1956) was concerned with the status of music in sixty-nine elementary schools in Northeastern Ohio. Barr reported that music specialists were responsible for the direction of the music program in a large majority of the schools contacted. However, the elementary classroom teachers taught approximately fifty-seven percent of the music experiences offered in the schools. Music classes were regularly scheduled in about ninety-three percent of the schools, and forty-three percent of the schools had a locally adopted course of study in music.
Secondary School Music

Surveys on music programs in the secondary school were found to be concerned with the total secondary school music program, or to either the choral or instrumental program. Some of the surveys included junior high school grades as well as the senior high school grades. Others were restricted to the programs found in either the junior or senior high school.

Total Music Program. Surveys dealing with the total secondary school program which were reviewed in the project, with but one exception, dealt with secondary school music programs within individual states. The one exception, that by Price (1950-1953), was concerned with the high school music program in schools approved by the North Central Association of Secondary Schools. Price studied 442 approved high schools and reported that: (a) very little systematic relating of music to other areas of instruction was reported, (b) nearly all the schools reported having a band, but orchestras were relatively few in number, (c) a large majority of the schools reported having a girls' glee club, and a mixed chorus, (d) small schools provided musical experiences for a larger percentage of their students than did large schools, and (e) various methods were employed by these schools to provide all students with musical experience—required or elective classes, required or elective music activities, and participation in assembly programs.

Carney (1959) confined his survey to those high schools in Kansas reporting enrollments of less than 150 students. Data were analyzed from responses on 112 questionnaires. Carney reported that music courses were offered for credit in at least fifty percent of the high schools in the sample. The courses offered in order of frequency were: band, boys' glee club, girls' glee club, and mixed chorus. Ensembles, both instrumental and vocal, were found in fifty-two percent of the schools. Fourteen percent of the schools offered general music. Only three schools of the 112 reported that music was not offered in
The music programs found in 374 public school districts in Iowa were reported by Lawson (1960). Data were obtained (questionnaires) from high school administrators and high school music teachers. This survey revealed the following types of information: (a) only nineteen schools reported string instrument instruction, and of these, only sixteen reported a high school orchestra, (b) music theory and appreciation classes were very limited in number and no classes in music history or composition were reported, (c) solo and ensemble activities sponsored by the state music educators association were the most widely utilized activities, (d) fifty-seven percent of all Iowa high school students did not participate in any type of music activity, (e) the majority of teachers were responsible for either vocal or instrumental instruction but not for both, and (f) three percent of the music teachers did not have a music major or minor in their undergraduate preparation for teaching.

Wayne (1961), in a survey of participation in music in the secondary schools of Massachusetts, reported that one hundred and four students per thousand received instrumental lessons at the seventh grade level. This number of participants in instrumental music decreased to less than half in the senior high school program. Orchestra was revealed to be the weakest area in terms of enrollment.

A survey of the music programs in the high schools of Missouri was conducted by Hills (1962). The sample used in this work included 444 high schools. A major emphasis in the survey was the role and function of the music teacher. Hills reported that: (a) very few music teachers were required to teach non-music subjects, (b) many high school teachers were required to teach students in grade school and junior high school, and (c) most high school music teachers reported that they supplemented their income with outside employment. Other data collected revealed that the scheduling of music classes apparently
was a common problem of all music teachers.

**Choral Music Program.** Only one survey was reviewed which dealt with the school choral music program. This survey, by Hixson (1953), was confined to the choral music programs in junior high schools in Texas. Hixson obtained information from ninety-one junior high schools which were considered to be representative of all junior high schools in the state. Major findings in this report included the following types of information: (a) the larger the junior high school the larger the choral program and the greater the number of types of performing ensembles, (b) performing choirs and general music classes were combined more often than offered separately, (c) medium-size schools exhibited more interest in music contests than did small or large schools, (d) larger schools participated more in clinics and festivals than did smaller schools, and (e) practices in scheduling prevented students from taking more than one music class.

**Instrumental Music Program.** Four surveys were reviewed which dealt with instrumental music programs in the public schools. The survey of Scheuerle (1959), which was concerned primarily with the financial problems in instrumental music, used a random stratified sample of secondary schools in the United States. Data were obtained from 481 returned questionnaires. Some of the major findings of this survey included the following types of information: (a) local boards of education were the primary sources of financial assistance for instrumental music, (b) boards of education in the smaller schools provided a larger percentage of financial support than their counterparts in larger school systems, (c) the purchase of instruments was the principal expenditure for a majority of the schools, and (d) other expenditures were for music, equipment, repairs, transportation, uniforms, adjudication and festival fees, and insurance premiums on equipment.

Shadley (1951) studied the instrumental music programs in Indiana high
schools. Data were obtained from 360 questionnaires returned by high school instrumental teachers and principals. Shadley reported the following information: (a) the majority of bands and orchestras met on school time, (b) instructors in the smaller cities and rural areas were more likely to have piano or voice as a major performing media, while in the larger cities the tendency was toward orchestral and/or band instruments, (c) the size of the band and orchestra did not appear to have a direct relationship to the size of the community, (d) a majority of high schools had some budget for instrumental music, but a large majority depended partially on resources other than the school budget for the purchase of instruments and equipment, (e) heterogeneous instrumental classes were found more commonly than were homogeneous classes at the high school level, and (f) schools in the smaller cities reported greater contest participation than did those schools in cities with over 10,000 population.

Gaffney (1959) was interested in determining the status of high school dance bands in Missouri, high schools. Data were obtained from 163 high schools with enrollments of one-hundred or more students. From an analysis of the data obtained, Gaffney concluded that: (a) larger high schools found it much easier to support a dance band than the smaller schools, although dance bands of smaller communities participated more in the community, (b) varied instrumentations was found and the bands were reported to be used for concerts rather than dancing, (c) seventy percent of the rehearsals were scheduled outside school hours, and (d) the usual library consisted of less than fifty arrangements.

Dalby (1958), in a study concerned primarily with the arranging of music for the high school band, also reported on the activities of high school bands in 211 schools of thirteen mid-west and western states. Band activities in terms of frequency of occurrence ranked as follows: pep rallies, street parades,
dance, indoor concerts, football half-time shows, basketball half-time shows, outdoor concerts, festival concerts, and festival parades. The average number of yearly appearances was reported as 36.3. Between ten and fourteen percent of the total student bodies in the schools surveyed were reported to be enrolled in school bands.

**General Music Program.** The studies reviewed which were concerned with the status and practices in the general music program in the secondary schools, with but one exception, dealt with such programs at the junior high school level. One study, the exception, was concerned with "academic courses" in music at the high school level. This study was included under this classification (general music) because of the vagueness and lack of definitiveness of the term and concept "general music." For some music educators, "academic courses" of the type found in this survey are considered part of the general music complex.

The three surveys concerned with the general music program at the junior high school level were conducted by Hollingsworth (1953), Mueller (1960), and Willeke (1955). Hollingsworth was interested in the status of the general music program in the junior high schools in Texas. An arbitrary sample of seventy-six junior high schools believed to be representative in terms of size and geographical location constituted the sample. Hollingsworth reported that junior high schools with larger enrollments tended to maintain a more comprehensive general music program than did schools with smaller enrollments. The elective general music program was more common than the required program. And when general music was offered on an elective basis, students from smaller junior high schools elected the course more frequently than did students from larger schools.

Mueller's (1960) survey of the general music program in junior high schools in California was concerned primarily with administrative and teaching organization. Data were obtained from a random sample of junior high school general
music teachers (eighty-two questionnaires). The data thus obtained revealed that the majority of general music classes were taught for fifty minutes per day, five days per week for eighteen weeks by teachers whose major subject in college was music. One-third of the teachers responding to the questionnaire indicated a preference for teaching classes other than general music. More than eighty percent of the schools represented in the sample permitted students to substitute participation in performance groups for credit in general music.

The survey of Willeke (1955) used forty-seven junior high schools in Northeastern Ohio as the sample population. The analysis of the data obtained from these schools included the following information: (a) the most prevalent type of junior high school general music class was that consisting of both boys and girls, grouped according to grade level, (b) most of the schools were meeting the requirements of the Ohio High School Standards for junior high school music in terms of time spent by students in the general music class, (c) pupils in the general music classes generally were given opportunities to demonstrate their musical talent publicly, and (d) a high percentage of students taking general music continued their music study by entering performance groups in the senior high school.

Peterson (1962) conducted an investigation of academic music courses offered in Missouri high schools during the 1961-62 school year. Academic music courses were defined as non-performance courses (fundamentals of music, theory, history, literature, appreciation, and a mixture of these areas). Data were obtained from ninety-five high schools. The analysis of the data revealed that more than fifty percent of the academic courses in music were offered in schools with enrollments under 250 pupils. Most of these courses were offered as electives and were scheduled five days per week for 40-60 minutes each meeting. Textbooks currently available were felt not to meet the
needs of most of the academic music courses offered.

### Analysis of Curricula

Several studies were found in the research literature which were devoted to an analysis of various curricula in the music education program. In the main, these studies were analytic and descriptive surveys. With the exception of the McCauley (1932) report, all such studies related to curricula in the high school or to the program in general music. McCauley analyzed courses of study for grades one through eight from seventy school systems indicating the specific aims of each grade level, results expected to be accomplished at each grade level, subject matter materials and activities, and the techniques of procedures. Findings were not summarized, but the extent of agreement existing among the various courses was indicated. This was the only study reviewed which related to curriculum in the elementary school.

### High School Curricula

Two relatively recent studies were reviewed which dealt with an analysis of the high school curricula. Uldrick (1961) studied the high school curricula through analysis of state curriculum guides and a questionnaire to state departments of education. Information was received from each of the fifty states. Data obtained through this analysis included the following information: (a) thirty states had curriculum guides in music or included music in their state course of study—twenty-seven states had guides at the elementary school level, eighteen states had guides at the junior high school level, and nineteen states had guides at the senior high school level, (b) the music program was administered in sixty-eight percent of the states by a state division or department of instruction or a division of elementary or secondary education, (c) the music program was under a state division of music education in eight percent of the states, (d) the music activities most frequently recommended were boys' glee
club, girls' glee club, chorus, orchestra, and band, (e) the second most frequently recommended experiences were small vocal ensembles, class instrumental instruction, general music, music theory, and music appreciation, (f) the activities recommended least often were dance band, music history, and class instruction in piano, and (g) twenty of the states had a supervisor or consultant in music.

Bliss (1960) analyzed courses of study in three-year city high schools in Ohio. Data were obtained from fifty-one high schools. Bliss reported that: (a) twenty-four schools did not use a course of study, (b) a great number of the objectives stated for large choral groups involved mental and motor skills, (c) aims and objectives for advanced choral groups were more numerous and more explicit than those stated for "training" groups, (d) a large number of the objectives stated for large instrumental groups involved attitude development, (e) a greater number of the objectives stated for academic music courses involved knowledges and understandings rather than other types of learning, (f) the emphasis in academic courses was on harmony and theory courses rather than on exploratory courses in history and appreciation, and (g) the objectives stated for the marching band seemed to contribute little to the musical growth of music students in terms of intrinsic musical value.

General Music

The studies by Boyle (1960) and Whitener (1954) were the only studies reviewed which dealt specifically with an analysis of the curricula in general music. Boyle studied the curriculum in general music developed in thirty-five high schools in four midwestern states—Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and Oklahoma. An analysis of the data obtained through a questionnaire included the following types of information: (a) the specific objectives of the general music courses varied greatly but the over-all objective was to promote a
better understanding, knowledge, and appreciation of music, (b) more than one-half of the courses were organized around the students' interests, and (c) the most successful class activities were field trips, the study of jazz and popular music, and the writing of original compositions.

Whitener (1954) reported on the program in general music in North Carolina secondary schools. Data concerning this curriculum were obtained through a questionnaire which was completed by thirty-four of the thirty-five secondary schools (grades 7-12) in North Carolina. Analysis of the responses revealed that general music was required in more than sixty percent of the schools in the sample, and was most frequently offered in grades seven and eight. In a majority of the schools, singing activities received much emphasis while listening, study of instruments and theory, musical games, and folk dancing received some emphasis in the general music classes. No emphasis was given to creative activities in the majority of the schools studied.

Information on the curriculum in general music also was found in the status studies of Hollingsworth (1953), Mueller (1960), and Peterson (1962). These studies were reported in the previous section of this chapter. Hollingsworth found that the most frequent activities in the general music classes in the junior high schools of Texas were unison and part singing, listening to live performances, use of radio and movies, and assigned readings and reports. Music theory emphasis was on key signatures, scales, and chord study with little emphasis on form and analysis, modes, and keyboard experience.

Mueller (1960) reported that two-thirds of the junior high schools in California (schools in the sample) did not provide teachers with a syllabus, and that less than one-third of the general music teachers used a textbook in their classes. The majority of the teachers devoted sixty percent of the class periods to singing, playing instruments, and listening to records. The other forty percent of the class periods was devoted to study of music fundamentals,
instruments of the band and orchestra, and composers and their music.

Peterson (1962), in a survey of academic music courses offered in Missouri high schools, reported that the activities used by an overwhelming majority of the instructors included: lecture, listening to recordings, discussion of text and reference book assignments, and written examinations. The period in music history most emphasized was from 1800 to the present time. The types of literature most emphasized were symphonic music, opera and oratorio, and American folk music.

Evaluation of Programs

Three studies were reviewed which were concerned with evaluations of the music program in the public schools. Two of the studies were devoted to evaluations of courses of study. The first of these, by Harlan (1940), used a check list built on ten criteria to evaluate seventy-eight courses of study in music. Thirty-seven states were represented by the courses of study. Harlan reported that the courses of study, taken as a group, ranked highest in literary construction, aims and objectives, and extra-curricular activities. They ranked lowest in lack of inclusion of a definitely stated philosophy. State courses were found to be superior to city courses of study, and secondary school courses were superior to elementary school courses of study.

Lotzenhiser (1956) also evaluated state courses of study and gave particular attention to courses in instrumental music. A check list, built on authoritative writings dealing with curriculum planning and course of study construction, was used in evaluating courses of study produced by twenty-seven states. Criteria on the check list dealt with philosophy, general objectives, specific objectives, organization and content, teaching procedures measurement and evaluation, bibliographic materials, continuing revision, and basis of formulation. Lotzenhiser reported that the strongest element in the courses of
study was items pertaining to the function and responsibilities of individuals and committees producing the courses of study. The weakest element was the provisions for measurement and evaluation of the aptitudes and achievements of individuals and groups. Guidance materials in the courses of study also were found to be inadequate.

Batcheller (1956) evaluated the music programs in the elementary schools of South Carolina. Criteria used in the evaluation were derived from current opinion and authoritative writings in music education. Data for evaluation were obtained from all principals (522) of white elementary schools in the state. The results of this evaluation indicated that: (a) South Carolina lacked state leadership and supervision in elementary school music education, (b) most teachers were inadequately prepared and the elementary schools did not have adequate equipment to teach music in the classroom, (c) most curricula for the elementary schools were not organized to incorporate music instruction in the program, and (d) the school principals were unaware of the standards and structures of an adequate, well-balanced music program for their schools.

An evaluation of the music programs in schools approved by the North Central Association of Secondary Schools was included in the status survey reported by Price (1950-1953). This investigator reported that generally these schools did not provide as many singing and listening experiences as recommended by competent authorities in music education, nor did they provide sufficient elective musical experiences for all students.
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Summary

Problem and Objectives

The problem of this project was concerned with the lack of an organized body of research information in music education, the need for identifying research studies in a large body of literature, the need for synthesizing knowledges gained from competent research for use in the profession, and the need for the dissemination of such knowledges.

Although a large number of apparent research studies relating to music education existed in the professional literature, they had not been brought together or reviewed to determine their value to the profession or their status as research. They were not known to the profession at large, and generally were not available to music teachers in the public schools. In this scattered, unorganized, and unevaluated form, these studies were of little value, if any, to the music education profession.

It was the purpose of this project to bring together those research studies which had been completed between the years 1930 through 1962, to evaluate these studies, to synthesize the findings according to specific areas of function and methodology, and to indicate implications for current practice and needed research in music education. The year 1930 was selected as a beginning date because it was at approximately this time that the need for research in music education was being emphasized by leaders in the profession and reference to research reports began to appear with increasing frequency in the literature. Since the project work began in October of 1963, the year 1962 was accepted as the terminal year in order to insure that all documents completed during the terminal year could be reviewed and included in the project.
The specific objectives of the project were: (a) to compile a complete list of apparent research studies related to music education for the years 1930 through 1962, (b) to select, categorize, evaluate, and abstract relevant and competent research studies specifically related to basic problems in music education, (c) to prepare a synthesis of the findings according to specific areas of function and methodology in music education, (d) to identify unique research designs and trends in research in music education, (e) to indicate implications for current practices in the schools and the specific needs for further research in music education, and (f) to provide the Educational Research Information Center (ERIC), of the U.S. Office of Education, with index terms, abstracts, and microfilm of competent research in music education.

Procedures

The procedures employed in the process of identifying and synthesizing competent research studies completed during the years 1930-1962 and providing abstracts and microfilms of these studies for storage in the ERIC retrieval system, were as follows:

1. A list of titles of published and unpublished reports and documents in music education completed during 1930-1962 was compiled from 708 bibliographic sources (see Appendix E) and from a survey of 211 institutions of higher education offering graduate programs in music education (see Appendix F).

2. An operational definition of music education was developed which revealed music education to be a process or operation with certain identifiable elements (see Chapter II).

3. Criteria were developed and abstract forms prepared for determining the competency of reported research studies in music education (see Chapters II and III, and Appendix G).
4. Program Evaluation and Review Techniques (PERT) were applied to clarify procedures and time allotments in the operational plan of the project (see Chapter III).

5. A priority system for the procurement of apparently relevant documents from various sources of supply was devised (see Chapter III).

6. Available documents were evaluated for their relevance to the project definition of music education and for their competence as research. Each study which met the criteria for relevance and competence was categorized according to its content and placed in the categorical system which evolved from the project definition of music education (see Chapters II and III).

7. Competent studies were microfilmed in their entirety, an abstract was written, and index terms devised for use in the ERIC retrieval system (see Chapter III and Appendix H).

8. The findings in each major category were synthesized by sub-categories (see Chapters V, VI, VII, VIII, and IX), conclusions were drawn, and implications for practice and research were indicated (see following sections).

The definition of music education developed in the project stated that "music education is the practice of, the participation in, and the study of the process involved in the teaching and learning of music within the elementary and secondary school to fulfill three fundamental functions, namely, the transmission of the cultural heritage in music, the acculturation of the individual to his musical environment as a participant, and the development of the individual's aesthetic sensitivity." Major elements in the process of music education were indicated to be the teacher, the student, the teaching-learning process, and constraining factors to the process. The concepts and
rationale employed in the development of this definition are presented in Chapter II.

Major considerations in the determination of competence of research were the statement of a definite problem, an accurate and complete description of the sources of information, the adequacy of the methodology employed, the adequacy of the data to support the conclusions, and the degree of generalizability of the results. These criteria are specified in Chapters II and III.

The priority system for procurement of documents gave top priority to three types of documents: (a) published research reports, (b) unpublished faculty research, and (c) doctoral dissertations and projects. The assumption was made that the quantity of education of a document's author would be a relevant factor in the document's quality as a probable research report. Because most published documents were written by faculty members in higher education, published documents and faculty documents were considered to be most likely reports of competent research. Masters' theses were given the lowest priority because of the low level of sophistication believed to be typical of this type of document. The priority system was instituted when it became apparent that the number of research studies completed during the 1930-1962 period of time was much larger than had been estimated originally by the investigators. A complete discussion of this process is given in Chapter III.

The major categories under which the competent research was reviewed and the data synthesized were the teacher, the student, the teaching-learning process, constraining elements, and the music education program. The various sub-topics identified in each of these major categories and the types of research considered relevant to each category were delineated in Chapters II and III. A review and synthesis of the data provided by competent studies in each major category is presented in Chapters V, VI, VII, VIII, and IX.
Results

The results of the project were presented in the form of an analysis and evaluation of the research literature in music education, 1930–1962 (Chapter IV), and in a review and synthesis of competent research by the identified major categories (Chapters V, VI, VII, VIII, and IX).

The results of the compilation process produced a grand total of 11,810 titles of probable research studies in music education. Of this total number, 691 were titles of doctoral dissertations and projects, 9,976 were titles of theses, 1043 were titles from published sources, and 100 were titles of unpublished reports. The titles of 2,660 theses were found to encompass topic areas not relevant to the definition of music education. The 9,150 titles remaining were considered to constitute all of the possible research related to music education which was completed during the years 1930–1962. This number of studies amounted to twice the number originally estimated (after a rough sampling) to exist in the literature.

Of the total number of 9,150 possible research studies related to music education, 119 titles were found not to be available (see Appendix D), and 1,818 studies were selected in terms of the priority system for review and abstracting. The 1,818 studies reviewed and/or abstracted included (a) all available dissertations completed during 1930–1962 with the exception of 88 titles which were either obtained too late for procurement or which were not reviewed because the title definitely indicated a non-research report—handbooks, musical compositions, etc., (b) all available published documents produced during 1930–1962 with the exception of twenty-eight titles obtained too late for procurement, (c) all available unpublished documents with the exception of four titles obtained at the close of the abstracting process, and (d) a group of 212 theses selected either because they were known to be competent research or because the titles seemed to definitely indicate research
on topics related to music education. Not reviewed, because of the time factor (project completion date) and the resulting priority system, were 7093 masters' theses of which 3946 were believed to be related to music education, and 3147 probably related to music education in terms of information the teacher needs to know to function in the teaching-learning process. A categorical break-down of these studies are presented in Appendix C.

An analysis and evaluation of the studies reviewed and/or abstracted revealed that only 273 reports (fifteen percent) of the total number of reports reviewed (1818) could be considered relevant and competent research. Of the total number (1818), 1013 were judged to be relevant to music education but not competent as research, and the topic content of 532 reports, almost one-third of the total reviewed, was judged not to be related to music education.

Of the 591 doctoral dissertations reviewed, 182 (31 percent) were found to be both relevant and competent research; 240 dissertations (41 percent) were found to be relevant but not competent; and 169 (28 percent) were found not to be relevant to music education as defined. A similar status ratio was found in the analysis of the masters' theses: 40 theses (68 percent) were considered relevant but not competent; and 27 theses (13 percent) were considered not relevant to music education. Of the total number of graduate studies reviewed, only 222 (28 percent) were considered both relevant and competent. These studies were completed at 57 institutions of higher education.

Fewer of the published reports, as compared percentage-wise with dissertations and theses, were considered relevant and competent research. Fifty-one published reports (five percent of the total) were considered both relevant and competent; 610 reports (62 percent) were considered relevant but not competent; and 327 published reports (33 percent) were considered not relevant. The majority of the titles of published reports were obtained from references
in dissertations and theses. In these studies, the published reports were referred to as "related research" or research studies. Only fifteen of the fifty-one published research reports were published in six journals and magazines allied to the music education profession.

None of the unpublished documents was considered both relevant and competent research. Of the twenty-seven unpublished documents reviewed, eighteen were considered relevant but not competent, and nine were considered not relevant in terms of the concepts and definition utilized in the project. Sixty-nine unpublished studies, whose titles were supplied by music education faculty members, were found not to be available for review.

The research represented in the 273 reports considered to be both relevant and competent was generally of two basic types—descriptive and experimental. The largest number of competent studies (135) were of the survey-questionnaire type. Only two studies specifically concerned with philosophy were found which were competently performed. One of these was primarily an analysis of documents and critiques of the ideas of major thinkers, and the other was a survey of what philosophical system appeared to be functioning in selected school systems. Both of these were considered descriptive research.

The distribution of the 273 reports of both relevant and competent research in terms of the delineated categories of music education revealed that the largest number of studies dealt with problems concerning the music teacher, the music student, and the teaching-learning process in that order.

Major inadequacies found in the 1013 reports reviewed and classified as relevant but not competent research were of several kinds. In many cases the problem stated by the investigator proved to be different from that which was investigated. In some cases, the problem, objectives, or purposes were not clearly and succinctly stated and they had to be deduced by the reviewer. In
other cases, problem statements were only partially revealing of the scope of an endeavor. The most common inadequacy, particularly among doctoral studies, was the lack of competent investigation. The lack of validation of data-gathering instruments and techniques and the use of inappropriate or inadequate research designs were the major deficiencies of a technical nature. In some studies the information given and the data analysis were incomplete. In other studies, conclusions were inappropriate to the data, and statistical techniques were inappropriate to the design and sample. One study failed to list conclusions. A large number of these studies were mere collections of opinions and speculations. Others were reports of activities, lists of music or instructional materials, guidebooks for conducting certain types of activities, and proposed courses of study. None of these studies met the stated requirements of research.

The 532 studies classified as not relevant to music education as defined covered a wide range of topic areas. These are listed in Table XII. Almost any topic in music, education, or in other fields such as physics, for that matter, was considered at some time or other to be relevant to music education. The relationship to music education was not the major concern. Rather, the research was concerned with substantive knowledge in the topic area. It must be assumed that such topics were considered relevant to music education in that the research was accepted for higher degrees in music education, or it was so classified by the profession. These studies were included in the review process because the titles were thought to be related to problems in music education, they were so indicated in other research documents, and they were reported by music education faculty. The title of a study, in many cases, bore little relationship to the contents of the work.

The results of this project, in addition to the analysis and evaluation
of the research literature discussed above, consisted of the information obtained from the reviews and syntheses of relevant and competent research in the four major categories—the teacher, the student, the teaching-learning process, and constraining elements. (Reviews of competent research pertaining to the program in music education also were presented—Chapter IX, but this information could not be synthesized.) In order to avoid repetition and excessive verbiage, the results of the syntheses of information in these four categories are not given here. Instead, these results are given in the form of conclusions in the next major section of this chapter.

Conclusions

The analysis of the research literature reviewed in this project led logically to conclusions bearing on the status and evaluation of the research completed during 1930-1962. The review and syntheses of competent research in each of the major categories provided conclusions in the form of what knowledges seemed to exist in each of the various categories. Conclusions of each of these types are presented below under the headings, Status and Evaluation of Research, and Syntheses of Research.

Status and Evaluation of Research

The conclusions derived from an analysis and evaluation of research in music education, which are given below, relate only to that research reviewed in this project and that research completed during the years 1930-1962. A review of the remaining masters' theses in the project catalogue, which were completed during these years, might possibly alter the conclusions.

From an over-all analysis and evaluation of the research reviewed in this project, the following conclusions seem warranted:

1. Neither titles which indicate research, the types of reports (theses or
dissertations), nor the source of publication are indicative of reports of research in music education. Titles often bear no relationship to the contents or type of a report. An examination of a document indicated by title to be a possible research report is the only valid method for determining its relevancy and competency. Apparent research titles found in publication sources other than those allied to the music education profession are more likely to be reports of research than those found in music education publications. The only exception are those titles found in The Journal of Research in Music Education. This fact would suggest that either researchers sought publication sources outside of those allied to the profession, or that the professional publications, at least for some time, did not encourage publication of research reports.

2. Descriptive studies, usually of the status and survey type, constitute the majority of the research studies completed during the years covered in this project. This appeared to be a continuing trend from year to year. The questionnaire technique was widely employed. Usually, data obtained in such studies were not generalizable and did not indicate relationships or trends of value in other situations. The contributions of such studies are slight in terms of usefulness to the profession. There appears to be a slight increase in controlled experimental studies in these years.

3. Traditional research designs characterize the methods utilized in the research reviewed in this project. No designs were found which could be considered unique.

4. The relevant topics investigated in any area of music education can be considered little more than a sample of the multitude and complexity of the problems confronting the music education profession today. (see Implications for Research).
5. Much of the competent research completed during the years 1930-1962 raises questions which can be answered only through broader application and replication.

6. The large majority of research in music education is produced by graduate students working toward graduate degrees. Graduate research studies, as compared to published studies and unpublished faculty research, also produced the largest amount of relevant and competent research. This amount of relevant and competent research, however, is quite small when compared to the total number of graduate studies completed over these years. Graduate student research undoubtedly will continue to be the largest source of research data in music education. This will continue to be true until colleges and universities assign time to music education faculty for research activity.

7. The assumption that all, or even a majority, of theses and dissertations in music education are reports of research studies is not warranted. In many instances, as the data in this project revealed, theses and dissertations completed for advanced degrees in music education are not on topics relevant to music education, and they are not reports of research. A large number of these documents can be classified only as opinionated and speculative essays.

8. The assumption that much of the relevant and competent research in music education is produced by college and university faculty in music education also is unwarranted. Only a very few faculty in music education are producing relevant and competent research. None of the unpublished faculty research reviewed in this project met the stated standards of relevance and competence. Some of the reports submitted as research were copies of speeches, course outlines, and lists of teaching materials.
9. Some confusion and misunderstanding seemingly exists in the music education profession as to what constitute relevant research topics in this area of study. This conclusion is supported by the wide range and diversity of topics found in the reports reviewed in this project and the large number of studies rejected because the topics were not considered relevant to music education. The acceptance by the profession, and particularly by faculty members guiding graduate research, of some set of parameters for this area of study would appear to be an initial necessary step in the building of an organized body of knowledge in music education.

10. Some misconceptions as to what constitutes research also seem to exist in the music education profession. The profession generally does not appear to be knowledgeable of research concepts and techniques. This conclusion is supported by the types of reports submitted as research and the number of studies rejected in this project on the basis of competency. Many graduate student and faculty reports indicate this lack of sophistication. Training programs for the preparation of researchers and advisors of research projects, also would seem to be a necessary step in the building of an organized body of knowledge in music education.

Syntheses of Research

The conclusions stated below should be considered as tentative conclusions rather than facts or concepts the validity of which is beyond questioning. They are drawn only from that research completed during 1930-1962 which was reviewed in this project. Some conclusions are based on the results of single studies, or on a very small number of studies. Some studies were conducted in a different era of the American culture. The results of research since 1962 also might alter these conclusions or even contradict them. For these reasons, at least, the conclusions must be considered tentative and open to further re-
search and empirical testing.

The conclusions are given under the same major categories and sub-categories as utilized in the preceding chapters. Conclusions relating to more than one of the specified categories or sub-categories are repeated when this seems appropriate and necessary for complete understanding. In this framework, these statements also provide a summary of the results of the project as was indicated on a previous page.

I. The Teacher

A. Personal Factors

1. The attitudes of music teachers toward music education vary at different levels of education. Some evidence exists that less than fifty percent of high school music teachers choose school music teaching as their first choice of musical vocation. Among elementary classroom teachers and music teachers, a favorable attitude toward teaching music in the schools seems to be related to home musical environment, extent of experience in music, and the variety and quantity of previous musical experience. Elementary classroom teachers appear to be apathetic toward improving the music curriculum and their own music teaching skills. High school music teachers are interested in maintaining the status quo in regard to the kinds of activities offered but desire to do them better. College music educators wish to make basic changes. It seems evident that a relatively common attitude toward music education does not exist.

2. Attitude as expressed in job satisfaction appears to be related to intelligence, salary, and length of service. Dissatisfaction seems to be related to a misunderstanding of the maturity of the
students the teacher will teach, the quality of the music used, the
dual task of teaching vocal and instrumental music, a variety of
physical working conditions, peer and administrator attitudes to-
ward music, financial support for music, and salary. The music
teacher's temperament generally does not appear to be related to
job dissatisfaction.

3. The musical ability of those who enter and continue in the profess-
ion is not different from that of drop-outs from the professional
music education curriculum. No aptitude battery seems to differ-
etiate between those students who are interested in teaching
school music and those interested in other kinds of music vocations.

4. Music education majors appear to be as well adjusted as science
education majors and physical education majors. However, they tend
to have a somewhat lower personality formulation of how they appear
to others than do science and physical education majors. Out-
standing music teachers measure higher in self-sufficiency, per-
missiveness, and confidence than do teachers of lesser quality.
Choral and instrumental music teachers possess comparable dimen-
sions of temperament. The major causes for music teacher failure,
however, are personality weakness, emotional instability, and
tactlessness. It seems that personality is no more of a factor in
the selection and retention of music teachers than in the selection
or retention of any other teacher.

5. The value system of the music teacher tends to be feminine in terms
of the American culture. His aesthetic values are dominant and
economic values recessive. This creates a potentially difficult re-
relationship between the music teacher and the administrator in that
the typical administrator has dominant economic values and recessive aesthetic values. This latter pattern also is true of the music teacher's colleagues in business and science education. The aesthetic values of male and female music teachers are practically similar.

B. Social Factors

1. Persistence in the profession, for men in particular, seems to be related to salary. Professional mobility is generally upward and is related to prestige, salary, opportunity, and working conditions.

2. No relationship seems to exist between teaching success at the public school level and membership in professional organizations or writing for publication. Evidently success in teaching is related to skills other than those necessary for these socially orientated professional activities.

3. Music teachers who remain in the profession continue their education. This may be due to two factors. One may be the requirement of further education as prerequisite for promotion and salary increases. The other may be a desire to obtain further education out of self interest.

C. Education

1. Existing selection practices for prospective music teachers are not valid. Most are concerned primarily with the musicality of the student. To a much lesser degree they are concerned with other elements such as personality, social behaviors, and general ability. No measure has been developed which will account for the non-musical variables which confront the teacher in the classroom and for which he must be educated. It seems, however, that successful music teachers are generally superior undergraduate students.
Personality structure is more of a determinant in a teacher's classroom behavior than the classroom environment.

2. Serious differences existed (as of 1962) in the quality of education between all-white and all-Negro teacher education institutions. These differences were in the areas of general curricular structure and, particularly, the minimum standards for musical performance. There are many institutions in several areas of the United States which fail to provide curricula which completely fulfill the criteria of the NASM and/or MENC.

3. Experienced music teachers indicate that there are areas in their professional responsibilities for which they have received little education. Deficiencies were indicated in the areas of interpersonal relations, administrative techniques, and in course work in psychology, methodology, and general music.

4. There appears to be a generally accepted body of knowledge which prospective, and even the experienced music teacher, is expected to know. For the most part, this body of knowledge is defined only in terms of areas of study and the length of such study. No information is available, however, on what specific knowledges or skills are to be learned or developed, and whether the teacher education curricula and the teaching techniques employed in those curricula achieve these ends.

5. Attempts have been made to establish criteria for determining the musical competencies an elementary education major should achieve. The validity of these criteria, however, is yet to be determined. The identification of what musical skills the elementary classroom teacher uses has not been clearly defined to the extent that
realistic criteria can be determined. The achievement of this goal would appear to be dependent on a clearer definition of the goals and objectives of music in the elementary school.

6. The adequacy of the preparation for teaching music in the elementary school curriculum is ranked very low by both men and women classroom teachers. Men rank this as their lowest skill.

7. There appears to be agreement that a music education major should have performance skill on more than one instrument. Typically, the piano is a required secondary instrument in the professional program with the attainment of functional skills as the objective for its study. These functional skills are most frequently (a) the sight-reading of hymns and songs, (b) playing simple piano accompaniments, and (c) harmonizing melodies. Many institutions require a piano proficiency test.

8. The quantity of stringed instrument instruction required in most music education programs varies from one to two semesters. The minimum level of competency reported as desirable is that of the skill of a ten-year-old child, a rather vague concept. Instruction in all four stringed instruments is provided by some institutions. Literature of fine quality which can be used with beginning groups is available for heterogeneous string classes at the college level.

9. The minimum requirements in conducting is generally one quarter or one semester of class work. Criteria for evaluating conducting skills have yet to be developed and validated. The type of experience provided in conducting classes includes either, or both, the conducting of standard works and/or music suitable for use in the school.
10. The skills needed in harmony and sight-reading by teachers appear to be vaguely conceived and without a common base in teacher education programs. There appears to be no relationship between a student's success in sight-reading and his previous musical experience. Contrary to traditional methodology, a multiple sensory activity in learning to sight-read appears to be more effective. A self-instructional program seems to be as effective in the learning of musical dictation as traditional methods. The content of harmony courses does not appear to be realistically oriented in terms of the skills a music teacher needs in the public schools.

11. There is little valid information on which to project expectations for teaching competence at the undergraduate level. It is known that the self-concept of successful student teachers is similar to the self-concept of successful teachers in a professional status.

12. The student teaching experience typically includes teaching at more than one level of education. The quantity of student teaching experience and quantity of supervision by the institutional staff seems to be related to the size of the institution offering student teaching. There is some doubt that smaller institutions should attempt music teacher education. Regardless of the size of the institution, there does not seem to be a consistent pattern in terms of student teaching credit allocations. No generally accepted criteria appear to exist for selecting prospective teachers, or for determining prerequisites to the student teaching experience. Also, no method for predicting the success of a student teacher has been found. Success in student teaching is frequently based on criteria which are unrealistic to the actual teaching situation.
A lack of information exists relative to evaluative criteria for differing social situations in which music teachers may find themselves.

D. Professional Competencies

1. A majority of elementary school classroom teachers appear to be providing all the music instruction in their classrooms, but the number who have this task seems to be decreasing. The kinds of difficulties which these teachers have in teaching music are of the same pattern regardless of their educational background, teaching experience, or whether or not they are assisted by a music supervisor. There appears to be a strong relationship, however, between the amount of musical training and the use of various music teaching activities.

2. Elementary school classroom teachers consider their musical skills generally to be inadequate to their needs. Three major musical abilities appear to be needed by the teacher in the elementary school—pianistic skills, singing, and sight-reading. Teachers with pianistic skills feel more adequate to their tasks. It is evident that these three abilities are approximately the music core for the professional education of the elementary school classroom teacher.

3. The responsibilities of the music teacher vary with the size of the school system. In small school systems the music teacher has multiple responsibilities which often include the design of the curriculum and activities. The music teacher tends to emphasize in the music program under his direction his own musical interests, i.e., a teacher who is an instrumentalist will develop a strong instrumental program among his several responsibilities.
4. The lack of knowledge and skills which seem to be of primary concern to music teachers and their administrators are mostly non-musical in character. These include knowledge as to the nature of the student, student control, comparative teaching methods, supervisory practices, philosophies of group dynamics, and interpersonal relationships. It is in these areas that music teachers are rated as deficient not only by themselves but also by administrators. The non-musical skills in teaching are most frequently listed as more important to effective teaching than musical skills. There is little difference in the deficiencies of teachers in large and small communities.

5. The musical skills of music teachers seem to be viewed differently by the various personnel in education. Administrators consider musical skills as least important in the causes of music teacher failure. The ratings teachers give their own attainments in musical skills is lower than that given them by their college teachers. Music teachers rate some skills as desirable and yet indicate they are neither needed nor useful in teaching music in the schools. It seems that a lack of realism or agreement exists at all levels and in all aspects of the profession concerning these competencies.

6. The musical deficiencies which music teachers indicate include knowledge and techniques for teaching singing to boys during the changing voice period, knowledge and performance on the various band and orchestra instruments, skill in the use of music in the classroom, and teaching techniques for music appreciation and creative activities.

7. Some agreement appears to exist in terms of the instrumental com-
petencies needed by secondary school music teachers. In stringed instruments, a recommended minimum proficiency is the skill attained by a ten-year-old child in one year of instruction; in clarinet, the equivalent of an intermediate method book and all fingerings, proficiency in the high register, common key scales and arpeggios, and mastery of tonguing and slurring; in flute, the equivalent of the completion of an elementary instruction book including the range C\textsuperscript{1} to G\textsuperscript{3}, scales and arpeggios in the common keys, and tonguing proficiency; in oboe, the equivalent of the completion of an elementary book at slow tempo, knowledge of all common and chromatic fingerings with a usable range to B\textsuperscript{3}, and the ability to articulate the various styles of tonguing; in bassoon, the equivalent of the completion of the first half of an elementary method book, common fingerings, and the ability to choose which auxiliary fingering is best suited to a musical problem.

8. If the practices of music teachers are indications of what kind of preparation should be provided them, then college music theory courses must be modified. Only a small percentage of the music teacher population composes music while a large percentage makes alterations in instrumental parts or even writes alternate parts. The skills of reading choral and instrumental scores at the piano and silently are essential for the purpose of selecting music or studying music for rehearsal preparation. These skills are not typically taught in music theory courses.

9. The qualifications which a teacher must meet for certification vary among the several states. There are wide ranges in these qualifications such as a range of eighteen to eighty-two semesters hours in music instruction at the college level.
II. The Student

A. Personal Factors

1. Children, by and large, evidence a positive attitude toward music experiences in the school, but seemingly a decline in favorable attitudes toward music occurs as grade level advances. Girls generally show a more favorable attitude toward music than boys. Out-of-school experiences appear to be more dominant in the development of positive attitudes than do music experiences in the school.

2. The attitudes of elementary school children toward music do not seem to be related to the type of music teacher--classroom teacher or music specialist.

3. There is some indication that a large majority of high school students would rather participate in music listening activities than in music performance activities. High school students also may not be too receptive to the types of content or teaching techniques used in music. Some evidence exists which suggests that high school students may not be interested in songs that would be sung after completion of high school, correlating music with other subjects, or in instruction designed to demonstrate poor examples of popular-commercial music.

4. The assumption that common experiences will result in common aural perceptions by high school students does not appear to be correct. The meanings of sound seem to be based, to some extent at least, on subjective unconscious factors. Intellectual activities also may be a hindrance to aural perceptions.

5. The characteristics of outstanding high school musicians include
a wide range of musical interests and preferences, high intelligence and achievement, and leadership qualities (hold more offices and earn more awards).

6. The special characteristics of adolescent boys' voices before voice change (high-low range, light or heavy quality, flexibility and agility, tessitura) seem to continue into the changed voice. Singing during the period of voice change does not appear to be harmful to the voice and may be beneficial in improved singing ability.

7. There seems to be a positive relationship between intelligence, musical aptitude, and musical achievement. Intelligence and academic grades are better predictors of achievement in music than musical aptitude test scores. Intelligence appears to be the most important single variable in predicting success in instrumental music. It does not appear, however, to be an important variable in the selection of a specific musical instrument for study.

8. There appears to be a difference in temperament (emotional traits) between outstanding high school musicians, high school musicians of lesser talents, and high school students not participating in music activities. Outstanding male high school musicians appear to be less stable emotionally, less objective, less adept in personal relations, and less masculine in interests than their less talented colleagues. Outstanding female high school musicians seem to be less restrained, less friendly, and less adept in personal relations than their less talented counterparts. High school music students, as a group, seem to demonstrate a
high degree of self-confidence, ambitiousness, and self-assertiveness. Some evidence exists which suggests that high school students scoring high in musical aptitude project more affective responses (TAT) than those who score low. High school students who indicate a preference for popular-commercial types of music appear to be somewhat less neurotic, less self-sufficient, and more extroverted than those favoring art music.

9. There appears to be no support for the notion that children (elementary school) rated high in musical (or art) ability are more abnormal than those rated low in musical ability. In fact, those rated high in musical ability appear to be better adjusted.

10. A wider range of musical interests and greater preference and interest in more serious types of music seems to characterize outstanding music students. A strong relationship also appears to exist between music grades and interest in school music, private music lessons, and amount of out-of-school activity in music. The factor of interests as affected by the lack of divergency of instruction in high school music classes, appears to be a major reason why academically talented students withdraw from school music activities. Students also are more interested in band classes than in any other type of instrumental activity.

11. The motivation accruing from environment and attitudes in the home toward music seems to be strongly influential in encouraging students to study a musical instrument.

12. Motivational factors which are of some value with below-average adolescents in the general music class appear to be peer approval, interest, curiosity, working for tangible rewards, and competition.
13. Musicality, by itself, as measured by music aptitude tests, does not appear to be a satisfactory predictor of achievement in music (see item 7 above).

14. No difference in the distribution of music aptitude appears to exist between urban and rural children and children in different regions of the United States. Children from different national and racial origins also seem to be equally endowed in terms of musical aptitude.

15. Pitch discrimination errors made most frequently by elementary school children seem to occur on ascending fourths, fifths, sixths, and minor sevenths, and on descending thirds, fourths, fifths, and minor sixths. Practice in matching given pitches vocally and on the piano appears to facilitate the development of aural discrimination in elementary school children.

16. The aesthetic sensitivity of high school musicians seems to be comparable in many respects to that of composers. Visual design stimuli presented to high school musicians suggested themes with characteristics similar to those suggested by composers. A moderate relationship seems to exist between aesthetic sensitivity and musical ability. Some evidence exists that aesthetic judgements could be used to differentiate between persons known to be musical and those observed to be less musical. No relationship appears to exist between the aesthetic sensitivity of students and socio-economic status.

17. The vocal performance range of children up to the age of ten years occurs within the range from first line E to fourth space E of the treble staff. A large portion of the potential pitch (vocal) range appears to be developed during the first three grades.
18. Children in the early grades of the elementary school find it easier to keep time to music played at fast tempos than to music played at slow tempos. Little difference seems to exist in the ability of beating time with the hands and marching in rhythm. Elementary school children appear to be quite consistent in their grouping of rhythmic patterns with accents. The grouping seems to be dependent on the configuration of the entire pattern and the relative position of long and short notes.

19. Little relationship seems to exist between motor skill and music performance ability.

20. Neither physical characteristics (eveness of teeth, taper of fingers) nor intelligence appear to yield valid data for use in the selection of a musical instrument for beginning instrumental music study. The controlled try-out method seems to be the most suitable technique for determining specific instrument aptitude.

21. Personality does not seem to be a significant variable in adolescents' preferences for either popular or art music. High school students as a group who indicate a preference for popular music appear, however, to be somewhat less self-sufficient and more extraverted than the group favoring art music. High school music students appear to reveal a higher degree of self-confidence, ambitiousness, and self-assertiveness than do non-music students. Some evidence exists which suggests that children classified as monotones exhibit inadequate social and emotional development.

22. Popular-commercial musical selections seem to be most acceptable to all teen-agers without difference in sex, age, socio-economic status, or amount and type of music study. "Song-plugging" does appear to increase the acceptability of initially less well-liked
songs. Preference for classical types of music seems to increase with age, particularly at the college level. Classical music preference differences between age, sex, or socio-economic status, appears to be largely a function of the transmission of specific judgements about specific compositions.

23. The decrease of orchestras in the schools does not seem to be related to students' tonal preferences. Some evidence is available which indicates an aesthetic tonal preference by high school students for music played by an orchestra rather than that played by a band.

B. Social Factors

No significant relationships appear to exist between participation in high school instrumental music activities and socio-economic status, religion, family size, or nationality. Relationships between music preferences, aesthetic sensitivity, and socio-economic status seem to be negligible.

C. Education

1. A definite relationship seems to exist between academic average, music grade average, musical aptitude, intelligence, and musical achievement. Musical achievement seems to be a significant factor in the development of positive attitudes towards music. Instrumental music students, as a group, appear to have higher grade averages, intelligence, and music aptitude scores than do vocal music students. Musical aptitude does not seem to be as important as intelligence and academic grades in predicting musical achievement. Some evidence suggests that grades in certain junior high school subjects can be used for predicting musical achievement at the high school level.
2. Successful achievement in instrumental music performance at the fourth grade level appears to be influenced by the general motor development of the individual student. Achievement in beginning instrumental music performance (fourth through eighth grade) does not seem to correlate significantly, however, with physical growth.

3. The number of high school students participating in musical activities appears to be related to the number of periods in the school day, the coordination between the elementary and secondary school music education programs, and the existence of community music groups. The sex of the teacher, amount of credit given for musical activities, awards, summer programs, social events, booster clubs, fees, and publicity, seem to have little or no influence on the number of participants. Private piano lessons do not appear to be a major influence on later vocal or instrumental activity in the schools. Academically talented students withdraw from high school music activities because of the demands of college preparatory courses, the lack of divergency of instruction in high school music classes, and out-of-school conflicts between music and other activities.

D. Post High School Activities

1. Participation in school music activities seems to carry over to a large degree in participation in adult music activities. The quality of musical experiences received in high school appears to bear some relationship to the interest shown in later years. Neither the amount of experience in high school music nor the ownership of an instrument appears to be a significant factor in adult participation. Adults not participating in music activities,
however, are often those whose musical instrument during high
school was selected by the music teacher.

III. The Teaching-Learning Process

A. Transmission of the Culture

1. Literature from the English madrigal school and from the choral
works of Orlando di Lasso are suitable for average high school
choral groups.

2. Literature for brass ensembles of various kinds does not contain
much contrapuntal writing in the easier grades of music, but
contrapuntal styles of composition increase as the difficulty of
the music increases. Symphonies of the classic period are suit-
able for adaptation and use by school orchestras.

3. Song compositions of contemporary composers are not suitable for
elementary school music texts because of range requirements, ex-
tended periods of high and low tessituras, fragmentary melodies,
and subtleties in music expression.

4. The type of presentation of recorded music to junior high school
students appears to have little effect on student enjoyment of
music. Enjoyment of lively orchestral music in the classic
tradition seems to increase with repetition of the same type of
music, while enjoyment of slow orchestral music in the romantic
tradition seems to decrease with repetition. The use of program
notes by junior high school students does not seem to enhance
their ability to recognize musical themes.

5. Explanatory comments and group discussion appears to be a more
effective method of presenting music literature in high school
music classes (appreciation and music recognition) than listening
without discussion.

6. Conflicting evidence exists as to the value of the use of instruments in the elementary classroom music program in terms of achievement in theoretical knowledges and skills (notation and audio-visual musical discrimination).

7. Radio music lessons for high school students appear to be as effective in terms of developing theoretical knowledges of music as the usual classroom approach.

8. Adolescent boys, during the changing voice period, appear to gain more theoretical knowledge of music and to improve more in singing when placed in music classes by themselves.

B. Acculturation of the Individual

1. The development of music listening ability (aural discrimination) in elementary school children appears to be enhanced when children are trained to match pitches given vocally or from the piano. The space-frame concept of having children match tones while playing the same tones on the piano and observing the tonal relations also appears to be an effective technique for developing tonal memory. There appears to be no significant difference in the development of music listening skill between teacher-directed classroom activity and student-directed classroom activity. The attitudes of children towards music seems to be more positive when the student-directed activity is used.

2. There appears to be no significant difference between methods employing chords as separate units, chords related to compositions being studied, or a combination of these methods, in the development of harmonic listening skills in high school students.
3. Tachistoscopic training in music reading (melodic sight-singing and rhythmic sight-reading) appears to be a more effective method of teaching music reading in the elementary school than the more conventional classroom methods. There is some indication that children above the average in music aptitude and intelligence benefit most from training of this kind at least in terms of melodic sight reading ability. The space-frame technique (see 1 above) also appears to be an effective technique in teaching music reading to elementary school children. The music reading skills of school children do not seem to be enhanced by learning songs from recordings, through specially spaced notation, or through study of a musical instrument.

4. The solfege method of teaching music reading does not appear to be as effective as other methods (above) of instruction. Evidence exists that high school students and adults (active in music) do not consider the solfege method primarily responsible for the development of their music reading skill. The use of this method also seems to have some effect on the development of desirable positive attitudes toward music in the schools.

5. The eye movements of superior sight-readers in music reveal a shorter fixational duration, fewer fixations, and a larger perceptual span. A larger percentage of instrumentalists than vocalists seem to be superior sight-readers. Available evidence suggests that few high school choral directors consider music reading to be an integral part of the choral rehearsal. The over-emphasis on preparation for performance in choral music seems to limit the time devoted to music reading.
6. The seventh or eighth grade level appears to be the time when optimum maturational conditions are present for beginning the purposeful study of instrumental music in the public schools. A direct relationship appears to exist between physical matur- ation and musical progress on an instrument. No evidence exists as to the optimum time, psychologically, for beginning the study of an instrument in the schools.

7. Criteria for the recruitment of students for instrumental study generally are based on music aptitude, interest, and personality. The level of intelligence appears to be the best single predictor of achievement in instrumental music.

8. Neither intelligence, musical aptitude, nor physical measurements appear to be valid predictors for the selection of specific musical instruments. The controlled try-out method appears to be the most effective technique for determining specific musical instrument aptitude. Achievement in simple melody wind instrument playing (tonette) does not seem adequate for determining instrument aptitude.

9. Interest in playing an instrument seems to be related primarily to favorable influences existing in the home and the desire to play in the school orchestra or band.

10. Conflicting evidence exists as to the role and value of over- learning and reminiscence in delayed performance in instrumental music.

11. Negative practice (playing errors) on band instruments does not appear to be an efficient method of learning. Less intelligent students seem, however, to make fewer errors after negative practice than do more intelligent students.
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12. Preliminary training in rhythmic response with drum pads and sticks and melodic training on simple melody wind instruments (tonette) along with heterogeneous class instruction on band instruments appears to be a more effective method for instructing beginning instrumental students (at the fourth grade level) than heterogeneous class instruction by itself.

13. Class instruction for beginning piano students in the age range of six to nine years appears to be just as effective as individual private instruction.

14. The major teaching problems identified by high school choral directors include dealing with strident nasal tone, diction, vowel consistency, accurate pitch, blend, music reading, and teaching understanding of interpretation elements and style.

15. There apparently is no significant difference in the effectiveness of learning choral music, when measured through performance, between the so-called mood method, rhythmic method, and the conventional method of instruction.

16. Class voice instruction for beginning high school vocal students appears to be as effective, or more effective, than the conventional private lesson approach.

17. The development of the minimal motor muscles to greater specificity through the use of exercises based on a biological and phonetic knowledge of the human voice, appears to produce improved tone quality, more normal vibrato, fuller resonation, and a higher degree of selectivity in articulation.

18. Singing during the period of voice change does not appear to be harmful but beneficial to the development of the boys voice.
Adolescent boys voice range is greatest before the change. Boys involved in the voice change process seem to enjoy singing songs in the bass clef and with the falsetto voice. Some evidence exists which suggests that boys improve in musical ability, in attitude, and interest in music if segregated from girls (special class) during this period of changing voice. Music, selected for use in the schools after the voice change, generally is not suitable for a large percentage of boys because it exceeds their range capabilities.

19. The vocal performance range of children up to the age of ten years occurs within the range from first line E to fourth space E on the treble staff. A large portion of the potential pitch range (vocal) appears to be developed during the first three grades. Some evidence exists that young children in the primary grades set the pitch level for a song significantly lower than the published level even after repeated practice using the published level.

20. Elementary school children seem to learn songs in a rote fashion more quickly from recordings than from instruction by the classroom teacher. Children also seem to prefer the recorded voices of women and children. Learning songs from recordings does not seem to enhance the music reading ability of elementary school children.

C. Aesthetic Sensitivity

1. Elementary school children seem to prefer songs with strong melodic movement, well-defined cadences ending on the tonic, major modes, primary chordal background, and dynamic variations. Disliked songs appear to be those possessing words not in
keeping with interests, a static melody, frequent use of the tonic tone and triad, imperfect authentic cadences, ending tones other than the tonic, and accompaniments which repeat the melody. The popular-commercial type of music is the preferred type. This preference seems to intensify as students increase in age.

2. Conflicting evidence exists as to the value of instrumental activities (classroom music program in the elementary school and the general music program in the junior high school) in the development of aesthetic sensitivity and appreciation. Instrumental activities—playing the autoharp, toy orchestra, listening to instrumental recordings—do appear to increase interest in music.

3. The musical taste level of high school students, as measured in terms of music preferences, does not seem to be greatly affected by the amount and/or types of musical experience in the school. High school students show a predominant interest and preference for the popular-commercial types of music currently in vogue. An inconsistent change toward classical types of music seems to occur at successive levels of maturity, particularly at the college level. Classical preference differences between age, sex, or socio-economic status apparently is largely a function of the transmission of specific judgements about specific compositions. Attendance at educational concerts by professional orchestras evidently does not effect statistically significant changes in the musical taste of junior and senior high school students. Some evidence exists, however, which suggests that a large portion of high school students exhibit an aesthetic tonal
preference for music played by an orchestra rather than that played by a band.

D. Undifferentiated Concepts

1. The organization of activities and materials into broad units of instruction (resource units) in the general music class at the junior high school level appears to produce a high level of learning and effective teaching.

2. Some evidence exists that parents and teachers (non-music) believe that greater attention should be given to general music activities and less attention to the specialized music groups in the high school.

IV. Constraining Elements

A. Administration and Supervision

1. The relationship of the music education organizational structure to pupil achievement and, therefore, the success of music education, is yet to be established. A vertical, unified administrative structure seems to be preferred. The various roles in music administration at all educational levels seem to be vaguely conceived. This lack of direction may also indicate an equally vague concept of objectives for music in the schools. Large city systems typically have a chief administrative officer for music. In small school systems the problem of administrative structure and roles is solved typically by giving complete responsibility for music education to a music teacher. In large systems, elementary school music administration responsibilities seem to be given to an assistant to the chief school officer.

2. State departments of education which employ a music supervisor
or director generally provide a variety of services to schools and teachers. These services range from providing instructional literature and materials to the conducting of in-service workshops. Whether or not state departments of education have an official organization for music, they seem to be involved in all aspects of the music education program. In some states the involvement is only indirect through prescription of curriculum and teaching materials. There appears to be little agreement between states concerning curricular offerings. This may be indicative of a lack of common objectives for music in the schools. Administrative and supervisory practices at the state level do not appear to follow any pattern. While a complete census of the states had not been taken by 1962, the indications are that a state level official did not exist in many states.

3. The effect of local administrative structure and practices on pupil achievement seems to be evident only in small school systems. Few schools seem to offer a variety of musical experiences appropriate to the variety of student needs. Most secondary schools make musical achievement possible only in performing groups. Among these groups, the orchestra has decreased in importance. Studies on supervision at the local level reveal that it is not enough to train a supervisor. Teachers who are served by a supervisor need training in how to use what a supervisor has to offer them. A supervisor's ability to provide leadership is directly related to the role constraints placed on him by policies and administrative practices. Economic status of the community also is an influence on the quality of supervision, but affluence is not a guarantee of quality.
4. The kind and quantity of curricular offerings in a school or a school system seem to be related to both external and internal factors. External factors and constraints are such factors as state laws governing curriculum and materials. The internal factors are such constraints as budgetary allocations, the provision of physical facilities and equipment, scheduling, non-school activities of students, and definitions of administrative responsibility in music.

5. Faculty loads in music appear to be greater than that of faculty in other instructional areas in the schools. Typically, music teachers have twenty-eight to thirty periods of student contact per week and they report over fifty hours per week total assignment time.

6. Time allocations for music do not vary greatly. In the elementary school the following approximate time allocations are found: classroom music—one-hundred minutes per week, instrumental music—two periods per week, and choral music—two periods per week. In the secondary school, superior musical groups are generally allocated five periods per week, and other groups two periods per week. The band and chorus are offered by all schools with few exceptions. Less than half the schools offer orchestras. The percentage of orchestras increases as school size increases.

B. Community Influence

1. Music teachers apparently harbor misconceptions of what parents desire for their children in the form of musical experiences. A consumer rather than a performer apparently is the parental goal. As in other areas of school activities, vociferous minorities may be forcing the continuance of the highly specialized performance
orientated music program. Pressures of this kind are withstood more easily by administrators in school systems where explicit rules for participation in such activities have been devised by the school board. The most frequent pressure group on school music is parents. The most effective pressure is "felt" pressure. The most easily met is direct criticism. It should be noted that the concern about pressures is in relation to the secondary school and not the elementary school. No strong community influence on elementary school music seems to exist.

2. Although community youth concerts provide school children with an opportunity to gain in their appreciation of music, these concerts do not seem to influence their musical taste. The value of such concerts must lie in other areas. Participants in community music activities generally have received much of their musical background from music experiences in the schools. If participation in community activities as an adult is a criterion, then school music must be accepted as a successful enterprise for these participants.

3. The wealth of a community can be a source of support in elementary school music. However, there is no guarantee that a wealthy community will provide a basis for an excellent elementary school music program. There appears to be a tendency, however, for more affluent communities to provide greater financial support and better supervisory services.

C. Philosophy

1. Little specific thought has been given to the arts, and music in particular, in education. There appears to be agreement that mere
association with the arts is not enough in an educational sense, and that a rational or disciplinary approach to the arts is necessary. It is evident that a philosophy of music education, in the sense of a systematic philosophy, does not exist. It follows that the success of music in the schools will be measured in terms of immediate results until such a philosophy is developed.

2. The philosophy which seems to prevail in self-contained classroom music instruction is pragmatism as expressed by Dewey. The most influential executant of this philosophy in the elementary school is the classroom teacher. The administrator’s most important contribution seems to be providing equipment. Contrary to the tenents of pragmatism, elementary school music does not seem to be orientated toward the community, but has some other orientation which, as yet, has not been defined.

3. There appears to be little agreement between various levels of education, and between persons holding different positions in education, concerning the objectives and the methods for achieving the objectives in music education. It seems that a common base of information and philosophy is absent among those directly and indirectly involved in music education. This is born out in practice in that music for every child is propounded, but the non-performer may receive no musical education beyond the seventh grade.

D. Teaching Aids

1. The use of films for the teaching of information about music appears to be more effective than the use of traditional lecture-discussion-recitation methods. However, the use of films to
teach musical taste or aesthetic values to elementary school children does not seem to be efficacious. No generalizations and no criteria exist for making decisions about the educational efficacy of specific films at various levels.

2. The recordings which accompany song books provide the classroom teacher with an adequate aid for teaching rote singing when the material being taught is technically beyond the capabilities of the teacher.

3. Television programming must be carefully designed for relevance to the classroom endeavor. The consistency of program content and the supplementary materials is essential for optimum learning conditions. The most severe inadequacy in music programs on television is the fidelity of sound. Because of the fundamental nature of the musical experience, the sound factor raises a serious question about the appropriateness of television as a medium for musical instruction.

4. The size of a school does not appear to be related to the quantity and variety of visual aid materials. Likewise, the quantity and variety of these materials in a school is not a guarantee of the teacher's use of these materials in the school. Typically, the piano and phonograph are standard media used in music teaching. It seems that music teacher education does not include sufficient training in the use of the numerous media available and their peculiar values in music instruction.

Implications

Practice

The statements of implications for practice, given below, are derived
from findings which lend themselves to projections. They are not intended to be all-inclusive. Rather, they are considered to be some of the major implications which may be drawn from the data found in the research completed during 1930-1962 and which was reviewed in this project. The alert reader, on review of the conclusions and the chapters synthesizing the research, will find other implications for these data.

Some implications are based on the results of single studies or on a very small number of studies. It is realized that individual studies, competently done, often may not be used safely as a basis for drawing conclusions for practice. The data from any single study, or even a small group of studies, are limited by the particulars of the research design. These limitations are further compounded by a lack of knowledge (on the part of a reviewer) of all the details of a particular study and the realization that any behavior or event exists in a complex context. Even so, implications drawn from a single study or small groups of studies may suggest new directions for consideration by the profession.

Applied implications are pointed out for those studies which appear to have obvious utility. In other cases, the implications are presented in a form to suggest new ways of thinking about problems. This type of presentation may give a new perspective to problems and may assist in the translation of an implication to other problems or situations.

The statements of implications may serve other purposes. They may make explicit some of the assumptions that guide practice. They may suggest that some assumptions have not been subjected to study, or that the data are inconclusive. Also, they may provide the practitioner with the opportunity of gaining a broad view of the possible implications from research for the music education profession.
The specific implications which follow are given in the same major outline form as utilized in the preceding section.

I. The Teacher

A. Personal Factors

1. If music is to be taught in the schools by teachers who prefer, to some extent at least, another music vocation, and by classroom teachers who are generally apathetic toward musical experiences for children, then it would seem that the content and process of teacher education would need to be designed to account for these realities.

2. Reduction in job dissatisfaction would seem to be dependent on realistic teacher education in the character of the adolescent and pre-adolescent and their capabilities in music. It would be further dependent on a reasonable teaching load, the existence or development of a positive school attitude toward music, adequate working conditions, and a budget to meet the music teachers curricular responsibilities.

3. In the selection and retention of music teachers, ability, aptitude, and interest in music are not adequate criteria alone. Other typically human qualities such as personality, tact, and emotional stability also are important. Some measure of these traits needs to be incorporated into the selection procedures used with prospective music teachers in college music education programs.

4. The prospective music teacher should be informed of the different value systems seemingly held by music teachers (dominant aesthetic values) and administrators (dominant economic values) so that the music teacher can intelligently and realistically establish positive
working relationships with administrators, colleagues, and even students who hold generally non-aesthetic values.

B. Social Factors

If remaining in the profession correlates with continuing education for the music teacher, then it would seem that school systems should encourage and possibly assist music teachers in furthering their education.

C. Education and Professional Competencies

1. Implications for the music education major program at the college level would seem to require that:

a. The objectives for music teacher education need to be defined. A wide variation exists in terms of music teacher education requirements. This seems to be a responsibility of the profession and not restricted wholly to college or state levels of decision making.

b. Curricula for the prospective teacher of music should contain experiences which would provide understandings and insights into interpersonal relations, administrative techniques, and various psychological knowledges of human behavior and instruction. Identification is needed of the non-music variables which confront the teacher and in which he needs to be educated.

c. Mutually acceptable standards and objective criteria need to be developed by the profession for the evaluation of the performance skills of music education majors. A lack of realism in this area of preparation appears to exist throughout the profession.
d. The content of theory and harmony courses for music education majors needs to be redesigned in terms of the knowledges and skills needed by the music teachers in the schools. Teachers are not composers and they may need theoretical knowledges of a different type than that provided for developing composers.

e. Criteria for the evaluating of conducting skills need to be developed and validated. The amount and type of conducting experience provided in music teacher education programs appear to be inadequate to the needs of music educators.

f. The professional curriculum in music education should give greater attention to problems of the child voice, secondary instruments, and administrative and curricular problems.

g. College teachers of prospective instrumental teachers must develop some technique for combating the reluctant attitude toward the teaching of stringed instruments which seems to be held by a majority of undergraduate music education majors.

h. Consideration should be given to the self-concept and the shift in self-concept of student teachers as a part of the evaluation procedure in student teaching.

2. A greater quantity of education in music for elementary education majors seems necessary. Elementary school classroom teachers generally consider their musical skills to be inadequate to their needs. If music in the elementary school is generally allocated only one-hundred minutes per week, the classroom teacher needs to be extremely competent if the musical experiences provided are to be worthwhile. A more definitive identification of the skills needed by elementary classroom teachers and of the objectives of music in the elementary school is definitely needed.
II. **The Student**

A. **Personal Factors**

1. Music teachers should experiment with new techniques, concepts, and activities in their class work in an attempt to keep the interest of the student in music at a high level. Particularly, they should attempt to determine if the lack of interest in music, which seems to increase progressively with age, is related to the activities and techniques employed in the school music program.

2. The interest of a majority of high school students in music listening activities, and the greater interest in classical types of music which seems to begin to develop during the last years of high school, would seem to indicate that classes in music literature, appreciation, etc., should be available in the high school curriculum for these students. Instruction in these classes should probably be on the reflective level since it appears that common listening experiences do not necessarily result in common aural perceptions. Facilities for individual listening (libraries, study halls) also should be made available to high school students.

3. Music teachers should not operate on the assumptions that differences in musical ability exist between races, national groups, urban and rural children, socio-economic status (see Social Factors below), sex, or religion. Musical ability appears to be normally distributed throughout the population without respect to these variables.

4. Singing experiences should probably be emphasized in the primary grades of the elementary school since this appears to be the time when the vocal range develops most rapidly.
5. Rhythmic activities in the primary grades should probably employ music in fast tempos. Primary grade children find it easier to respond rhythmically to lively tempos than to slower tempos. Also, clapping the hands to rhythm is as easy for these children as marching in rhythm.

6. The eveness of teeth, thickness of lips, and taper of fingers of beginning instrumental students, do not seem to be crucial factors in the selection of an instrument for study. Instrumental music teachers should give greater attention to how the child is able to handle and operate a specific instrument. If all children are to have the opportunity to learn to play an instrument, and if the tryout method is the most valid technique for instrument selection, it would appear then that each school should have a supply of instruments for this purpose. The "try-out" aspect of instrumental music could very well become a part of the elementary school classroom music program.

B. Social Factors

While no significant relationships appear to exist between ability and participation in music and socio-economic factors, current social phenomena, particularly in large urban areas, suggest that socio-economic factors may affect abilities and interests in music of many children from these city areas. Lack of sensory stimulation seems to dull the sensitivity for music. Elementary classroom teachers in such urban areas may need to re-structure their approach to music teaching, at least in the primary grades. Bombardment with musical stimuli of various types might be a desirable method for building sensitivities to sound. Little is known of this phenomenon as it relates to music. This is a fertile area for research.
C. Education

1. Greater reliance should be placed on intelligence test scores and academic achievement in selecting students for specialized study in music. It seems that these two factors, combined with musical aptitude and motivation, are the most valid measures for predicting success in music study. The attitudes and activities in the home involving music, which appear to be strong motivational influences, should also be given consideration if students are in fact selected for music study.

2. Since it appears that outstanding high school musicians rank high in intelligence and have a wide range of interests in music, it would seem that current typical programs, teaching techniques, and activities would need to be revised if these students are to be provided with the type of education in music they desire, and if they are to be retained in the music program. Teachers should evaluate the high school music program in terms of how well it provides for the highly intelligent and interested student. Many students of these types are not interested in playing the same music each year, performing the same programs, or giving their evenings for activities they have done many times before. They appear to be too sophisticated for acceptance of these types of redundancies.

3. Since popular-commercial types of music are accepted by all students, and since mass media of communication will apparently continue to program these types of music, little attention and use should be given these types of music in the school music program. This may be a difficult transition for those schools whose music
programs are geared almost entirely to satisfying the tastes of the community. The school music program, however, should function primarily as an educational activity and only secondarily as a means of community entertainment.

4. Mass media communication techniques might be used advantageously in the schools in developing tastes and preferences. "Plugging" of certain types of compositions and repetition of certain compositions, through listening stations, or through the functional use of soft unobtrusive music in the library or study halls, might prove to be an effective means of bringing different types of music to the attention of students. It is accepted that the musical education of the total student body also is the responsibility of the music teacher.

D. Post High School

Adult participation in music appears to be related to some degree to the quality of the musical experiences received in school. This would seem to imply that the ability of the teacher, and the importance he assigns to the aesthetic aspects of music and the satisfaction of students, are more worthwhile educationally and personally to students than the number of concerts, trips, or other activities he sponsors. The teacher must be able to project the various meanings of music to his students; and he must be able to elicit a similar response from them.

III. The Teaching-Learning Process

A. Transmission of the Culture

1. Songs in the contemporary idiom generally are not useful in the elementary school music program. The compositional techniques
employed usually are not appropriate to the abilities and understandings of children in this age group.

2. Group discussion and analysis through reflective thinking appears to be a most effective method of presenting music literature to high school students. This technique would seem appropriate in performance-type classes as well as in literature and appreciation-type classes.

B. Acculturation of the Individual

1. The data on the development of listening skills (aural discrimination) suggest that teachers in the elementary school grades make much use of tone matching activities, both vocally and through the use of the piano keyboard. The space-frame concept, the relating of pitch sound to pitch position in relation to other pitches—aurally, visually, and tactually, appears to be a valid teaching technique.

2. Greater use should probably be made of the tachistoscope or similar devices in the development of music reading skill among elementary school children. This technique appears to be useful in increasing perceptual field, reducing the duration time and number of eye fixations—all behaviors of superior music readers. The use of this technique should supplement the other activities in music related to music reading such as tone matching and the space-frame concept mentioned above. The teacher should not rely on the learning of songs from recordings to develop music reading skills.

3. Emphasis on the solfege method of teaching music reading should be greatly reduced or abandoned altogether. There is no evidence
that this method is successful with a majority of the children. It may, in fact, be a detrimental factor in the development of attitudes toward music by elementary school children. 

4. High school choral directors should give greater emphasis to music reading in their rehearsals, and should emphasize in their teaching those reading behaviors (eye movements and perceptions) of superior music readers—shorter fixational durations, fewer fixations, and perception of larger groups of notes.

5. Instrumental music teachers may be hindering their efforts by starting students on instruments at too early an age. The optimum maturational conditions for beginning the study of a musical instrument appear to exist at the seventh or eighth grade level. Other variables to consider in determining optimum age level would appear to be previous musical background and the influence of other interests and activities on perseverance in instrumental study.

6. Intelligence and academic grades, along with some indication of musicality and motivation, are more reliable and valid criteria for predicting success in instrumental music than scores on musicality or musical talent tests.

7. Reliance on achievement in simple melody instrument performance (tonette) as the criterion for determining aptitude for instrumental study or selection of an instrument should be seriously questioned. No evidence exists to warrant this practice. The main value of these instruments is in gaining knowledges of music (notation) and skill in sight reading. If they are used as pre-band instruments, they should be used to extend the musical back-
ground (or when background is absent, to build musical background) and not for selection purposes or for determining aptitude for instrumental study.

8. The school music program should provide opportunities and instruments for "try-out" purposes to all students possibly interested in learning to play a musical instrument. This seems to be the only valid method of selecting an instrument for study. The "try-out" experience might logically come during the latter half of the sixth grade as part of the elementary school music program.

9. Choral music teachers might consider utilizing class voice techniques in their choral rehearsals or other choral activities. Class lessons in voice at the high school level appear to be as effective, or more effective, than private voice study. This would provide some voice training for those students not able to afford private lessons and also might encourage and motivate some students to study voice privately.

10. Boys with changing voices should be encouraged to sing. Singing during the period of voice change does not appear to hinder the development of the voice, but rather to enhance its development.

11. The scheduling of separate classes for boys during the changing voice period might enhance their musical development and interest in music.

C. Aesthetic Sensitivity

Very little is known about aesthetic sensitivity to music and the factors in its development. It would seem, however, that greater emphasis should be given at all levels of education to the various affective and ideational meanings of music in the
teaching and/or rehearsing process. Analysis through reflective thinking might be an appropriate technique in developing aesthetic sensitivity in music. Some research would suggest this procedure. This area is in need of careful and rigorous research.

D. Undifferentiated Concepts

1. Teachers of general music classes at the junior high school level should give consideration to organizing the content of their instruction into resource units. This organization appears to be an effective method of instruction.

2. The music education profession must come to grips with the problem of defining general music and its role in the music curriculum. The term "general music" has different connotations to different types of music educators. In practice, it often appears to be an activity with no specific goals except to do music in some way with the students.

3. Parents in the school community should be given an opportunity to participate in planning the curriculum or revising the school curriculum in music. Often, the music curriculum provided by the school is not compatible with the objectives of parents, other teachers, administrators, or the profession itself. The performance emphasis generally needs less emphasis, and non-performance activities, designed to create intelligent consumers of music, needs emphasis. This appears to be the feeling of many parents, school officials, and other teachers.

IV. Constraining Elements

A. Administration and Supervision

1. The music education profession and state departments of education
need to identify the common elements which make up a basic music program in the schools. This would give some continuity to the music instruction in most of the schools which would seem to be desirable in our highly mobile society. This is being done to some extent in other areas of instruction. Such action might also lead to greater similarity in music teacher certification requirements. The variance of these requirements (as of 1962) seems to be their outstanding characteristic.

2. It appears obvious that the schools need to offer a greater variety of experiences in music, particularly at the high school level, if they are to meet the variety of student needs in music. This problem is considered to be primarily an administrative problem.

3. Faculty loads of high school music teachers either need to be reduced or the emphasis changed in the music program. (Both actions would seem desirable.) The additional rehearsals and services provided by the music groups and the time required in this work (sometimes after school and evenings) is often not considered in evaluation of music faculty loads.

B. Community Influences

1. Music teachers, particularly at the high school level, may hold misconceptions as to what type of school music program is desired by the parents of a community. Usually, music teachers seem only to be aware of the desires of certain groups in the community. The band parents group might be an example of this. These groups may be exerting a biased influence on the program of music education offered in the schools.
2. It seems desirable for school boards to determine and set policies regarding the activities of the music groups in the school. This technique appears to be an excellent device for protecting the superintendent, principal, and music teachers from undue pressures brought by various community groups.

C. Philosophy

The music education profession, through its professional organizations, needs to clarify the role of music in education so that all persons involved, from the elementary school through the university, will clearly understand their responsibilities to the student. It is obvious from the research reviewed that a common philosophy does not exist, at least in practice. These organizations should also work, it would appear, with accrediting groups, colleges and universities, and state departments of education, to assist in achieving some standards of practice.

D. Teaching Aids

The value of films in music instruction of various types has been reported in several research studies. Values of other teaching aids, such as teaching machines, electronic devices, etc., have not been determined. It would appear, however, that many of these devices may enhance the teaching-learning process, and that teachers should plan for their use whenever practical. Future research, it is hoped, will provide further data on the use and value of these aids in music instruction.

Research

The limited quantity of research topics which were investigated competently in the period 1930-1962 and synthesized in Chapters V through IX leaves a large
number of gaps in the knowledge about music education. These gaps generate a multitude of questions for the careful observer. Too, the research competently done raised questions which can be answered only through broader application and replication. In one sense, there is nothing in music education which is not in need of research or further research. In another sense, there are basic questions in need of definitive and competent investigation which have never been investigated. The following discussion is designed to indicate some of the basic questions in need of study which are interpreted to be primary concerns. For the convenience of the reader, the outline of presentation for these implications for research follow the outline as used in the preceding section.

I. The Teacher
   A. Personal Factors
      1. The non-verbal abilities of music teachers which do not involve music may be directly related to what is believed to be aesthetic sensitivity. Investigations of these abilities need to be conducted which will establish comparative analyses with persons in other arts, between musicians, and between musicians and persons not related to the arts.
      2. The various attitudes of teachers, such as attitudes toward non-musical endeavors in and out of school, professional responsibilities of differing kinds, varieties of students, and other school personnel, need clarification.
      3. Not much information is available about the characteristics (age, sex, marital status, etc.) of music teachers. Correlational analyses using these data are needed for more realistic appraisals of successful music education endeavors, recruitment of teachers,
and projections of the music teacher population.

4. Comparative studies of the nature of intelligence in the music teacher are needed in order to select realistically the potentially successful person in academic work and in professional work.

5. The interests of teachers as influential elements in their teaching and as distinguishing factors in their total professional life need to be compared with the interests of their peers as a means for understanding the music teacher's role in the school and its effect on the status of music in the school.

6. The question of the music teacher's musicality compared with that of other musicians needs replication using a substantial sample.

7. Further analyses of the music teacher personality should be conducted using a wide variety of instruments and a large population so that limits and tolerances can be established for the purpose of guidance, selection, and retention at the undergraduate level.

8. Perhaps the greatest deficiency in research information is the value system of music educators. School music endeavors of different kinds have different values placed on them. The relationship of the teacher's values, the community's values, and the practices in the schools need a rigorous objective examination which will include demographic differences.

B. Social Factors

1. A complete analysis of the socio-economic background of the student entering the music teacher education curriculum and its relationship to his success in the curriculum is needed.

2. Role studies of the music teacher would clarify the issues and, perhaps, content of the teacher education curriculum. Of particular importance is the perceived role of the teacher in terms of
his own estimate, the estimate of his peers, the estimate of his superiors, and the estimate of the community.

3. The function of the music teacher's professional organizations and his relationships to them are not known except informally.

4. The non-professional life of the music teacher may be related to his quality in the classroom. His social activities and concerns have not been investigated.

5. The family relationships and family dynamics of the music teacher have been touched upon, but no examination of depth has been made.

6. The actual community prestige of the music teacher in comparison to other occupations and other musicians would provide not only an index of a morale factor among music teachers, but also an indication of the prestige of music education itself.

C. Education

1. The process of admission and retention in the music teacher education curriculum has had little valid analysis. Follow-up studies of subjects used in the construction and use of prognostic measures should be conducted. The persistence or drop-out of such subjects may be an indicator of characteristics in persons who should be encouraged or discouraged in their desire to be music teachers. Various relationships have been examined and need further examination—relationships such as musicality, personality, and values as they apply to the teacher education process.

2. The entire curricular structure of teacher education is a dubious organization of knowledge, skills, and activities. It is dubious because the relationship between this organization and that which prevails in the schools do not seem to coincide. The validity of the objectives in the curriculum as the curriculum exists now is
not clearly demonstrated. In fact, a great area of non-musical knowledges and skills needs specification and minute examination.

3. The knowledges which are needed by a student in the process of teacher education or at the end of it are not standardized or even agreed upon. The knowledges believed to be necessary to the student are inbred into the academic system and inferred from the feedbacks from the teaching profession and from certification requirements. Whether or not the knowledges presently required and acquired are professionally appropriate has yet to be validated. The kind and balance of curriculum is still a difficulty for which no adequate solution has been found. Specifically, there is substantial evidence which reveals a need for more teacher knowledge in the non-music areas such as psychology, social psychology, and sociology. Too, there is no indication of what kinds of theoretical and historical knowledges in music are actually needed at the various levels of education. Studies in these areas are long overdue and are prerequisites to intelligent revisions in the curricular structure of teacher education.

4. The various musical skills needed by the elementary school classroom teacher have not been completely validated in the actual teaching process. Subjective estimates and calculated guesses based on subjective observations have been made for the construction of syllabi in teacher education. Three types of skills most frequently used are singing, reading, and playing the piano. Levels of proficiency must be determined in terms of the requirements found in the materials used.

The music teacher or specialist has certain requirements to
meet but these too have never been identified in behavioral terms except to some extent in woodwind instruments. The validity of the NASM standards for performance skills has never been examined in terms of the behaviors needed by the teacher in the actual teaching situation.

The relationship between the teacher's aural, visual, and psychomotor abilities and his musical skills has not been demonstrated to such an extent that prerequisites to the learning of performance skills can be established.

5. Innumerable problems concerning the expectant teaching abilities of the undergraduate student have not been investigated. These include such elements as the use of the piano, lesson planning, conducting as a teaching device, teaching at more than one level, the role of the student teacher in the school as it relates to performing groups and general music, and the types of knowledges applicable to the teaching situation.

Another set of variables in the development of the student's teaching ability is that related to other persons involved, namely the cooperating teacher and the supervising teacher. The validity of the observations of these two persons has not been examined. A major difficulty for the student is his interpersonal relationships with the cooperating teacher and the supervising teacher. Because of the highly subjective nature of musical art, the types of interpersonal relations may be more complex than in other areas of teaching.

D. Professional Competencies

1. The studies which have been conducted on the competencies of the music teacher have surveyed opinions for the most part. Behavioral
analyses are needed in almost all areas of teacher activity in the classroom at all levels from kindergarten through twelfth grade.

2. The relationship of teacher competencies to specific curricular demands at various levels of education are needed. There is confusion between what is desirable, what is needed, and what is used.

3. The relationship between teacher competencies and administrative constraints as well as physical constraints in terms of pupil learnings have yet to be examined.

4. There are differences between the kinds of knowledge and the relationships of those kinds of knowledge to the learning process. Too, there are differences between skills and knowledge. The relationships and balance of those to various grade levels are yet to be determined.

5. It is evident that music education apparently suffers from philosophical confusion. Further analysis in this area is a prerequisite to determining the nature of the deficiencies in music education.

II. The Student

A. Personal Factors

1. Research attention needs to be given to the apparent decline of interest in school music by children with increasing age. Questions such as the following would seem appropriate: What are the factors which seem to account for the decline of interest in music? Do relationships appear to exist between the level of interest and certain aspects of the school music program? Is the decline a gradual phenomenon, or do periods of rapid decline in interest occur? At what age levels and in relationship to what
variables does the decline occur? Do the attitudes and interests of students toward other school subjects appear to decline to the same extent as they appear to do in music? A psychological and sociological approach to these problems would appear to be desirable.

2. The role of out-of-school music experiences in the development of positive attitudes towards music needs further study. Information is needed to identify the factors or variables influencing or shaping attitudes and how these factors are different, or operate differently, in the school setting.

3. The interest level of high school students in listening activities in music needs further investigation. If this interest in music listening truly exists, what factors then account for the seemingly small enrollments in such activities when offered in the school curriculum? Are organizational problems (scheduling) responsible? Are the activities and/or techniques utilized in such classes inappropriate in regard to student interests?

4. The value of music instruction in the school program as viewed by students (not only music students) needs further investigation in depth. Are the values expressed by a large majority of students more in keeping with those seeming held by most parents, or more in keeping with those of the current school music program?

5. Elements involved in the aural perceptions of students would appear to be of great value to the music teaching profession. Information relating to the factors operating in the general acceptance of popular-commercial music would be most revealing. What psychological processes are seemingly involved (attention, effects of rhythm, repetition, etc.)? What sociological processes are in
operation (group acceptance, status, ego gratification, etc.)?
How could music teachers make use of these knowledges in enhancing their instruction and influencing the musical taste of students?

6. Comparative studies of the emotional traits of high school musicians and those of music teachers and professional musicians might reveal data which would be useful in predicting success in music study. Do similar emotional traits exist within these three groups of persons? To what extent are these traits different from those of the non-musician? Are they typical of any other groups of persons, artists for example?

7. The possible relationship of emotional traits and preferences for certain types of music needs study in depth. Do the musical preferences of adolescents seem to be related to certain emotional traits? Are similar relationships evident with younger and/or older students?

8. Studies on the possible influence of music activities and music teaching procedures on the development of various types of interests are needed. No studies on this topic were found in the literature reviewed. The lack of sustained interest seemingly due to instructional procedures appears to be a major factor in the withdrawal of academically talented students from school music activities. Would this also be true for less talented students? What specific behaviors of teachers can be identified which affect the interest level of students in music? How does teacher personality relate to this problem?

9. The pitch and rhythmic discrimination abilities of children of different age levels needs re-study in light of the increase in the amount of music and sound in the environment today. Children
cannot escape the conditioning effects of the sound and music which saturate the environment via mass means of communication. Have the aural discriminatory abilities of children changed because of the abundance of music and sound in the environment? All aspects of aural perception need re-study due to the possible conditioning effects of the greater amount of music available today as compared to that available when such studies were conducted in earlier years. All of the early classic studies on musical perception reported in psychology of music books need replication.

10. Psychological, sociological, and anthropological studies on the development of aesthetic sensitivity would give much needed data in coming to clearer understanding of the meaning and the value of music to man. Studies of these types possibly would provide a basic rationale for the role of music in life and education. Biological studies would also seem of import here.

11. The creative abilities in music and the factors influencing or restricting music creativity in school children have not been studied. Various approaches to teaching music which have been termed "creative" are found in the professional literature. These "approaches" however, have never been evaluated. Questions such as the following would seem to be pertinent here: How can musical creativity be identified at various age levels? What factors or elements in music instruction seem to enhance or restrict the expression and development of creativity? What musical behaviors differentiate the creative student in music from the less creative student?
B. Social Factors

1. The effects of sensory deprivation (culturally disadvantaged child) on the development of musical perception, musical ability, interest, and motivation, need immediate and serious study. Some evidence exists in other areas of study which indicates that lack of adequate and varied sensory experience seems to restrict perceptual development and, hence, learning. Study of the effects of sensory deprivation on aesthetic sensitivity also would be most appropriate and timely. Socio-economic factors might, today, play a more important role in the development of musical abilities than was assigned this factor in earlier studies.

2. The influence of the home musical environment on the development of musical perceptions, abilities, interests, and attitudes needs to be determined in greater depth. It would appear that such data could only be obtained through longitudinal studies. Of interest here would be the effects of a structured home musical environment on the above identified variables. What effect, for instance, would the use of recorded music in the home nursery have on these abilities? Some evidence exists that infants are most susceptible to sound. Recordings of the mother’s heartbeat have been shown to calm distraught infants. The possibilities for research in this area seem almost endless.

C. Education

1. Further study of the reasons for withdrawal of students from music activities in the secondary school might provide data which would effect changes in the music curriculum and the practices in music education. Some evidence exists which suggests that some high school students do not wish to spend evening hours in school music
activities. Other evidence suggests that a large portion of the students would rather participate in music listening activities rather than performance activities. The identification of the valid reasons for students withdrawing from music activities would provide some criteria for the evaluation of existing activities in the music education program.

2. The identification and analysis of reasons for student participation in school music activities would also provide some indication of student values and also some measure of the effectiveness of the music program. Do students participate primarily because of musical values, or primarily because of non-musical values? The relationships which exist between expressed reasons (values) and the type of music program would indicate, to some extent, the influence of various types of programs.

D. Post High School

1. Studies on the music reading (vocal) ability of adults could give some indication of the need of this ability, its use, and value in adult life, and most importantly, the effectiveness of the school music program in developing this ability. No studies on this topic were found in the literature. Research on various aspects of this topic might reveal data which might alter existing concepts pertaining to objectives and the functional uses of music in everyday living.

2. The number of college students participating in musical activities and enrolling in music courses in terms of their public school experience in music might provide a type of evaluation of the school music program. Many college campuses contain a large number of students who participated in music activities in the public schools
but who do not continue music study in college. What reasons seem to account for this change in behavior? How are such reasons related to those given for participation in high school music activities? Are the reasons for lack of music registrations at the college level primarily due to program requirements and scheduling problems as indicated by some music teachers, or are they due to a "burning-out" of student interest and motivation as indicated by other music educators?

III. The Teaching-Learning Process

A. Transmission of the Culture

1. Very little information is available on effective methods of presenting music literature to junior and senior high school students. The data available suggest that the discussion method, probably at the reflective level, is a more effective means of presentation than sheer listening alone. This mode of presentation is recommended for classes in music appreciation and music literature. No research has been conducted on this problem in junior and senior high school performance activities or in the elementary school classroom music program. Studies are needed on the types of music literature seemingly most meaningful and appropriate to the various age and background levels of students, and the types of listening skills utilized by students. The relationships of these variables to the objectives of various music listening activities also must be determined.

2. Investigation of the use and value of programmed listening and instruction also is needed. Models for teaching music appreciation should be tested in the school situation.
3. The interests and perceptual levels of high school students in listening skills need further investigation. What elements in music appear to be most appealing to such students? What types of listeners are high school students—mood, ideational, cognitive? How does the type of listener relate to the age, sex, musical background, and social environment? What role does socialization play in the interest shown by high school students in listening to musical recordings?

B. Acculturation of the Individual

1. The role and value of classroom instruments (melody bells, autoharp, etc.) on the development of aural discrimination and music reading skills is yet to be determined. Additional experimentation on the space-frame concept in teaching music reading at the junior and senior high school level as well as the elementary school level would be valuable. The value of programmed listening and instruction in developing these abilities should be investigated. The musical perceptions of children, in terms of their age levels and sub-cultures, needs detailed study.

2. The value of tachistoscopic techniques for improving music reading skills with junior and senior high school students in choral music classes should be determined. Also, perceptual training of other types, which utilize behaviors of superior sight-readers as samples, might produce useful results.

3. Additional studies on the optimum maturational level for children to begin study of a musical instrument, with consideration given to the influence of musical background and psychological and sociological variables affecting children at various age levels, are needed. What age level appears optimum in terms of various
types of background in music? What age levels appear optimum for beginning instrumental music study in terms of the press of social activities, other school activities, and parental desires? These are some of the questions which might be appropriate for research study.

4. Detailed study is needed on the effects of overlearning and reminiscence in delayed performance, and on the effect of negative practice. What are the effects of silent drill or study on overlearning beyond the criterion of initial mastery? Is overlearning more beneficial as an aid in retention of one type of music as opposed to other types? Is efficient memorization of music for instrumental performance a matter of experience, cognitive abilities, or physical coordination? What are the effects of review in the process of overlearning?

5. Models of instruction for beginning instrumental music classes, which take into consideration musical background, psychological, and sociological factors, need to be developed and tested in the school environment.

6. Experimentation on segregated music classes for boys during the period of voice change should be conducted for purposes of determining the variables operating in a class of this type as opposed to those operating in mixed classes. Psychological and sociological variables would seem to be of import in studies of this kind. (See the previous and following sections for additional implications for research relating to the acculturation of the individual in the teaching-learning process.)

C. Aesthetic Sensitivity

The analysis of various teacher behaviors in terms of student
responses relative to aesthetic sensitivity has never been studied. What behavioral techniques, what environmental factors in the school and community, and what intellectual experiences enhance the development of aesthetic sensitivity at all levels of education. Models of instruction would seem to be an appropriate method of gaining data on these variables. The vagueness of the concept "aesthetic sensitivity" is in need of philosophical research and probably biological research. The objectives of instruction in terms of aesthetic sensitivity need investigation and definition. The characteristics of the aesthetic sensitivity of students to music needs to be determined. Relationships of such sensitivities to popular-commercial types of music also would seem to be an appropriate area of investigation.

D. Undifferentiated Concepts

Research is definitely needed on the role and function of the general music class in the program of music education from kindergarten through the twelfth grade in high school. The meaning of the concept "general music" has never been examined fully. What are the objectives of this type of class? What types of activities are most suitable for reaching these objectives? What teacher behaviors are most effective? What organization procedures (content and class-wise) are effective? How do students of various background and skills react to certain experiences in these classes? Model building and testing, and experimental methods of research would seem to be most appropriate in the study of these problems. The opportunities and needs for research in this area appear to be endless.
IV. Constraining Elements

A. Administration and Supervision

1. Comparisons are needed between different administrative organizations and practices such that some kind of evaluative criteria or guidelines can be developed. In this connection, it would be useful to have an analysis of the various types of supervisory relationships which exist between state-level staff and local staff. The legal as well as the extra-legal obligations of state-level personnel are an area which has had no examination.

2. The effect of school administration on the teaching-learning process and pupil achievement in music has had some examination. There is a need for the replication of these studies with more severe controls and a greater variety of achievement measures. The effects of administrative practices, such as budgetary and physical space allocations, faculty assignments, scheduling of music classes, and supervisory procedures, are relatively unknown. Specific relationships such as the following remain major questions: criteria for teaching loads at various levels derived from teacher behaviors and teacher achievement in various responsibilities; budgetary practices in relation to teaching success, pupil achievement, and educational objectives; the costs of music instruction compared with other subjects; the relationships between pupil achievement and scheduling; comparative analysis of local school system music supervision in differing school systems in terms of teacher achievement and growth as well as pupil achievement; analysis of supervisory competencies in behavioral terms.
B. Community Influence

The relationship of the community to school music remains a major question. There is evidence that secondary school music is directly influenced by parental groups and the inference is that this influence is negative to some degree. The elementary school music program appears to be little influenced by the community. The relatively exact nature of the influences which exist and the actual cultural orientation of school music at all levels has not been examined. The perceptions of the role of music in the schools by different segments of society and in differing geographical locations are unknown. Too, the perceptions of the role of music in the school held by various personnel within the school remain a behavioral and philosophical question. In addition to these perceptions, there is also the question of the function or service local professional musicians can be expected to fulfill. Comparative analyses of community social factors are needed on such variables as race, religion, and social status in terms of school music.

C. Contests and Festivals

The value of contests and festivals as one of the major endeavors of secondary school music and is a frequent source of debate among school musicians. There has been no controlled study of the contests and festivals. Four basic areas are in need of a variety of research investigations: analysis of the effectiveness of contests and festivals in terms of pupil behavior and teacher behavior; analyses of pupil and teacher motivations for participation in contests and festivals; the relationship of the quality of school music to contest participation; and the re-
relationship of contest participation to the type of total music curriculum in a school.

D. Philosophy

There are numerous inconsistencies in the information available about the philosophy of music education held by persons having different roles in education as a whole. The very need for a philosophy as a determinant of the quality of music education is an uninvestigated variable. The effect of a philosophy of music education or the lack of it on the methodology within music education both in long range and short range terms has not been investigated. The objectives for school music which are expressed in the professional literature have yet to be validated in objective terms. The behavioral implications of the varieties of philosophies and concomitant attitudes toward music education are also in need of analysis—particularly comparative analyses including teachers, parents, and administrative personnel. Perhaps most important is the need for a philosophy of music education constructed within the rational tradition but based on the knowledges available from the social and biological sciences.

E. Teaching Aids

The few studies which have been made on teaching aids have been limited previously to surveys of what is used. Pupil achievement through the use of differing media needs investigation. The experiments that have been conducted have compared a medium with traditional methods. Some aspects of teaching aids such as room sizes, room equipment arrangements, stage equipment and the acoustical properties of rooms have not been examined in terms of their actual effect on the teaching-learning process. A major assump—
tion underlying such activities as programmed instruction is that a student has been motivated to continue to learn or, in other words, has developed a love of learning. The effect of a medium's sound quality (on a student's interests and motivation) is a fundamental problem. Because much of school music at the elementary level is rote learning and because the early impressions in new experiences are so important, the effect of varying qualities of sound systems on the singing and aesthetic values of children is a fundamental problem.
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The contributions of various factors to musical ability were investigated by means of an instrument which was tested for its value in identifying musical potential in a group of eighth grade students. Data were obtained from the Drake Musical Memory Test, the "artistic" and "music" scales of the Kuder Preference Record, teachers' ratings of musical ability and reading, intelligence and arithmetic advancement scores, and an experimental Music Interest and Environmental Survey. The subjects were 250 eighth grade students from seven Chicago elementary schools. Students in two additional elementary schools and a high school concert band, were used for cross validation of the Drake Test and the experimental Survey. Comparisons were made between the highest 27 percent on the Drake test and the lowest 27 percent. More than twice as many subjects in the high group had instruments in the home, played an instrument, studied music privately, hoped to be in a high school music group, and preferred to participate rather than watch in an assembly. Both groups selected well-known popular singers, failed to name music as a favorite hobby, preferred moderately styled popular music, and preferred gym, music, and art as subjects in school. In regard to activities and musical interests, the survey separated those with high and low musical aptitude as measured by the Drake test. Teachers' ratings correlated more highly with the survey scores than with the Drake scores. The correlations between intelligence and arithmetic scores and the Drake test were found to be considerably higher than those reported by Drake. (Faculty Advisor: Max D. Engelhart and J. M. Wogniak).


An experiment was conducted to evaluate and compare musical values derived from a formal, traditional teaching process with those derived from an active, informal presentation. Two fifth grade music classes from one elementary school were chosen as experimental and control groups and the two groups were equated on eight relevant variables. A test battery was developed for the study, pre-tested, and administered at the beginning and end of the experimental period. The control group received traditional teacher directed training and the experimental group received largely self-initiated instruction. In both groups, listening activities were emphasized. Critical ratios were used to test observed differences in equating the groups as well as to test differences in test scores before and after the experimental method was applied. Reliability of the tests used was obtained by use of the Pearson Product Moment correlation. The subjects learned approximately the same amount of factual information from either method. Attitudes developed by the experimental group toward the values of music were significantly more positive than were those of the control group, the difference being significant at the .01 level.


In order to ascertain the status of the state supervisors of music and their programs, a check list was sent to and returned by all state and territory superintendents and music supervisors. From the obtained data it was found that 11 of the 53 states and territories required music instruction by law. Eight states had state supervisors of music while 18 states had some agency performing either all or part of the duties generally delegated to the state music supervisor. Seventeen state directors of education reported the need for a state supervisor while nine reported no need. Seventeen states
and territories issued courses of study in music. All music supervisors reported an interest in the promotion of music contests. Four state supervisors had duties in connection with the certification of teachers and two reported duties in teacher training. An “experimental” section was included in this study but, because of arbitrary test validation procedures, the results were inconclusive. (Faculty Advisor: Louis A. Pechstein).


The purposes of the study were to identify strengths and weaknesses from data presented by teachers in the field, to evaluate data and recommend areas needing attention in in-service programming, and to observe activities that suggest direction for pre-service training. A rating schedule and questionnaires were pre-tested and administered to a randomly selected sample of primary teachers, stratified by county in the state of Arizona. Fifty-seven elementary music specialists were asked to evaluate the effectiveness of three teachers with whom they were working. Of the 57, 14 usable replies were received. A jury of experts rated the emphasis different kinds of teacher competencies should be given in pre-service training. The investigator made 58 observations based on personal visits to ten school districts. Data were analyzed in means, frequencies, and percentages. Teachers, supervisors, and the investigator agreed that knowledge of the child voice was among the weakest competencies observed. There were very few competencies in which the teachers used in the study were sufficiently prepared. (Faculty Advisor: Hubert H. Mills).


An experiment was conducted on the relative effectiveness of teaching with the aid of certain educational sound motion pictures in the fields of natural science and music in grades five and seven, respectively, as contrasted to the usual methods of classroom instruction. A stratified sample of 1,425 seventh grade subjects was obtained in terms of socio-economic status, geographic location of the community, and mental ability (Pitney Rapid Survey Test, Form B). Teachers of control and experimental groups were equated on teaching ability as measured by Jacob's Rating Scale of Teaching Ability. Preliminary tests were administered to a pre-test group of c.350 subjects and weighted scores were developed. The validated tests were administered both before and after the fourteen week experimental period. For film evaluation, a check list was developed by the research staff of Erpi Picture Consultants, Inc. The Critical Ratio was used to test differences between control and experimenting groups. The sound films in this study made distinct contributions to learning. In music, the experimental group excelled the control group in average gains on non-picture test items in every unit studied. In the woodwind and the percussion units, the superiority of the experimental groups was statistically significant. The average gains made by the experimental groups in music exceeded those made by the control groups by statistically significant amounts in all groupings of high, average, and low mental ability (I.Q.) groups. (Faculty Advisor: George D. Strayer).


The purpose of this study was to determine the efficiency of three methods of teaching choral music through the evaluation of musical performance. From a group of 15 arbitrarily selected choral compositions a panel of experts selected nine, three each, in easy, medium, and difficult categories. Random selection was made to determine which method was to be used with the individual compositions. One composition from each category of difficulty received traditional treatment. In a like manner the remaining six compositions were assigned to either "rhythmic method" approach or "mood method" approach.
Each method was allotted 1½ hrs. during the three day experiment. On the fourth day, recordings were made of all nine compositions which were judged by a panel of choral directors for effectiveness of learning. There appeared to be no significant difference in the effectiveness of the three methods used in this study. The over-all difficulty of the composition did not appear to have any effect on the efficiency of any one particular method of teaching choral music. (Faculty Advisor: Erwin H. Schneider).


In an effort to determine the status and practices of music supervision in the elementary schools from small school systems (based on enrollment) of New York State, a questionnaire was developed from an inquiry form sent to all school systems in New York State having an enrollment within the range of 200 to 1,550 students. The questionnaire was tested and refined twice before being sent to the 154 school systems indicating that a music supervisor was included on the staff. Seventy-seven questionnaires were returned. Conclusions based on the data obtained were as follows: music supervision was not universal in small school systems of New York State, the professional training and teaching experience of the music specialists who participated in the study were not the determinants of the presence or absence of music supervision in some elementary schools, and the lack of undergraduate preparation of grade teachers in music seemed to be an important factor hindering the use of music supervisory practices in some elementary schools of New York State. (Faculty Advisor: Bjornor Bergethon).


Current practices in music education in the elementary schools of Northeastern Ohio were ascertained by the use of a questionnaire which was based on statements from authorities in music education and was sent to a stratified sample of 69 schools in Northeastern Ohio. It was found that music specialists were responsible for the direction of the music program in the entire school system as follows: city school systems, 39 of 45; exempted village systems, nine of ten; and county systems, three of fourteen. Three schools did not employ a music specialist. Elementary classroom teachers taught 57 percent of the music in the schools studied. The music specialist was consulted in about three percent of the schools in hiring teachers. About four percent of the supervisors rated teachers for placement, retention, or promotion. Forty-three percent of the schools had a locally adopted course of study in music of which approximately 37 percent were written by the music specialist. Music classes were regularly scheduled in about 93 percent of the schools studied. (Faculty Advisor: David P. Harry, Jr.).


The purpose of the study was to determine whether there was homogeneity of characteristics of personality and temperament among selected school music teachers, and to determine, whether they differed atypically in these respects from the adult general population. Criteria for "outstanding teachers" were established. Two samples were obtained: (1) teachers recognized as outstanding by a jury of 22 judges; (2) general, average teachers who had not been selected. A total of 316 teachers were selected for the study. The test battery, consisting of Cattell's 16 PF, the Thurstone Temperament Schedule, and a personal data sheet, was administered individually by the investigator. Data were analyzed by use of correlation coefficients, F test, chi square, and the critical ratio. Comparisons of temperament scores were made between teachers who indicated they were highly satisfied with their jobs and those teachers who were not highly satisfied as music teachers.
Measurable differences in personality and temperament trait characteristics were identified and were related to teaching effectiveness as defined by the investigator. Both the normative and the correlational statistical analyses procedures employed indicated the two groups mentioned above differed significantly on six factors of Cattell's 16 PE and on three factors of the Thurstone Temperament Schedule. The selected (outstanding) teachers were higher than the unselected (random) teachers in: general mental ability, perseverance and persistence, self-sufficiency, permissiveness, confidence, less tension and less anxiety, more active; leadership qualities, and emotional stability. Findings on the normative and on the correlational statistics tended to confirm and reinforce each other. (Faculty Advisor: Ralph E. Rush).


The music programs of the elementary white schools in South Carolina were evaluated in terms of current opinions and writings in the field of music education. The evaluative criteria were obtained as follows: personal interviews were conducted with various outstanding persons in music education, the literature was analyzed, and a questionnaire was sent to the 48 state superintendents in the U.S., 47 being returned. For other data a questionnaire was sent to all principals of white elementary schools in South Carolina (N=552). The data were analyzed by a comparison of raw numbers. The survey revealed that South Carolina lacked state leadership and supervision in elementary music education. Most teachers were inadequately prepared and the schools did not have adequate equipment to teach music in the classroom. For example, only nine percent of the white public elementary classrooms had pianos. Most curricula were not organized to incorporate music in the elementary educational program. The principals were unaware of the standards and structures of adequate, well-balanced music programs in their schools. Most of the schools did engage in some type of public music performances each year. (Faculty Advisor: Newton Edwards).


The purposes of the study were: (1) to develop a device for sampling music preferences; (2) to discover what music young people like and how much, or how little, music preferences vary in teen-agers; (3) to verify or contradict results of previous studies of music preference, and to determine if children of different communities actually live in different worlds of music. Students in grades seven through fourteen in Phoenix, Arizona, and Cumberland, Maryland, were subjects. Music Preference Inventory, Short Social Status Inventory, and Personal Information Inventory were administered. The study indicated that there were statistically significant differences in the music preferences of high and low socio-economic groups for some kinds of music. Primarily it was a difference in the degree of preference and not of one group accepting a kind of music rejected by the other. It could not be generalized that socio-economic status causes enough difference between pupils to warrant variations of presentations to general music classes which vary according to the general socio-economic class. Mass media condition preferences; and if they have "leveled" taste, it seems to have been a higher level. Preferred means of listening to music is the radio, followed by the phonograph and television. Music classes and assemblies ranked very low. Much variation in music preference within the "teen" age span was evidenced. In general, the results of the Music Preference Inventory verified results of other studies. Whatever the causes, popular-commercial music selections proved most acceptable to all teen-agers, without difference according to age, socio-economic class, or sex. (Faculty Advisor: Ralph E. Rush).

In an investigation of the effects of overlearning, initial learning ability, and relearning-review upon the music retention scores of 84 junior high school cornet and trumpet players, the investigator divided the subjects into three groups equally balanced as to playing ability. One group received no overlearning, another group received about 50 percent overlearning, and the third group received 100 percent overlearning. After two weeks and again at four weeks each subject relearned the same exercise. Intelligence test scores were correlated with initial learning trials and data on effects of overlearning, initial learning ability, and temporal position were tested by analysis of variance. No evidence was found to support the notion that overlearning of music material facilitates its recall at a later date; this was true for both the two and the four week period. Effects of overlearning were the same for subjects of above average, average, and below average ability although the subject's ability did affect the ease of relearning. Relearning scores after four weeks were significantly improved by the review which occurred at the two week relearning period. Review improved the below average subjects significantly more than it did for the average and the above average subjects. (Faculty Advisor: Edwin Gordon).

An investigation was made into the considerations for housing and equipping the music department which are common to and essential in a total program of education. The data was obtained: (1) through a questionnaire which was sent to music educators and school architects; (2) from research findings in acoustics; and (3) from architectural literature. Recommendations were developed from the questionnaire results and from a collation of research in acoustics and architectural design. (Faculty Advisor: Irving Wolfe).

An examination was made of the courses of study for music in the 59 city schools listed as three-year senior high schools in the 1959-1960 Ohio Educational Directory. Letters of inquiry were sent to the schools requesting a course of study for music. Replies were received from 51 schools, 13 of which were able to provide courses of study for the investigation. The data were organized and analyzed in terms of "stated aims and objectives" and "variety and scope of music courses offered," as described by Leonard and House. Twenty-four schools (47.06 percent) did not use a course of study. Of the objectives stated for the large choral groups, a greater number involved mental and motor skills than other types of learning; while for large instrumental groups, a greater number involved attitudes. Of the objectives stated for the academic music courses, a greater number involved knowledge and understanding than other types of learning. Academic music courses were reported by 75 percent of the schools, while the emphasis was on harmony and theory courses rather than broad, exploratory courses of history and appreciation. In most courses of study, aims and objectives for the advanced choral groups were more numerous and more explicit than those stated for the "training" groups. Considering the objectives stated in the available courses of study, it was concluded that marching band contributed little to the musical growth of participant students in terms of intrinsic musical value. (Faculty Advisor: Charlotte DuBois).


A total of 9007 elementary school children in nine states submitted (by questionnaire) a list of songs that they both liked and disliked. All respondents were from schools using either The American Singer or the New Music Horizon series. Characteristics of the preferred songs were compared to discover any similarities, the same procedure being employed for the disliked songs. It was found that the types of music the children learned outside of school and liked to sing were similar for all grades, jazz being ranked first. No sex differences were apparent in song preferences. Characteristics of preferred songs included strong melodic movement, well defined cadences ending on tonic, major mode, primary chordal background, and dynamic variation. Disliked songs possessed words not in keeping with believed interests of the various age groups, a static melody, a frequent use of "do" and tonic triad, an imperfect authentic cadence, ending tones other than "do", and accompaniments which repeated the melody. The length of the song appeared to have little or no bearing on the choices. (Faculty Advisor: Charles Leonhard).


A comparison was made of the results of thematic music memory tests taken from listening experiences, with and without the use of program notes. Twenty musical themes were played for the students to determine if they had heard them before. Four separate classes (N=100) participated in the experiment with classes serving alternately as control and experimental groups. At intervals of approximately seven class days, two selections from the original pool were used in a listening program. Control groups were given presentations without program notes while the experimental groups were given presentations with program notes, discussion and hearing motives played on the piano. The original twenty themes were played again. Students were asked to identify them. First and second test results were compared. Questionnaires were administered to determine students' preferences for methods. The students' ability to recognize musical themes presented with or without program notes was nearly equal. The largest total number of compositions identified occurred in students having the highest intelligence, and decreased as the level of intelligence dropped. The compositions presented without program notes were identified more frequently by students in the I.Q. range of 70 to 109. The largest total of compositions identified was found in students with previous private and public school music study. Boys scored slightly higher in identification of compositions than girls. Program notes exceeded other factors as an aid to musical memory, while melody was indicated by a greater number of students as a preference factor. A majority of students preferred program notes. (Faculty Advisor: Archie Jones).


An analysis was made of the basic requirements minimum standards, and course offerings and credits for undergraduate music majors preparing to teach music in the public schools and the findings compared to the "Standards for the Evaluation of the College Curriculum for the Training of the School Music Teacher." A total of 24 universities, liberal arts schools and teachers colleges were chosen from the midwestern states. An analysis was made of the 1958-1959 catalogues of each institution and a personal visit was made to each institution where interviews were held with the head of the music and the music education departments, music methods teachers, and at least three music education students who had received some student teaching experience. Although heads of music departments agreed that teacher training institutions should conform to minimum M.E.N.C. standards, data revealed that not all of the institutions surveyed did meet the minimum standards, especially in the areas of "Musical Performance" and "Professional Education." The administrators in the teacher's colleges indicated that the requirements in general education overbalanced those in music and professional education. Minimum music entrance requirements to the teacher training program varied greatly. Eighty percent of the music majors in departments and schools of music were in
the teacher training programs, 85 percent electing this program in their freshman year. (Faculty Advisor: Neal E. Glenn).


A survey was made concerning current practices in the general music course in the senior high schools of some selected midwestern states. A preliminary survey was conducted to determine which senior high schools, of more than 100 students, had a general music program, and to determine the willingness of these schools to cooperate in the study. Sixty-four percent of the schools responded to this preliminary survey. The questionnaire was sent to the 78 schools. Thirty-five of the 47 returned questionnaires were usable. The data were compiled in percentages. About one-fifth of the high schools (responding to the preliminary survey) offered a course in general music. The specific objectives of the course varied greatly, but the overall objective was to promote a better understanding, knowledge, and appreciation of music. In most of the schools the class met five full-length class periods per week. More than one-half of the teachers organized the material around interest centers. A large majority of the schools offered the course as an elective and for credit (½ to 1 credit per semester). More than three-fourths of the teachers thought that their college training prepared them adequately for teaching such a course. The most successful activities were field trips, the study of jazz and popular music, and the writing of original compositions. (Faculty Advisor: Marcus E. Hahn).


An achievement test was developed for use in the field of music education at the graduate level as device in guidance and the prediction of success. Nine fields from three general areas were included as follows: (1) Educational Administration and Curriculum, (2) General Psychology, (3) History of Education, (4) Music Education, (5) General Psychology, (6) Educational Psychology and Measurements, (7) Psychology of Music, (8) History of Music, (9) Theory of Music, Instrumentation and Conducting. The first form of the test (Form A) contained 300 items for the three general areas of Education, Psychology and music. The subjects were 60 students at 5 major universities. "Form A validity was estimated as r=.345±.0114 to .51±.0905 using total score, teachers ratings, and students' grades." A split-half method of analysis for reliability yielded a correlation of .934±.0154. After items were analyzed for potency, 50 were eliminated leaving a test (Form B) of 250 multiple choice questions with five alternatives for answers. Form B was administered to 200 students in 13 colleges and universities. The correlation between total score and grade point average was .256±.0317. Between total score and teacher rating it was .57±.0052. The reliability as measured by the split-half method was an r=.94±.0049. The items on Form B were analyzed for potency using 185 randomly selected papers. The upper 27 percent and the lower 27 percent were used to calculate an index of discrimination and degree of difficulty. The analysis revealed that 186 items of the 200 item Form B were usable with no more than 90 percent and no less than 20 percent of the group able to answer correctly. (Faculty Advisor: E. Thayer Gaston).


A survey was made of elementary school pupils from grades two through six to find what attitudes they had toward their public school learning experiences in music. A forced choice check sheet was designed and checked for reliability in a test-retest situation. The investigator administered all tests personally to the 2594 subjects from twenty schools in southern Wisconsin; ten of the schools had music specialists and in
ten schools the classroom teacher taught music. Both sexes showed a decline in favorable attitudes toward music as grade level increased. More girls than boys were found to have a positive attitude at the second grade level. Musical play activities were welcomed by the subjects more than were music reading and writing. The music specialist and the classroom teacher presented similar activities and showed little differences in results of their teaching as far as attitudes toward music were concerned. (Faculty Advisor: Robert G. Peters).


A survey was made to determine: (1) the major weaknesses of music teachers in the secondary schools of Kansas, (2) if the weaknesses designated by school administrators differ from those indicated by music teachers, (3) if the weaknesses varied in accordance with the population size of schools and communities, and (4) if the weaknesses of music teachers distinguished them from teachers in other fields. A questionnaire was constructed and administered to six graduate students to determine comprehensibility. The questionnaire, based on music teacher weaknesses as discussed in the music education literature, was sent to a stratified random sample of 150 school administrators and 150 music teachers in Kansas, 108 being returned by the administrators and 85 by the music teachers. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. The lack of sufficient discipline control appeared to be the most common weakness. More than one-half of the subjects indicated that teaching skill, leadership, cooperation, emotional stability, tactfulness, and academic knowledge were common weaknesses. Seven of the highest percentages of frequencies were weaknesses not connected with musical training. Generally, school administrators and music teachers agreed on the common weaknesses of music teachers. The greatest difference in opinions between the two groups occurred in regard to the musical aspects of the professional competencies. Little difference in opinions was found between large and small school teachers and administrators. (Faculty Advisor: Gerald M. Carney).


The purposes of this project were to analyze in detail 25 arbitrarily selected symphonies of the classic period (1760-1800) which are adaptable for use by the school orchestra of today and to adapt the Symphony in D Major, Op. 183, No. 1, by Carl Phillip Emanuel Bach for the school symphony. A general background of the development of the symphony and the symphonic form from Sammartini through Beethoven was discussed. Previous revisions and editions were criticized and criteria for developing an edition were established in terms of the capabilities of school student musicians. The criteria were obtained from published sources and interviews with music educators. In terms of those criteria, a full orchestral score of the C.P.E. Bach Symphony was reproduced with alterations and revisions indicated by smaller manuscript symbols. (The score is bound separately from the text.) Personnel and facilities needed to perform the edited symphony were also stated. (Faculty Advisor: James L. Mursell).


Music is frequently the only extra-curricular course offered in small high schools. The purpose of the study was to determine whether or not music students in these schools have a greater interest in music than do the non-music students from the same schools. The Kuder Preference Record, Form BB, was administered to 354 music students and 96 non-music students from seven high schools and one "university madrigal group." The upper and lower quartiles of scores obtained from the Kuder Preference Record were compared in terms of percentages. Among all subjects, a rather consistent musical interest.
seemed to prevail. Of students participating in musical activities, the greatest percentage of both males and females showed a definite interest in music. About one-third of the females and one-fourth of the males in the non-music groups scored above the 75th percentile in musical interest. Dislike of music was not apparent in either music or non-music groups although some variation among schools was indicated. There appeared to be very little difference between sexes in both music and non-music groups.


A survey and evaluations were made of the programs followed by selected non-accredited liberal arts colleges in the preparation of public school music teachers. The entire population (N=42) of colleges was studied, meeting the following criteria: coeducational, independently controlled, liberal arts college, non-accredited, four-year curriculum in music education leading to the baccalaureate degree. Data were obtained from the catalogues of all 42 colleges, from a questionnaire to which 27 colleges responded, and from personal interviews with college music educators in 16 of the 27 colleges. Programs were evaluated by the use of relevant criteria published by N.A.S.M. and A.A.C.T.E. Admission selection in the colleges was based generally on the student's admission to the college rather than on his admission to the teacher education curriculum. Divisions of study in which the means fell below the N.A.S.M. standards were in music, while the means which exceeded the standard were primarily in non-music studies. Elective studies were most commonly made in applied music while professional education was selected least. The colleges studied (with few exceptions) followed a policy of post-entrance selection of music education students. Approximately one-half of the colleges required a senior recital, while 87 percent required a secondary medium of performance, usually piano. No college met the curricular requirements of the N.A.S.M. in terms of content and credit-hours for all five divisions of the music education curriculum. Omissions in terms of these criteria were in the following areas: general education, music theory and conducting, instrumental techniques, specific areas within the professional sequence, and the assignment to student teaching. (Faculty Advisor: Thurber H. Madison).


A survey was made to define and to establish acceptable criteria which would indicate the appropriate skill in the major performance area for music education students. After a review of pertinent literature and standards proposed by various professional organizations, a tentative list of criteria was constructed. The source of each statement of criteria was also listed. The questionnaire was submitted to a group of experts for revision purposes. It then was submitted to the heads of each school of music listed in the NASM list of 1959, and all music supervisors in the nation in cities of 50,000 or greater populations. The department heads were requested to distribute one copy of the questionnaire to each of the following: a teacher of applied music and a teacher of music education. Of 874 questionnaires sent 332 were returned. The data were analyzed largely in percentages and means. There was much disagreement among the respondents in the areas of "Proficiency Required for Graduation" and "Proficiency Required for College Entrance." After analyzing mean scores of all the respondents reactions, it was determined that 19 of the criteria used in the questionnaire were without need of revision. In each of the criteria accepted by the writer the group mean rank was not below 2.8 of a possible five points. Criteria used in the questionnaire which were not acceptable to the respondents were found in the areas of performing repertoire, transposition on major instrument, memorization, performing proficiency, and reading ability. (Faculty Advisor: William B. McBride).

A survey of adult and pupil attitudes toward school music was made in six Missouri communities which were selected from a population of 79 communities. The schools in the population were stratified according to size. A jury of eight music educators who were familiar with the area selected the six school communities in terms of community and school "typicalness" as well as by criteria supplied by the investigator. Questionnaires were administered to adult residents and high school students (randomly selected) in each of the six schools. The first questionnaire, unstructured opinions within categories, was followed by the administration of a second, structured questionnaire which was given to a second, randomly selected sample in each community. It was concluded that music education should continue to strive to provide maximum opportunities for participation. The quality of school performance did not affect opinions regarding opportunity for participation. Music education promoted the acquisition of musical skills, but this was not the most important aspect of the program in the opinion of the respondents who indicated that there was a need for more emphasis on teaching an appreciation of "good music." The public tended to evaluate a music teacher in terms of general qualifications and characteristics rather than specific skills and attainments. There was a need for increased emphasis upon general music at all levels. The public proved to be a relatively homogenous group as far as attitudes toward music education were concerned. (Faculty Advisor: E. Thayer Gaston).


The ways knowledge of harmony and the skills involving harmony serve the high school choral teacher in the teaching situation was investigated by a check list which was submitted to 1,056 choral directors with 624 responding. The sample was selected on the basis of recommendations by authorities, high ratings in contests, and prominence in choral activities. By a percentage analysis of the replies, activities involving harmony were placed into three categories of usefulness. The most frequently used method of studying harmony of a composition before the rehearsal was its performance on the piano. Silent study of the score ranked second. Harmonic skills used (ranked according to frequency of use) most often were: (1) making sure that the chords rendered by the choral group are the same as those written in the score, (2) transposing from the written key, (3) altering the score, and (4) making up accompaniments. Composing was reported by 27.6 percent of respondents, while 45.5 percent reported that they arranged music. A majority reported that they limited such activities to three compositions per year. When choosing music for choral use, harmonic aspects were reported as being more important than rhythm or melody. Respondents reported the following methods in selecting music, and in the following order: (1) reading silently, (2) playing on the piano. It further was concluded that even though transposing was indicated as the second most widely used harmonic skill, knowledge of harmony and skill involving harmony do not function importantly in the activity. (Faculty Advisor: James L. Mursell).


An investigation was made into the use of recordings of song book materials as an aid to the teaching of grade school vocal music. Two groups (grades two through five) were equated on socio-economic aspects, physical measurements, and attitudes toward classroom procedures and toward music. They were also equated on teacher variables including length of experience, musical training, attitudes toward experimentation and music teaching and teacher effectiveness. Control groups in each grade used procedures advocated by their textbook series. The experimental groups were taught by use of recordings supplied with the textbook series. Groups which were taught rote singing
materials entirely by the use of recordings appeared to learn as well as groups which
were taught rote singing materials by other means. When technical problems presented
by the rote songs became more advanced than the teachers were capable of teaching, the
experimental groups excelled. At the grade levels where the acquisition of reading
skills was the major effort, the control groups excelled. The rates of learning were
significantly greater for the experimental groups. The only significant improvements
in music achievement as measured by the Knuth tests were made by only two of the control
groups. In the learning of rote materials the groups which used recordings secured
consistently better performance ratings in the time-rhythm area than they did in the
pitch and general effect areas. Children expressed a preference for the recorded voices
of men and children. (Faculty Advisor: John W. Beattie).

29. Calder, Robert W. "Factors Influencing Male Music Education Graduates of Certain
Pennsylvania Institutions of Higher Education to Leave or Not Enter the Profession."

A survey was made of all of the male music education graduates of nine Pennsylvania
institutions of higher education (1950-59) for the purpose of determining the causal
factors for their leaving the profession of music education. This yielded a sample of
119 teachers who had left the profession and 88 graduates who had not entered. These
subjects were sent a questionnaire which was pre-tested and revised. Response consist-
ency was determined through partial readministration of the instrument and through
interviews with 15 of the original respondents. A primary reason male music educators
left or did not enter the profession was the acceptance of another position which offered
higher salary, better working conditions, or more prestige. Two closely related factors
which were considered highly important were the limited opportunities for advancement in
public school music teaching, the unsatisfactory maximum salary potential, and the un-
satisfactory initial teaching salary. Five important factors were related to problems
with school administrators. Three other factors were the musical immaturity of public
school students, a poor attitude toward music by the students, and a dissatisfaction on
the part of the teacher with the level and/or quality of music. In comparing instru-
mental majors, vocal majors, and majors in "both", majors in "both" were significantly
more dissatisfied. In comparing teachers of all grades and secondary teachers, secondary
teachers were significantly more dissatisfied. (Faculty Advisor: Frances Andrews).

30. Campbell, W. Paul. "A Study of District and All-State Music Festivals in Pennsy-
lvania with Implications for the Pennsylvania Music Educators Association." Unpublished

The study was designed to determine whether or not the Pennsylvania All-State and
District Festivals were providing the musical, educational, social, and aesthetic experi-
ences stated in the aims and objectives of the Pennsylvania Music Educators Associa-
tion (P.M.E.A.) as viewed by ex-student participants, principals, and music teachers. A
questionnaire was constructed and refined three times before being submitted to the
subjects. The questionnaires were sent to all past student participants of the years
1947 and 1954 as well as to administrators and teachers whose students participated
during 1954. Of 2,042 questionnaires sent 1,054 were returned. Critical ratios were
used to test for significant differences between high and low responses and chi square
test observed differences between responses categorized by school clas-
ification. No general agreement existed concerning the procedures and administration of the festi-
vals. There were no significant differences between the responses from schools of different
sizes. A high degree of agreement was found among all respondents indicating that
the music festivals were perceived to be accomplishing the stated aims and objectives of P.M.E.A. (Faculty Advisor: Hummel Fishburn).
A questionnaire was sent to each of 147 Kansas high schools during the school year 1957-1958 in order to determine the status of music in schools having an enrollment of less than 150 students. One hundred twelve questionnaires were returned. All data were collected during the 1957-1958 school year and were stated in frequencies and percentages. Music courses offered for credit by at least 50 percent of the schools surveyed, in order of frequency were as follows: band, boys' glee club, girls' glee club, and chorus. Ensembles, both instrumental and vocal, were found in 52 percent of the schools but were offered for credit in only 35 percent. Fourteen percent of the schools offered general music. Three schools did not offer any music.

The purpose of the study was to evaluate the existing vocal music education program at Wayne State University in order to determine its adequacy in light of the need for its graduates. A check list was sent to superintendents of 93 school districts in seven counties of Michigan to secure information pertaining to the teaching of vocal music in the elementary schools. A questionnaire then was based on the objectives from the superintendents check list and professional literature, and was given as a pre-test to undergraduate music education students. The revised questionnaire was sent to 20 student teachers and 63 graduates from the Wayne State Vocal Music Education program. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. It was concluded that adequate opportunities were provided for developing sight singing, rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic dictation, musicianship, choral performance abilities and technical aspects of voice and singing. Inadequate areas in teacher preparation were: improvising, modulating, and transposing at the piano, arranging and writing choral music, knowledge of orchestral instruments, score reading ability, and eurhythmics. The following areas were found to be inadequate in meeting accepted standards: opportunities for learning experiences related to teacher of music appreciation and creative activities, knowledge of philosophies and trends in music education, a knowledge of more than one teaching method, learning to use rhythm, harmony, and melody instruments, supervisory practices, and observation prior to student teaching. The most neglected areas in student teaching were the use of instruments in teaching and opportunities to correlate music with other curriculum areas. (Faculty Advisor: Lynn Nicholas).

A questionnaire was devised and distributed to 1700 high school students in two high schools (one in New York City and one in New Jersey) for the purpose of finding what relationships may exist between the subjects high school students study and their out-of-school activities. There were 504 respondents to music items. Comparisons were made between three groups having differing quantities of music experience: (1) three to four semesters, (2) one to two semesters, (3) no music. Items used for comparison were a) reading music literature, b) attending musical performances, c) participating in musical performances, d) playing musical instruments, e) listening to the radio or phonograph. Subjects with one or two semesters or no music did not differ significantly on any of the items. The differences between these two groups and the more experienced group ranged from twice as much out-of-school activity to one-third more on items a), b), c), and d). The groups were almost equal on item e) with the musically experienced at 93 percent and the no music experience at 90 percent. More girls than boys tended to be involved in music. No relationship was found between out-of-school activities and age, intelligence, available leisure time, or home environment. A strong relationship...
existed with a student’s place in the upper quartile in music grades, preference for
music in school, the quantity of musical activity in school, and taking private music
lessons. (Faculty Advisor: P. M. Symonds).

34. Christy, Leo J. "A Study of the Relationships Between Musicality, Intelligence,

The 103 students who had matriculated as freshmen from 1948 to 1952 at Indiana
University, School of Music; were used as subjects in a study of relationships between
musicality, intelligence, achievement, and certain other subsidiary variables of under-
graduate music students. The data were collected from the registrar's office, scores on
a psychometric battery, and scores on a music aptitude battery consisting of three
standardized tests. They were analyzed after the subjects had been grouped according
to the music degree curriculum. Comparisons were made between subjects in the four
degree curricula and in performance medium. The variable of age was positively correlated
with success on the music aptitude battery, the older students making fewer errors. The
variable of sex showed a significant relationship only with the Madison Tonal Imagery
Test, on which the females averaged about three to five errors less than the males. The
variable of degree curriculum showed a significant relationship only with the Drake
Musical Memory Test, on which the B.M. graduates averaged approximately 3.5 errors less
than the B.M.E. graduates. The variables of intelligence test scores showed low but
positive relationships with scores made on the music test battery. There was no signifi-
cant difference between the graduates and the drop-outs of this study with regard to
the distribution within groups of the sexes, the degree curricula, or the performance
media among the B.M and B.M.E. students. Achievement in music study could not be pre-
dicted on the basis of intelligence test scores or music aptitude test scores. (Faculty
Advisor: Jack M. Watson).

35. Cockrum, James E. "A Comparative Study of Selected Educational Music Film Evalu-

The purposes of the study were to identify the similarities and differences in
evaluations of music films made by five selected groups, to determine the degree of
unanimity within and between the groups, and to draw conclusions concerning the quality
of educational music films and the merit of the evaluation forms developed. Five groups
of 24 evaluators were selected from (1) college music educators, (2) college music
specialists, (3) secondary school music teachers, (4) secondary school music students,
(5) secondary school non-music students. The investigator screened 124 films, select-
ing nine according to eleven criteria. Evaluation forms based on the criteria were
constructed. Also constructed were a personal data sheet for adults, a student music
film questionnaire, and a personal data form for secondary students. The nine films
were previewed and the forms used by graduate students in music education. Three final
films were then chosen and the forms revised. A pilot study was made using four univers-
ity music faculty members and a group of secondary students. The final version of
the form was administered to subjects in eight colleges and thirteen high schools. Al-
though there was disagreement on all items within groups, the distribution of disagree-
ment was similar between groups. High school subjects revealed a different orientation
to the films than did teachers concerning suggested revisions. Music educators and non-
music students were more negatively critical while music students and high school in-
structors gave the highest overall ratings. There was no generalizable agreement con-
cerning the quality of the films within or between groups. Specialized and detailed
evaluation forms were concluded to be more satisfactory than brief general forms.
(Faculty Advisor: Carolyn Guss).

36. Coe, Robert M. "A Comparative Analysis of the Music Programs of Selected Teachers
Colleges, Liberal Arts Colleges, and State Universities, and the Rating of These Pro-
grams by Public School Music Teachers." Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Colorado
The curriculum content for the education of public school music teachers was examined in selected teachers colleges, liberal arts colleges, and state universities in order to compare viewpoints held by public school music teachers regarding their professional preparation and their professional needs, and to compare curricular offerings in the three institution types. Thirty institutions (ten of each type) were arbitrarily selected from the central United States. Questionnaires were sent to each institution requesting information regarding curricular requirements. Statements were obtained regarding professional needs from a large group of music teachers. A rating sheet of fifty-one statements was compiled. The Q-sort technique of forced-choice ratings was used. The subjects were chosen such that an equal number were graduates from each of the institution types being studied. Comparisons were made on a frequency basis between the observed rankings and institution-type from which the subjects had graduated. There was little difference in required semester hours for graduation in the three institution types. The majority of the faculty was listed in the applied areas in all three types of institutions. The student-faculty ratios were as follows: state universities 8:1, state colleges 7:1, liberal arts colleges 4:1. Findings from the Q sort revealed that two main ideas were prominently favored in the rankings: (1) that the teacher possess the personable qualities and leadership ability, and (2) a need for more methodology in the training of the music teacher. Music education was the most common major in music in all institutions. Those institutions offering the Bachelor of Music degree placed more emphasis upon music content courses than upon teacher training. (Faculty Advisor: E. E. Mohr).


The purposes of this study were to report, compare (where possible), and discuss data concerning the teaching load and related activities as reported by 529 music teachers in Indiana public schools for the school year, 1953-1954. A questionnaire was constructed and sent to the 1284 music teachers as listed in the Indiana School Music Teachers' Directory, 1953-1954, from which 529 usable questionnaires were returned. The findings were expressed in percentages and were compared with studies by and recommendations of the N.E.A. and the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools (N.C.A.C.S.S.). The responding teachers reported a greater teaching load than that found in other studies and as recommended by N.C.A.C.S.S. The average number of periods taught per week was 28.45 periods. Teachers also reported a higher number of pupil-periods per week (932.31) than that recommended by the N.C.A.C.S.S. Fifty percent of the responding teachers indicated that they taught at all three grade levels (elementary, junior high, and senior high) with an average of 3 hours and 22 minutes devoted weekly to assigned duties other than classroom teaching. The average hours of the respondent's work week was 51 hours and 55 minutes. The teachers reported an average of 16.5 concert performances per teacher per year. Slightly more than 50 percent of the instrumental teachers reported contest participation and slightly less than 50 percent of the vocal teachers did so. Teachers in smaller communities (under 9,999) reported more contest participation (61.7 percent to 77 percent) than did teachers in larger communities (37.0% to 41.2%). (Faculty Advisor: E. E. Harris).


An investigation was made of curriculum trends in institutions of higher learning which differed in size and organization and to find if any apparent patterns or trends were emerging. Florida institutions of higher learning were matched with a set of schools within the 16 state Southern Regional Education Board. An additional set of schools was obtained from various parts of the nation outside of the Southern Region. A preliminary questionnaire was compiled and revised by interviews with several...
arbitrarily selected music educators as well as the Southern Region's Research Staff. A noticeable trend was found toward the possession of academic degrees among faculty members and away from the conservatory diploma or no degree. More than 60 percent of the deans or chairmen of the college music departments and the university schools of music held a doctorate. The diploma or non-degree administrator had diminished to one-third over a ten-year period. The N.A.S.M. was reported to have a very prominent voice in the accreditation of all the schools offering a music education curriculum, regardless of whether or not they are members of the association. State teacher certification requirements were becoming more universal throughout the country. The Bachelor of Music Education degree was emerging as the most frequently attained bachelor's degree in music. The Master of Music degree in applied music was appearing as the most prevalent degree on the upper level, with the Master of Music Education degree ranking second. Few curriculum changes were reported.


The purpose of the study was to investigate selected aspects of pupil audio-visual discrimination achievement in music in one public school system. The subjects were 1298 students in the fifth and sixth grade; 832 in the seventh grade; 682 in the eighth grade; 465 in ninth grade; and 583 in high school. Eliminated were those studying non-school instruments privately, except piano, and physically handicapped students. Comparisons were made between vocal, vocal-piano, instrumental, instrumental-piano groupings in terms of I.Q. and scores on the Foss, Knuth Achievement Tests in Music, Aliferis Music Achievement Test, and Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale. In addition 93 pairs of subjects were created to test the value of selected instrumental methods books. It was found that the newer, song-based methods books resulted in higher achievement than the older mechanistic books. Instrumental and pianistic students consistently achieved higher scores on the Knuth and Aliferis tests. Students studying both instrumental and vocal music were the highest achievers. There is a positive relationship between the factors of academic average, music aptitude, intelligence quotient and music achievement. Instrumental-piano students were consistently higher at all grade levels. Musical aptitude did not prove to be as important in predicting music achievement as other factors. (Faculty Advisor: Charles Leonhard).


An arbitrary sample of 30 teachers was selected from two school systems in a study of the relationship between music teaching success of the elementary classroom teacher and each of four factors: musicality, personality, social preference, and intelligence. The investigator then constructed a rating form for the music supervisors to use in evaluating the teachers' effectiveness. The Gaston Test of Musicality, Hugh M. Bell Adjustment Inventory, Minnesota Inventories of Social Attitudes (forms P and B), and Otis Self-Administering Test of Mental Ability were selected to measure the desired variables. The data were analyzed using the Pearson Product Moment correlation and Fisher t test. Musicality, personality, social preference, social behavior, and intelligence appeared to have little relationship to music teaching success and had no value in predicting music teaching success of the elementary classroom teacher. (Faculty Advisor: James F. Nickerson).

A stratified sample of New Jersey secondary schools of four organizational types was selected for an investigation of administrative practices in instrumental music. Techniques for stratification of the sample were arbitrarily established and questionnaires were sent to 72 New Jersey high schools to obtain practices of instrumental music administration. Of the 72 sent, 52 were returned. The reported practices were compared with 15 guiding principles established by a jury of experts. On the basis of academic preparation, teaching experience, and teacher load, only 15 schools employed a sufficient number of qualified teachers to carry on the instrumental program. Sixty-eight percent of the instrumental teachers carried more than the standard teaching load of 30 periods per week. Instrumental teachers were given responsibility for directing and developing the instrumental program in most schools. More dialogue was needed between teacher and principal. Only nine schools provided instrumental music offerings sufficient to meet the diversity of musical interests and abilities of all pupils. Most schools offered band, more than half offered orchestra, more than half offered class instrumental instruction, one-third offered small ensemble instruction, yet very few provided all four offerings. Almost twice as many pupils participated in band as in the other instrumental activities. Less than half of the schools scheduled all instrumental music during the school day. One-fourth of the schools had acoustically treated music rooms. A large majority of the schools maintained an instrumental music budget. Less than one-tenth of the schools maintained adequate records of instrumental pupils, materials and equipment. (Faculty Advisor: Jesse L. Scott).


A survey of practices found within the competition-festivals of the nation was made for the purpose of indicating the central tendencies and variations which may inspire ideas for changes as well as precedents for whatever changes may be contemplated. A list of sponsoring organizations for the competition-festivals in the various states and the officers of the sponsoring organizations was obtained from the MENC Bulletins and lists of persons were received from the officials. Questionnaires were sent to approximately five persons listed by the officers as being competent to give information concerning the subject. Information was obtained from 44 of the 48 states. Data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. The central tendencies of the competition-festivals for the nation in 1951 were: the official music festivals were mostly competitive; the participating schools were most commonly divided into four classifications based on population of the high school; average traveling distances were 110 miles to district and 230 to final competition; three judges from college or high school faculties were the usual number hearing the large groups perform selections either from a list or freely chosen by the directors; bands usually also competed in sight reading; soloists and small ensembles were rated in a similar manner; instrumental entries were restricted in solo and ensemble contest to those instruments normally played in bands and orchestras; winners of top ratings were awarded certificates, medals or plagues either by the contest organization or by the schools they represented; competition-festivals were sponsored either by the M.E.N.C. or by secondary schools activities association and were controlled by joint action of administrators and music directors; expenses were met by a registration fee for all student participants, by school membership dues, by event fees, and by gate receipts from a public performance. (Faculty Advisor: A. J. Bjork).


A survey was made of music education majors with respect to their pre-college music experiences. A questionnaire was constructed, pre-tested, and sent to a sample of approximately 1,000 seniors, music education majors in 167 member institutions of the N.A.S.M. Usable returns were received from 480 students, a 48 percent return, or 24 percent of the total population (2,000 seniors in music education in N.A.S.M. schools in
1951-52). Letters then were sent to the directors of the various schools, represented by at least five seniors in the final sample asking them to indicate the graduates from their schools who fell in the upper and lower quartiles of the total music senior class for that year. The data were analyzed for significant differences between the upper and lower quartiles. The mean lengths of pre-college training in the major performance areas were: vocal - 3.2 years, piano - 8.3 years, wind instruments - 5.3 years, and strings - 6.6 years. Almost one-fourth of the vocal majors had no voice lessons before college. Percentage deficiencies were found in music theory, and factual as well as listening background in music. Significant differences were found between the upper and lower quartile groups in terms of (1) number of high school organizations in which they participated, (2) the total number of years of such participation, (3) confidence in the ability to sing a melody at sight and to sing a harmony part (in the pre-college years), (4) frequency of solo performance in high school, (5) leadership in musical activities. (Faculty Advisor: C. B. Hunt).


The purposes of this study was to determine: (1) the degree of correlation between certain measures of physical growth and motor development and achievement in beginning instrumental music performance at the fourth through eighth grade level, (2) that level of maturity at which it is most feasible to begin the study of instrumental music, and (3) the correlation between achievement in beginning instrumental music performance and pitch discrimination, rhythm discrimination, tonal memory, mental age, personality adjustment, and the total amount of playing experience. The following tests were given to 68 students (grades four through eight) after nine months of study on an instrument: Seashore Measures of Musical Talent, Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence Tests, Rogers Test of Personality Adjustment, Watkins Objective Measurement of Instrumental Performance and Von Der Lugt Psychomotor Scale for Children. The height, weight, grip strength, and number of erupted permanent teeth were recorded. A panel of three judges evaluated certain motor movements while each student played a portion of the Watkins Test. Successful performance in the fourth through the eighth grade was significantly influenced by motor development and was accompanied by high standing in intelligence, pitch discrimination, rhythm discrimination, tonal memory, and personality adjustment. It was found that "optimum maturational conditions" are present at the seventh grade level for beginning purposeful instrumental music study if successful performance is the objective. No relationship between achievement in performance and physical growth was found. Previous playing experiences were found to be unnecessary for successful performance. (Faculty Advisor: W. L. Housewright).


The purpose of the study was to determine whether or not the free and unrestricted use of the piano as a space-frame on the part of public school pupils can serve as a definite and effective aid in teaching vocal music. Fifty-four students enrolled in the fourth and fifth grades of one town were divided into experimental and control groups which were equated on age, I.Q., home music influence, musicality, and grade averages. The same teacher and identical materials were used for both groups, the only variable being the use of the piano as a space-frame. The duration of the experiment was nine months. An attitude test was devised by the writer but statements regarding attitude were considered inconclusive. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. It was concluded that the free use of the piano as a space-frame by the pupils enabled them to successfully learn more materials, master songs more effectively, and to develop a desire to carry school music into their homes as well as their life outside the school. A space-frame and the use of hands were definite aids in tonal thinking. The piano keyboard presented an ideal space-frame for children of the intermediate grade level. (Faculty Advisor: E. Thayer Gaston).

The purpose of the study was to identify factors which are related to musical participation by secondary school students. Twenty-four Illinois high schools were selected by the criteria of similarity in size, per capita cost, and type of school organization. A check list was constructed, refined, and pre-tested in two high schools. Each of the 24 schools was evaluated by the use of the check list during a personal interview with each school's music teacher. Percentages were compared. The following were found to have little or no apparent relationship to the percentage of students participating in musical activities: sex of teachers, amount of credit given for music activities, awards, summer band programs, restrictions on participation, utilization of student section leaders, social events for music students, booster clubs, publicity for performance groups, fees, guidance service, and practices in the elementary school programs. Because of infrequent occurrences, no relationships could be established between participation and the offering of a music major or minor and participation in music clubs. (Faculty Advisor: Charles Leonhard).


An investigation was made of hearing impairments and defective singing among selected fourth grade students. One hundred thirteen fourth grade students in one public school were examined to detect hearing deficiencies of four types: diplacusis, hearing acuity, pitch discrimination, and tonal memory. Recordings were made of the students' singing, the recordings analyzed, and the 35 best and the 30 poorest students selected as subjects. Fifteen of the extremely defective singers were randomly chosen and placed in an experimental group. The experimental group met daily for 30 minutes with the investigator during which time they listened to and sang with a set of basal series recordings. The control group remained in the classroom music lesson. The groups were compared at the end of the nine week experimental period by means of correlations and t tests. All comparisons indicated that there were no significant differences between various groups on hearing acuity. If the severity of a person's hearing impairment did not prevent his hearing music, it had little or no effect on his singing. Results of all comparisons indicated that there were significant differences in the means of the singer group and the defective groups on pitch discrimination and tonal memory. Characteristics of defective singing were: a smaller singing range than that required by the ambitus of the song, deviation from the true pitch of the notes in the musical score and, with few exceptions, the pitch error was below that of the note in the song. (Faculty Advisor: C. B. Hunt).


A study was made of the relationship between the conducting needs of school music teachers and present practices in the teaching of conducting. Two questionnaires were constructed, checked for ambiguities, revised, and sent to 570 school music teachers and music supervisors and to 503 teacher preparatory colleges. Of this number, 308 teachers and supervisors and 325 colleges returned questionnaires. Twenty-eight states were represented in the teacher/supervisor population which was stratified on seven factors. The data were analyzed by use of percentages, frequencies, and medians. The mean number of semesters of conducting as reported by the music teachers was 2.751; the mean in quarters was 2.933. Nine percent of the music teachers had taken no undergraduate conducting courses, while 23 percent had completed no more than one semester or quarter of conducting instruction. Teachers ranked baton techniques, elements of interpretation, and conducting live groups in that order as being the areas...
emphasized. A higher percentage of the larger institutions tended to offer undergraduate conducting courses than did the smaller institutions. Three percent of the small schools, 19 percent of the medium size, and 35 percent of the large institutions offered graduate courses in conducting. Sixty-one percent of the music teachers and 79 percent of the college instructors thought conducting should be taught two semesters. Rehearsal psychology was receiving increased attention; study of conducting texts was being de-emphasized and the use of recordings was more widespread than ever before. (Faculty Advisor: Norval L. Church).


Obtaining and interpreting information about arranging or composing music for the high school band was the problem of the study. A questionnaire was designed to elicit from high school band directors information in the following areas: (1) current band size and instrumentation, (2) band activities, and (3) literature performed successfully. The questionnaires were sent to an arbitrary sample of 294 secondary school band directors in 13 states (middlewest and west). Usable returns were received from 211 (72 percent) of the band directors. Letters were sent to and received from 15 music publishers to determine (1) what they considered "always available" with respect to high school band instrumentation, and (2) their most popular publications for band in categories provided by the writer. Each "best seller" and each composition reported as being performed by the band directors was analyzed (N=58). Band activities in terms of frequency of occurrence (not necessarily total time spent) ranked as follows: pep rallies, street parades, dances, indoor concerts, football half-time shows, basketball half-time shows, outdoor concerts, festival concerts and festival parades. The average number of yearly appearances was reported as 36.3. Between 10 and 14 percent of the total student bodies were reported to be enrolled in the school bands. With respect to technical competence, it was concluded that the median compass is the best guide to the most practical range of each instrument. The frequency of various range, rhythmic, embellishment, and other variables were analyzed in terms of the over-all difficulty of the compositions. (Faculty Advisor: Robert E. Nye).


The effect of exposure to contemporary music on the interests and attitudes toward music of ninth grade students was investigated. Contemporary music was divided into five stylistic categories. Thirty-five ninth grade students from one high school were divided into two groups which met ten times in two weeks. A series of tests was administered before during and after the experimental period. Instruction was given regarding contemporary music classified stylistically as neo-romantic, impressionistic, expressionistic, realistic, and neo-classic. Attitudes toward contemporary music were indicated on a five point scale. During the first testing period there was reflected a general dislike for contemporary music. Attitudes exhibited during the first testing period were quite different from those exhibited at the end of the experiment. There was a 71.5 percent increase in favorable responses to impressionistic music, a 60 percent increase in favorable response to realistic music, and a 51 percent increase in favorable response to neo-classical music. At the final testing the students appeared to be more apt in their responses when asked to classify certain compositions according to the established categories. (Faculty Advisor: Nicholas L. Gerren).


Bernreuter's Personality Inventory and a questionnaire were used for the purpose of discovering the relationship between personality traits, and musical preferences. Of
Stanford University freshmen to whom questionnaires were sent, 150 returned usable data. Scores on the Bernreuter scale were obtained for each student who returned the questionnaire. The respondents were grouped according to years of musical training and the tetrachoric correlation technique was used to establish the degree of relationship between personality factors and questionnaire items. It was found that there was little relation between years of musical training and musical likes and dislikes of college students as measured by the questionnaire. There was a slight but positive relationship between musical preferences and personality characteristics; the group favoring popular music tended to be less neurotic, less self-sufficient, more extroverted, and more dominant than the group favoring art music. The writer concluded that individual likes and dislikes for popular and art music were factors relatively independent of personality, that the basis of individual preferences must be sought elsewhere, either in environmental factors or in inherent physiological and psychological factors of a constitutional nature, or in both. Because the questionnaire used in this study was constructed arbitrarily, the investigator revised his conclusions to take account of this weakness. (Faculty Advisor: Reginald Bell and Paul R. Farnsworth).


The music program content in representative schools of Oregon was surveyed. The literature pertaining to standards for school music programs was reviewed in formulating acceptable criteria for evaluative purposes of this study. State departments of education were contacted in an effort to locate relevant studies. Three questionnaires were developed and sent to administrators, music specialists, and elementary classroom teachers in public schools of Oregon and a fourth questionnaire was devised for high school students. Over one-fourth of all Oregon public schools from grades one through twelve supplied data. Supplementary visitations to eight representative schools (stratified by enrollment) were made during which time the fourth questionnaire was administered to a random sample of high school students. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. Oregon high school music programs consisted almost entirely of bands, choruses, and a few orchestras. Instrumental training was widely found throughout the elementary schools and was usually available only to students who could afford an instrument. Non-classroom teachers were responsible for approximately 30 percent of elementary music activities. The music programs in most Oregon secondary schools were well entailed. The instrumentalist has generally more vocal training than the vocalist has instrumental training. General music is usually taught by the vocal teacher. Elementary classroom music programs were found to be dominantly and sometimes exclusively singing programs. (Faculty Advisor: Edmund A. Cykler).


The purpose of the study was to determine the value of the Seashore Tests of Musical Talent in predicting the probable success or failure for beginning college in required courses in sight-reading and ear-training. I.Q. Tests (Terman Tests of Mental Ability, Forms A and B), and the complete Seashore battery were administered to the entering freshmen at the Eastern Montana State Normal School in 1934 and 1935 (N=294). The means and S.D.'s of the two groups on these tests were compared. Correlations (Pearson Product Moment r) were calculated between I.Q. and the various Seashore sub-tests, and the Seashore sub-tests were intercorrelated. A pre-college music training index was determined for each student. Grades made in sight-singing course were correlated with past musical training, with I.Q., and with the various Seashore Tests. The relative potency of the various measures in predicting music grades was calculated by "path coefficients." Coefficients of determination were calculated and conclusions drawn. The relationship between intelligence tests scores and scores on the various Seashore tests ranged from +.01 to +.25. The relation between Seashore tests scores (whole test) and success in sight-singing was found to be relatively high (.65 ± .03 and .78 ± .02). The Seashore Memory Test showed a higher correlation with sight-singing than did any other single test with the other four tests showing a low correlation. The
relation of success in sight-singing to the amount of previous musical training was relatively low. The best combination of test scores for use in predicting success in sight-singing was found to be a combination of Seashore Pitch, Seashore Memory and years of musical training. (Faculty Advisor: J. S. Heilman).


A study was made of the relationship between the music background, experience, and training of elementary school teachers and the music activities they conducted in their classrooms as the activities related to the use of the piano. A sample of Maryland elementary teachers, stratified by school staff size, were the subjects. Of 253 questionnaires sent, 205 were returned. The questionnaire covered general background, training and experiences, self-evaluations of knowledge and use of the piano and opinions regarding the value of piano as a teaching device. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. The subjects averaged 3.8 years of piano study, 80 percent having had pre-service or in-service classroom music courses. Sixty-eight percent were responsible for music in their classroom. Teachers with piano experience felt that they were better able to carry on classroom music activities than did teachers with no piano experience (sig. .01 level). (Faculty Advisor: Kenneth O. Houett).


A survey was made of the undergraduate music preparation of general music teachers and their professional responsibilities. Following a review of the literature relating to aims and curricula of music programs of both secondary schools and colleges, a questionnaire was developed and mailed to an arbitrary sample of 296 general music teachers in the Rocky Mountain area. The questionnaire was adapted from the "Standards for the Evaluation of the College Curriculum for the Training of the School Music Teachers," prepared by the Commission on Accreditation and Certification in Music Education. General music teachers were found predominantly in the small school systems. Over 90 percent of the teachers had four or more years of college. Two-thirds had a baccalaureate degree; one-third had a master's degree; one-third had a combination vocal-instrumental major; one-half majored in vocal, instrumental or some other music area. In small schools, the teachers had the responsibility of coordinating the entire music program from elementary grades through twelfth grade. The majority of teachers had a major in brass and woodwind instruments.


A survey was made of the prevailing supervisory practices used by music supervisors in the public elementary schools of Pennsylvania through the sixth grade. A questionnaire was developed from the investigator's experience, the professional literature, a questionnaire developed by Ullemyer, and from the Music Educ. Res. Council Bull. No. 18. Thirty interviews (with classroom teachers) were made to check the reliability of the questionnaire and further revisions were made after the questionnaire had been mailed to a small sample prior to sending it to the sample chosen for the study proper. Stratified samplings were drawn from the four classes of school districts in Pennsylvania. The data were analyzed by median, mode, and percentage comparisons. Most supervisors had adequate degrees, and 45 percent had attended graduate school. The greatest problem stated by the supervisor was that of dealing with individual teacher problems. Supervisors in larger districts had more teachers per supervisor than did supervisors in small districts. Most supervisors had no special method of evaluating teachers. Over one-third of the supervisors surveyed used "music talent tests." About one-half of the
supervisors correlated music with other subjects. Meetings, in-service training, conferences, presentation of professional literature, committees, and demonstration lessons were the most frequent methods used by supervisors to help teachers. Additional duties of the supervisors included: teaching, administration, preparation for public performances, and community leadership activities. (Faculty Advisor: Dr. H. T. Olander).


The purposes of this study were to determine (1) the correlation of selected traits of student teachers in music education with three major dimensions of teacher behavior in the classroom, (2) to make a selection of effective combinations of the significantly related factors, and (3) to derive multiple regression equations in the prediction of each teacher behavior. One hundred student teachers in music education at the University of Illinois were the subjects. The data were collected over a two-year period. Student teacher behaviors were obtained by the Classroom Observation Record and Glossary in which the college supervisor and the cooperating teachers evaluated observed behavior (classroom), providing the criterion data. Predictor data was obtained from scores on The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, college grade averages, The IPAT Music Preference Test of Personality, Aliferis Music Achievement, Strong Vocational Interest Blank, and the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory. Relationships were obtained by correlational techniques, including zero order correlations, and inter-correlation matrices of mean prediction scores. Intercorrelations indicated a fairly high ($r=0.85$) degree of agreement between the persons who evaluated teacher behavior. Pupil ratings of the teachers were rejected as being not valid. Predictive measures which correlated with the criterion data at the .05 level or greater were college grades, all music area grades, the Aliferis rhythm sub-test, the music teacher scale of the Strong Vocational Blank, the Pd scale of the MMPI (negative $r$), and two factors of the IPAT test. (Faculty Advisor: Charles Leonhard).


The purposes of this study were: (1) to discover the traits, abilities, and attitudes of music teachers which were considered important by superintendents of schools and music supervisors, (2) to discover weaknesses which caused the failure of teachers, and (3) to discover the opinions of these same people in regard to the type of training which teaching candidates should have. Further, the purposes were to examine the practices in music teacher education, to discover methods of selecting prospective music teacher, to study the duties of music teachers, and to discover the importance of various aspects of the teachers' education as evaluated by the teachers who are performing these duties. Three questionnaires were constructed and validated. One was sent to a stratified nationwide random sample of 568 school administrators, of which 233 questionnaires were returned. A second questionnaire was sent to the 148 institutional members of the N.A.S.M., 84 being returned. A second questionnaire was sent to the 1019 school music teachers from which 327 usable returns were received. Superintendents and supervisors ranked the desirable attributes of music teachers in the following order: personality, musical training, teaching ability, interest in teaching, cooperation, discipline, intelligence, self-control, health, general culture, scholarship, performing ability, and teaching experience. The music attributes of the special music teacher (band, orchestra, chorus) generally were considered more important than for general music teachers. Supervisors and administrators ranked personality weaknesses and general teaching weakness as primary causes for teacher failure while lack of various performance skills were ranked as least important causes for failure. (Faculty Advisor: H. H. Mills).

An analysis was made of the relationships among the characteristics in the male voice before, during, and after the adolescent change of voice. Tape recordings were made of 285 junior high boys voices at various stages of their voice cycle over a three-year period. The boys were grouped for analysis according to grade in school, in choir, band, orchestra, or no musical group. The tapes were played through an oscilloscope and pictures were taken of wave formations at various stages. Judges rated the voices according to agility, flexibility, and quality. Range, breaks, and tessitura were noted and the voices were categorized. Correlations were made between voice characteristics before voice change continued into the changed voice such as a high or low range, light or heavy quality, flexibility and agility, and tessitura. The changed voice has three registers - head, natural, and falsetto. The falsetto is harmful if it is used as a regular practice, but it is helpful in developing the mezza voice. Raucous treatment of the voice during the change can be seriously harmful. Students who do not sing during the change will not improve in singing ability. General music class students improved as much as choristers. (Faculty Advisor: Ralph Rush).


An analysis was made of the effect of musical experience and mental ability upon the formulation of attitudes, preferences, and discrimination which bear directly upon taste in music. Tests were administered to 780 subjects, the entire freshman class of Appalachian State Teachers College. The following measures were employed: a musical experience inventory, School and College Ability Tests, Havener-Seashore Test of Attitude Toward Music, Wing Standardized Tests of Musical Intelligence, and the investigator's musical taste test. The scores on the various measures of musical taste were transformed to standard scores and combined to form a taste score. The population was subdivided into eight classes of experience. The analysis of variance and t tests were employed. An analysis of variance revealed that highly significant differences (beyond the .01 level) existed between taste scores of students who had not experienced any musical activities and students who had been active in music. No evidence was discovered linking any particular type of experience with a higher level of acquired taste. More experience appeared to be conducive to a higher level of acquired taste in music. In the group having no formal musical experience, mental ability did not prove to be a factor in taste development: however, high mental ability appeared to be a factor in musical discrimination. In the group having experience, mental ability appeared to be a significant factor. Men did not differ from women in taste formulation. No significant differences were found between the different groups studied in musical preferences. (Faculty Advisor: Manley Whitcomb).


A survey was made to study and compare current practices in music education of large city school systems with respect to supervisory staff organization, curriculum, administrative practices, personnel practices, instrumental materials, supplies and equipment, and inter-city and inter-school activities. A questionnaire was constructed based on information acquired from observations in selected city school systems and conferences with selected music supervisors. A tentative draft was submitted to a number of music supervisors for suggestions and then administered to two music supervisors for the purpose of eliminating any ambiguous items. The final questionnaire was sent to music supervisors in 57 cities of over 150,000 population, of which 28 were returned. An increase in the
The investigator surveyed factors which were believed to have an effect upon the attitude of the elementary classroom teacher toward teaching music. The factors chosen for this study were previous musical experiences in family, school, and community life. All persons who had graduated over a six year period (majoring in elementary education) from one college were sent questionnaires after a pilot study had been done to measure questionnaire reliability. Rating scales for those persons still teaching were sent to the respective elementary school principals. The data were analyzed by ranges of scores, modes, medians, and standard deviations. Correlations were used in establishing reliability of the questionnaire in the pilot study. The overall attitude of the elementary classroom teacher toward teaching music was favorable and the principals reported favorable ratings on the subjects as music teachers. Correlation coefficients indicated that the amount and nature of musical experience has some relationship to the subsequent attitude toward teaching music although the total amount of musical experience common to the individuals was found to be fairly low. Home music participation was listed more frequently than participation in music organizations. Those subjects having higher incidents of musical experiences also were higher in favorable attitudes. Areas in which subjects reported least confidence were singing alone, singing part songs, and playing the piano accompaniments. Men scored consistently lower than women except for ratings by the principal. Teachers of kindergarten through grade three generally scored higher than any other grade level teachers.

The purpose of the study was to find some tangible evidence which would explain the relationship that exists between the adult's present interest in music and his association with music during the time he attended public schools. An interview form was constructed and subjected to a pilot study. Two cities, Oswego and Fulton, New York were selected as areas for the investigation. From music leaders, music dealers, musicians' unions, fraternal organizations, music clubs, and school administrators, a total of 431 subjects were chosen. Interviews were conducted. Adults participating in music at the time of the study were placed in a "high" group, and persons not participating were placed in a "low" group. All subjects had received public high school music instruction. The mean starting age of the "high" group was nine years, with a mean length of study time of four years. The majority of respondents who had been active participants of at least two musical activities in high school continued to be "keenly interested in adult musical activity." Many respondents in the "low" group, although they had had similar background experiences to those in the "high" group, with the single exception of the reaction to the music performed, answered negatively to the question regarding emotional or intellectual responses. The "low" group indicated that the instrumental music director was most often responsible for the initial selection of an instrument. When asked whether the respondent ("low" group) was now satisfied with the selection made by the director, the answer was more often negative than affirmative. (Faculty Advisor: Neal E. Glenn).


The data were analyzed by ranges of scores, modes, medians, and standard deviations. Correlations were used in establishing reliability of the questionnaire in the pilot study. The overall attitude of the elementary classroom teacher toward teaching music was favorable and the principals reported favorable ratings on the subjects as music teachers. Correlation coefficients indicated that the amount and nature of musical experience has some relationship to the subsequent attitude toward teaching music although the total amount of musical experience common to the individuals was found to be fairly low. Home music participation was listed more frequently than participation in music organizations. Those subjects having higher incidents of musical experiences also were higher in favorable attitudes. Areas in which subjects reported least confidence were singing alone, singing part songs, and playing the piano accompaniments. Men scored consistently lower than women except for ratings by the principal. Teachers of kindergarten through grade three generally scored higher than any other grade level teachers.
The investigator’s purpose was to analyze the amount of familiarity shown for the names of musical personages. A list of names of 90 persons associated with music was selected. The list was submitted to approximately 600 students (9th grade - 100; 10th grade - 100; 11th grade - 100; 12th grade - 100; and college - 200 chosen randomly). The subjects were asked to respond to each of the 90 names by an answer of familiar or not familiar. Further, they were to mark the four "best known" names. Two large "unselected" groups of college sophomores claimed the same order of acquaintance (r = .99) with the names of 90 musicians deliberately chosen for being well-known, quite commonly known, and rarely known. This uniformity of response was found to extend down to the freshman high school level (r's = .92 to .99). For the "four best known" names, the correlation between groups was .87. Presumably, then the environment had produced considerable uniformity in this type of musical information.

In a study of the validity of the Adlerian theory of organ inferiority as it relates to musical behavior, Farnsworth selected one hundred ten children from a total population of 1,169. Of the 110, 61 subjects were rated lowest and 49 were rated highest in musical ability by their teachers. Acuity values were obtained by use of an especially constructed audiometer; values for seven pitch levels were obtained for the left ear alone, the right ear alone, and for both ears. Correlations for auditory acuity values obtained for each ear and both ears were calculated and critical ratios were employed to test significance of the differences observed between group scores. It was found that in only one instance was there a statistically significant difference between the auditory acuities of the two groups and this held for only one of the three procedures. However, 15 of the 21 Critical Ratios, while not statistically significant, did favor the Adlerian hypothesis.

An analysis was made of the relationships between music ability, art ability and abnormalities found among students from the first four grades in three school systems. Teacher ratings were obtained on 1269 public school students in grades one through four regarding musical ability, art ability, effort, adjustment to teacher, adjustment to classmates, handedness and speech defects. The stability of these ratings was checked by a re-administration of the rating scale the following year. The data were analyzed by use of correlation coefficients, standard deviations, and critical ratios. The data gave no support to the contention that children rated high in esthetic abilities are more abnormal, sinistral, or defective in speech than their less esthetic counterparts. Subjects who were rated high in music and art ability were considered by their teachers to be significantly better adjusted than were those who received lower esthetic ratings. The teachers' ratings proved to be fairly stable over a period of one year.

The purpose of this study was to develop a test which would provide guidance for children who are being considered for beginning instruction in instrumental music. An exploratory test was designed (based on other tests) and administered to 170 high school instrumental pupils. The tests, upon which the instrument was based, were reviewed and reliabilities stated. Pooled judgments of teachers were used to determine item discrimination. The instrument - The Farnum Music Test - was administered to a random sample of seventh grade students and the reliability coefficients computed. The Watkins Performance Test for the Cornet or Trumpet was adapted for all band and orchestra instru-
Correlations and intercorrelations were obtained of scores on subtests of the preliminary form of the Farnum Music Test and the adaptations of the Watkins test. Partial and multiple regression coefficients were computed (Beta weights). (Faculty Advisor: Henry Dyer).


A survey was made to determine what constitutes the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of music teachers in our public schools as they are observed in functional situations. The Critical Incident Technique, developed by John C. Flanagan, was employed. A stratified nationwide sample of 4000 public school administrators, experts, and teachers was attempted; however, only 700 critical incidence forms were returned. The critical incidence forms had been validated, and two experienced professional analysts were used to check the investigator's methodology. The 700 critical incident forms were categorized by the writer and a three-man jury. The data sheets with critical incidents coded were processed, and the data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. Two-thirds of the incidents reported occurred within the classroom. The high number of incidents in the category of the Music Teacher's Personal Qualities for Leadership was indicative that there was a strong tendency to preserve the "trait" approach to teacher qualifications. The teachers and those engaged in teacher education were the most conscious, insofar as their critical incidents reflected, of the skills and abilities needed by the teacher as a director of learning. The number of ineffective incidents reported by male administrators in relation to the music teacher's personal qualities for leadership, skill in defining and setting goals, and interpersonal relationships, could be interpreted as a conflict in certain attitudes and interpretations of the function of music teacher in the schools in which they work. It was concluded that the list of behaviors of the effective music teacher could be developed into selection, pre-service education, placement, and in-service education of the music teacher. (Faculty Advisor: Lynn Nicholas).


The investigator proposed to determine whether differences in musical preference between age and social status groups represent specifically learned reactions to specific compositions, or whether they represent a more generalized kind of difference defined in terms of disparity in broad frames of reference. A sample of 251 subjects was stratified according to socio-economic strata and included students from the sixth grade, the tenth grade, and college. The subjects ranked, according to their preference, excerpts from unfamiliar compositions by Haydn, Tchaikovsky, Strauss, Stravinsky, and Gould. Tests of significance were computed between the expressed preferences in terms of socio-economic class, age, and sex. It was discovered that the reactions of the sixth grade students was not significantly different from those of the college student. Subjects who came from an unskilled lower economic status group did not differ in reaction to the music from subjects who came from the professional upper status group.


The investigator's purpose was to construct and validate an instrument for the purpose of measuring musical appreciation of students from the seventh through the twelfth grades in the secondary schools and of students in college. Five multiple-chord subtests were constructed on the factors of music appreciation as identified by E. P. Weld, E. Dikinson, and J. L. Muraell as follows: I-Mood, II-Imagery and Association, III-Rhythm, IV-Instrumental timbre, V-Factual knowledge. Subtests I-IV comprised recorded musical examples and written instructions, the latter being based on Thordike's word
lists. Subtest I was validated by a group of fifteen experts—music educators and performers. Subtest II was validated in terms of composition title face validity and expert opinion. Subtest III items were selected in terms of face validity and expert opinion. Subtest IV was arbitrarily selected. Subtest V was based on a survey of literature and was screened by experts. A preliminary administration led to revisions of vocabulary and ambiguous items. The revised test was administered to 400 subjects in the seventh through twelfth grades for the purpose of item analysis. The decay value of items was determined; initial ratios for item potency were computed; and an index of ease was determined. Items in the final form of the test discriminated at the .01 level of significance and were placed in a rotating order of difficulty within a subtest. The final test was administered to 1005 subjects in senior high schools and three colleges. An Index of Musical Experience was developed and used to determine statistical validity. The validity coefficient was +.82. A coefficient of Correlation with I.Q. scores was +.62 ±.02. Reliability coefficients were .96 and .93. (Faculty Advisor: William C. Kuaraceus).


A survey was made to determine the required cost to the student for his participation in the music classes of selected high schools of Kansas. Questionnaires were designed and validated for school administrators, music supervisors, students, and music dealers. Twenty-six schools were randomly selected from the middle 50 percent of Kansas high schools, as determined by school enrollments. School administrators, music supervisor, and student questionnaires were distributed in the schools, while dealer questionnaires were received from an arbitrary sample of eight music dealers. The purpose of the latter questionnaire being to establish depreciation costs. It was concluded that cost rarely was related to the size of school enrollment. The schools studied appeared to have no consistent policy with respect to formal class fees for music organizations. The annual cost of owning a band instrument was more than four times as great as the annual cost of owning a string instrument. The most expensive annual cost associated with participation in school music organizations was money spent for private lessons. The cost to the student playing an individually-owned instrument was twice as great as the cost to the student using a school-owned instrument. The total of all costs incurred by students enrolled in band was nearly 50 percent greater than comparable costs associated with orchestra, and was more than twice the comparable costs for students enrolled in each of the school choral organizations. (Faculty Advisor: E. Thayer Gaston).


The purpose of the study was to determine (1) the problems of beginning music teachers, as perceived by them and by their respective administrators, and (2) to obtain the opinions and recommendations of these teachers with regard to their professional preparation. Potential problems were obtained from appropriate sources, and evaluated by a jury, producing a 100 item questionnaire. This instrument was pre-tested and further evaluated. Final questionnaires were sent to the entire population of 1948-1952 graduates (N=343) and to their first administrators. Returns were received from 90 percent. Reliability was determined by a readministration to 25 percent of the population. The year of graduation produced no significant difference in responses. The vocal phase of teaching classroom and general music was reported as a great problem. The two major difficulties in classroom music were reported to be the boy's changing voice and maintaining the boy's interest in singing. Areas involving pupil interest, motivation, and individual differences ranked high as problems. Reported problems did not appear to vary with size or type of school or community. Beginning music teachers appeared to be less concerned with problems connected with extra-classroom activities and responsibilities than with those related to the instructional aspects of their special field.
Administrators reported cone of pupil behavior as the most outstanding problem. Professional relationships were the source of least difficulty as reported by the administrators. The graduates reported that their courses in elementary music methods, applied music, and student teaching as being most helpful, while they suggested better preparation in dealing with junior high and senior high school problems. (Faculty Advisor: Roderic P. Matthews).


A survey was conducted to measure the amount of agreement which existed among high school students regarding their attitudes toward music education practices. An arbitrarily constructed questionnaire concerning attitudes was sent to students from six Southern Illinois high schools; 1047 were returned. The sample was chosen arbitrarily within each school and total school populations were not represented in the responses. Respondents were grouped according to whether they were presently enrolled in school music. All subjects agreed that the following practices (in order) were most important for a school music program: to teach students to play instruments, to teach basic music fundamentals, to teach students how to sing, and to provide musical programs for the community. Least important practices recognized by the subjects were: a self-supporting music program, teaching songs that will be sung later, correlation with other subject areas, illustrating the poor examples set by disc-jockeys and jazz music programs, and the statement "gives an appreciation of the coordination and timing needed in good baton twirling". (Faculty Advisor: K. D. Kuersteiner).


A music preference test was constructed in order to determine whether musical programs presented in the schools of Nashville significantly affect the musical taste of the students exposed to these musical programs. One-hundred musical excerpts were selected and rated regarding musical worth by 33 music educators and professional musicians. "Q" values were obtained on the judges' ratings of the 100 excerpts, while 21 excerpts in each of the following areas of intrinsic worth: great, moderate, and little. The method of equal-appearing intervals were used. The music preference test was then administered to the students who had been exposed to the concerts and to a control group of students not having been exposed. Effects of the various types of concerts on the various grade levels were measured by application of Lindquist Type III design (analysis of variance), the critical difference between means, (analysis of variance) summed scores, and reliability coefficients (used in a pilot study only). It was concluded that there was no statistically significant change in musical taste after the series of concerts were played for the seventh through twelfth grade students. (Faculty Advisor: C. B. Hunt).


An analysis of junior high school records was made to determine the extent to which success in high school can be predicted from such records. Criterion data were high school grades in language arts, foreign language, social studies, music, and art. Multiple correlations were computed and all correlations were computed separately for males and females. Junior high school grades and standardized test scores were correlated with senior high school grades after being transformed to Z values. Regression equations were developed from these correlations. Forty cases were randomly chosen to test the
accuracy of the final regression equations. In I.Q. n's, the lowest correlation for boys and girls on all subjects studied was found in music and art grades, and I.Q. was not considered an important part of the prediction battery. Reading comprehension test scores was one of the best prediction factors except for girls' high school music and art grade predictions. In foreign languages, music, and art, junior high school grades were better predictors than reading or I.Q. test scores. For predicting boys' high school music grades, the best factors in order were: junior high school industrial arts grades, reading comprehension test scores, and junior high school language arts grades. For girls high school music grades the best predictors were junior high school social studies grades, junior high school home economics grades, and I.Q. In general, the factors were the same for predicting high school grades for each sex except in music and art. (Faculty Advisor: August Dvorak).


A study was made of the effect of instruction, using a string instrument, on the musical achievement and motor dexterity of fourth grade children. A fretted string instrument (which could be bowed or plucked) was designed by and produced for the investigator. Fifty-two fourth grade students were randomly assigned to control and experimental groups. Pre-tests consisted of the Kotick and Torgerson Tests of Achievement in Music, Knuth Achievement Tests in Music, and Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test. Pre-test difference were analyzed by means of t tests. The experiment occurred during 24 class periods. The experimental group received instruction on the exploratory string instrument while the control group received traditional instruction in singing and music fundamentals. Post-tests consisted of alternate forms of the achievement tests and the manipulation test. The data were analyzed by means of t tests, standard error of difference between means, and standard deviation. No significant differences were found between the two groups with respect to their performance upon the three measures. An exploratory-type string instrument that could be bowed and plucked, easily played and readily taught was successfully developed and produced commercially. It was found that basic string experiences could be presented in an effective manner by a classroom teacher who had not had previous training in playing or teaching a string instrument. (Faculty Advisor: C. A. Burmeister).


The adequacy of music teacher preparation with respect to piano skills was surveyed. Related literature was reviewed, questionnaires were constructed, evaluated by a jury of experts and refined. Questionnaires were completed by 202 public school music teachers and representatives of 79 colleges. All subjects were from the nineteen-state North Central Area. Data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. The piano training of most public school teachers in the area studied was determined to be inadequate. Larger schools, and schools belonging to N.A.S.M. were more conscious of the necessity for determining that their students attain a certain degree of piano proficiency. The teacher's use of piano varied according to the music subjects taught. Music teachers and music department or school of music administrators agreed on the order of importance of most of the specific piano skills to music teachers, but teachers valued most of the skills more highly. (Faculty Advisor: Thurber Madison).


A status study was made of music education in the public schools of the United States in order to ascertain the frequency of the various music education activities and
to evaluate each activity in terms of its contribution to the musical growth of students. A questionnaire was constructed and mailed to a random sample of schools stratified by city populations. Before mailing, the questionnaire was tested for reliability and a validity check was made. The questionnaire was refined applying criteria developed by Koo. Of 500 questionnaires sent, 282 were returned. The data were analyzed by frequencies and percentages. It was concluded that there has been some broadening of the music education curriculum in recent years, but in most communities there was evidence of only a small fraction of the activities listed by the Research Council (M.E.N.C.) in the Outline of a Program for Music Education. The band was the predominant instrumental activity and it had supplanted the orchestra. A positive correlation appeared between expenditure for education and extent of education. In the communities which had a broad program of community music activity there was also a broad program of high school music activities. (Faculty Advisor: William C. Kuuracaus).


An investigation was made of the relationship between personality, as measured by a projective test, and musical capacity, as measured by both an omnibus theory test and an elemental music test. Subjects were 106 students from the ninth grade of one junior high school. Instruments employed were the Seashore Measures of Musical Talents, the Gaston Test of Musicality, and four pictures (nos. 1, 11, 12BG, and 19) from the Thematic Apperception Test. The TAT responses were written and scales were devised by the writer. In each of the music test categories the highest 29 scores were compared to the lowest 29 scores for each of the six personality scales established by the writer. The magnitude of difference was measured by chi square. The hypothesis, that high scorers on the music tests will project more affect responses than will the low scorers, was confirmed at the .02 level. The following chi square values were significant: Affect for Gaston Test (pages two and three) — .02 level, more low scorers than high in the Gaston Test (page one) section failed to mention music in their responses to TAT picture 1.01 level. (Faculty Advisor: J. Clark Rhodes).


An experiment was conducted to determine whether a reliable test of the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent could be successfully given to children of the kindergarten age and to determine what relationship, if any, exists between the ability of the children and that of their parents in the performance on these tests. The pitch, intensity, and consonance tests were given individually to 42 kindergarten children. Special directions, understandable to the children, were devised. The same tests were administered to 25 fathers and 35 mothers of the children. Both parents were asked to rank themselves, their spouse, and their child as to musical ability on a five-point scale. Test re-test method and the Pearson Product Moment correlation were used to establish reliability. Intercorrelations of the three tests were computed. Correlation coefficients then were obtained between the following variables; teacher ratings of child - child's test results; teacher's rating - parents' ratings; parents' test results - child test results; parent's self-rating - rating by spouse. The reliability of the tests was found to be +.778. The three teachers' estimates of the children's musical ability produced a correlation of +.74. The following correlation coefficients also were obtained: teacher rating - child's test results (+.15); parents' rating - child's test results (+.28); parent - child for pitch test (+.144); parent-child for intensity test (-.111); parent-child for consonance test (-.078); and father's rating of child-mother's rating of child (+.861). (Faculty Advisor: Florence Goodenough).

A possible relationship was examined which may exist between the musical ability of five-year old children and that of their parents as measured by adaptations of three of the Seashore tests as well as to discover the musical environment of the children. Forty-two children and 60 of their parents were chosen as subjects. Background information on the subjects included chronological and mental age, I.Q., and rank placement regarding the father’s occupation on the Minnesota Classification for Urban Occupations. The Seashore Tests of Pitch, Intensity, and Consonance which had been revised by McGinnis for young children was given to the children twice. The parents were given the Seashore test also and were asked to rate their children regarding musical ability. Correlations were then computed between the possible relationships. There was a positive but very low correlation between parents' ratings of their child's musical ability and his test scores. The over-all parent-child relationships were for the most part positive, but not high.


A survey was made (1) to determine the purpose of high school dance bands, (2) to determine which functions the dance band fulfills in the educational system, and (3) to determine whether or not the high school dance band satisfies the requirements of an educational system designed to get results from limited time and money. Questionnaires were sent to all public high schools in Missouri having an enrollment over 100 students with 163 schools replying. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. It was concluded that larger schools evidently find it much easier to support a dance band than the smaller schools, although dance bands of smaller schools participated more in the community. Varied instrumentation was found to be in use and the use as a concert ensemble rather than a dance music ensemble was reported. Seventy percent of the rehearsals were held out of school hours. Most dance bands averaged one to two hours of rehearsals per week. Financial assistance from the school budget was widespread. Auxiliary equipment such as fronts, lights, and loudspeakers, although used, were not considered by directors to be necessary. The usual library consisted of less than 50 arrangements. (Faculty Advisor: Roger D. Fee).


An assessment of the abilities, interests, and temperaments of outstanding high school musicians was sought in this study for the purpose of providing data which might prove of value to guidance and instructional personnel. A pilot study was effected which yielded 77 high school music student autobiographies. From these autobiographies a questionnaire was arbitrarily constructed to obtain factual information. A group of 279 music students ranked as to musical ability by their high school music teachers and a corresponding group of 281 students from study halls were chosen as subjects. All subjects were then given the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey and the questionnaire. The t test and the F test were employed in group comparisons. When the music and the non-music groups were compared, it was found that the music group had earned more athletic awards, held more class and club offices, and had earned more honors and awards than had the non-music group. Comparisons on the Guilford-Zimmerman survey revealed significant differences between the two groups as measured by the F and the t tests. Male music students were less active, less stable emotionally, less objective, less adept in personal relations, and less masculine in interests. The female music students, when compared with the non-music students proved less restrained, less objective, less friendly, and less adept at personal relations. (Faculty Advisor: James F. Nickerson).

The problems confronting high school choral directors were surveyed in order to find a systematised and organised educational approach for assisting choral directors. A questionnaire was constructed and sent to all high school choral directors in Illinois including both public and private schools. There were 305 usable returns. Problem areas listed in the questionnaire were 1) problems of planning and management, 2) rehearsal problems, 3) problems of tone and diction, and 4) conducting problems. A rank order of frequency distribution of item response was constructed. The rank order distribution was divided into quartiles and the frequency of items for each problem area was tabulated in each quartile. The priority of concern was thus established for each type of problem. Respondents indicated that tone and diction were the most troublesome problems, namely, the elimination of strident nasal tones and the development of resonance and voice control as well as clear consonants and vowel consistency. The next troublesome area was rehearsing including problems of accurate pitch, blend, music reading and teaching an understanding of interpretation elements and style, planning and management problems included grading, scheduling, and the selection of music. The least troublesome area was conducting in which accuracy and precision of movements as well as physical strain were the primary problems. (Faculty Advisor: H. R. Wilson).


The purposes of the study were to ascertain some of the attitudes of school children toward various phases of their musical experience, to discover dominant factors in the development of the attitudes, and to define the relationship between the factors and the attitudes. "Attitude" and "Home Influence" scales were constructed, checked for reliability, and administered to a random sample of 500 students in grades three through seven of ten schools. Teachers rated students on music achievement. A sight reading test was constructed and administered to a random sample of 250 high school students from 10 high schools. A majority of children revealed a positive attitude toward most of the phases of their spontaneous musical experience. The method of solfeggio was not found to be an effective means of developing the ability to read music, or of developing desirable attitudes toward music. An inverse ratio between grade level and positive attitude toward music was discovered. Girls had a more positive attitude toward music than did boys. Extra-school music experienced by the child appeared to be more dominant in the development of positive attitudes toward music than did music of the school. Intelligence appeared to be a significant factor in the musical scholarship of school children, while musical scholarship appeared to be a significant factor in the development of positive attitudes by school children toward music. A significant relationship was found between home musical influence and the musical scholarship of school children. (Faculty Advisor: Bert R. Nash).


The investigator's purpose was to establish criteria for guidance and selective retention practices in music education, as determined by leaders in music education and by those graduates of colleges and universities in the eleven Western States who were teaching music in the secondary schools. A preliminary evaluation schedule was developed. The schedule was then evaluated by undergraduate and graduate music majors. The final evaluation schedule was sent to an arbitrary sample of 169 college and supervisory personnel in music, and to 242 graduates from 38 western colleges. A 75 percent return was received. The mean index rating for each criterion was computed. Possible differences between groups were analyzed by means of t tests. It was concluded that guidance and selective retention in music education should be considered a continuous program, begin-
ning during the pre-admission period. Letters of recommendation from high school music teachers and high school transcripts were the most important admission procedures. Successful participation in music groups was considered an important prerequisite for admission to the music education program. Orientation practices were all rated higher by supervisors than by college personnel. Leadership experiences prior to the junior year in college were not considered of great value. The greatest degree of agreement concerning selective practices were in the areas of musical competencies. The use of standardized tests was rejected or considered of questionable value after the initial testing program. Advising was considered one of the most important areas in the guidance and selective retention of music education majors. (Faculty Advisor: Ralph Rush).


A music preference test was constructed to discover the degree of musical discrimination at various instructional levels. The influence of age and prior training in the revealing of selective judgements was examined. The preference test ranged in idiom from “severely classical” to “jazz” and was constructed with the assistance of college students and faculty. Test items were validated by music supervisors, critics, composers, and concert artists in response to a questionnaire. The validating criteria were intrinsic musical worth, quality of musical structure, emotional and aesthetic appeal, and style, i.e., classical, semi-classical, and popular. The test items were scaled according to the compiled experts’ responses with classical selections receiving the highest value and popular jazz selections receiving the lowest. The resulting test was given to a sample of 2,548 students from one college, three elementary schools, and eight high schools in a four-state area. Retest reliability was .55 + .035. The K-D Musical Aptitude test was also administered to 1,614 of the subjects. Psychological data for 1,507 of the subjects was obtained from their institutions. The study revealed an inconsistent but significant change toward classical music at successive levels of maturity. Between the ages of 12 and 17 the change was sporadic but in the college years it was an accelerated increase. The greatest differences were between schools rather than between grades or ages. There was no relationship between music preference and sex or intelligence but there was some relationship to musical aptitude. The adolescent, especially the junior high school age group, preferred sentimental, highly emotionalized, strongly rhythmic, and distinctly melodic music in which words contributed to the total effect. Musical aptitude was found to be a slightly more significant factor in the determination of music preference than was intelligence. (Faculty Advisor: Frederick H. Lund).


Comparisons were made between nine traits of secondary school instrumental music students and correlations were developed between four standardized tests and achievement in instrumental music as measured by teachers' ratings. One thousand subjects from seven communities in New York State were chosen (grades seven through twelve). The following measurements of each subject were obtained: sex, age, height, weight, lung capacity, and scores on the Physical Fitness Index, K-D Tests, Otis Self-Administering I.Q. test, and teacher rating of musical achievement. Correlation coefficients, ratio of mean differences, percentages, and the critical ratio were employed. There was no significant difference attributable to sex in the mean ages of secondary school instrumentalists, length of time studying a musical instrument, teachers' ratings, and scores of the K-D and I.Q. tests. Boys were significantly superior to girls on all physical measures used. Teachers rated boys significantly superior to girls on brass instruments. The mean lung capacities of the woodwind and brass groups were significantly larger than those of the string and piano groups. The string players had the highest means on the Physical Fitness Index, I.Q., and K-D scores. Percussionists ranked lowest on all measures. Of the individual instrument groups, the oboists and bassoonists ranked highest on K-D, I.Q., and teachers' ratings. Teachers were rather conservative in their ratings in comparison with the earned K-D scores. The teacher ratings also more nearly
approached the normal curve. Correlations between K-D scores and teachers' ratings tended to rise in direct proportion to years of instruction. The lowest correlation was between the Physical Fitness Index and teachers' ratings. (Faculty Advisor: Jacob Kwalwasser).


Curriculum publications from 30 school systems in cities of over 350,000 population were obtained for the purpose of evaluating the content, methods, and materials designed to motivate below average music students. The investigator reviewed the literature on the general topic in sociological and psychological sources. Of 32 school systems canvassed, 30 returned data. The list of developmental tasks, as developed by Robert J. Havighurst, was used as a statement of motives important to below average groups in the classroom. Curriculum bulletins were investigated to identify methods and materials which may have been designed to meet these developmental tasks. The canvass revealed considerable interest in the problems attached to meeting the needs of below average adolescents in junior high school general music classes. There was strong recognition of the need for meeting a wide range of individual differences and abilities, and concern for factors of motivation, methods, and materials suitable for these students. Motivation factors thought to be useful were peer approval, interest, curiosity, working for tangible rewards, and competition. (Faculty Advisor: Lawrence A. Hanley).


A survey was conducted to determine the status and incidence of patterns of practice in the minor performance area in relation to specific factors in music education curriculum in teacher training institutions. Questionnaires were sent to 172 colleges which were members of N.A.S.M. and which offered bachelor's degrees in music education. Returns were received from 90 colleges. The responses to the questionnaires were analyzed by mean, median, and percentage scores. College catalogues were obtained for the purpose of checking the responses to the questionnaire. The study was delimited so that philosophies and generalizations were eliminated. Teacher training in minor performance areas was shown to be inadequate by N.A.S.M. standards in the areas of band and orchestral instruments for vocal and piano majors, in voice for instrumental majors, and in all other instruments other than violin, clarinet, and trumpet. Piano proficiency tests were usually required. N.A.S.M. recommendations were not met by more than 40 percent of the schools studied. The largest classes were found in the Northeastern U.S. whereas, the smallest classes were found in the North Central U.S. State supported schools offered more instrumental classes than other schools. The Northeastern schools offered more classes per institution. (Faculty Advisor: Ernest E. Harris).


A survey was made of elementary school music programs in selected Virginia elementary schools having no music specialist or music supervisor. A questionnaire was developed and a pilot study was run using five music teachers as respondents. Questionnaires were sent to 49 schools of the stratified random sample of 98 schools, while interviews were conducted with music teachers and principals of the remaining 49 schools of the sample. The results were tabulated and expressed in percentages and medians. The general status of the elementary music programs in the schools involved in the study was found to be inadequate when compared to the bulletin, Music in Grades One Through Twelve. Fourteen percent of the white schools and 25 percent of the Negro schools reported no music being taught. Fifty percent reported that the programs were planned to provide an
organised, logical flow of materials and experiences. Rote singing was the most commonly used method for learning new material. Very little difference was found between the music programs of the white schools and those of the negro schools. The white seemed to be slightly more solvent in matters of money, equipment, and materials, while the negro schools were perhaps slightly ahead in matters of interest, initiative, and application. (Faculty Advisor: Bernard N. Busse).


The purposes of this study were to determine (1) whether scores on the Drake Musical Aptitude Tests are affected by training and practice, and (2) whether initially high scoring students will retain an advantage over initially low scoring students. After taking the Drake Musical Aptitude Tests as a pre-test, the 20 subjects were divided into an experimental and a control group with five low and five high scorers in each group. The subjects were 14 and 15 years old. The training consisted of 20 one-half hour sessions of rhythm and phrasing instruction. At the end of each week a memory test devised by the author was given for instructional purpose and progress checks. The group was motivated by offering prizes for the three best gains and a dinner for all at the end of the sessions. At the end of the experimental period both groups were re-tested on the Drake tests. The data were analyzed by analysis of covariance, t test, and correlation techniques. The data obtained suggested that neither the scores on the Drake Musical Aptitude Tests can be significantly improved with remedial training and practice, nor was there any conclusive evidence that initially low groups or initially high groups benefit to unequal degrees from this type of training on the Musical Memory Test. Consequently, the Drake Musical Aptitude Tests may be considered tests of musical aptitude and not tests of musical achievement. The correlation between Memory and Rhythm Tests was low (.315), but according to the investigator it suggests that the two tests are measuring independent factors. (Faculty Advisor: Neal H. Glenn).


The hypotheses tested in the study were (1) that parents who offer their children music lessons tend to be warmly accepting of their children and, if this is true (2) children who take music lessons are less likely to show less emotional conflict than children who do not take music lessons. An I.Q. test was given to all junior and senior high school students in one school system. Seventy-one pairs of subjects were chosen (matched on five variables). The Kerr-Remmers American Home Scale was used to establish socio-economic status. Four other instruments were also employed to gather background data on the subjects, their parents, and their community. Differences between the paired groups were tested by the t test. The music group seemed to have a better opinion of both parents than did the non-music group. The non-music subjects showed more conflict with parents, particularly the mother, than did the music group. There was little difference between the two groups of parents in the area of past musical experience. Both parents of the music group seemed more satisfied with their present occupation than did the parents of the non-music group. The parents of the music group appeared to be somewhat stricter than the mothers. The subjects in the two groups had approximately the same out-of-school interests but the non-music subjects had a greater range of out-of-school interests. (Faculty Advisor: Arthur T. Jersild).

A report and evaluation of current testing practices in music education curricula of selected state colleges and universities was made in an effort to achieve a greater unanimity of objectives which could provide a point of departure for the raising of music teaching standards. A brief historical review of curriculum practices in music education was undertaken and the influence of M.T.N.A., N.A.S.M., and M.R.N.C. was recognized. Requests were made by mail to 67 apparently arbitrarily selected state universities requesting copies of testing materials used in classes required of music education majors. Returns were received from 45 institutions. The following courses were required of every music education major in all responding institutions: music history, theory, conducting, and music education. From the numerous tests used at the cooperating institutions a "minimum standards" examination in each of the above areas was compiled and sent to the cooperating institutions and their faculty for evaluation. After the faculty members had evaluated the test items the final refinements were accomplished during which weak items were eliminated. There was a large amount of knowledge which the panel of authorities (the 63 faculty members) agreed upon as being important basic subject matter. From a total of 351 questions in the first compilation, only 55 were rejected by the faculty as being not necessary. (Faculty Advisor: Ralph Rush).


The investigator sought to determine (1) what change may occur in the teaching concepts of student teachers during student teaching, (2) whether high-rated and low-rated student teachers differ with regard to such change, (3) whether the teaching concepts of student teachers become more like those of effective music teachers during the student teaching period, and (4) whether the Q-technique is a suitable research tool in music education. A list of 42 teacher characteristics were submitted to student teachers who then arranged the characteristics in a forced-normal distribution according to how frequently the statements described them. Second, they arranged the characteristics so that they described an "ideal" music teacher. A panel of five widely known music educators nominated the most effective music teachers of their acquaintance. These effective music teachers arranged the same statements so that they were (1) self-descriptive, and (2) descriptive of the "ideal" teacher. The teaching concepts of the student teachers did change during the period of student teaching. The teaching concepts of high-rated and low-rated student teachers were found to differ. Furthermore, the high-rated students' self-descriptions changed significantly more in the direction of effective teachers than did those of low-rated student teachers. During the student teaching period, the teaching concepts of all subjects in the study generally became more similar to those of effective music teachers. (Faculty Advisor: Neal E. Glenn).


A survey was conducted to determine prospective elementary school teachers' self-evaluation of their ability to teach music when compared with the other subjects ordinarily taught at the elementary level. Student teachers (N=645) in six California colleges were asked to put into rank order, according to their judgment of their own ability to teach, eleven elementary school subjects (arithmetic, art, handwriting, music, oral language, physical education, reading, science, social studies, spelling, and written composition). The first-place ranking was weighted 11 points, second place 10 points, etc. A test for statistical significance was run. Students ranked their ability to teach elementary music as ninth. Men, who comprised approximately 15 percent of the total group, ranked music eleventh. The difference in the percent of points given to music by men versus women was statistically significant at the .05 level in favor of the women. Music received only .2 percent more points than did the eleventh ranked subject, while the first ranked subject received 36.6 percent more points than did music. Twenty percent ranked music first, second, or third while 47.1 percent ranked it ninth, tenth, or eleventh.

A survey was made of the actual program for specific areas of student personnel services as they are applied to undergraduates majoring in music education in a select group of colleges, universities, and independent conservatories. A check-list was developed from the writer's personal experience as well as techniques used in student personnel work and vocational guidance. It was submitted to a group of five persons for determination of item clarity, revised, and sent to an arbitrary sample of 93 of the 170 members of the N.A.S.M. Usable returns were received from 52 of the 93 institutions. The data were tabulated in percentages. General selection and admission practices in the majority of schools were responsibilities of the general admissions director of the college, rather than a music school (dept.) representative. With regard to the counselor, it was found generally that: music education counselors are part-time counselors and part-time teachers: the head of the music department appointed counselors; the counselor's knowledge of vocational requirements for music education majors was the primary consideration given by the majority of privately and publicly supported institutions, while conservatories reported experience in public school music teaching to be the first prerequisite; fewer than 25 percent of the institutions reported in-service training for counselors. Six institutions reported special conference days on which high school officials were invited to confer with their former students. The primary purposes of periodic interviews between music education students and counselors were to plan courses of study and to check the students' education progress. (Faculty Advisor: Thurber H. Madison).


An analysis was made of music reading programs in high school choruses within a limited geographical area, assuming that the results would be representative of those to be found in any cross section of the United States. A questionnaire was constructed and sent to selected high school vocal music directors. The data were expressed in percentages. It was concluded that the size and kind of high school influenced the extent of the choral offerings but had no effect on the numbers, sizes, and kinds of choruses which offer music reading instruction. Most of the vocal music reading instruction took place in elective or preparatory groups. There was a direct relationship between the length and frequency of choral class time and the existence of adequate music reading instruction. There was a tendency to confine music reading instruction to a specific segment of time within the choral rehearsal. Few choral directors considered music reading to be an integral part of the rehearsal. Regular choir literature was considered preferable to special published materials in the teaching of music reading. Over-emphasis on performance in select choirs was a major factor in limiting the amount of literature studied and amount of time spent on music reading activities. Although teachers strongly favored music reading instruction, two-thirds said that music reading instruction was not a major objective of their choral programs. Music reading was considered by high school choral directors to be a worthwhile activity in regional festival competition. (Faculty Advisor: Robert E. Nye).


The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of tachistoscopic training on the development of melodic sight-singing ability at the fourth grade level. Students from one Colorado city were chosen as subjects for the experiment. The subjects were all being instructed in a conventional manner using the text Our Singing World. This text was retained throughout the experiment for purposes of keeping the instruction constant. Forty-seven tonal configurations identified by Petzold were chosen for use.
with the tachistoscopic technique. The examples used in the tachistoscopic process were subjected to arbitrary but rather stringent criteria. The procedures for instruction and the experimental methods were fully detailed. Criteria were very carefully established for the establishment of melodic sight-singing ability. Tests for evaluation were done individually. Scoring methods were stated. Statistical measures employed included t-tests and Mann-Whitney U Tests. Tachistoscopic training was significantly more effective than conventional teaching procedures in developing melodic sight-singing ability. For tachistoscopic teaching, students must have had prior experience in sight-singing. Tachistoscopic training was more effective than conventional teaching procedures in teaching melodic sight-singing to subjects who measured above average in pitch discrimination and tonal memory abilities. However, it was not superior to conventional training in teaching melodic sight-singing to subjects who measured above the class average in I.Q.; but it was superior in developing this skill in subjects measuring below the class average in I.Q. Tachistoscopic training was more effective than conventional teaching procedures in teaching melodic sight-singing at the fourth grade level. (Faculty Advisor: William N. Reeves).


A comparison was made between the differences in sight reading ability resulting from two differing methods of teaching. Sixty-four persons enrolled in an elementary music education course at the University of Kansas were chosen as subjects. After each subject had been given a battery of standardized tests three groups were equated according to musical experience. The investigator was the instructor. Each of the three groups were divided into experimental and control subgroups. The experimental groups received an emphasis in vocal as well as piano sight reading. The control group received only piano instruction with no special emphasis on vocal sight singing. Test batteries were administered both before and after the experimental period. The data were analyzed by t-tests and analysis of variance. There were no statistically significant differences between the groups on the Knuth Test after the experimental period. Differences between Gaston Test of Musicality scores earned by the two groups were not statistically significant differences between the groups. In the sight-singing test, students in the experimental group made a greater gain from pre-test to post-test than did students in the control group. (Faculty Advisor: E. Thayer Gaston).


An analysis and a general evaluation was made of courses of study in music in the United States. A check list was constructed following criteria stated by seven sources. The seven sources were evaluative techniques in general education. The check list consisted of ten main criteria and 50 items of evaluation. The 78 courses of study (public school) which were available to the writer were evaluated by use of the check list. Thirty-seven of the 48 states were represented and the grade levels for which the courses of study were written were fairly evenly divided although the sample was arbitrarily chosen. Both state courses of study and city courses of study were represented. The courses of study, taken as a group, ranked highest with respect to the inclusion of the following: literary construction, aims-objectives, and extra-curricular activities. They ranked lowest with respect to the inclusion of a definitely stated Philosophy. State courses were superior to city courses and secondary courses were superior to elementary courses of study. State courses showed a similarity to secondary courses, and city courses to elementary courses, in terms of the average scores. (Faculty Advisor: Fred C. Ayer).
A survey was made of instrumental music education practices in the Oregon public schools. A stratified random sample of Oregon public schools was made. Strata selected were elementary, junior high, and senior high schools. Questionnaires were sent to principals, music supervisors and all music teachers in 223 senior high schools, 30 junior high schools, and 246 elementary schools. Eight schools, arbitrarily selected, were visited. Criteria for the evaluation were based on established criteria of M.A.S.S.P. and M.E.N.C. Areas evaluated were course offerings, physical conditions and facilities, and teacher certification and qualification. The two most emphasized areas in instrumental music were band and orchestra. Only 1.8 percent of all schools had class piano. Junior high schools ranked higher than the other school classifications in course offerings of instrumental music, percentage of total students in instrumental music, and number of music reference books. Sixty percent of all music teachers sampled were men. Women outnumbered the men in elementary school. All respondents considered music facilities inadequate. One-half of the high schools offered one credit per semester for music, the remainder offering one-half credit per semester. Band had more annual performances than any other instrumental group. Vocal music teachers were the largest single group of music teachers. Elementary music teachers had the least amount of professional training; junior high school music teachers having the most. Instrumental music teachers averaged six years of higher education, while more than half of the vocal teachers had less than five years of higher education. (Faculty Advisor: Edmund A. Cykler).

An analysis was made of the tonality apprehension and tonal memory abilities in young children as revealed in their singing of familiar songs and dictated musical materials and to determine the relationship of some of the factors underlying tonality apprehension and tonal memory to ability. The subjects were 135 students from grades one to three in one elementary school. Pre-test recordings were made in a second school. Subjects were recorded individually for the tonal apprehension test. Sixty-four students from the school's primary choir were then given the tonal memory test, these being the only students who had the vocal ability to perform dictated materials. Both the dictation and the subject response were recorded. The recordings were transcribed to graphs (constructed in semi-tones). Students were classified in their ability to establish and maintain tonality. Relationships were determined by the use of the coefficient of mean square contingency and tests of significance. There was a significant correlation between tonal apprehension and tonal memory when the latter was tested by the ability to remember the specific melodies of familiar songs. When tonal memory was tested by the immediate recall of dictated tonal materials the correlation was statistically significant. There was a significant correlation between tonality apprehension, age and grade placement. Children with superior ability tend to improve with chronological age, which was not the case with those having inferior ability. Intonation errors were made more frequently on ascending intervals than on any other tonal sequence. Ascending fourths, fifths, minor sixths, and minor sevenths, and descending fourths, fifths, minor sixths, and major thirds were found to be the most difficult intervals for primary-grade pupils. (Faculty Advisor: Gordon Hendrickson).

An investigation was made of the mean pitch level and the mean pitch range used by preschool, first grade, and second grade children when voluntarily choosing and singing any song. Forty-five children (ages four and one-half through six), from one city were arbitrarily chosen as subjects. Each subject sang self-selected familiar songs which were recorded. A group of 37 subjects corresponding to the first group in age and grade
level was selected. Recordings were made after 28 and 48 practices. The mean pitch level used by all subjects of the first group, when singing voluntarily at any pitch level they wished, was significantly lower than the mean pitch level for these same songs as they were presented in songbooks for these ages. The mean pitch range for the preschool subjects in the first group was significantly smaller than that sound for songbooks intended for the preschool age. Such a significant difference was not found concerning range means for the older subjects. After 48 group practices on one song, the mean pitch level for the preschool children remained significantly lower than that presented by the teacher having the practice period. The mean pitch level used after 48 practices was not significantly different from that used by these same subjects when singing voluntarily any song they wished in any pitch level they chose. A comparison of mean pitch levels revealed that all groups under all conditions imposed by the study actually sang significantly lower with known and unknown amounts of practice than they were taught to sing according to printed song text books.


The pitch ranges in the voices of tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade boys were recorded and an analysis was made of the pitch requirements in the boy's parts of song material in order to determine the extent to which boys' vocal ranges include or coincide with the ranges of tenor and bass parts in song material. Subjects were 650 boys from one large high school requiring attendance in vocal music classes. The intent was to accept only those tones which were produced without strain and which would be acceptable for good choral singing. Volume and quality were major considerations for the lowest extremities and strain for the highest. The findings indicated that the average boy's vocal range is greatest before he loses the higher tones of his unchanged voice and is smallest immediately after he loses the unchanged tones. His range develops after the changing period becoming an average scope of an eleventh. The smallest range found was a third and the greatest was two octaves and a fourth. In analyzing the literature for changed voices, it was found that the tenth grade boy must have a range of a ninth to sing a tenor part or a range of a fourteenth for the bass part. In the eleventh and twelfth grade, the range must be a fourteenth for the tenor part or a fifteenth for the bass part. Extreme tones were found in a small part of the literature. Concerning the number of boys with the range necessary to sing all of the pitches in his part, only 18.6 percent in the tenth grade, 3.7 percent in the eleventh grade, and 2.4 percent in the twelfth grade had the capacity. In performing their parts, only 67.0 percent were able to sing the range of the complete part satisfactorily. (Faculty Advisor: L. A. Pechstein).


A survey was made of the organization and supervision of music education in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades of the elementary schools in California city school districts. Of 99 inquiry forms sent to city school superintendents in California, 96 were returned. The status of organization and supervision of music education in these city schools was then analyzed in frequencies. All school districts surveyed reported both vocal and instrumental music in the elementary schools with the exception of two districts. The two districts not having music reported as the reason that financial considerations, as well as lack of musically competent classroom teachers, forced music out of the classroom curriculum. Seventy-eight percent of the districts devoted approximately 100 minutes a week to music. Only seven percent of the districts had no special glee club or choral music. All but nine districts included special choral work in the regular school day. Fifty-two districts reported music festivals while 37 reported no festivals. Seventy-five percent of the districts reported music in-service workshops for classroom teachers. Sixty-two percent of the districts indicated that supervisors visited the classrooms regularly. Sixty-nine percent of the districts reported regular personal or
conferences instigated by the music supervisor. Sixty-seven percent of the districts reported adequate equipment.


The possible effect of training upon the musical performance of five-year-old children was investigated. A preliminary study of approximately six months was conducted to develop tests and techniques. The reliability of student interest ratings by two judges was established in two separate experiments and music tests were devised and tested for three months. The subjects for the main experiment were 36 five-year-old children who were matched on scores in music ability encompassing four items, and the interest ratings. A questionnaire was sent to the parents of the subjects but was not used in the matching process. The music ability test reliability was established by the test-retest method. Both groups were tested periodically during the term of the experiment and the critical ratio was used for determining the significance of mean differences. The method developed and employed for measuring the vocal ability of five-year-old children to reproduce single pitches, intervals, and three to five note phrases was found reliable as was the method for observing, through overt behavior, children's interest in music activities. The experimental group improved over the control group and the experimental group continued to improve throughout the forty training periods. The largest gains occurred during the first 15 training periods. Improved singing ability of the experimental group was accompanied by an increase in interest. (Faculty Advisor: Dr. Ruth Updegraff).


The purposes of the study were: (1) to investigate current practices, policies, and trends in administration and supervision of music in mid-western cities, (2) to discover difference between large and small cities in administration and supervision of music, and (3) to determine the relationship between pupil achievement in music and various factors associated with music administration. Fourteen arbitrarily selected mid-western city school systems were studied by observations, interviews (supplemented with questionnaires), and techniques for self-evaluation developed by the Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards. Comparisons between large (over 306,000 population) and small (under 306,000) city school music programs were made in areas of practices, policies, and trends in music administration as well as in pupil achievement in music and administrative competency. Percentages and rank correlations were used for data analysis. State laws, high physical education requirements, budget, emphasis on performance, poor facilities, and inadequacy of the supervisor often affected practice and policies in music adversely. Large and small cities differed greatly in relation to administration. Factors in administration related to pupil achievement were: (1) competency of administrative staff, (2) educational leadership at supervisory level and principal level, (3) the total load in personnel management, and (4) the teacher-pupil ratio. A significant relation between administration and pupil achievement was noted only in the smaller schools. (Faculty Advisor: Neal E. Glenn).


A survey was made of the out-of-school activities in which adolescents were engaged and the trends of these activities over a two-year period. One hundred and twenty-two of 1,017 entering high school students in Evanston, Illinois were selected by stratified random sampling. The variables on which the stratification was determined were age, sex, father's occupation, teacher's rating, and I.Q. Diaries were kept by the subjects for
short periods within a two-year period. The diaries and an interest inventory developed for the study were analysed in frequencies, percentages, and central tendencies. The data were collected over a two-year period during which time interviews were conducted partially for cross validation of diary entries. Discrepancies were noted between the data from interviews and the data from diaries in the following areas: playing music for one's own amusement, concert and recital attendance, and types of phonograph recordings played. Practice occupied the greatest amount of time in the area of music activities while only 10 to 20 percent took private music lessons. More than twice as many girls were taking music lessons than were boys. Listening to records was the activity in which the greatest agreement was displayed between sexes. An increase in time spent listening to records was noted as the subjects moved from freshman to sophomore rank. Participation in choirs was the most frequent out-of-school music performance activity. Radio listening time was devoted largely to music of the "swing band" variety. Only two books on music and musicians appeared on the out-of-school reading lists. Only girls reported concert attendance in their diaries. Music activities attracted a greater proportion of the subjects than any of the arts and the "arts activities" were the most unstable of all out-of-school activities.


A survey was made for the purpose of (1) evaluating the policies and practices employed by the senior colleges of Texas in the administration of their student-teaching programs for music education majors, (2) comparing the administration of the student-teaching programs for music education experts, and (3) making recommendations for the improvement of music education student-teaching in Texas colleges and universities. Two questionnaires were constructed and were refined by being submitted to the music education faculty of the University of Texas. Catalogues were analyzed from the 34 Texas institutions. One questionnaire was sent to the persons heading the student-teaching program in each of the 34 senior colleges holding membership in the Texas Association of Music Schools (26 usable returns received). A list of 86 music education "experts" was obtained. Fifty were chosen by the University of Texas music education faculty to serve as judges. The judges were from all regions of the United States. The second questionnaire was submitted to the judges for opinions of an "ideal" student-teaching program. Case studies were made of four institutions. Many inconsistencies were found between the content of the college catalogues and information obtained through questionnaires and visits, in course descriptions, in prerequisites for student-teaching, in clock hours spent on student-teaching, in the number of courses in student-teaching offered and in the credit granted for courses in student-teaching. There were very few required qualifications for student-teaching administrative and teaching personnel. A significant comparison could not be made regarding the field service or follow-up service. (Faculty Advisor: Archie N. Jones).


The investigator's purpose was to measure the appreciation of listeners for musical compositions played on the piano. A sample of 78 harmony students and 81 psychology students at the University of Minnesota was arbitrarily selected. The groups were further divided so that there were four groups making two groups of harmony students and two groups of psychology students. The tests were administered, the pianist being shielded from the group by a screen, the same pianist being used for all presentations. A short excerpt from each of 21 compositions was performed four ways: (1) correctly, (2) tones omitted, (3) elaborated, and (4) phrasing or melodic progression was changed. Each listener recorded his preference among the four versions of the excerpts. He was awarded two points for selecting the original version and one point for making the original version his second preference among the four. Scores were totaled and correlations were run between this score and scores on the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent, a college ability
test, artistic judgment tests, etc. Four of the 21 items were repeated to check consistency. The repeated test items showed no consistency in the judgments of the listeners. The items in which only the pianist's interpretation of the music was varied were not of any diagnostic value. There did not appear to be any pronounced time error involved in presenting the four different versions in succession in that no position appeared to be favored. The psychology students showed a tendency to favor the eliminated or simpler version and the harmony students to favor the elaborated version while the two groups showed an exactly equal tendency to prefer the changed phrasing.


Employing a mutation technique, the investigator developed a standardized objective test for appreciation of the beautiful in music which would attain a satisfactory degree of both reliability and usefulness. In this article Hevner reported the revision of a music test which she had previously constructed. Test items were piano compositions and variations made by mutating the original compositions in specific ways. The original test involved four versions of each composition. The form reported here included only the original composition and one mutation. Various forms of the test were administered to high school students; university psychology, music, and music education students; and members of a college music club. The report was based on test results from 313 subjects. Test results were compared with percentile ranks on the Seashore battery and were also correlated. Mean and sigma scores were obtained from groups of subjects as well as from the entire group. Results on the two-version test form correspond closely with results from the four-version form in reliability, validity, and relationship to other mental and musical traits. Experimental variation of the test directions and instructions to the subjects revealed that specific information designed to facilitate the listener's satisfaction with his own performance in general insured a more favorable attitude on the part of the subjects toward these tests.


In a status study of public school music in the State of Missouri, a questionnaire was devised, refined, and submitted to each secondary school music teacher and his principal in the state. Of 535 questionnaires sent, 444 were returned. It was found that very few music teachers were called upon to teach non-music subjects. Many secondary teachers were required to work with students in grade school and junior high school. Of the music teachers who responded, men outnumbered women more than two to one. Courses considered of little or no value by the music teachers were Introduction to Education, History of Education, Secondary School Administration for Teachers, and Preventative Medicine. Student Teaching, Techniques of Secondary School Teaching, and General and Educational Psychology were generally felt to be of value. Most teachers reported that they supplemented their income with outside work. Course scheduling of music was the major problem reported. Academic courses in music were not commonly offered. (Faculty Advisor: Neal E. Glenn).


A status study was made of junior high school choral music in Texas. A questionnaire was constructed and sent to an arbitrarily selected sample of 220 junior high schools, which were assumed to be representative. Ninety-one usable responses were returned. The data were tabulated and expressed in frequencies and percentages. It was found that the larger the school the more likely a choral program existed as well as a greater variety of performing ensembles. Music was a regular part of the curriculum and was considered as important as other subjects in regard to scheduling. Performing choirs and
general music classes were combined more often than offered separately. Medium size schools exhibited more interest in contests than did small or large schools. The number of out-of-town trips was not indicative of the total choral activity in a school. Larger schools participated more in clinics and festivals than did smaller schools. The use of choir robes and the social functions in choral activities were not thought important by the teachers responding. Current practices in scheduling prevented students from taking more than one music class. (Faculty Advisor: B. M. Bakkegard).


A status study was made of the general music classes in the junior high schools of Texas. A questionnaire was designed, reviewed, and edited several times by the music education faculty of the University of Texas and by the State Music Consultant. An arbitrary sample was selected which was believed to be representative in terms of school size and geographical location. Of 150 questionnaires sent, 76 (51 percent) were returned. Schools with larger enrollments tended to maintain a more comprehensive general music program than did schools with smaller enrollments. The elective general music program was more common than the required program. When general music was offered on an elective basis, students from smaller schools elected the course more frequently than did students from larger schools. The most frequent activities in general music were unison and part singing, listening to live performances, use of radio and movies, assigned reading and reports. In music theory there was emphasis on key signatures, scales, and chord study with little emphasis on form and analysis, modes, and keyboard experience. (Faculty Advisor: B. M. Bakkegard).


The phenomenon of reminiscence (the improvement in the performance of a task after a time lapse during which there is no practice on the task) as observed in the memorization of instrumental music by high school music students was investigated in this study. Thirty-six outstanding performers from the band and orchestra of one high school were given 15 minutes to memorize a short original melody. Individual recordings were made after the fifteen minute period and again one day later. The Ohio State Psychological Test, Form 20 and the Kwalwasser-Dykema Music Test were administered to the subjects. The data were analyzed by use of the Spearman rank order correlation standard deviations, percentile ranks, and critical ratios. The ratio of the difference between immediate and delayed melody recall to its standard deviation was found to be significant (CR=3.82). The critical ratio for rhythm was also statistically significant. A majority of the subjects gained from the first attempt at recall to the second attempt. No significant correlations were found between scores on the two standardized tests nor were significant relationships found between musical ability or intelligence on the one hand, and reminiscence on the other for either melody or rhythm. (Faculty Advisor: Gordon Hendrickson).


A survey was made of expert opinions and philosophies of the role of music in leisure time activities and to survey the uses made of music in the leisure time activities of junior high school students. A questionnaire was developed from a review of related literature and was distributed to 762 junior high school students from five arbitrarily selected schools. The subjects stated the musical compositions they most frequently listened to and a panel of judges rated these compositions regarding musical quality. All data were tabulated in frequencies and percentages. It was found that emphasis by the school upon certain areas of music generally results in preference for those areas. The
home had considerable influence in encouraging the subjects to study instrumental music.
The radio was the most prevalent instrument in the home, surpassing the piano and the
phonograph. The greatest part of the musical background observed in the subjects was
acquired through the public school. (Faculty Advisor: Vincent Jones).

118. Hutcherson, Rita J. "Group Instruction in Piano: An Investigation of the Relative
Effectiveness of Group and Individual Piano Instruction at Beginning Level." Unpubli-

A comparison was made of music learning, attitudes, and certain performance skills
resulting from group and individual instruction in piano at the beginning level. Twelve
children, ages six through nine, were selected to participate in the experiment. The
writer attempted to equate the group of six "experimental" students with six "control"
students in terms of estimated musical, mental, physical, and social maturity. Measures
used included I.Q., verbal reading age, Hutcherson Visual Discrimination Test, and K.D.
Test. Estimates by the investigator and other teachers were made of the following vari-
ables: manifest interest in music, control of singing voice, motor ability, keyboard
potential, index of social maturity. The children having group instruction were designa-
ted as the experimental group while those having individual instructions were the control
group. Each subject recorded selected compositions which were evaluated by the writer
and two competent judges. Non-performance aspects of music achievement were measured by
the Kelsey and the Kwalwasser-Ruch tests of musical achievement. No significant differ-
ences were found between the two groups. Slight differences in favor of the experimental
group were found in (1) knowledge of music rudiments, (2) ability to recognize familiar
tunes at sight, and (3) piano sight-reading ability. A small difference was found in
favor of the control group with respect to the quality of prepared performance under in-
formal recital conditions. There was a distinct advantage to the experimental method in
terms of the teacher's time. The teacher spent a total of 420 minutes instructing the
control group (individually), while the experimental group received 210 minutes of instruc-
tion. (Faculty Advisor: John Simms).

119. Janszen, Royce H. "The Organization and Administration of Off-Campus Student
Teaching in Music at Selected Institutions." Unpublished Project Report, Teachers Coll-

Music student teaching practices and procedures in 376 institutions were surveyed. Of 725 institutions to which questionnaires were sent, 408 replied. Thirty respondents
indicated that college personnel visited potential cooperating schoo-ls prior to their
selection as places of student teachers. Five-sixths of the respondents indicated that the
competency of the cooperating teacher was a factor which determined the selection of
a school. Twenty-four institutions reported that student teachers had experience in at
least two cooperating schools. Seventeen institutions required student teaching on the
elementary, junior high and senior high levels. Thirty respondents indicated that ad-
mission to student teaching was determined by a committee of faculty members in 29 institutions. Twenty-three responses indicated that mutual acceptance between cooperating teacher and student teacher was a
factor determining assignment. Twenty-two institutions provided student teachers with
literature describing the student teaching program and outlining the procedures to be
followed before and during the assignment. Student teachers were visited and observed
at intervals of approximately two weeks. Three-fifths of the institutions reported
student teaching seminars scheduled on a weekly basis. In 14 institutions, college
personnel determined grades while in 13 institutions the cooperating teacher shared in
this responsibility. Twenty schools made cash payments to cooperating teachers and two
institutions offered in-service training for cooperating teachers. Most institutions
preparing teachers of music were classified as liberal arts colleges. (Faculty Advisor:
Harry R. Wilson).

The hypotheses in this study were (a) that practice on two separate pre-training tasks involving the production of tones to match the stimulus tones would transfer to the difficult task of pressing the left button after a low stimulus tone and the right button after a high stimulus tone; and (b) that training with a pair of tones separated by 1024 cycles would facilitate subsequent discrimination of a pair of tones separated by only 128 cycles. Twenty-one subjects from one kindergarten were divided into three equal groups. Ages of the subjects ranged from five to six years. Two series of two piano tones were recorded at ten second intervals. In series A the interval between tones was 1024 cycles; in Series B the interval was 128 cycles. Group I was trained only on a programmed button pressing apparatus; Group II was required to match the discriminative stimuli vocally prior to being tested on the programmed apparatus; Group III learned to produce matching tones on the piano before being tested on the programmed apparatus (button pressing responses). Differences in performance on the transfer task (i.e. from vocal or piano reproduction of tones to the programmed response apparatus) were tested for significance by the Fisher exact probabilities test. The hypothesis, that pre-training would be facilitative, was supported. The hypothesis regarding transfer from training with the Series A stimuli, involving a difference of three octaves and a fifth between stimuli, to a closer discrimination of the Series B stimuli (a difference of a fifth) was not supported.


Correlations between music and non-music students' aptitudes in music, science, and mathematics were sought in this study. The counselors of eight selected secondary schools were given criteria and 256 subjects were chosen accordingly. By use of standardized tests, administered by the investigator, the aptitude of the students was measured in the areas of music, science, and mathematics. Mental abilities measures were obtained from school files. All subjects were of generally higher mental ability than norms. Some discrepancies in equating were evident but these were clearly stated. Two sub-groups were formed from the original group, group I consisting of public school music students, and Group II consisting of non-music students. Correlations were made between the test scores. There was a marked relationship between mental ability and music aptitude for the total group. There was a slightly higher relationship between mental ability and music aptitude for both the music and the non-music group as well as for both groups combined. Only a slight positive correlation was found between music ability and scientific aptitude. No significant differences were discovered between the means of the two groups in mental ability. Pupils' aptitudes in music were increased by training in music, although this was not true in one sub-group from an individual school system. That no significant differences were found between the means of any sub-group in aptitude in science or mathematics indicated that participation in a music organization appeared to have no noticeable effect on aptitudes in either science or mathematics as measured by the tests used in this study. (Faculty Advisor: C. C. Colvert).


A study was made of the vocal range of young children. Four hundred seven children ranging in age from two to ten years served as subjects. About 90 percent of the subjects came from public schools and nurseries. Sixty-five adults were also included for comparison. The investigators tested each child by having him match pitches produced on the piano. Reliability of the investigators' judgment was determined by correlation with expert judgment. An arbitrary scoring system was devised. The vocal range was...
defined as the maximum range - no attempt was made to determine "usable range." A person realizes a large portion of his potential pitch range while he is still in the first three grades of elementary school, especially in the case of girls. Girls had a somewhat larger range than did boys although at no time was the difference between boy's and girl's ranges three times its standard error. Ninety-nine percent of the tones occurred within the range from first line E to fourth space E.


The ability of young children to keep time to music was measured. Ninety-four children from three nurseries and kindergartens who ranged in age from two to five were chosen as subjects. Seventeen adults were also used. Eighteen children from the same population were used in preliminary studies regarding adequacy and reliability of equipment. Methods were developed for measuring the accuracy with which children can keep time to the accompaniment of an electrically operated piano. Highly complex devices were used whereby neon lights and clocks were attached to the mechanical piano. Motion pictures were taken of each subject in various rhythmic activities at a speed of 24 frames per second. The data from the films were transferred to paper, one frame at a time. On the motion picture film was super-imposed a calibrated clock indicating speed and the flashing lights indicating placement of the beat in the music. A method using a Bristol recorder which activated a pen was discarded in the preliminary study, as were many of the originally planned devices. There was a large increase with age from two to five years in children's ability to keep accurate time to the accompaniment of music, and a decided difference between the ability of a five year old and an adult. There was little difference between the child's ability to beat time with his hands and his ability to walk to the accompaniment of music. There was a high degree of correspondence between ability to beat time with the hand and ability to keep accurate time in walking. The child was better able to keep time to music played at the faster tempos. The variable of meter in this study did not affect the subjects accuracy to a material degree.


A comparison was made between the effect of positive and negative practice methods using as subjects a group of 17 randomly chosen high school band members. The study was an attempt to test Dunlap's "beta hypothesis." Two music tests, or practice exercises, were developed from a little known French publication designed for sight reading. Subjects were chosen at random from one high school band. All exercises were practiced five times each with instructions given to each subject as he practiced. At the end of the practice period the subjects were told to play the examination through correctly. Tape recordings of the test were made and errors were analyzed. Errors observed in each method were compared with I.Q. rank but no statistical measures were employed. It was concluded that some students profited more from the use of negative training than other students did. There was an indication that the more intelligent subjects made correspondingly more errors after they had rehearsed incorrectly than did the less intelligent students. Positive practice seemed to be of more value for the type of exercises included in this test, but the use of negative practice cannot be discounted.


The purposes of the study were to develop a set of philosophical statements and a set of attitude statements, to obtain evaluations from the sets of statements, and to secure personal information from each respondent, which, when projected against the philosophies and attitudes of all respondents, would allow for greater evaluations of
present practices. Philosophy and attitude statements were extracted from theoretical writings in music education and formed into a preliminary instrument which was pre-tested in a pilot study. Subjects were chosen arbitrarily from three MENC regions. The questionnaire, consisting of Q-sort cards, instructions, and a tally sheet were sent to 362 music teachers of high school and college levels; 142 were returned. Frequencies and percentages were used in analyzing the responses to the philosophic and attitude statements. The music supervisors, while not displaying extremely high percentages of consistency, were more consistent than high school or college music educators. The instrument used in this study did not register any strong agreement, unity, or consistency between high school music teachers, music supervisors, or college-university music teachers toward music education. (Faculty Advisor: E. E. Mohr).


The purposes of the study were: (1) to discover the degree of agreement and disagreement in relation to selected issues in music education as reflected in the beliefs of high school principals, high school music teachers, and college teachers of music education, and (2) to determine the degree of similarity and dissimilarity between the "ideal" situation thought desirable by the above groups and the "actual" practices in the schools. A questionnaire was developed, and a pilot study was made to evaluate the instrument. The final questionnaire was sent to stratified random sample of 217 principals and 377 music teachers. Questionnaires were sent to the entire population of 116 college professors of music education. A 69 percent return of questionnaires was received from the sample. Chi square tests were performed to determine the presence of statistically significant differences among the three groups of respondents, between the "ideal" and "actual" practices in the schools. The three groups of respondents were found to differ significantly with regard to the desired "ideal" in 19 of 20 issues, while, with regard to the "actual practice," they differed significantly in 17 of 20 issues. A significant difference of opinion was expressed by the music teachers and the principals on the desired "ideal" solution of 17 of the 20 issues investigated. A significant difference of opinion was expressed by the music teachers and the college teachers in relation to the desired "ideal" in 9 of the 20 issues. College teachers were found to be more dissatisfied with the existing practices than were high school principals and high school music teachers. (Faculty Advisor: William B. McBride).


An attempt was made (1) to establish a basis for determining norms, means, and extremes of voice range and (2) to determine expected incidence and degree of mutation from a simple voice test and from school health records. The subjects were 907 students in the public schools of Brookline, Massachusetts. The data were obtained from school records; other data, including an appraisal of general biotype, were obtained by interview. Ratings of the number of erupted permanent teeth and vocal range were checked for reliability. Subjects ranged in age from 11 through 18 years. It was found that both before and after the onset of puberty, as age and overall size of body structure increased, voice range lowered for both sexes. Before age 15 years and four months the development patterns were less clearly discernable than from that age onward. The distribution of low terminal pitch for both sexes centered around the F sharp of their respective ranges. A large number of subjects produced isolated overtones. The high terminal pitch was, in all except four cases, related to the low terminal pitch in that both were overtones of a harmonic series built upon a fundamental tone one octave below the low terminal pitch. The first child in a family of more than three children evidenced a restricted voice range. A repeated occurrence of wide voice range in subjects who, through their medical histories, evidenced sensitive upper respiratory areas was paralleled by the positive relationship
between lack of childhood upper respiratory infection and restricted vocal range. (Faculty Advisor: Jack O. Lemons).


A study was made of the possible relationships between personality characteristics and achievement in instrumental music. The Manifold Interest Schedule was administered to random samples of 300 band students and to 300 non-band students from six New York City Public High Schools. The Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale was administered only to the band students. The sample of band students was later stratified by instrument played. Chi square and t tests were applied to the scores (transferred to stanine scores) and differences in music/non-music personality patterns were tested for significance. The findings indicated that certain personality characteristics were associated with students who studied music, who played a specific type instrument, and with the relative degree of achievement attained in the study of band instruments. While levels of significance did not exceed the .05 level for any of the above findings the writer stated that the probability that a student will fall into a profile which serves to distinguish music from non-music students is 32 in 100. (Faculty Advisor: Louis E. Raths).


A study was made of the relative effects of two teaching methods ("choral" vs. "experimental") upon attitudes toward music as well as interests and achievement in music, as measured by selected tests. Two groups of seventh grade students were matched on the basis of mean intelligence scores and teacher ratings of general ability. They were pre-tested by the Gaston Test of Musicality, the Keston Test of Musical Preference, and a teacher-constructed test of musical achievement. One group received choral instruction while the other engaged in various activities such as singing, playing the autoharp, games and dances, toy orchestra, arranging music for the toy orchestra, and listening. Post-tests were administered. There was a definite improvement in the ability of both groups in the recognition of familiar themes in musical notation. The music interests of the experimental group, as measured by the Gaston Test of Musicality, increased during the semester. The slight gain in interest of the choral group was not significant. No statistical significant difference was observed for either group in the appreciation of "good music." Both groups showed highly significant increases in their performance on the teacher-constructed music achievement test (knowledge about music). (Faculty Advisor: Marcus E. Hahn).


An interview technique was used to ascertain the degree of agreement between the stated beliefs of superintendents, principals (elementary and secondary), music supervisors, and music teachers regarding the importance and functions of music in the public schools. The beliefs tested were structured into five categories as follows: (1) aesthetic development, (2) development of skills, (3) functional contribution, (4) social development, (5) democratic living. Responses in those major areas were judged by the interviewer to be "very favorable," "favorable," or "ambivalent." Personnel from school systems in five midwestern cities with populations ranging from 75,000 to 250,000 were interviewed including one superintendent, ten principals, ten music teachers, and one music supervisor. After chi squares were applied to the data, it was found that there were no statistically significant differences between the beliefs of the administrators.
and the music teachers who were interviewed. A significant difference was found between the secondary school principals and music teachers and the elementary school principals and music teachers with the latter two groups having a better understanding of the function of music in the schools. Many secondary teachers were found to be acting contrary to their stated beliefs by overemphasizing public performance skills. (Faculty Advisor: E. Thayer Gaston).


The purpose of this study was to provide an experimental basis for judging the relative superiority of two different points of view in the teaching of music appreciation. Eighty-nine high school students were randomly divided into experimental and control groups for instruction in music appreciation. The control group only listened to music while the experimental group listened, heard explanatory comments, and discussed the music. A zero control group (a choir) was established in a second high school. The author developed and performed validating procedures upon a Test of Musical Preference, and a Test of Music Recognition. Other factors measured were musical accomplishment, musical training, musical discrimination, pitch, tonal memory, rhythm, I.Q., grade-point average, and socioeconomic status. The data were analyzed by analysis of variance and covariance. The analysis of the final preference test scores, with the initial preference test scores held constant, revealed that there was a significant difference between the means of the experimental and control groups. Ten additional analyses of variance and covariance were performed on the preference test scores with both the initial preference test scores and each of the 10 independent variables held constant. In every case, a significant difference was found between the means of the experimental control groups on the final preference test scores. It was concluded that the method of instruction in music appreciation which utilized commentary and discussion aimed to develop appreciation in conjunction with listening to music is superior to the method of instruction in which music is listened to without comment.


An investigation was made concerning the competencies demonstrated by beginning classroom teachers in music theory and singing. Eight colleges in New England were selected on the basis of size and an attempt was made to distribute them proportionately in terms of being public or private schools. From these institutions 396 college seniors majoring in elementary education were considered "beginning teachers." The investigator constructed a rating scale (based on an investigation of textbooks and manuals) for administration to 36 music educators. These authorities rated each of several competencies with respect to their essentialness for elementary teachers. The Kotick and Torgerson Diagnostic Tests of Achievement in Music were administered to the 396 students and an additional test was constructed and validated by the investigator to cover areas of competency not included in the published test. A singing test was developed by the writer and a random sample of 127 of the students was selected for the administration of the test. A jury of ten members rated the recordings of the singing test. Statistical treatments included item analysis, measures of reliability, and correlations. With respect to the criteria established by the panel of educators, achievement in music theory by the elementary classroom teachers was not adequate. As a group, the teachers gave evidence of almost achieving a desired level of singing. These beginning teachers demonstrated little ability in reading "new" vocal music. The writer concluded that in this respect the effective and independent teaching of music in the self-contained classroom did not seem to be possible at that time (1956). (Faculty Advisor: B. Alice Crossley).

A survey was made of the extent to which harmonic knowledge and skills are used by a select group of high school orchestra and band directors in preparing compositions for rehearsal, conducting rehearsals, altering instrumental parts, arranging compositions, and composing music for orchestra and band. A check list was designed (modeled after S. T. Burns' Dissertation, Columbia University, 1945). A total of 1,084 check lists were sent to outstanding instrumental directors, whose names were submitted by state and city superintendents of public instructors and college music administrators throughout the United States. Returned usable checklists totaled 744. The data was presented in percentages with Garrett's significance of percentages being applied. Silent study of the score was the technique used most frequently for rehearsal preparation by 93 percent of the subjects. The use of the piano ranked second as a device for obtaining a concept of the harmony. With regard to specific practices, the following were found: 84 percent of the respondents reported making alterations of instrumental parts during rehearsals; 75.8 percent reported occasionally writing parts not provided in compositions; 56.9 percent had not written a band or orchestra composition during the past year and only 14.7 percent had written three or more compositions during the past year; of 687 respondents, 30 percent reported making no band arrangements. The most frequent composition types for which arrangements were made were: school songs, hymns, folk tunes, patriotic songs, and solo accompaniments.

Faculty Advisor: S. T. Burns.


A survey was made to ascertain whether the required music education courses taken in college by prospective elementary teachers adequately establish for them musical competencies needed for classroom teaching in Tennessee. A questionnaire was constructed, pre-tested (judgment items yielded a reliability from .38 to .93), and sent to 483 recently certified elementary teachers in Tennessee. Returns were received from 276 (58 percent). The returns were tabulated for the frequency of use of each activity, and for the teachers' estimate of the quality of musical competence which they gained in their required college music education courses. Approximately three-fourths of the teachers responded that they did music teaching. Only eight percent of the respondents had the services of a special music teacher. Approximately half of the teachers reported that daily music instruction was provided for their students, with the average period being 22 minutes in length. When participants were classified (into three groups) according to the amount of their musical training, positive correlations greater than .90 were obtained when the training was compared to their reported use of various music teaching activities. The teachers reported poor competency both in singing and in piano playing. Two-fifths reported the necessity for "outside" help when learning a song, and only 14.5 percent reported the ability to play any musical composition suitably for their pupils. More than three-fifths of the teachers indicated that they had received no help in playing the piano as a part of college courses, while more than 14 percent reported no help in learning to sing during these courses.

Faculty Advisor: William H. Vaughan.


The status of music in approximately one-fourth (236) of the public schools in Illinois was determined prior to an evaluation of practices observed. The evaluation was made in terms of music education's function in and contribution to the program of general education. The data were obtained by use of a three-part questionnaire which had been pre-tested and refined prior to being administered. The classroom teacher taught his own music in about half of the elementary schools studied; about one-third of these teachers were supervised in music. About 35 percent of the elementary schools of the sample participated in music contests and 45 percent participated in music festivals. Unified school districts, as a rule, offered more varied and complete music activities than separate elementary schools. Unit district high schools of the sample showed higher percentages of student enrollment...
in music than separate high schools. Small high schools showed higher percentages of student enrollment in music than large high schools. Higher per capita cost high schools showed higher percentages of student enrollment in music than low per capita cost schools. The music curriculum of the high schools of the sample was almost exclusively organized around selective performance groups. Very few orchestras were found in the high schools. Generally, fractional credit was given for music instruction in the high school, allowing one or two full units of music work to count toward graduation. Music instruction was generally open to all students in grades 9 through 12 on an elective basis. Vocal music and band were the most common areas of undergraduate specialization among music teachers of the sample. About one-third of the teachers had masters degrees and 15 percent had no degrees. The mean salary of the music teachers was $3,400. The full-time music supervisor was practically non-existent outside of metropolitan areas and the duties of the supervisors found were very loosely defined. (Faculty Advisor: Edwin H. Reeder).


The purposes of the study were (1) to discover measurable factors of music which in themselves constitute the end products of the integration of these elements of music (pitch, timbre, loudness, and duration) into meaningful wholes, and (2) to devise a test of musical capacity which could measure this ability to integrate. A preliminary "Test of Esthetic Judgment of Music" was constructed. The test was composed of paired performances and was administered to "musical" and "unmusical" members of a high school band. The musical ability of the subjects was rated by three judges (music teachers). Students in the extreme quartiles of the band were chosen as subjects. Teacher ratings and performance on the initial test correlated highly. Items not sufficiently discriminating were rejected. Test items were pairs of recorded performances involving problems of intonation and problems of tone quality. Music recorded at a state solo contest was used in the test of tone quality. The revised test was then subjected to a validity check similar to the check used on the initial test, except that subjects included band, orchestra, and choir personnel from a high school, as well as music education classes at the University of California. Validity coefficients were obtained. The universality of the conclusions requires further investigation. Esthetic judgments, functioning as organizing factors of auditory images, may be used to differentiate between persons known to be musical and persons observed to be less musical. The study indicated the methodology appropriate to the construction of a predictive instrument in this area. There was evidence that the best prediction of musical behavior must be based upon observation, that is, the assessment of music at its true value by the individual in the light of his experience, is worthy of more consideration than has been previously given.


A comparison was made of the effectiveness in several approaches to music reading in the elementary school, including one making use of shape notes. The subjects were 183 fourth and fifth grade students from varying socio-economic backgrounds in the San Francisco Bay area. Control and experimental groups were selected in each school. Identical teaching materials and their order of presentation were maintained. The instructional period was 15 class meetings of 30 minutes each. In one experimental situation, the same teacher taught both groups. In a second situation, one teacher substituted the solfege method for the traditional method. A third experiment involved the testing of the effect of mixing the teaching techniques. Sight reading ability was defined and criteria were established for evaluating the tape recordings of the final sight reading test. Since there was no statistical significance in the difference of the sight singing pre-test means for any of the equated groups, it was assumed that the groups were drawn from the same musical population. Results of the final sight reading test revealed that the groups subjected to shape note instruction were significantly superior to the control groups in each of the four paired situations at the .01 level. A regression was observed in the progress of the group taught by the solfege method. Students in the experimental groups were the only ones to develop skill in notating their own created melodies.
A statistical evaluation was made of certain tests, measures and empirical rules considered to be valuable in the prediction of aptitude for performance on musical instruments. The subjects were 62 beginning instrumental music students from one high school. I.Q. scores were obtained and the group was pre-tested using the Seashore battery. Photographs were made of the students' dental formation and measurements were made of lip thickness and taper of fingers. Each student began the exploratory class by playing the instrument of his choice for a try-out period. Method books were constructed. Performance and aptitude tests were constructed, validated, and administered. Neither the mental tests nor the physical measurements yielded a valid prediction to serve as a basis for the selection of instruments most suitable for individual students. The controlled tryout method proved to determine instrumental aptitude with a high degree of accuracy. A correlation of .33 ± .070 was found between I.Q. and brass instrument performance. Brass performance correlated more highly with pitch discrimination (.52 ± .068) and with tonal memory (.48 ± .080). The partial correlation between lip thickness and mouthpiece diameter, with brass performance held constant was only .275. Evenness of teeth showed no significance for any of the types of instrumental performance investigated. The relation of finger taper to string aptitude was too small for either statistical or practical significance (.17 ± .095). There was, however, a significant relationship between performance on the string and woodwind instruments (.72 ± .053), due perhaps to the presence of such common elements as digital dexterity. (Faculty Advisor: Noel Keys).

The purpose of this study was to determine comparative aptitude for three different types of musical instruments through a system of controlled exposure, or tryout instruction, followed by objective measures of attainment. The subjects were 151 high school students (who had had no previous instrumental music experiences) in four successive classes in one high school. Pre-tests and measurements were made of the following for prognostic use: I.Q., pitch discrimination and tonal memory (Seashore Test), evenness of teeth, length and slenderness of fingers, and thickness of lips. Experimental exploratory classes were then given. Sight-reading tests were constructed and administered (Reliability .95 ± .97 ± .009; validity .78 ± .026 ± .87 ± .016). Correlations were run between the predictive factors (I.Q., pitch, etc.) and degree of success on brass, woodwind, and string instruments. Neither pitch perception nor tonal memory, as measured by the Seashore Tests, afforded an index of aptitude for brass, woodwind, or string instruments which was adequate for individual guidance. The Terman group I.Q. Test had even less predictive power. Teeth evenness and length and slenderness of fingers showed no significant relationship with achievement on any type of instrument studied. There appeared to be some agreement (r = .28) between thickness of lips and diameter of the mouthpiece of the brass instrument on which an individual is most likely to succeed. A combination of scores on pitch discrimination, tonal memory, and I.Q. was found to predict performance on brass instruments sufficiently well (r = .58) to be of some assistance in guidance. No combination of tests obtained served to forecast success on clarinet or violin with a correlation higher than .42.

The purposes of this study were to determine: (1) the activities in which California city school music supervisors engage, (2) the relative emphasis placed on these activities, and (3) the relative value of these functions. Questionnaires were sent to all California city school systems of 5,000 A.D.A. and over, who had agreed to participate, and to a nation-wide group of music education specialists. Of those who agreed to participate, returns were received from 64 music supervisors (97 percent), 57 school
administrators (83.9 percent), and 59 nation-wide music specialists (95.2 percent).

Personal interviews were conducted with 26.6 percent of the music supervisors. The data were presented and analyzed by means of percentages, rank order correlations, and critical ratios. Activities performed by 100 percent of the responding supervisors included (1) classroom visitations and conferences with teachers and principals; (2) offering of constructive criticism with regard to the organization and management of music classes; (3) serving in an advisory capacity to principal and staff committees; (4) promoting continued revision of the music curriculum and organizing courses of study, units, and teaching guides; and (5) regularly reading of professional literature and conference attendance. The investigator lists in rank order of importance (1) major areas of importance in terms of the emphasis indicated by the supervisors; (2) the administrators' judgments as to the relative value of various supervisory activities; and (3) the music specialists' judgments as to the value of these activities. The areas of greatest disagreement among the ratings of music supervisors, school administrators, and music education specialists were those of research and evaluation and community leadership and public relations. (Faculty Advisor: Ralph Rush).


A status study was made of high school music instruction in the 374 public school districts of Iowa maintaining high schools with an enrollment greater than 100 during the year 1959-60. A questionnaire was constructed and checked for ambiguities by a jury of experts. The questionnaire was sent to administrators and music teachers in each of the 374 public school districts of Iowa. Returns were received from 282 high school administrators and 543 high school music teachers. Frequencies and percentages were used in analyzing the data. Most music instruction occurred within the school day and was selective in nature. Only 19 teachers reported string instruction in the public schools and only 16 high schools reported a full string orchestra. Music theory and appreciation courses were very limited in number and there were no courses reported in music history or composition. Fifty-seven percent of all Iowa high school students did not participate in any sort of music activity. Three percent of Iowa music teachers surveyed did not have a major or minor music emphasis in their undergraduate preparation. Solo and Ensemble activities sponsored by the State School Music Association was the most widely utilized activity. The majority of teachers surveyed were responsible for either the vocal or instrumental department but not both. Less than 20 percent of music teachers were responsible for both areas of instruction. Findings reported from the opinion portion of the questionnaire are inconclusive because the opinion statements were not tested prior to administration. (Faculty Advisor: Neal Glenn).


A study was made of the differences between instrumentalists and vocalists in intelligence, musicality, and music achievement of seniors enrolled in public school music in selected high schools. From seven arbitrarily selected midwestern high schools, 150 instrumental and 150 vocal music students were selected. The pitch, rhythm, and tonal memory sections of both the Seashore Measures and the K-D Test were administered to the subjects, as were the Drake Musical Memory Test and the School-College Ability Test (SCAT). Correlations and analysis of variance tests were computed between and among the various test scores after the population had been divided into sub-groups according to instrument played and sex. Only the quantitative section of the SCAT produced significant differences between vocalists and instrumentalists, the latter scoring higher. The instrumentalists also were found to be significantly superior in the following measures: Seashore pitch and tonal memory tests, K-D rhythm and tonal memory tests, Drake Music Memory Test, and the K-R Test of Musical Accomplishment. No significant differences were found between the instrumental sub-groups on any of the tests except the K-D rhythm.
test in which the stringed instrument sub-group scored significantly higher. Positive but low correlations were observed between the scholastic aptitude test and the individual music tests. (Faculty Advisor: Joseph T. Fisher).


A survey of universities similar in organization to Wayne State University was made for the purpose of determining present practices in the training of certified school music teachers and to establish areas in which the effectiveness of the administration of the curriculum for the undergraduate preparation of certified school music teachers might be increased. Eight categories of printed sources, letters of inquiry, and personal correspondence were employed in establishing evaluative criteria. Personal visits were made to some of the institutions studied. Curricula from the various universities were then analyzed. It was found that these were 56 large American universities of complex administrative organization comparable to Wayne State University. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. All of the universities, studied had autonomous colleges of education and autonomous colleges of arts and sciences (liberal arts). Course offerings studied showed that the following distribution: liberal education courses - 59 percent, professional education courses - 21 percent, and specialized education courses - 26 percent. There was very little deviation from M.E.N.C. - N.A.S.M. - A.A.C.T.E. curriculum standards. None of the universities were more than one percent below the standards and 24 curricula were not below the standard at all. Universities having autonomous schools of music had the greatest percentage of curricula showing the highest conformity to standards. Universities having autonomous schools of music which were given the major responsibility for the administrative practices appeared best to meet the criteria as developed by the investigator for the evaluation of the content of the undergraduate curriculum for the preparation of certified school music teachers. (Faculty Advisor: Robert M. Magee).


An analysis was made of available English madrigals for the purpose of selecting those suitable for use in the high school. The criteria used were those dealing with range, tessitura, and appropriateness of text for high school students. When range or tessitura problems could be solved by transposition of the composition to another key, such suggestions were made and the composition was included. The investigator found 87 madrigals, by 25 composers of the English Madrigal School, which met his criteria. The madrigals were in the following voices: SS(5), ST(1); SSA(22); SST(7); SSB(1); SAT(2); AAB(1); SSA(1); SSAA(2); SSAT(2); SSAT(2); SSATB(10); SSAAB(1); SSATB(18); SSSBB(1); SAATB(3); SATB(1). These madrigals were found to be available in published octavo form. (Faculty Advisor: Leta F. Whitney and Carl McKinley).


An analysis and evaluation was made of the state courses of study for music which were available during 1954-1955. More specifically the study was designed to seek information concerning the inclusion of guidance material for instrumental music. Twenty-seven states returned courses of study concerning the development and guidance of instrumental music using selected authoritative writings dealing with curriculum planning and courses of study construction, (a check list was developed for the analysis and evaluation). The courses of study were evaluated on a five point scale for each item on the check list, and were analyzed and evaluated in terms of the following general areas: physical features, philosophy, general objectives, specific objectives, organization and
content, teaching procedures, measurement and evaluation, bibliographic materials, continuing revision, and basis of formulation. With regard to the ratings received in each of the above criteria areas, the strongest item pertained to the function and responsibilities of individuals and committees producing the courses of study. The weakest item was the provision for measurement and evaluation of the aptitudes and achievements of individuals and groups. There was an increase in the number of state course of study publications for the guidance of music educators in the public schools. Guidance materials in the courses of study in music were inadequate. It was suggested that the physical features of the courses of study should be designed with such flexibility that continuing revision is practicable. (Faculty Advisor: Robert E. Nye).


A status study was undertaken to survey and evaluate the practices and problems in scheduling co-curricular activities in public secondary schools of selected midwestern states. The sample was limited to public secondary schools in Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South Dakota and Wisconsin. All schools were members of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. A total of 263 high schools were included in the sample of which about one-half were in the State of Iowa. Sampling in the other eight states was stratified by geographic location and by school enrollment. From the cooperating schools to which questionnaires were sent, 61 were chosen (by stratified sampling over the entire nine state area) for visitation. During visits by the writer to the 61 schools, questionnaires were completed by 681 teachers, 153 parents whose children were then enrolled in public secondary schools, and 3,133 high school students who were selected at random. From the cooperating schools to which questionnaires were sent, 61 were chosen (by stratified sampling over the entire nine state area) for visitation. During visits by the writer to the 61 schools, questionnaires were completed by 681 teachers, 153 parents whose children were then enrolled in public secondary schools, and 3,133 high school students who were selected at random. The data were grouped under nine co-curricular activities. All schools studied offered some type of music activity in their program. All schools scheduled band, almost 99 percent scheduled chorus, 83 percent scheduled glee club, and 37 percent scheduled orchestra. When data from the strata of school populations were compiled, it was evident that as the school enrollment increased so the 50 percentage of schools which scheduled orchestra also increased. In about 70 percent of all the schools studied, the music programs were scheduled during the school day. The smaller schools made extensive use of the activity period for music. In about 52 percent of the schools music instruction was scheduled daily. (Faculty Advisor: L. A. Van Dyke).


The purpose of the study was to discover possible racial and national differences in musical aptitude between five groups totaling 493 seventh grade children of Northern European (English, German, Swedish, Irish, French, Danish, Russian, Dutch, Scotch, Norwegian, and Finnish), Chinese, Japanese, Italian, and Portugeuse-Spanish descent. A questionnaire was used to determine home musical environment and the following tests were administered to each subject: Drake Test of Musical Memory, The Oregon Discrimination Test and the pitch and tonal memory sections of the Seashore battery. The Terman group test was used for obtaining I.Q. scores. The data were subjected to correlations and the critical ratio. It was found that differences between boys and girls for all nationality groups were very small except in the case of Italian girls who appeared to be musically superior to Italian boys. Comparable Japanese, Northern European, and Portugeuse-Spanish children appeared equally endowed in basic musical traits. A superior performance in the pitch discrimination test for the Northern European groups as compared to the Chinese and Italian groups was indicated. Greater variability was found within each national group than between the groups. (Faculty Advisor: Luther C. Gilbert).
A measurement was made of learning which resulted from three different approaches to the acquisition of harmonic skills, namely, chords as separate units, chords as related to the composition from which they were drawn, and an eclectic pedagogy encompassing the two previously mentioned methods. Sixty volunteer students ranging in age from 14 to 18 years and from the same public school system comprised the subjects of the study. They were divided into three groups after being equated on a tonal memory variable as measured by that portion of the Seashore tests. Each group was subjected to a different pedagogy of aural ear training. I.Q. scores obtained before the experiment were found to be similar between groups. The subjects had never received aural ear training and had received similar public school music training. The groups were also found to be well-distributed regarding past musical experiences. Instruction was given by means of a tape recorder with the investigator present to answer questions. The instruction period was 35 days with periodic "immediate recall" tests interspersed. Items used in the instruction were selected by use of rather broad criteria. The treatment-by-levels analysis of the immediate recall data in each series revealed that these groups did not differ significantly from each other in mean number of correct identifications of the studied progressions. Analysis of the delayed recall data in each series, revealed that the group which had received training in chord progression training out of context was significantly superior to the other groups. Any inference drawn from the findings in relation to other subjects or groups must be so drawn as to take the recognized variables into serious consideration. (Faculty Advisor: Irving Wolfe).

A study was made of the status and effects of extra-curricular activities which caused pupils to miss portions of the regular school day. Three high schools were selected for the study, their selection being based upon student and parent educational and occupational factors, and community size, location, and zoning. Data were obtained for 265 eleventh grade students. Personal data were collected from school records and the students kept records of the times they missed scheduled classes to participate in extra-curricular activities. Standardized history and mathematics achievement tests were used to measure the loss in learning due to classes missed as a result of extra-curricular activities. Pupils who missed classes in order to participate in extra-curricular activities were generally those who tended to have higher grades, higher achievement test scores, more participation in after-school activities, and a tendency toward fewer absences. Activities requiring students to miss scheduled classes most frequently were music, driver education, sports, student council, decoration for dances, school clerical work, art, drama, and journalism in that order. (Faculty Advisor: James Avastroll).

A survey was made to ascertain and to report prevalent practices as indicated in the courses of study for public school music in representative school systems of the United States. The author analyzed courses of study from 40 cities, 25 states, and 5 counties, in terms of aims, results, subject-matter, techniques, etc. The statements of aims, results, etc. were taken from the Music Supervisors' National Conference Research Council Bulletin No. 1 and from the courses of study analyzed. The extent of agreement among the courses of study was expressed in frequencies. The findings were not summarized, nor were conclusions drawn. The analysis consists of information in the following categories: specific aims of each grade level, results expected to be accomplished at each level, subject matter materials and activities, and the techniques of procedure.

A compilation of representative opinion was made concerning the function of the fine arts in education from the current literature in the fields of educational psychology, methodology, and curriculum making, and educational philosophy. American psychologists (e.g. W. James, Thorndike, Judd) have theorized on (1) the measurement of capacity, (2) the probable relationship between heredity and talent, and (3) emotional development. The child must be educated in terms of his measured capacities but there are areas, such as dance, which are not measured. Emotional development is a point of ambivalence between a science of aesthetics and philosophy. Psychologists do not agree on methodology for the social, moral and aesthetic outcomes on which they do agree. The theorists in methodology and curriculum making generally fall into two groups — essentialists (Morison) and progressivists (Dewey). All agree that mere association with the arts is not enough but that a disciplinary and intellectual approach is necessary. Yet the prolific expansion of theory and materials has not improved the public's taste in the requirements for artistic products. It may be that moral and social efficacy of the arts is a misconception or adequate means of approach have not been found. Educational philosophers have found little agreement in the strategy of disciplinary design and its psychological basis. Generally such philosophers (e.g. Horne, Dewey, Washburne) have given little specific thought to the function of the fine arts in the schools, other than its moral, social and cultural potentialities. (Faculty Advisor: Frederick Eby).


The investigator sought to determine to what extent non-school affiliated adult interest organizations affect certain activities of the public secondary schools of Indiana. A questionnaire was constructed, refined, and mailed to the 728 secondary school principals in Indiana who were affiliated with the N.A.S.S.P. Returns were received from 429 principals. (Only the findings relevant to music education are included here.) The principals of 89 schools reported that their bands participated as marching bands at the Indiana State Fair. Eighty-four percent of these bands spent school time in preparation for the event, while 75 percent spent school time both in preparation and participation. Seventy percent of the principals considered this activity to be of value to the students and only three percent considered it to have no educational benefit to the student. The principals of 65 percent of the schools whose bands participated in marching bands at the state fair believed the event had sufficient educational benefits to justify continuance. Principals of 55 percent of the schools reported that they could not refuse to authorize this participation without fear of repercussion. (Faculty Advisor: Otto Hughes).


The purpose of the study was to determine the prognostic value of selected measures of musical aptitude, intelligence, persistence, and achievement in tonette class and adaptation classes as revealed by a special technique in guiding fourth grade pupils into instrumental music classes. The Seashore test battery and the California Elementary Intelligence test were administered to students in 24 arbitrarily selected fourth grade classes from six cities. Students also were ranked in the Manor Persistence Ranking Scale. The experimental period included 8 weeks of tonette instruction; an adaptation class in violin, clarinet, cornet, trombone, and drum; and 14 weeks of instruction on one of the above instruments which was chosen by the student. Achievement tests, validated by expert opinion, were administered throughout the experimental period. In addition
to the Sperman-Brown technique for determining test reliabilities, chi square, analysis of variance intercorrelation, and quartile loadings were used as statistical tools. Students were discarded or retained as a result of the analysis of various scores upon the conclusion of the experiment. The discarded class (low achievement in instrumental music) varied significantly on the basis of an ANOV in intellectual scores. Thirty-six percent of the retained group and only five percent of the discarded group had previous musical training. A chi square test performed on the data revealed no significant differences between groups. It was concluded that although the measures might be helpful in a guidance program, rigid differential individual guidance cannot be justified on the basis of the results found in this study.


A survey was made to determine the scope of the instrumental music program in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades of the elementary schools of California. Of 99 questionnaires sent to city school superintendents, 96 were returned. Only 3 of the 96 had no instrumental music program. Eighty-one of the 96 districts offered some type of beginning instruction in band instruments and stringed instruments. Eighty districts also reported elementary school orchestras. Small, homogeneous string classes were prominent in the replies. About 62 percent of the districts participated in elementary school music festivals. About 82 percent of the districts reported adequate materials. Forty-five different band and 31 different orchestral methods books were used. Five districts scheduled band groups daily and 7 tri-weekly. Scheduling of string classes roughly paralleled that of band. About 63 percent of the districts had some form of pre-instrumental training.


Temperament dimensions were compared and contrasted between three samples of experienced secondary school instrumental and choral music teachers who differed in competence as judged by specialists and in their own expressed degree of satisfaction with their choice of vocation. Three groups of male and female secondary school music teachers totaling 316 subjects were arbitrarily chosen largely from the western and southern portion of the United States. The groups were determined by nominations from music education specialists and by the teachers’ expressed views regarding their vocational choice. Personal interviews were conducted with each subject. Cattell’s 16 PF Questionnaire and Thurstone’s Temperament Schedule were administered to all subjects. Factor analyses of three corresponding matrices of product-moment intercorrelations of the 23 temperament variables of the combined scales were calculated by the Varimax solution proposed by Kaiser. Despite differences in judged competence and degree of vocational satisfaction, the scores of the three groups of music teachers on two personality inventories yielded similar dimensions of temperament, although the elite group exhibited a dimension of sophistication. A contrasting group of less competent and less well-satisfied teachers displayed additional dimensions reflecting defensiveness-dependence accompanied by a relative lack of ambition as well as extroversion that is impulsive and naive in its expression. Factor analyses of the scores on the two scales revealed for the three groups of secondary-school instrumental and choral music teachers comparable dimensions of temperament.


A survey was made of the extent of music activities and projects which were offered by colleges and universities of the United States in the area of in-service education.
Questionnaires were constructed and sent to 903 chairmen of departments of music at all four-year institutions of higher education accredited by the Association of American Universities and/or the six regional associations or the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education. Copies were also sent to all 48 Extension Music Specialists of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. A low return of 213 was received but the returns were fairly evenly distributed by type and size of institutions. Activities and projects offered by 10 percent or more of the 90 public institutions studied were courses in music appreciation, music history, music theory, applied music, and courses in education, clinics, conferences, and sessions for directors in connection with events for school performers. Music courses offered by approximately 10 percent of the 125 private institutions studied were courses in music appreciation, applied music, and courses in education, clinics, conferences, and director's sessions in connection with vocal festivals for school performers. More of the courses from all institutions were offered for undergraduate credit than for graduate credit or as non-credit offerings. More of the courses were offered on-campus than off-campus. The clinics offered by the largest number of institutions were clinics for band, orchestra, and vocal directors and for elementary classroom teachers.

(Faculty Advisor: Barton W. Kreitlow).


A survey was conducted to discover the teaching problems in music of Colorado elementary school (K-8) classroom teachers who taught music along with their other instructional duties. The initial items for a problem check list were supplied by 183 Colorado elementary classroom teachers. The problems were grouped in six areas and the check list was submitted to 12 additional teachers for criticism. The check list was then submitted to 1181 elementary teachers in Colorado, 524 being returned. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. Approximately four-fifths of all music taught in the elementary grades of Colorado was reported to have been taught by the regular classroom teacher. Of these teachers, nearly one-third had no course in the methods of music teaching, a small proportion expressed an inability to sing correctly. Music in Colorado elementary schools was taught to two or more grades combined as frequently as to each grade separately. Almost three-fifths of the teachers had no supervisory assistance in music, although the supervised teachers listed as many problems as the non-supervised teachers. Activities and teaching methods designed to introduce older beginners to music was an outstanding need of the Colorado teachers of the upper elementary grades. The development of specific skills and understandings in music seemed to be relatively of little concern to the grade teacher. The leading problems in the teaching of music were the same for nearly all elementary teachers regardless of educational background, training in music, teaching experience, or whether or not the teacher had the assistance of a special supervisor of music.

(Faculty Advisor: I. James Quillen).


The purpose of the study was to determine the ability of a selected battery of tests in selecting students for the vocational study of music education. Subjects were undergraduates at State College, San Jose, California. All were majoring in music education. The test battery given to the subjects consisted of the American Council Psychological Test, the Iowa High School Content Test, the Kwalwasser Test of Music Appreciation, the O-M Individual Sight Singing Test, and the Kwalwasser and Seashore Tests of Musical Aptitude. Criterion for success in music was established by weighting equally first quarter college grades and teacher ratings in applied music. A predictive index was obtained by weighting scores on the separate tests in accordance with the amounts contributed by each in terms of the criterion. The successive weighting approximation method of Kelly was used to determine weightings. The data were presented in tables which, through correlations and standard deviations, indicated weights. Useful measures were yielded by combining test scores so that general forecasts could be made for each music student. Tests other than music tests offered higher predictive measures than did music tests.

A survey was made of the administrative organization, teaching organization, and areas of study in General Music. A questionnaire was sent to each of 131 California general music teachers who were randomly selected. At least one junior high school in each public school district received a questionnaire. Eighty-two (65 percent) were returned and usable. The majority of general music classes surveyed in California were taught 50 minutes per day, 5 days per week for 18 weeks by teachers whose major subjects in college was music. Two-thirds of the schools did not provide their teachers with a syllabus, while less than one-third used a textbook. One-third of the teachers indicated a preference for teaching classes other than general music. More than 80 percent of the schools surveyed permitted the students to substitute participation in a performance group for general music. A majority of the teachers devoted 60 percent of the period to singing, playing instruments, and listening to records. The other 40 percent of the class period was devoted to areas of study relating to music fundamentals, instruments of the band and orchestra, composers and their music. A majority of the teachers reported a change of activity at least every two weeks. (Faculty Advisor: Ralph C. Rea).


A survey was made to obtain information concerning the status of music at the beginning of the school year 1933-34. Of 3300 questionnaire sent to a stratified sample of public school superintendents in the United States, 1761 replies were received. The sample was stratified by areas of the United States and by town population. The data were analyzed by frequencies and percentages. Forty-nine percent of all towns surveyed had curtailed "cultural subjects" in the schools but only four percent had eliminated them entirely. The most common salary reduction was about 15 percent, based on a small number of answers, for music teachers. In schools which had curtailed their "cultural subjects" the most common reason given was the economic depression. Only eight percent of school board members objected to the music program while superintendents were almost unanimously in favor of it. Superintendents reported that usually all cultural subjects were given equal appropriations but when discrimination existed it was almost always in favor of music. Facts concerning the cost of music instruction were usually not provided by the respondents.


Interview questionnaires were constructed and submitted to four groups of graduate students and college professors in order to analyze and evaluate certain factors that may promote interest in the study of musical instruments. Interviews were held with 530 students, parents, teachers, and administrators from selected Illinois cities of over 15,000 population. Some students were interviewed at the National Music Camp. Twenty cities were represented. Public, parochial, and private schools were represented but no breakdown of percentages was made. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. Many students indicated interest in the playing of other instruments in addition to those already played. Interest in playing musical instruments by students appeared to be primarily motivated through the desire to play in school orchestras and bands. A high percentage of the students indicated that they were taking weekly class and private instruction. A high percentage of the students also indicated a preference for the playing of instruments similar to those played by the teachers. Through the musical preferences of the home, many favorable influences for inculcating interest in the study of musical instruments are indicated, especially in the areas of classical music preferences and the playing of instruments by family groups. Teachers indicated proficiency on an average of 4.3 instruments. Sixty-two percent of the teachers performed with their pupils. Teachers and administrators concurred regarding the importance of orchestra programs and the desirability of starting string instruction at an early age.
An experiment was conducted to determine (1) which of several types of music is most appealing to junior high school students, (2) which of several types of presentations assists most in developing enjoyment, (3) the effects of repetition upon enjoyment of music, (4) the effects of school music training upon the enjoyment of music, and (5) the effects of individual recordings upon the enjoyment of music. The subjects were 347 unselected students from one junior high school in Oakland, California. A random sample of the fathers' occupation was taken and compared with California and National Norms as established by the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Classes, or groups, taking the tests, were equated on age, sex, and I.Q. Thirty recordings were played for each group tested. Statistical analyses of the data were made by means of the median test and the chi-square test. Music from the musical comedy was the type most enjoyed by the subjects. Folk music was more appealing than operatic music or orchestral music. Lively orchestral music in the classic tradition increased in enjoyment upon repetition of the same type of music, whereas, the enjoyment of slow orchestral music in the romantic tradition decreased upon repetition. The type of introduction used in presenting recordings did not have much importance in affecting enjoyment. Increase in grade level appeared to bring a corresponding decrease in enjoyment for the types of music presented in this study.

(Faculty Advisor: Walter Loban).

An experiment was conducted to test the relative worth of a course of study which utilized not only vocal music training but also instrumental music instruction. A group of 104 fourth and fifth grade students were selected in one school and randomly assigned to experimental and control groups. The representativeness of the sample, with respect to the fourth and fifth grade students in the entire city school system, was determined.
through the use of the analysis of variance on I.Q. and grade point data. The experimental instruction involved a combination vocal-instrumental approach while the control group received vocal instruction only. The investigator developed and validated two tests—a test of basic music notation knowledge and a test of audio-visual musical discrimination. The following variables were studied in the analysis of the research: pre-and-post-test of the developed achievement tests, pre-and-post-test of the Keaton Music Preference Test, I.Q., grade point average and reading comprehension. The fifth grade experimental group had a significantly higher change than did the control group in performance of music skills as measured by the writer's test of knowledge of basic music notation. No reliable differences were found between the experimental and control groups with respect to measurement by the writer's audio-visual musical discrimination test. Analysis of the data yielded by the Keaton test revealed a significant difference between the experimental and control groups, favoring the experimental treatment at both levels. (Faculty Advisors: Walter W. Cook and Cyril J. Hoyt).


The investigator studied the effects of a 1952-1953 experiment (Nelson, C. B. Doctoral Diss., Univ. of Minnesota, 1954 and J. Exper. Ed., 23 (March, 1955), 231-238 by testing the further development of children who participated in the experiment. One year after the termination of the original experiment, the children in both the experimental group (instrumental-vocal instruction) and the control group (vocal instruction only) were retested. The tests used were the Keaton Music Preference Test and the author's tests of Audio-Visual Musical Discrimination and Knowledge of Musical Notation. Analyses of variance and covariance were employed. The fifth grade "experimental" group was significantly better than their control group with respect to knowledge of musical notation. (Note: This difference was not noted immediately after the original experiment.) The sixth grade experimental group were significantly more capable in audio-visual musical discrimination than their control group. (Note: This was not true in the original experiment.) Neither the fifth nor the sixth grade experimental groups preferred "better music" than the control groups. On all three criteria, no real differences emerged between experimental and control groups when only the year 1953-54 (the year following the original experiment) was considered.


A comparative study of the instrumental music programs in 47 public schools in four North Central States was made for the purpose of setting guidelines for the evaluation of the Oak Park (Illinois) Public School instrumental music program. Forty-seven cities in the states of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Wisconsin were selected which were similar in size to Oak Park and were either cities or large suburbs of cities. Expenditures per pupil in the states surveyed ranged from $305.00 to $391.00 per year. Twenty-two of the cities were visited directly for observation during four extended field trips and the remaining 25 were contacted by questionnaire. All of the cities studied were estimated to have superior instrumental music departments. Data were reported in frequencies and percentages. Approximately 60 percent of the schools offered tonette instruction and only 10 of the 47 schools offered class piano instruction. The weakest area of instrumental music was reported in stringed instrument instruction. Sixty-eight percent of the schools offered summer music programs. Over 50 percent of the cities indicated that they had all-city orchestras and bands. More schools in this survey participated in non-competitive music festivals than in music contests.

The purpose of this study was to determine the procedures necessary for the reducing of breathiness in the high school voice, the building of fuller resonation, and the development of a higher and more selective articulation. The subjects (44 high school students who volunteered for a special chorus in one high school) were selected and were given the following pre-experimental measurements: Seashore Tests, x-ray pictures of vocal mechanism, and physical measurements (body measurements, vital capacity, etc.). The students made tape recordings of a simple melody. The recordings were judged by Kenneth N. Westerman and two other judges using Westerman's biolinquistics approach. The experimental procedures included notation of posture and type of breathing for each student, abdominal breathing instruction, and ten minutes of daily vocalizing and tongue exercises during the nine month experiment. Improvement in the singing voice of each student was recognizable. The growth of the large skeletal muscles neither interfered with nor facilitated the development of the more highly specialized minimal motor muscles in their development toward greater specificity. No physiological pattern of gross skeletal or laryngeal growth emerged. Breathiness in tone quality was found in voices under each classification of resonance. The development of the minimal motor muscles to greater specificity through the use of exercises based upon a biological and phonetic knowledge of the human voice directed the utilization of the vital capacity of the subjects involved toward improved tone quality, more normal vibrato, fuller resonation, a higher degree of selectivity in articulation, and the improvement in musical accomplishment. (Faculty Advisor: John H. Muyskens).


A survey was made to discover the extent to which the prospective high school choral conductor was being prepared to analyze, for conducting purposes, the harmonic content of high school choral music. A letter was sent to all state music education associations requesting state festival programs. Two hundred thirty-seven choral compositions were found in the 22 programs received. Criteria were formulated for classifying these compositions as to harmonic content. The criteria were validated by a group of nine judges. A questionnaire was used to secure information from 214 teacher-training institutions concerning harmony courses offered in the undergraduate program. The relationship between the harmonic content of high school choral music and the harmonic vocabulary provided the prospective high school choral director by use of criteria and harmonic classifications previously compiled and validated. There was little agreement among the colleges surveyed regarding what harmony course content was offered. Further confusion resulted in the many different symbols and terms used to designate harmonic combinations. A serious deficiency was noted in the harmonic preparation of the high school choral director, especially in the area of modulation study. Modulation was very often divorced from other harmonic procedures. (Faculty Advisor: Vincent Jones).


The purposes of the study were (1) to discover the means by which the southern state departments of education promote music education, (2) to analyze their promotional materials issued in printed or mimeographed form, and (3) to make recommendations for more effective state-wide programs of promotion. All publications and printed matter, related to the problem were obtained from the selected state departments of education by correspondence and by a visit to each state. A check list was used to determine duties and services of state music supervision personnel. The data were analyzed in frequencies. A second interview was held after the data were collected in which the state music supervisors were asked to verify the findings. Child development was included in most state literature on music education but little evidence of a "profound statement of philosophy" from any state was found. Georgia, Kentucky, and South Carolina were the only states not providing literature which could aid elementary music teachers. All other states surveyed provided some form of state administrative leadership in music education. Course offerings in secondary schools ranged from general music for all students through elective...
performance groups, theory, harmony, appreciation, and composition. In most states music textbooks were selected and adopted by the boards of education. Types of teaching certificates required varied with little uniformity. Music supervisors performed almost all general and specific services listed on the check list. Promotional efforts of the state departments of education were more extensive where trained personnel in the field of music education give full time service. (Faculty Advisor: Henry Harap).


An investigation was made of certain elements in the pattern of abilities and other characteristics of senior college students who were majoring in the field of music education at the University of Minnesota, and in the inter-relationships of these abilities and characteristics. The entire population of 162 music education majors (1937-1941) was selected for study. Data was obtained from student teaching scores, faculty rankings of probable success, performance ratings, and 22 variables such as those measured by personality scales, interest inventories, musical talent tests, et al. A music Adjustment Inventory was constructed by the investigator and validated. The variables were statistically analyzed in terms of central tendency, dispersion, homogeneity of samples, significant differences, and inter-correlations. The claim for homogeneity of the subsamples, based on year of graduation, was justified. Students were found to exhibit a greater dispersion in student teaching performance ratings than in traits. It was therefore concluded that an all-over rating by the supervising teacher could replace the 14 items which comprised the "Practice Teaching Recommendation Blank," insofar as a composite evaluation was concerned. The limitations of student teaching scales as discriminating devices among variable traits were clearly apparent. No inter-correlation among the various honor-point measures greatly exceeded the minimum level of the .01 level. Results on the Strong Vocational Interest Inventory revealed no pattern which could be considered as uniquely belonging to music education students. (Faculty Advisor: Wesley E. Peik).


The determination of how nearly alike several persons can produce certain vowel sounds was the objective of the study. Seven boys who had received at least one year's experience in the investigator's high school choral classes were chosen as subjects. All subjects had been exposed to some instrumental music training. Four had had private lessons. A short musical passage was composed by the investigator and each subject was recorded on tape as he performed the passage at about four different pitch levels. Testing procedures were held constant. The tape recordings were then analyzed by The Panoramic Sonic Analyzer, a superheterodyne type of audio receiver which provides visual indications of frequency versus amplitude throughout the entire audio spectrum. A Hewlett-Packard audio signal generator was also used. It is possible for one individual to match the frequency characteristics of the vowel sounds [i] and [u] of another with accuracy. The etching of vowel quality depends largely upon the accuracy of matching the fundamental pitch. Vowel changes result in changes of voice quality if the wave form of a tone may be taken as a measure of tone quality. (Faculty Advisor: Leslie M. Isted).


Attitudes toward music of 613 seventh, eighth, and ninth grade students were sought in an attempt to determine reasons for the apparent lack of interest in music as a subject among adolescents. A questionnaire was constructed and checked by music teachers who judged items for "feasibility and worth." Each of the 613 subjects was given the
Seashore battery. Mental achievement scores were secured from school files. The data were analyzed in percentages and in "tendencies." The majority of the subjects expressed a liking for music although most indicated that they would rather listen to music than to perform music, including many who had received special music training. More students liked to sing than to play an instrument. Girls tended to like singing better than boys and rated themselves higher in music reading. The instrumental type of music program was the preference of most students, the dance band being rated a strong favorite. (Faculty Advisor: Carl G. Mander).


An analysis was made of the relationships between aesthetic sensitivity and musical ability by holding constant intelligence and socio-economic status; the relationship between aesthetic sensitivity and intelligence by holding constant musical ability and socio-economic status; and the relationship between aesthetic sensitivity and socio-economic status by holding constant musical ability and intelligence. The investigator administered the Wing Test of Musical Ability and Appreciation and the Gaston Test of Musicality to a stratified, random sample of 1,074 public high school students from 12 Kansas schools. The Warner Occupation Rating Scale was used to determine socio-economic status, while I.Q. scores were obtained from school records. The partial correlation method was applied in calculating correlations among the variables. It was concluded that only a moderate relationship existed between aesthetic sensitivity and music ability, with intelligence and socio-economic status being held constant. The relationship between aesthetic sensitivity and socio-economic status, as shown by this study, was found to be negligible. (Faculty Advisor: Marcus E. Hahn).


A comparison was made of two methods of music instruction at the seventh and eighth grade levels. Two seventh and eighth grade classes (all female) were pre- and post tested with measures of musicality, musical interest, and musical preference. Measuring instruments consisted of the Gaston Test of Musicality, Herman-Nelson Tests of Mental Ability, Keston Preference Test, and Kuder Interest Inventory. Groups were equated on the basis of intelligence, mean age, sex, grade point average, musical interest, musicality and musical preference. Tests of significance (Behrens-Fisher d Test and Fisher t Test) were performed between means of experimental groups on the above measures. One group received instruction in the traditional junior high chorus manner; the second, with major emphasis on understanding various types of music heard on radio, at concerts, and musical shows. There were no observed differences in end-products of the two methods -- general chorus or general music class. (Faculty Advisor: James F. Nickerson).


A survey was made of course and degree requirements in music in the four-year colleges and universities of Texas. A questionnaire designed for obtaining factual information was sent to all four-year colleges in Texas. Forty-one questionnaires were returned. College catalogues were also analyzed. Evaluative criteria were the standards published by MENC, NASM, MTNA, and AACTE. (Only the findings relevant to music education are included here.) Approximately 55 percent of the white schools compared favorably with the standards of the evaluative criteria. Two-thirds of the Negro colleges met the standards of minimum requirements in basic music courses while all white and 85 percent of the state universities compared favorably to the established standards. State controlled institutions ranked highest in the area of music performance. None of the inde-
pendent Negro colleges met the minimum standards in performance. More than half of all types of Texas four-year colleges and universities compared favorably with the evaluative standards in the area of professional education. Three-fourths of the state controlled colleges and universities, over one-half independent white institutions, and 83 percent of the independent Negro colleges compared favorably with the standards established by the evaluative criteria. (Faculty Advisor: J. W. Reynolds).


The rhythmic performances of two groups of junior high school instrumental students was compared after receiving rhythmic training, the training differing with regard to the time-space ratio of note values. Recording procedures included the use of a graphic recorder and an audio tape recording. Subjects were randomly selected from two junior high school bands. Two tests of rhythmic performance were constructed and reliabilities computed. Form A (pre-and-post-test) consisted of one-measure items selected from a pool of rhythmic patterns representative of those found in junior high school band literature. Form B consisted of musical phrases which provided rhythm patterns in melodic context. Scores for Form B were based on subjective evaluations of the recorded performances (rel. coef. = .90). On test Form A there was no significant difference between the means of the groups receiving training in spaced notation and of those receiving training using commercially printed music. The two experimental groups (spaced notation and commercially printed music) were significantly superior to the control group (receiving no special rhythm training) at the end of the six-month period. On test Form B there was also no significant difference between the two experimental groups; however, the probability that there was a real difference between the means of the combined experimental groups and the control groups, was calculated to be between the .01 and .05 levels of significance. In all cases there was general agreement between the subjective judgments of the audio tape recordings and the graphic recorder. (Faculty Advisor: Walter W. Cook).


The purpose of the study was to ascertain the best grade level for children to begin the study of wind instruments in classes. The subjects were 31 students from grades five through nine in one school. The tests employed were the Hemman-Nelson Tests of Mental Ability, Seashore battery, Drake Musical Memory Test, Providence Inventory Test in Music, Gaston Test of Musicality, and Gaston "Home Musical Influence Scale." Number of teeth and lung capacity were determined for each subject. Four experimental groups of subjects with no previous wind instrument experience were formed, one each of beginning 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th graders. Recordings were made throughout the instructional period of 24 weeks. A sight-reading test constructed by the writer and was administered to all students at the end of the period. The data were tabulated in frequencies, percentages, and averages. A direct relationship was shown between physical maturation and musical progress. During the second year of study an acceleration in the rate of progress was observed. Direct relationships were observed between quality of performance and the Gaston Test of Musicality, general intelligence and musical scholarship, and the various aspects of musical expression, such as singing, playing, and whistling. A positive relationship existed between rate of progress, quality of performance, and sight reading ability. The type of instrument studied was found to be a factor in the rapidity of development. The quality of the instrument was not found to be the deciding factor which determined the rapidity of development. (Faculty Advisor: E. Thayer Gaston).

A survey was conducted to identify some of the major problem areas which public school music teachers face, and to show what significance these problem areas have for teacher training. A questionnaire was developed which was focused on three problem areas, namely, teacher-student relationships, teacher-other adults relationship, and the teacher's development of objectives. The questionnaire was administered to 17 teachers for validation. Letters were sent to all colleges approved by A.A.C.T.E. or N.A.S.M. to request names of their outstanding graduates presently in public school music. Of 757 teachers recommended, 374 returned questionnaires. Ten teachers from the total sample than were interviewed so that they might express themselves more freely than on the questionnaire. The preparation for teacher-student relationships which these teachers received was not realistic in relation to the situations which they actually faced as teachers, or was not presented in a manner which made it meaningful to them as students. These teachers needed (1) more practical training in specific administrative techniques and more efficient methods of sharing successful or promising practices, and (2) more training and experience in the principles and techniques of personal relations. These teachers needed to re-examine (1) their attitudes toward the relative value of music for public performance and music for the enjoyment and inspiration of the participants themselves, and (2) their methods of evaluating music and distributing information regarding the suitability of materials.


A survey was made of the academic music courses offered in 150 secondary schools of Missouri during the school year 1961-62. A 1960 report by the Missouri State Department of Education was studied to determine the number of school districts offering academic music courses. A questionnaire was designed to obtain information concerning these courses. A trial questionnaire was sent to selected high school teachers for evaluation and suggestions. The final questionnaire was sent to 150 Missouri high schools (at least one in each county) of which 95 usable questionnaires were returned. More than one-half of the courses investigated were offered in schools with enrollments of 1-250. Almost three-fourths of the courses were offered annually, and in 90 percent of the schools were courses of one year duration. Most were elective, and met five days per week for 40-60 minutes per meeting. Textbooks currently in publication were not felt to meet the need of many academic music courses, yet more than one-half the instructors using workbooks were satisfied with the available publications. General deficiencies were thought to exist in library reference books (in music), record libraries and equipment, and budget. Activities used by an overwhelming majority of instructors included lectures, listening to records, discussion of both text and reference book assignments, and written examinations. The period in music history most emphasized was from 1800 to the present time. The types of literature most emphasized were symphonic music, opera/oratorio, and American folk music. (Faculty Advisor: Leon C. Karel).


A survey was made of practices in the organisation of music in Arizona elementary schools, and the plans favored by Arizona elementary school principals when given a free choice. Questionnaires were sent to 96 randomly selected elementary school principals in Arizona. Information was sought concerning organizational plans in effect in grades 1-3, 4-6, and 7-8, and the principals' preferences for one of four plans in each of the three levels of their school as follows: "Plan A" - all music being taught by a music specialist with no music responsibility for the classroom teacher; "Plan B" - music being taught in part by the classroom teacher and in part by a visiting specialist; "Plan C" - all music being taught by the classroom teacher; and "Plan D" - music being taught by classroom teachers who "trade" subjects with one or more teachers. "Plan B" was used most frequently in grades 1-3 (36 percent), followed by "Plan C" (26 percent), "Plan A" (57 percent), "Plan B" (21 percent), "Plan D" (17 percent), and "Plan C" (5 percent).
In grades 7-8 the distribution was: "Plan A" (89 percent), "Plan C" (6.5 percent), "Plan D" (3 percent), and "Plan B" (1.5 percent). There was no significance found in the relationship between time spent on music and the plan in effect. There was no significance found between the size of school faculties and the plan in effect, except in schools with fewer than 15 teachers where "Plan D" was in effect.


The purpose of the study was to determine those applied music skills for woodwind instruments which prospective teachers of instrumental music need to acquire. Catalogues from seven midwest states were analyzed to ascertain requirements and credits given in the areas of applied woodwind instruction. A check list was constructed to obtain data on each subject's professional (music teaching) background and (a separate check list) to measure applied skills possessed. The "applied music skills" check list was constructed by (1) random sampling of music directors (public schools) to determine the prevalence of method books in use in the midwest, (2) extracting musical items occurring often in all of the preferred books, and (3) ranking by judges regarding the difficulty of the musical items selected. Subjects were selected for the study on one of three criteria, all of which restricted the sample to the "more successful directors" (N=195). Respondents indicated that minimum goals of achievement needed in applied woodwinds for prospective instrumental public school teachers included (1) a knowledge of, and ability to demonstrate the fundamentals of tone production for the flute, oboe, clarinet, and bassoon, and (2) performing ability on the following: Clarinet - equivalent skill attained in an intermediate method book and all fingerings; Flute - equivalent skill attained in an elementary book, range from C to G; Oboe - equivalent skill attained in an elementary book at slow tempo including knowledge of all common and chromatic fingerings and usable range to D; Bassoon - equivalent skill attained in the first half of an elementary method book, common fingerings, and ability to choose which auxiliary finger is best suited to the situation; All - articulation technique. (Faculty Advisor: A. S. Barr).


An experiment was conducted to determine the difference between children at each of the first six grade levels in the ways in which they perceive and respond to the auditory presentation of musical sounds. Seventeen basic song texts were analyzed and common tonal configurations which could be used on test items were extracted, four tests being constructed. The four tests were administered individually to the subjects and tape recordings were made of each subject as he reproduced vocally the test items. The test was used in comparisons between grade levels, musical experience levels, accomplishment levels, and between boys and girls. There were no significant differences between boys and girls in terms of the auditory perception of musical sounds. The hypothesis that age, as defined in terms of grade level, is a significant factor in the development of auditory perception, was accepted with certain reservations. Grade level and the development of auditory perception were related if one limits such comparisons to the above average competence groups. It was not possible to accept or reject hypotheses which might be made regarding the relationships between age and the development of auditory perception. Correlations between the four configurational tests were significantly high. The hypothesis that musical training and experience is a significant factor in the development of auditory perception, may not be rejected with confidence. The hypothesis that the addition of a rhythmic element to a melodic pattern has a significant influence upon the auditory perception of such melodic patterns was rejected.

Experimental learning situations were developed which provided information regarding the perception of music symbols by children of average musical ability and children gifted musically at the fourth and sixth grade levels. Forty-seven tonal configurations of a difficulty level to which the subjects had been exposed were obtained from an analysis of 326 songs randomly chosen from basic song texts appropriate to the age group being studied. Criteria concerning the musically gifted were established. Following revisions, the final test was administered to a stratified sample of 130 subjects. Data were analyzed by the analysis of variance, t tests, and F tests. There was no significant difference between boys and girls in terms of ability to read music. Teacher ratings of subjects, when compared with results of the Kwalwasser test, showed very low correlations. The subjects experienced considerable difficulty in reading tonal configurations which commonly appear in the songs they sing. The common reading errors revealed a general tendency not only to respond to the outward shape of the configuration, but to substitute a similar, more familiar one. The subjects performed at a much higher level on the aural part of a test than on the visual part. The sixth grade children did not perform significantly better than the fourth grade children, although they clearly demonstrated a faster learning rate for the song. Instrumental music instruction did not seem to be a factor in the music reading abilities of either the average or gifted children in this study.


Thirty colleges were surveyed to ascertain and evaluate administrative policies and teaching procedures in college string instrument classes. Twenty of the colleges selected were visited by the writer and interviews were held with string class teachers. The other ten colleges not visited were sent questionnaires. Other questionnaires and check lists were sent to all thirty colleges and to all music teachers who had graduated from these schools (1941-1951). A form for evaluating the individual class string programs was made and validated by a board of consultants, expressions being obtained from students, graduates, observations in classrooms, and conferences with instructors. College catalogues were analyzed. The string instruments studied by each music education student varied from the violin alone to all four instruments. Required string class work changed from two-thirds of a semester to six semesters, while credits ranged from two-thirds semester hours to three semester hours. Fourteen institutions had string classes for like instruments, eight had mixed classes, and eight had a combination plan. Orchestral experience was provided in 20 of the colleges. The median number of school owned stringed instruments was 38, the median value being $3,200. The playing proficiency standard usually set for one semester was usually the equivalent of one or two years instruction for a ten or twelve year old. Of the 287 students enrolled at the time of this study 133 did not look forward to teaching strings, 127 anticipated such teaching and 25 were undecided. Recommendations and a suggested string program were also outlined. (Faculty Advisor: Himie Voxman).


A comparison was made between the relative value of training in vocal music and vocal-instrumental music in grades three through seven as measured by the Kelsey and the Kwalwasser-Ruch tests of musical achievement and accomplishment. Experimental and control groups were established at each grade level from grades three through seven (N=626). The groups were equated on school grades and scores earned on a test of musical accomplishment. A teachers' manual, used in a previous study, was used by the teachers of the experimental group. The experimental groups received one-half instrumental and one-half vocal instruction. The control groups followed the conventional course of study - group singing. The experimental period was six months. Results of the study were measured in terms of gains between the initial and final test scores as well as a sight-reading test given at the end of the study and a test constructed by Earhart and Gatto for the
recognition of rhythm and rhythm notation. Performance on the sight-singing test was evaluated by supervisors of the music department. Statistical measures included mean gains, standard deviations, standard error of difference, and critical ratio. Results of the standardized tests were in favor of the control group, but neither the results of the informal tests, nor the judgments of critics were consistently in favor of either group. Differences in gains in favor of either group were not statistically significant. Therefore, either method of instruction was about equally effective in developing those musical abilities and appreciations which these tests measure.


An experimental inquiry into various physical factors affecting musical pitch of wind instruments was conducted in order to identify influences involved in intonation of public school wind instrument players. An airtight laboratory was built for the investigator by the physics department and was equipped with apparatus for changing, controlling, and recording temperature and atmospheric conditions as well as devices for measuring musical pitch and intensity. The 75 school musicians were from several states and were measured at the time of a regional competition-festival. A total of 18 readings was made for each subject at four temperature levels. In addition, three intensity readings, indicating effects on pitch of dynamics ranging from pianissimo to fortissimo were recorded in 46 cases for a total of 138 measures of intensity. The tune "America" was played by each subject in the key of his instrument, its dominant and its sub-dominant key. The data were also gathered on frequency deviations resulting from intensity variations and disparity in pitch between a tuning tone and the "same" tone when used as a constituent in the tune "America." Clarinets, cornets, and basses were the only instruments well-represented in all four temperature regions and were the only instruments treated statistically; means were computed on the other instruments. Bar instruments such as the Marimba flattened with an increase in temperature. The frequency of pitches on some wind instruments sharpened while those on othems flattened by increasing the loudness from pianissimo to fortissimo; the pitch of brass cup mouthpiece instruments sharpened and single reeds flattened through the influence. Intonation problems increased when variations in dynamics were observed. The difference in pitch level of the tuning tone and the "same" tone used in the musical context suggested the use of a natural playing tone of musical quality when tuning the instrument. Disregard for the American Standard Pitch A-440 led to many of the faults in intonation noted from time to time. (Faculty Advisor: Irving Wolfe).


The purposes of the study were to (1) investigate the musical experiences provided for students of selected public secondary schools (grades 10-12), (2) to investigate the opinions of various groups of educators regarding the desired role of music in these grades, and (3) to compare the existing musical experiences of the selected schools with the desired role of music in these grades. A questionnaire was sent to music supervisors in 943 high schools. Usable returns were received from 442 schools (16 percent) of the total population of 2728 schools. An opinion questionnaire was constructed and sent to an arbitrary sample of 35 music experts and 35 secondary education experts and to randomly selected sample of 90 music educators. Little systematic relating of music to other areas was reported. About one-fourth of the schools reported offering one or more courses in music theory, music appreciation, music history, or general music. Nearly all schools reported having a band, but orchestras ranged from 30 percent in smaller schools to 88 percent in larger schools. Over 75 percent of the schools reported having a girls' glee club, while 61 percent reported a mixed chorus. Schedule conflict was reported as the most important limiting factor in high school music participation. Generally, schools did not provide as many singing and listening experiences as the juries recommended, nor did schools provide sufficient elective musical experiences for all students. Small
schools provided musical experiences for a larger percentage of their students than did large schools. (Faculty Advisor: H. H. Mills).


A survey was made to ascertain the effectiveness of music education programs in the North Central Association, as indicated by the percentage of students reached. A questionnaire was mailed to 943 schools of the North Central Association. A stratified sampling technique was used. Usable returns were received from 442 schools. Respondents indicated various methods used in their school to provide all students with musical experiences. Those listed were (1) required or elective music classes, (2) required or elective music activities, and (3) participation in assembly programs. Assembly programs were divided into (1) those where students participated in assembly singing, (2) those when students listened to music, and (3) those of a general nature where musical experiences were offered for a portion of the period. Six schools required regularly scheduled music in one of the senior high grades (9-12). Less than one-half of the graduating seniors had participated in some regularly scheduled music activity. In general, the smaller schools reported providing musical experiences for a greater percentage of their students than did larger schools. One-fifth of the school had assembly singing periods ranging from a few times a year to 45 minutes per week. The mean amount was 15 minutes per week. Larger schools offered music listening activities for students more frequently, the amount of time ranging from several times a year to 60 minutes a week. Planned music activities given with other types of assemblies were reported to be given by 56.8 percent of all schools reporting.


The nature and effectiveness of community pressures which are directed toward public secondary school music programs was studied in 16 local school districts in Central Ohio. Following a review of related literature, a checklist was devised and refined. County superintendents, high school superintendents, and high school music teachers from the 16 schools were interviewed. The data were presented in frequencies and percentages. Among individuals who exerted pressure on the music programs of the schools, parents were the most frequently mentioned, with civic groups and booster or parent organizations often listed as instigators of pressures. Methods of exerting pressure which were mentioned in the interviews were vocal pressures in the form of complaints to the administration, gossip and individual complaints at public meetings, formal written pressures in the forms of letters or petitions, and "felt" pressures. The most frequently mentioned method of meeting pressures was described as being the explanation of policies or reasons which prompt the course of action in question. Pressures were exerted on music departments of the schools and did mold to varying degrees the content and direction of the music programs. Direct pressures generally were not a great force in determining the content and direction of music programs because of their usual concern with minor issues, but "felt" needs for compliance with community desires were a frequent source of effective pressure in influencing the content and direction of the subject-school music programs. (Faculty Advisor: William B. McBride).


An analysis was made of the auditory, academic, mechanical, socio-economic, and musical characteristics of two groups of pupils in grades five, seven, and nine who were respectively good and poor in pitch discrimination. The Kwalwasser-Dykema Pitch Discrimination Test was administered to a group of 3439 students from which the 36 highest
Students physically handicapped in hearing were excluded from the study. The Kra Test was administered on two more occasions and the scores for each student were averaged to increase the reliability of the estimation. The following tests then were administered to the students: Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test, Stanford Achievement Tests, Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test, Kwalwasser-Ruch Musical Accomplishment Test, Sims Score Card for Socio-Economic Status, Musical Performance, and Musical Interests and Activities Questionnaire. The data were analyzed by percentile ranks, frequencies, and correlation diagrams. Pupils who were good in pitch discrimination were not superior to the pupils who were poor in pitch discrimination because of better auditory acuity. The students with superior pitch discrimination were also superior to the students with poor pitch perception in the following areas: intelligence, academic achievement, motor skills, musical achievement, and socio-economic status. The superior group was found to be of a younger average age at each grade level than was the poor pitch discriminating group. The pupils who were superior in academic achievement also were superior in music factors, while little relationship was found between motor skills and proficiency of musical performance. (Faculty Advisor: Ernest R. Wood).


An experiment in the teaching of music dictation was conducted. A series of graded exercises of increasing difficulty for rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic dictation were constructed, tape recorded and validated. Comparisons were made between the progress achieved by an experimental group which took dictation of the above exercises by mechanical means without any active teaching on the part of the instructor and that achieved by a control group which took dictation of the same exercises in regular class lessons taught by an instructor. Three experiments were performed, one in rhythmic dictation, one in harmonic dictation, and one in melodic dictation. Students in one college freshman class were randomly assigned to the experimental and control groups (Experimental group N=16; Control group N=16). The groups were given pre-and-post-tests constructed by the writer for each of the three areas of instruction. It was concluded that college music students were able to learn to take rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic dictation via mechanical means of reproducing the exercises with a minimum of faculty instruction or supervision. The experimental group was found to make at least as much progress in all three kinds of dictation as those students who learned through the regular classroom procedure. Since dictation can be taught outside of class, a large percentage of class time previously spent in teaching dictation can be utilized to cover more thoroughly other aspects of music theory or to expand the content of the courses. (Faculty Advisor: Hersey).


The relationship between monotony and personality maladjustment was investigated as well as other areas which could possibly account for maladjustment in personality and inability to sing. Twenty-five fifth grade children who were classified as monotones were selected from ten schools by music personnel from these schools. Psychologists from a bureau of child guidance were also used in evaluating the data. Measurements were taken on each subject in the areas of family background, economic status, physical condition, intellectual capacity, and academic achievement. Test instruments included the Rorschach Test, the K-D Music Ability Test, the Kuhlman-Anderson I.Q. test, Behavior Rating Schedules, California Test of Personality (Form A), and a complete physical examination. The subjects were definitely below average in native musical talent as measured by the K-D Music Test. The subjects had had very meager home musical backgrounds. The group was singularly free from disturbing elements which might contribute to social or personal maladjustment. Results of the behavior and personality tests used in this study were consistent in showing that the subjects disliked school. On all tests the social and
emotional development of the children was revealed as being inadequate; this being especially true of the Rorshack Tests. The Rorshack Test revealed most of the subjects to be stiff, rigid, overly-controlled, and considerably lacking in spontaneity. All of them were inadequately adjusted to some degree.


A survey was made to determine reasons for withdrawal from public school music teaching among Florida State University School of Music alumni who had graduated from 1950 through 1956. A questionnaire was constructed and the rationale for the inclusion of each item was stated. The questionnaire was mailed to all persons who had graduated from Florida State University School of Music and had received either a bachelor's, master's or doctoral degree during the years 1950 through 1956. The questionnaire was refined by ten people before it was distributed. Of 377 questionnaires sent, 273 were returned. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. Thirty-one percent of the subjects had never taught music in the public schools. Twenty-eight percent of the remaining subjects were still teaching music in the public schools. Ninety-two of the respondents felt there were definitely some aspects of the profession which might cause a school music teacher to transfer to some other vocational field; the factor most often mentioned (by 81 percent) was "inadequate salary." All of the following reasons for withdrawal from public school music teaching profession were listed by at least 60 percent of the respondents: inadequate equipment, unsatisfactory class scheduling, inadequate financial appropriations for music, tension evolving from noise and physical effort, additional duties other than music, quality of school discipline, and unfavorable attitude of administration and/or faculty. More respondents left elementary vocal music than any other area and it was assumed that this was due to marriage by the large number of women involved. (Faculty Advisor: Irving Cooper).


A battery of nine tests and other sources of information were used in an investigation of instruments usable for the prediction of success in instrumental music for beginning students. The subjects were 114 seventh grade students who had indicated an interest in studying music. Each subject was ranked on the individual tests and a composite rank was calculated for each subject. Subjects having a poor attendance record were excluded after which 30 subjects were selected by stratified sampling on order to include all strata of scores on the nine tests. Subjects were then given equal instruction for one school year. At the end of the instruction period they were tested on musical ability by the investigator and one other judge. Rank correlations were then run between the musical performance ratings and the composite rank of each subject. A combination of the Seashore Pitch Test, Terman I.Q. Test, and a record of musical achievement proved to predict success in instrumental music to a relatively high degree. Of these three, I.Q. was observed to be the most significant factor. Character traits were less important than teacher ratings of musical ability. (Faculty Advisor: Kathleen Munro and Francis Dickey).


A survey was made of music education in the schools of Virginia (1936-1937) with respect to (1) the agencies responsible for the financial support of the music program, (2) the type of teachers carrying on the music instruction, (3) the factors which were promoting or hindering the growth of school music work, and (4) the music materials and equipment which were available in the school situations. Four questionnaires were developed for securing information from the following groups of individuals: teachers from
schools having more than three teachers \((N = 6,401)\), high school principals, \((N = 518)\) and division superintendents \((N = 109)\). The data were grouped into Negro and white schools for comparisons and by geographical distribution (counties) and expressed in percentages. Teachers in the smaller elementary schools (one to three teachers) reported differing activities, equipment and competencies from those in the larger elementary schools (four or more teachers). Negro teachers reported approximately the same activities and competencies as did the white teachers in the respective size schools, although, they reported having less equipment. Secondary principals reported the present status in aspects of their music programs, while division superintendents also reported the status at the county and division levels. Reports also were summarized from teachers colleges, broadcasting stations, and the Virginia State Department of Teacher Certification.

(Faculty Advisor: L. A. Peckstein).


The aims and responsibilities of the private piano teaching profession were studied through an analysis of private piano backgrounds of students in secondary schools in Denver, Colorado, who were selected on the basis of their participation in school elective music groups. Questionnaires were distributed to 1,128 members of secondary school sponsored musical organizations. Replies were tabulated in frequencies and percentages. Subjects were grouped for analysis into three groups: (1) those who were still taking piano lessons, (2) those who had taken lessons but stopped, and (3) those who had never taken piano lessons. Only upper and middle class schools were chosen. Relevant findings were that a large majority of the subjects were enrolled in only one school-sponsored musical organization. About one-half of the subjects came from families in which at least one member had a musical background. It was concluded that private piano lessons were not a major influence upon later vocal and/or instrumental study. (Faculty Advisor: Daniel T. Moe).


A status study was conducted concerning administrative practices in music education in the public schools of the North Central United States. Chairmen of each of the 19 state members of the North Central Association were requested to send the names of five outstanding public school music programs in their respective states. A questionnaire was constructed, pretested, and sent to the teachers of the recommended public schools. One hundred five replies were received. The data were analyzed in percentages. A checklist was also devised and checked by experts. After revision, the checklist was used in personal visits to arbitrarily selected schools. Most music departments surveyed used extrinsic rewards such as letters or some type of award to motivate music students. The personnel for performance groups was selected in the following order of importance: try-outs, balance needed, recommendations, standardized tests, and grade level. About one-fourth of the cities employed a central circulating library for music. The third band, training girls' glee and advanced boys' glee usually met twice per week. Other groups met daily. Only one school reported group piano lessons and they were extra-curricular. Students were used to help the directors in ticket sales, library work, etc. Instruments were usually inspected twice a year, and uniforms and robes were cleaned once a year. Very few of the departments kept student practice records. (Faculty Advisor: Leslie L. Chisholm).

The musical preferences of children at succeeding grade levels and the factors which influence these preferences were investigated by means of a 57 item paired comparisons test which was constructed and tape recorded. A panel of experts was used in obtaining a list of selections categorized according to the categories developed by Keaton--Serious Classical, Popular Classical, Dinner, and Popular. A short form of the test was compiled and administered for validity and reliability in a test-re-test procedure. The test was revised and administered to 635 school children in the fourth, seventh, ninth, and twelfth grades within a 50 mile radius of Syracuse, New York. Socio-economic data on the subjects were also obtained. The data were analyzed chiefly by the use of critical ratios. It was found that students of all ages from grades two through six, both sexes, and any socio-economic status tend to prefer popular music over any other musical category. This preference intensified as students mature being greatest at the high school level. Children from the upper socio-economic strata tend to have a greater preference for more serious music with diminishing intensity from the second grade to the twelfth grade but this preference remains significantly greater even in the high school years while children from suburban and rural areas do not differ in their patterns of preference. (Faculty Advisor: Clarence W. Hunnicutt).


Students with a high degree of musical experience were compared with students having a comparatively low degree of musical experience to determine differences in musical preference and in the ability to determine technical variations in harmony, melody, and rhythm. Further, the investigator attempted to determine the effect of musical training and to determine the presence of differences resulting from various types of training. A questionnaire dealing with eleven areas of musical experience was subjected to an item discrimination analysis and reliability correlations. The questionnaire was administered to 903 students in the San Francisco Public Schools, grades seven, nine, and twelve. Tests of music preference and discriminatory ability were constructed, refined through a pilot study, and administered to the 150 high experienced and 150 low experienced students, as determined by the questionnaire. Musical experience appeared to have little effect upon musical preference, both groups showing a predominant interest in music of transient current vogue. Interest in folk music was highest among the seventh grade students, decreasing progressively to grades nine and twelve. Interest in art music tended to increase slightly from grade seven to twelve among the musically experienced subjects, while decreasing slightly among the musically inexperienced subjects. Student preference for art music and "current" music appeared to be negatively correlated. Musical experiences appeared to have a limited effect on discriminatory ability but within both groups there was improvement with age. Musical experience appeared to have very little effect with regard to facilitating the relative difficulty of the discriminatory factors of harmony, rhythm, and melody. (Faculty Advisor: J. Cecil Parker).


The purposes of the study were (1) to determine the sources of income for the financing of public secondary school instrumental music, (2) to determine the principal expenditures of these instrumental-music programs, (3) to survey and evaluate the existing conditions regarding the instrumental music programs, and (4) to present a recommended budget for the instrumental music program for schools of comparable sizes. A questionnaire was designed and refined. A complete 1951 listing of 23,757 secondary schools in the United States was used and from this listing questionnaires were mailed to five percent of the senior high schools. Random stratified sampling was used. Of 899 questionnaires sent, 481 were returned. The returns were fairly evenly divided throughout the nation. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. The local boards of education were the primary sources of finances for instrumental music. A greater percentage of financial support from the boards of education was reported in the smallest schools.
The smallest percentage of support from boards of education was reported by the largest schools. Twenty other sources of income were also listed. The purchase of instruments was the principal expenditure for a majority of the schools. Other important expenses were for music, miscellaneous equipment, repairs, transportation, uniforms, adjudication and festival fees, and insurance premiums on the equipment. Means and averages of the schools (by size of enrollment) were given in the areas of community population, number of schools in the system, school policies, inventory, uniforms, instrumentation, and source and amount of funds. (Faculty Advisor: Jack Lemons).


An evaluation was made of the complete revised Seashore Measures of Musical Talents and the Kwalwasser-Ruch Test of Musical Accomplishment as to their efficiency in forecasting academic achievement of students majoring in music education. The subjects were 209 students who had graduated from Northwestern University with the degree B.M.Ed. from 1940-1947. Forty-two students had not completed their degree but were included in the study for comparative purposes. Test scores were obtained from the records kept by the University. Correlations were computed between test items and grades in the areas of applied music, music theory, music history, music education, and the total grade point average. All tests were taken by the subjects as incoming freshmen at the University. It was concluded that course grades below the mean can be predicted with greater accuracy than can course grades above the mean. Low correlations confirmed that the prediction of grades in the upper and lower quartiles through the test scores in those respective quartiles does not appear plausible. The B form of the Seashore Measures of Musical Talents was the most effective forecaster of grades of any of the tests or combination of tests employed in the study. The range of scores of the Kwalwasser-Ruch test was not sufficiently wide to be of adequate discriminating value for guidance in a college level music education program. The mean scores of the graduates and the non-completion group did not differ sufficiently to indicate that academic survival can be predicted.


A survey was made of the factors in the backgrounds of selected college students which were believed to be largely responsible for their choice of the music education curriculum. A preliminary questionnaire was developed as a result of interviews with music education students, music teachers, and college music faculty members. The preliminary questionnaire was administered and revised. A final questionnaire was developed, and was administered to 328 undergraduate music education students in five colleges in the eastern United States. Positive or negative responses were elicited for the items, with the degree of influence of positive items being indicated on a 10 point scale. Analyses of the data were made through the use of the mean, standard deviation t ratio, and t ratio on the percent of difference. With respect to the music education majors' opinion, having a piano at home was found to be very important, particularly for the men. Playing instrumental solos was rated second in importance. Orchestra participation was rated relatively high. Student conducting had limited frequency but was rated high in importance. The school music teacher was found to have been most influential, with the private music teacher being second. Differences were found between the men and women in that the women indicated more influence from singing vocal solos, and singing in church choirs. For the men, dance band participation and playing in small ensembles as well as community or civic instrumental groups were rated higher. (Faculty Advisor: Hummel Fishburn).

The purpose of the study was to discover whether public school students have an esthetic tonal preference for music played by bands or for music played by orchestra. One hundred forty-four subjects, 66 girls and 78 boys, whose ages and grades were not stated, were randomly selected from nine student bodies in midwestern states. Five recorded excerpts were selected and paired so that the same excerpt was heard as played by both a college band and a professional orchestra. The pairs included one composition originally for band, three for orchestra, and one for organ. Test materials were mailed to the nine teachers administering the test. Students were asked to state their preference in each pair and to indicate whether they thought it to be a band or orchestra. There seemed to be an esthetic tonal preference for music played by an orchestra rather than that played by a band. This seems to indicate that reasons other than the esthetic tonal preference are the contributing factors toward the decline of the orchestra.

(Zero, Gerald M. Carney).


A survey was made of the status of instrumental music instruction in the high schools of Indiana. Two questionnaires were constructed, evaluated by six specialists, revised and mailed to 710 high school instrumental music instructors and 100 principals. Returns were received from 360 of the 710 music instructors and from 60 of the 100 principals. The 710 teachers represented the entire population while the 100 principals were selected randomly. Returns were checked for area distribution and the results tabulated. The majority of bands and orchestras met on school time, the predominant period length being 50 minutes. Instructors in the smaller cities and rural areas were more likely to have piano or voice as a major performing media, while in the larger cities the tendency was toward orchestral and/or band instruments. The size of the band and orchestra did not appear to have a direct relationship to the size of the community. The percentage of girls in most bands ranged from 50 to 60 percent and in most orchestras from 50 to 60 percent. A majority of high schools had some budget for instrumental music, yet a large majority depended partially on resources other than the school budget for the purchase of instruments and equipment. Schools were more likely to lend instruments than to rent them to students. Heterogeneous instrumental classes were found more commonly than were homogeneous classes at the high school level. Schools in the smaller cities reported greater content participation than did those in the over 10,000. (Faculty Advisor: William H. Fox).


One hundred-four pairs of urban and rural children, matched on chronological age, occupational level of parent, sex, and nationality, were given a battery of nonverbal tests to determine whether nonverbal differences exist between equated groups of urban and rural children. The tests used were the Kwalwasser-Dykema battery. There was an indication of rural superiority in musical ability as measured by these tests. The difference between means, however, was not statistically significant.


The purpose of the study was to provide a valid instructional content evaluation of selected music programs produced by the National Educational Television and Radio Center. Students ranging in age from below 10 years to 22 years who were enrolled at the National Music Camp for the summer of 1959 and their instructors served as evaluators of the films. The film evaluation instrument was devised and criticized by the NET Research Council. Approximately 90 individual films from eight film series were shown. The evaluation format proved to be adaptable to all age levels and classes represented in the
population. Musical content and performance in almost all films were rated as high in quality. The fact that the narrator or host of the film was a well known musician or authority seemed to mean less to the young students than to the high school and college students. Students and teachers were quick to detect lack of relation of program content to the class that the film was intended to supplement. Subjects were critical of filmed performances without commentary. Teachers felt that individual program data supplied by NET were inadequate or misleading in some cases. Students and teachers agreed in most cases on the strongest and weakest features of the individual program. University students responded more favorably on production features than secondary school students and the younger students seemed most aware of faulty production. Only one series, "Opera for Tomorrow," attracted almost unanimous negative response. The most frequently occurring suggestion for improvement was in sound fidelity. (Faculty Advisor: Allan P. Britton).


An investigation of song literature written by distinguished composers was made in order to discover the scope and nature of music written for children's voices, and to make a study of the extent to which this literature is used in the current elementary series. The investigator studied Groves Dictionary..., musical biographies, bibliographies, etc. for references to children's vocal music. Letters were sent to 69 composers for information, answers being received from 44 composers. Selected compositions were studied in three songbook series with regard to range, tessitura, rhythm, melody, etc. The literature of distinguished composers was found to have the following characteristics: subtle in musical expression, avoiding the most obvious formal structure; a variety of styles from very traditional to those in the less traditional, 20th century idioms; texts from original, folk and anonymous sources; texts usually rhymed in a multitude of schemes and in regular and irregular metrical schemes, as well as being nationalistic, comical, religious, and sentimental. The investigator then indicated the inappropriateness of the literature for graded series: larger range requirements, extended periods in high or low tessituras, fragmentary melodies, difficulty of accompaniments, obvious intent for church use, difficulties of text translation, ownership of publication rights, and the recent completion date of some songs. (Faculty Advisor: Wiley Housewright).


Phases of regulated simultaneous motor rhythm in elementary school children were studied. The Seashore Motor Rhythm Apparatus was modified for the presentation of the stimuli and a Hollerith Counter was attached for graphically recording the performances. From research by Williams, Seashore, Reves, and others, difficulty criteria were established. Rhythmic patterns were selected and presented in order of difficulty. The speed of the stimulus presentation apparatus was checked and regulated by use of stroboscopic vision devices. Subjects were tested individually. The complex pattern, in terms of both failure and accuracy, was much more difficult than the simple equal periodicity. From the point of view of a graded scale of rhythmic performance, variation of pattern seems to be the most promising device for introducing difficulty at the upper ages for the age range studied. The difficulty of a test of motor rhythmic performance may be significantly varied by changing the pattern of the stimulus. Significant or fairly significant age differences appeared in the range studied. All patterns with unequal time divisions were given accents by all subjects who passed the pattern and there appeared one preferred grouping and accent for each pattern. The nature of the grouping seemed to depend on the configuration of the entire pattern, the accent, the relative position of long and short notes, and tendencies toward simplification being effective in one or another pattern. Intercorrelations of the various rhythmic patterns used show that no two patterns measure exactly the same thing but that there is considerable homogeneity in the
series. A scale for measuring rhythmic ability consisting of Patterns 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 was proposed as the best measure in the light of the facts of this research.


An experiment was conducted to determine whether the use of the keyboard and piano class techniques for all children would contribute positively to general music development through the five areas of activity (singing, listening, rhythmic, creative, and instrumental activities) in a well-balanced music curriculum. The Whistler and Thorpe Musical Aptitude Test, Providence Inventory Test in Music, and the California Tests of Mental Maturity (Short Form) were administered to all third and fourth grade students in one city (N=1,304). From this group, 362 students were selected for an experimental group and matched in terms of the above tests with 362 students assigned to the control group. Instruction was given in 50 lessons over a period of 10 weeks. The reliability coefficient was computed for the Providence Inventory, and pre-and-post tests of the Providence Inventory were computed. Critical ratios were computed in terms of experimental instruction and sex. The possible relation of I.Q. and music aptitude was investigated. Though within each of the control and experimental groups gains were statistically significant, the difference in gains between the methods was not found to be significant. In terms of I.Q. scores, the various quartiles for both grade three and four did not differ significantly in musical achievement, nor in gain in musical achievement. The boys and girls did not appear to differ significantly in musical achievement. (Faculty Advisor: B. Alice Crossley).


Personal reactions were studied with respect to the retention of solmization in post-junior high school chorals groups (senior high school choruses, college choral groups, community groups, etc.). A total population of 1804 subjects were chosen from high school, college, and amateur adult populated choral organizations. All subjects had been taught by the solmization method when in elementary school. Each choir sight-read a newly published composition which was directed by the investigator after which a questionnaire was completed by each member. This same procedure was followed with respect to the group of selected singers. Reliability of the questionnaire was determined by a test-retest of 75 subjects after a one year time lapse. Coefficients ranged from .75 to .90 on the subjects' first three choices of helpful sight reading factors. Total ratings of all subjects were analyzed by percentage differences corrected for probably error of percent difference. Inter factor comparisons were made between the total population and the select group by use of the critical ratio. Solmization was rated fourth as a contributing factor in music reading by high-school students and rated fifth by college and church-municipal choir members. The general opinion in the small select population concerning the values of solmization in music reading was the same as the general opinion in the total population. (Faculty Advisor: Paul L. Boynton).


A survey was conducted to determine whether participation in a community chorus is related to the musical background of the participants. The critical incident technique was used on one community chorus, and questionnaires were developed - one for community chorus members and one for non-participants. Personal visits were made to 15 community choruses and 982 members were contacted. The chorus members were requested to complete their questionnaires and to give the other to a non-participating acquaintance of the
same sex who was comparable to the chorus member in marital status, occupation, socio-economic background, age, and locality. The data were analysed in frequencies and percentages. The musical backgrounds of chorus members were characterized by an increasing exposure to a wider variety of musical activities as they progressed through the levels of education. The background of chorus members include relatively little instrumental performance. Vocal music performance groups were the dominant musical factors in the background of chorus members. Musical performance activities outside of school reflected a similar vocal experience pattern. There was a high incidence of private piano instruction and concert attendance reported by chorus members. Non-chorus members were less active in high school music than chorus members and they seldom participated in either community or informal instrumental activities. In spite of the above, there were no specific factors in the musical backgrounds of respondents which determined participation or non-participation in community choruses. The primary reasons non-members gave for not participating were time restrictions, schedule conflicts, and the fact that they felt unqualified to participate. (Faculty Advisor: Charles Leonard).


A comparison was made between the effectiveness of group and individual voice instruction at the beginning level for high school students. Of the 27 students selected as participants in the study, 21 completed the experiment. The investigator arbitrarily assigned students so that the results formed a class of six girls, a class of six boys, a mixed class of six students, and nine students who studied privately. The assignments were based upon results of the Whistler and Thorpe Musical Aptitude Test. The investigator did all of the teaching. Criteria were established for evaluating the students and three college music instructors were selected to evaluate the students at the beginning, at the end of 14 weeks of instruction, and at the end of the study. The two-, three-, and four-way analysis of variance were employed to test the investigator's null hypotheses. The variables under consideration were three evaluations, three adjudicators, type of instruction (class-private), and evaluative criteria components. It was concluded that class-taught students were not lower achievers than were private-taught students; thus, they must have been equal to or superior to the private-taught students. Adjudicators were found to disagree on subjective evaluation, but to be consistent with themselves in the evaluation scores they gave. The mixed class of both boys and girls created an atmosphere which was more conducive to learning than did either of the other two classes. (Faculty Advisor: Gail Shannon and Glenn R. Snider).


An experiment was conducted to determine whether an early and constant emphasis on time and rhythm would significantly improve instrumental music reading. A control group of 72 elementary students was equated with an experimental group of 77 elementary students by means of the Drake Musical Aptitude Test. Each of five teachers taught both a control and sub-group and an experimental sub-group. The experimental groups used materials which were especially adapted to the counting of time and recognition of rhythm patterns. The control groups were taught by the conventional method used by the participating teachers. The investigator constructed and administered two music reading tests. The first was administered at the beginning of the experimental period, the second at the middle of the experimental period. The Watkins-Farm= Performance Scale was administered at the end of the eleven week experimental period. The critical ratio technique was employed for the test of significant difference. The method of instruction that emphasized time and rhythm in early training developed more competent music reading than methods that did not provide this emphasis. Emphasis on time and rhythm which combined the tonguing and playing of quarter notes and rests as the initial units of time as well as the tapping of the foot and playing on the march as the physical response to the beat, appeared to
develop a stronger feeling for the beat and produced more competent instrumental music reading than the method which did not include these procedures in training. (Faculty Advisor: Robert R. Reichert).


Two aspects of fourth grade music text books were studied: (1) melodic sight reading, and (2) communication from the textbook by symbol, term, and word. Four textbooks (The American Singer, New Music Horizons, Singing Every Day, and Together We Sing) were selected for analysis because of the frequency of their use. Information was obtained regarding melodic configurations, music symbols, and English words used having musical connotations. The appropriateness of the words for the age group was determined by the use of the Thorndike and Lorge word list and the Thorndike Barnhart Beginning Dictionary. The data were expressed in frequency distributions. The texts evidently had not been prepared according to a previously compiled list of melodic configurations. Great use was made of the scale and tonic chord arpeggios in melodic configurations. Dominant and sub-dominant chord progressions (in an arpeggiated melody) were next in frequency of use while very sparing use was made of chromatics and the minor tonality. Of the 45 foreign music terms used in the four textbooks, only three (f, p, and pp) were common to all four. All textbooks contained at least one song in the major keys ranging from "C" to those in four sharps and four flats.

The number of symbols used in each text were as follows: 44 in New Music Horizons, 17 in Together We Sing and New Music Horizons, and 11 in The American Singer. Accidentals were used in all four texts. The American Singer used only raised tones and the other texts used more raised tones than lowered tones. Some words were not necessarily meaningful at the fourth grade level when used in a specific musical sense, because the musical definition could not be found in a fourth grade level dictionary. (Faculty Advisor: William H. Fox).


Case studies of 24 school systems were conducted for the purpose of discovering the status of music education practices in Connecticut (1933). Comparisons were made between c. 1920 and 1931 Connecticut schools with respect to population, average daily attendance (A.D.A.), taxable wealth per pupil in A.D.A., average tax receipts per pupil in A.D.A., percentage of tax receipts devoted to schools, total school expenditures per pupil in A.D.A., expenditures for music instruction, time devoted to music in minutes per pupil per week, number of elementary schools, number of one-room schools, number of grade teachers, and the average salary of grade teachers. (Faculty Advisor: Alonzo F. Myers).


An analysis was made of the structure, personnel, policies, and procedures of the responsible subdivision for music education in the state departments of education in the ten states of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. Sources of information were bulletins, syllabi, courses of study, a questionnaire submitted to the head of music education for the state or to the chief state officer of instruction, and interviews with state department personnel. Three of the ten states (Illinois, Ohio, and Wisconsin) had state supervisors of music. Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio had specific laws requiring music in the public schools. No state supervised a testing program in music and there was no consistent pattern of state publications concerning music. Most states did sponsor audio-visual aid projects. Most department divisions responsible for music education gave some form of guidance to the teacher education program, but it was primarily a responsibility of
the teacher training institutions. Only states with state supervisors of music maintained public relations programs for music education as a part of state department activities. The supervision of curriculum standards in music was generally accepted as a state department responsibility, as was coordination and supervision of music with other subjects. (Faculty Advisor: Neal E. Glenn).


The purposes of the study were to (1) ascertain the availability of audio-visual materials to general music programs in selected Maryland public junior high schools, (2) to indicate the extent to which specific materials were used, (3) to present teachers' attitudes with regard to the values derived from the use of audio-visual materials, (4) to investigate audio-visual materials which are recommended for use in junior high schools, and (5) to compare materials which the survey showed currently being used with those recommended and available for use. Questionnaires were sent to an arbitrary sample of 73 junior high school principals in Maryland. The principals were asked to distribute questionnaires to two general music teachers of the school, if there were more than one in the school. Fifty-one questionnaires (from 40 schools) were returned and used in the analysis. Music teachers were aware of audio-visual materials and were using those recommended by organizations which were concerned with the values of audio-visual materials as media of communication. The study showed that the available materials were utilized greatly by general music teachers of Maryland public junior high schools. (Faculty Advisor: Jack Lemons).


A survey was made of music instruction in grades one through six in the public schools of West Virginia. A sample of 1,200 elementary classroom teachers, stratified by school size, were sent questionnaires, 348 being returned. The distribution of the responses was relatively even throughout the state. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. About 90 percent of the music was taught in the regular classroom with less than 10 percent of the music being taught in a special music room. Over two-thirds of the teachers did not have use of a piano. Record players were available to more than 75 percent of the teachers. No equipment was available to 41 percent of the teachers in one-room schools. Recordings of folk songs were available in over 50 percent of the schools while other types of recorded music were considerably fewer. The state adopted music series was used in slightly more than 50 percent of the schools as the basic text. Audio-visual aids headed the list of needed teaching materials. A large percentage of the teachers had not completed the required six semester hours of college music. (Faculty Advisor: William H. Fox).


The investigator constructed an interest inventory with scales for use in counseling college level music students of sophomore or junior standing, and validated the interest inventory by applying it to a large sample of men in the following specialized fields of music: teacher of college theoretical music courses, teacher of college level applied music courses, teacher of public school music, and professional symphony musician. Through a preliminary investigation, opinions of a number of music teachers were obtained regarding differences which they thought might exist between music teachers at various levels. From these statements a rating scale evolved and was tested by 18 graduate students. A pilot interest inventory was devised in the form of an experimental adaptation of the Kuder Preference Record and was tested. A modified version of techniques advocated by
Strong also was used in the construction of a new interest inventory. The instrument was evaluated following administration to 472 college teachers, 391 public school teachers (all male), and 298 professional symphony musicians. The Musicians Interest Inventory displayed a high reliability (r=.93). Public school music teaching was the least preferred position among the four specialty groups. Only 41 percent of the public school music teachers rated it their first choice and one percent of the other three groups preferred it. The four scales differentiated well between every combination of music specialty groups except the college theoretical and the college applied music teachers. Average correlation was -.27. The college applied music teacher scale did not differentiate as well as the other three. (Faculty Advisor: Thurber H. Madison).


Questionnaires were used to survey student teaching practices in music at 30 four-year teachers' colleges and universities in Nebraska and six bordering states. Of the 36 institutions solicited, 30 provided a list of 215 cooperating teachers. Twenty-eight of the 36 directors of student teaching also returned questionnaires. It was found that less than 50 percent of the respondents indicated that teaching experiences were provided prior to student teaching. General education professors supervised the student teacher in music at six of the institutions. Seventy-five percent of the respondents reported that the student teacher spent at least one period per day in actual classroom teaching. The student teacher was visited by the campus supervisor from a minimum of once to a maximum of every day per student teaching term. The greatest number of cooperating teachers held the M.M.Ed. degree and had taught from six to ten years. (Faculty Advisor: Merle A. Stoneman).


A comparison was made in relative adjustment between music majors, science majors, and physical education majors enrolled in a college teacher education program. The MMPI Scale and an adaptation of an instrument by Bass and Fiedler were administered. The analysis of variance, Duncan's multiple comparisons test, correlations, and chi square were employed in the data analysis. No significant differences were found in the relative degree of adjustment indicated from the "self concept", "ideal concept", and "reflected self" scores of music and science majors. Both music and science majors reflected a less-enhanced feeling of personal worth due to a "frivolous" choice (by society's standards) of major by music students and a "second best" choice (by personal standards) of major by science students. Music Education majors appeared to have a somewhat lower personality formulation of how they appeared to others than did the two other groups. There was no statistically significant difference in the relative degree of adjustment indicated from the discrepancy scores (self-ideal, ideal-reflected, self-reflected) of music, science, or physical education majors. The dyadic scores (Bass-Fiedler technique) did not differentiate the sub-groups in the study. Music education majors revealed a poorer pattern of adjustment than did physical education majors. (Faculty Advisor: Norman E. Gronlund).


Graduates in music education from the University of Minnesota (1947-1956) were surveyed concerning their participation and persistence in the music education profession. The subjects for this study were 127 men and 122 women who had graduated with the B.S. degree in music education. Questionnaires were constructed, reviewed by five professors, revised, and mailed. Responses were received from 213 subjects. Additional data were
obtained from the college files. Frequencies and percentages were employed in the data analysis. The majority of the respondents were teaching in Minnesota. Subjects who had members of their immediate families in the teaching profession tended to remain teachers. Continuance of college work while employed as a music teacher was a factor of importance in identifying those who remained in the profession. For men and women of similar experience and educational background, there was little difference in the salary earned as music teachers. Most of the women taught vocal music, while most of the men taught instrumental music. A majority of the men who left the profession reported doing so either for financial or military reasons. (Faculty Advisor: Gordon M. A. Mork).


The effect of three to nine years of private instruction upon scores earned on the Seashore tests was investigated in this study. The Seashore Battery was given to 645 subjects at three year intervals as they progressed from day school to college age. The test-re-testing covered a nine year span. Of the original group only eleven subjects were available for the final testing. Semi-annual talent ratings of the subjects were obtained from their instructors. Each subject took private music instruction from the Preparatory Department, Eastman School of Music. Few observable differences in the measurements of boys and girls were found. There was a gradual rise in the percentage of non-fluctuation in scores as the educational levels rose. The raw scores showed more competency as the higher levels of development were reached. A larger percentage of children showed raw score gains rather than losses in the first two re-test situations. The distribution curves of raw scores showed increased tendencies toward coincidence as the various groups approached maturity. Regardless of the length of time of music study, the mean increase in test scores decreased with educational progress. The standard deviation in all sub-tests was greatest for the pre-adolescent group and least for the adult group. From raw scores transferred into centile ranks, norms were established for indicating a child's relative position in his grade group compared with his relative position in successively higher grade groups.


Questionnaires surveying the status of student teaching were sent to 202 institutions. The 123 institutions returning the questionnaire were grouped into five categories: (1) publicly supported colleges and universities, (2) private universities, (3) state teachers colleges, (4) private liberal arts colleges, and (5) conservatories. Three questionnaires were devised. One was sent to administrators of music education departments, another to 250 critic teachers with 152 responding, and a third to 410 recent graduates with 218 responding. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. In 75 percent of the institutions, music majors took student teaching under complete or partial supervision of the same person who taught them in music methods. The number of semester hours required in music student teaching was governed by the state boards of education for certification. The number of grade levels at which music majors were required to teach varied from one to four with two levels most often indicated. Critic teachers and music major graduates felt that a wider variety of assignments was needed. One-third of the colleges used only institution-operated campus schools; two-thirds used public schools; very few parochial schools were used for student teaching assignments. Critic teachers had the primary responsibility for student teaching in most institutions. Conferences and evaluation were infrequent and irregular between critic-teacher and student-teacher. Conferences between faculty and student teachers usually were held one hour weekly. Self-evaluation as well as the critic-teacher's evaluation of students' work was most often used in evaluation. Fifty percent of the student teachers were required to make lesson plans. Most student teachers were permitted to choose their own materials. Less than ten percent of the student teachers helped plan or prepare groups for public performance. (Faculty Advisor: John W. Beattie and Shirley A. Hamrin).
An analysis was made of the music teacher's total activity or "teaching load." Questionnaires were constructed and sent to an arbitrary sample of high school vocal and instrumental teachers who were members of the Michigan Band and Orchestra Association or the Michigan School Vocal Association. Of the 725 questionnaires mailed, 345 usable returns were received. Median salary comparisons were made as follows: instrumental teacher, vocal teachers, and vocal-instrumental teachers. Teachers were asked to indicate the intensity of their feelings of strain or tension in their work as being: little, moderate, or considerable. The teachers were asked to estimate the weight of their teaching loads. A majority of the respondents taught elementary or junior high, or both, in addition to high school, and taught in towns of 10,000 or less. The median salary in cities of from 10,000 to 30,000 was $4,900, while in towns of 100 to 2500 the median salary was $3,800. When comparing the salaries of teachers with the degree of job satisfaction, the following percentages of respondents replied that they enjoyed their teaching assignments very much: 16 percent in the $2,400-$3,000 range, 43 percent in the $3,001-$4,000 range, 62 percent in the $4,001-$5,000 range and 77 percent in the range above $5,000. Forty-nine percent indicated "little or moderate strain," and 51 percent indicated "considerable strain." Degree of perceived strain had a negative relationship to salary. The teachers' general estimate of teaching load was as follows: light - 17 percent, reasonable - 41 percent, heavy - 39 percent, and extremely heavy - 19 percent.


A survey was made of the participation in choral music classes by California junior high school pupils in the accelerated academic program of the state of California. A questionnaire was constructed and sent to all 82 junior high schools which were in school districts having a total enrollment of 40,000 or more. Returns were received from fifty-two schools (62 percent) in six school districts. The results were tabulated and expressed in percentages. More than 90 percent of the schools participating in the survey included an accelerated academic program in the curriculum. Election of one or more music classes was permitted at the following levels and occurred in the following percentages: 7th grade - 75 percent; 8th grade - 85.5 percent; 9th grade - 91.7 percent. The percentages of accelerated academic pupils electing one music class were as follows: 7th grade - 22 percent; 8th grade - 29.4 percent; 9th grade - 20 percent. The election of two music classes was permitted as follows: 7th grade - 8.3 percent; 8th grade - 10.4 percent; 9th grade - 6.3 percent. The percentages of accelerated academic pupils selecting two music classes were as follows: 7th grade - 1.2 percent; 8th grade - 1.6 percent; 9th grade - 1.2 percent.


The purposes of the study were (1) to investigate the pattern of musical culture in the community of Lawrence, Kansas, (2) to determine from the emergent attitudes and activities the musical needs for the high school students of Lawrence, and (3) to determine the curriculum, equipment, and school plant necessary to meet these needs. A study of Lawrence, Kansas, based on Lynd's 'Middletown' was conducted in the areas of community, history, social strata, economic status, educational status, and musical activities. A "pattern of needs" was developed. Parents, for the most part, used music in their lives and were desirous that it be a part of their children's lives. They felt that the specialized groups were rapidly approaching a limit in terms of expansion but that much attention should be given to general music activities. At least one-third of the total students participated in special music groups while two-thirds of the high school students participated in special music groups while two-thirds of the high school students participated in specialized music groups. Over one-half of the community atten-
ded churches where group singing was an integral part of the service. Participation by high school students in music groups within the churches was less than that probably desired by the ministers. Popular music and incidental music was the most preferred type of music of the entire community. High school teachers (non-music) favored limiting performing organizations and emphasizing general music. (Faculty Advisor: E. Thayer Gaton).


A study of achievement in music reading was undertaken with the use of tachistoscopic training which consisted of short exposures to musical units of increasing difficulty. The subjects were 160 seventh and eighth grade students in one school who were paired with another 160 students in terms of their scores on the Knuth Achievement Test in Music. Random selective procedures were employed to designate which member of each pair would be assigned to the experimental group. None of the control or experimental groups had studied music privately. For the small group of instrumentalists, a sight-reading test was constructed. The instrumentalists were paired as to score on the Knuth test and instrument played. Instruction was given using a lantern slide projector and lantern slides (40 for each of 20 lessons). A test, based on the material in lessons 6-20, was given before lesson 6 and at the end of the experiment. An equivalent form of the Knuth test was administered to both the control and experimental groups. The data analysis included the use of the Fisher method for determining the significance of mean changes (t test). Training in the recognition of musical materials during short exposures resulted in improved span of recognition in reading these materials. Such training had no effect upon general achievement in reading music. A subordinate question was answered in that it was possible to measure the sight reading of certain kinds of music by instrumental players using the device developed for the study by the writer—the index of sight reading performance. (Faculty Advisor: Gordon Hendrickson).


The investigator's purpose was (1) to determine whether differences exist in the senses of rhythm and consonance between white and Negro children, and, if so, the extent of these differences, (2) to determine whether sense of rhythm or consonance bears any relationship to intelligence and, if so, the extent of this relationship, and (3) to determine whether the application of the Seashore tests of Rhythm and Consonance are suited to children of the third and fourth elementary school grades. Stratified sampling was employed obtaining a sample of 678 Negro and 637 white school children from grades three through six and from comparable environmental backgrounds. All subjects were from New York City school systems. The two racial groups were equated within grades. Skin color served as a biological differential in selection of the Negro sample. Colored hybrids and Negroes apparently approaching pure-blood stock were all classified in the Negro category. The Seashore Rhythm and Consonance tests were administered to the subjects and I.Q. scores were obtained from school records. Statistical comparisons between the groups were made. Negroes achieved a slight superiority over whites in the two musical areas investigated but the differences were small. The difference between median scores of fourth grade whites and fourth grade Negroes in rhythm was 2.79. This large difference may be attributable to differences in maturity between the groups.


An analysis was made of undergraduate characteristics which might distinguish between successful and not successful public school music teachers. Subjects were chosen from music education majors who had graduated within a 25 year period from Northeast
Missouri State Teachers College. Sufficient records for the study were found for 75 of the 105 graduates who were still teaching. Teaching success was determined through the use of rating scales by respective school administrators and three college faculty members who had taught at the college for at least 25 years. Undergraduate records, activities, etc. were obtained from campus files and a questionnaire. Data analyses consisted of correlations and t tests. The groups tested comprised the highest and lowest quartiles with respect to teaching success. Individual prior ratings correlated at the .01 level of significance with the mean success ratings of all subjects. The top quartile group was found to be significantly higher than the lowest quartile group on the following variables: age, years of teaching experience, years of marriage, percentage of M.A. degrees, pre-college out-of-school music training, college grades in general, college music theory grades, undergraduate membership in professional and honorary organizations. No significant differences were found on the following variables: postgraduate membership in organizations, kind of pre-college in-school music training, college grades in applied music and student teaching, undergraduate membership in social organizations, number of years of college level private lessons, band, orchestra, or choir membership, nor in the stand held in a performance group at the college level. Very little had been published by either quartile group. (Faculty Advisor: E. Thayer Gaston).


The purposes of the study were (1) to organize and develop a radio course in music appreciation for students in grades nine through twelve, (2) to evaluate the course, and (3) to revise the course and to apply the revised course for comparative purposes. The course was broadcasted on an educational radio station during the school day. Supplementary teaching materials and tests were sent to cooperating teachers and the 1417 subjects were pre- and post-tested. Teachers evaluated the program and their evaluations were used in revising the course. A comparative two week study was made of the effectiveness and suitability of two units in the revised course at the junior and senior high school levels using a control and an experimental group which was pre- and post-tested. The data were analyzed in distributions, mean differences, and critical ratios. Radio lessons were effective and interesting to the mass of junior and senior high school students and there was a statistically significant gain in knowledge by all groups of students involved. There was no significant difference between student gains by the radio lessons and gains by traditional classroom methods. Teachers expressed the opinion that the course should be required at the junior high level but elective on the senior high level. Subjects who had studied music in performance areas did not perform better on the tests than non-performers. (Faculty Advisor: A. S. Barr and Matthew H. Willing).


A survey of piano instruction in the schools was conducted by means of questionnaires which were mailed to a sample of public schools throughout the United States. The sample was stratified by city size, population and geographic location. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. A total of 9,708 questionnaires were sent, 4,447 being returned. An insufficient number of responses were obtained from cities with populations over 500,000 and were thus omitted from general conclusions. Where piano class instruction was given, it was available to all students in all types of schools to about the same extent. The larger groups of piano students in the highest proportion of cases were found in the elementary schools; the proportion was lower in the South and the West. It was concluded that piano instruction was limited to relatively small groups in many school systems of the South. A similar conclusion cannot be drawn for the West, because too few of the school systems responding reported piano instruction in the elementary schools. Elementary schools used class piano instruction to a greater extent than junior high or high schools. Of the 3,787 school systems who did not offer piano instruction, the reasons given, by order of frequency, were lack of funds, lack of instructors, lack of space, time conflicts with other classes, deprivation of private teachers of a livelihood,
concentration on other instruments and voice, and, least, teachers inadequately prepared.


The purposes of the study were (1) to determine what factors in the phenomenon of voice mutation may affect the learning outcomes in vocal music classes, and (2) what methodology will better meet the needs of adolescent boys during this period, resulting in better learning outcomes in acquired skills, knowledge, and attitudes. A group of eighth grade boys were chosen arbitrarily as subjects and were placed in experimental (N=87) and control (N=100) groups. The groups were equated in chronological age, I.Q., and parental occupational status. Critical ratios were used to test the similarity of the groups on these variables. The measures employed included the Davenport Scale (physical maturity), tests of singing range and musical knowledge, attitude scale (reliability measured by Rho correlations), and a questionnaire. The experiment extended over a nine month period. It was concluded that the experimental method produced a more favorable attitude toward and a greater interest in music. The majority of the boys preferred separation from girls in music class (experimental procedure), enjoyed singing songs in the bass clef register, and enjoyed experimenting with the falsetto voice. Between September and May the boys in the experimental group showed a mean gain in the musical knowledge test scores while neither the girls nor the boys in the control groups made any appreciable gain in mean scores. (Faculty Advisor: Robert Petzold).


A music achievement test battery was developed based upon three sources: (a) the recommendations of the leading authorities in elementary music education, (b) a survey of 35 courses of study published by state departments and large city school systems, and (c) the principal music texts in current use. The test framework included four subtests in rhythmic activities, listening activities, creative activities, and music reading. The test items were evaluated by three experts in elementary education. A pre-test was run and a pilot study of 160 items was made using 240 pupils in grades four, five and six. The reliability for the battery was estimated by the Kuder-Richardson method of rational equivalence, ranging from r=.02 to r=.57. Using teachers' ratings of pupils' achievement and the chi square technique, the goodness of fit for the test was significant at the .05 level. An item analysis was made after which those of low discriminating power and excessive difficulty were eliminated. The final form of the test included 92 test items and 39 practice items. It was administered to 1,622 pupils in 62 intermediate grade classes. The differences in the increments of increase in mean scores between successive grades was significant for all four subtests. The reliability coefficients as calculated by the Kuder-Richardson formula were found to be low (.23 to .48) for the separate tests at each grade level. The combined scores of the subtests for all grades had a coefficient of .68. The logical validity of the battery was accepted on the assumption that the criteria used in the construction of the battery are valid goals for classroom music. The application of the chi square for goodness of fit led to the conclusion that there is a relationship between the scores earned by pupils and the teachers' ratings of those pupils.


The purposes of the study were (1) to determine the possibility of organizing and presenting in junior and senior high school classes a unit of instruction concerning film music for developing in students a greater discrimination in and awareness of film music, and (2) to develop in students a growth in factual knowledge about film music.
composition greater than that derived from informal out-of-school experiences with the medium. A chance procedure was used to designate the experimental and control groups. An Initial Factual Knowledge Test was administered (reliability +.25). The experimental approach consisted of (1) listening to recorded excerpts from motion pictures; (2) listening to and viewing two motion pictures; (3) listening to recorded musical excerpts from these films, followed by a discussion of musical effects; (4) taking notes on demonstration lectures about techniques involved in film music composition; and (5) taking notes on anecdotal biographies of film composers. The data analyses was performed by means of t tests, analysis of variance and analysis of covariance. Students who received instruction were not better able to judge the appropriateness of the mood relationship between music and the visual scene. Students who received instruction were not better able to appraise the musical content of the film score. Students who received instruction were able to gain more factual knowledge about film composers and their techniques. Students who received instruction did gain more insight into the nature and purpose of film music and more knowledge of specific film music compositions. (Faculty Advisor: Melvin L. Zack).


A survey was made of prevailing practices in instrumental music supervision in cities of 100,000 or more population within the United States. From an initial inquiry, 44 cities were selected arbitrarily for the study. A description of practice in Baltimore was printed and sent to the administrator of the 44 public schools. The respondents were requested to respond orally and record their reactions on a tape recorder. Practices were divided into nine areas: Philosophy, Organization, Curriculum, Personnel, Performances, Library and Materials, Equipment, Facilities and Statistics. Data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. The following is a list of prevailing practices in instrumental supervision: (1) most teachers were required to teach all instruments, exceptions usually being string teachers; (2) secondary school teachers were usually assigned full time per school and elementary teachers were assigned from one-half to two-and-one-half days per week per school according to need; (3) secondary school music students usually met 5 times weekly while elementary music students twice weekly; (4) beginning instruction was found at 4th grade level but was also found through high school, with like-instruments and like-families being taught in classes; (5) groups were generally granted permission to perform at any function for community service and educational experience; (6) centralized libraries and instrument storage were widespread.


The purposes of the study were (1) to review and analyze the choral works of Orlando Di Lasso, (2) to ascertain which of these works are suitable for the average high school choral ensembles, (3) to show the style and characteristics of the music, (4) to select those compositions which could enhance the musical experience of young performers, and (5) to edit those compositions selected in notation suitable for high school students. The twenty-one volumes of the collected works of Di Lasso (Sämtliche Werke) were obtained on micro-card from the Library of Congress. These 21 volumes were reported to be the only ones available in the United States. The criteria used for determining suitability for high school students were established and all 21 volumes were analyzed. The criteria used for editing the selected works were stated. Compositions included and edited in the study were the motet, madrigal, villanelle, chanson, and German lied. The following information was presented for each composition selected: title and date, mode, meter, type of choir, range and tessitura, accompaniment, language of text, style, mood, textual content, tempo, approximate performance time, and difficulty. (Faculty Advisor: Edmund A. Cykler).
The purpose of the study was to determine the effect of pre-band melody and rhythm instruments on the musical learning of beginning fourth grade instrumental students. A group of 26 fourth grade students in one school were randomly assigned to either control or experimental instructional groups. Pre-tests consisted of an I.Q. test, the Iowa Basic Skills Test, and the Kwalwasser-Ruch Test of Musical Accomplishment. The control group received heterogeneous class instruction on band instruments (18 weeks) while the experimental group received preliminary rhythmic training with practice pads and drum sticks (4 weeks), flutophone instruction (3 weeks), and heterogeneous class instruction on band instruments (final 11 weeks). Final evaluation consisted of re-test with Kwalwasser-Ruch test and the investigator's "Practical Playing Test." The students' achievement on the latter test was evaluated by a panel of five judges who had had instrumental teaching experience at the elementary school level. The data were analyzed by means of t tests. Both groups made a statistically significant gain on the Kwalwasser-Ruch Test, but the experimental group did so to a greater extent. The experimental group was superior in the "Practical Playing Test" even though they had played on the band instruments seven weeks less than had the control group. (Faculty Advisor: Neal E. Glenn).

The purpose of the study was to determine whether the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent have sufficient predictive value to justify their use in state teachers colleges. Seashore tests and intelligence tests were administered to 240 entering music students and 142 majors at one college during a six year period. Standard scores on the Seashore tests were computed and a composite score was obtained for the 128 students for whom both Seashore test scores and grades for four terms in ear training and sight singing were available. Product moment correlations were computed. Music students were found to be superior to the students in the non-music courses of study with respect to the Seashore test scores (X=32 points higher) and intelligence test scores (X=7.84 higher). The correlation between Seashore test scores and term grades in ear training and sight singing was +.399 for the entire group, with the correlations being higher for the students scoring high on the Seashore test than for those scoring low. Correlations between intelligence tests scores and term grades in ear training and sight singing was +.3599, also higher for "talented" students. It was concluded that the test was useful in predicting failure in the music teacher training course of study.

A questionnaire was sent to 127 graduates of Indiana State Teachers College who had graduated in music education to discover their professional status. Of the 87 replying, 76 were still teaching. Only 19 (25 percent) were teaching only music while 31 were teaching music with one other subject, 16 were teaching music with two other subjects, and 4 were teaching music with three other subjects. The most common combinations included music, art, and English. The greatest number of respondents (63 or 89 percent) were teaching chorus and glee club, 55 directing orchestras, 54 teaching grade school, 44 teaching junior high school, 33 teaching instrumental music, 24 teaching music appreciation, 20 directing band, 11 teaching history of music, 11 teaching harmony, and 10 teaching voice classes. The respondents average music talent score, in terms of composite standard scores, was +1.0695, slightly lower than the average score found in a previous six year study.* The average percentile mark on the psychological test was 58.25, one point higher than the average for the six year period.* Those who were above the mean on either the musical talent tests or the psychological tests were close to the mean in salary. Those who were above the mean on both sets of tests were above the mean
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in salary. Those who were no longer teaching had low composite scores (-1.2 to -2.) in the previous six year study. Those still teaching had a range from -2. to +4. in the earlier six year study measures.*


The value systems of a large sample of educators was investigated for the purpose of revealing similarities and/or differences among separate subject matter area groups or administrators. The writer obtained the data from the University of California at Los Angeles School of Education. A random sample of 967 prospective and experienced educators admitted to credential or graduate programs at U.C.L.A. during 1952 and 1956 was selected. The Fisher t test and the analysis of variance were used to determine significant differences among scores on the Allport-Vernon-Lindsey Study of Values and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. Art, English, music, and theater arts subjects scored very similarly on values. Aesthetic value scores were practically identical for male and female music teachers. The male sub-samples of creative arts teachers demonstrated statistically higher scores than any of the other groups on the Mf Scale of the MMPI (.01 level). In terms of anthropological considerations, it was concluded that these higher Mf mean scores suggest that male teachers of art, English, music and theater subjects have a tendency toward values and interests which are considered as feminine in our culture. The value patterns of prospective and experienced teachers of the arts showed only minor differences. None of the other groups of teachers and prospective teachers rated the aesthetic value as dominant as did the art group. Only elementary teachers rated economic values as the most recessive. For school administrators and teachers of business and exact sciences aesthetic value was found to be most recessive. (Faculty Advisor: Malcolm S. MacLean).


An investigation was made of the following aspects of extension string programs sponsored by three universities: organization and administration of the programs, extension string activities related to community services. The investigator made personal visits to Boston University and the University of Illinois and made tape recordings of interviews with heads of extension string programs and music departments. Questionnaires were sent to music teachers who participated in the Boston University, University of Illinois, and Nebraska University string extension programs. The university representative indicated that the main purpose of the extension service in strings was to provide in-service training for teachers. The major differences between the three programs analyzed were in the areas of fees charged for the service and the emphasis on activities such as youth orchestras, community orchestras, and area string projects. (Faculty Advisor: E. E. Mohr).


The purposes of the study were (1) to determine how many of the fifty states had curriculum guides in music in the public schools, and how many had a state supervisor of music or music consultant, (2) to determine under what department or division music instruction is administered, (3) to find what activities and courses in music should be
provided for the students in the senior high school grades, and (4) what experiences
were being provided as revealed by the curriculum guides. Letters requesting curricu-
lum guides and questionnaires were sent to all 50 states. Replies were received from
all states. Results were compiled and findings were presented by the use of charts
and graphs. Thirty states had curriculum guides in music or included music in their
course of study (27 at the elementary level, 18 at the junior high level, and 19 at the
high school level). School music was administered in 68 percent of the states by a
division of a department of instruction or a division of elementary or secondary educa-
tion. Eight percent of the states frequently recommended the following music for the
senior high school: boys' glee club, girls' glee club, chorus, orchestra, and band.
The second most frequently recommended experiences were: small vocal ensembles, class
instrumental instruction, general music, music theory, and music appreciation. The
activities recommended least often were: dance band, music history, and class instruction
in piano. Twenty of the states had a supervisor or consultant in music. (Faculty Adv-

244. Utsgaard, Merton B. "Analysis of Teaching Content Found in Ensemble Music Written
for Brass Wind Instruments." Unpublished Field Study No. 1, Colorado State College of

An analysis was made of the teaching content in ensemble music written for French
Horn quartet, trombone trio and quartet, brass sextet, and brass choir. Forty-three
authorities cooperated in establishing evaluative criteria for the music. Authorities
were composers, arrangers, professional performers, public and private music teachers,
and college music educators. Criteria which would determine what teaching concepts and
content analyses were considered significant in analyzing the music were established.
The obtained criteria were placed in a check list of teaching concepts and content
analyses and the checklist was sent to the authorities. Mean ratings on each item were
calculated and an arbitrary cut-off point was established. Reliability of the experts' rankings was obtained by the split-half method using the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula. The music analyzed consisted of compositions found in M.E.N.C. listings (Instrumental Ensemble Committee), the Interlochen National Music Camp, and 13 research studies. The ensemble music was analyzed and each composition was notated. Findings were reported in frequencies and percentages. The only instrumental grouping in which full scores were provided for all music examined was the brass sextet. Sixty-five to 91 percent of all other ensembles were published with full scores. Contrapuntal writing was not well represented in the easier grades of music but overall, structural styles were fairly evenly distributed throughout all the music examined, except that a strict basic chordal style was not found in the most difficult grades of music. The percentage of contra-
puntal writing increased as the level of difficulty increased. (Faculty Advisor: Estell E. Mohr).

245. Van Sickle, Howard M. "An Exploratory and Descriptive Study of the Interpersonal
Factors and Group Dynamics of Instrumental Music Groups." Unpublished Doctoral Disser-

The project was an investigation of the awareness players and directors have of the
group dynamics which operate in the rehearsal activities of the instrumental music group. The data were gathered in a field study of 15 public school instrumental music groups and from three community music groups which were fairly evenly divided between orchestra and bands. Stereophonic, magnetic tape recordings of rehearsals were made during the eighth and ninth months of the school year. Fifty-four selected individuals submitted to a paper and pencil test and to a tape recorded group interview. Directors of the organizations were interviewed at least twice. The data were organized under four categories: (a) the internal dynamics of the rehearsal group, (b) the effect of the group as an environment for the individual, (c) the effect of the individual on the rehearsal, and (d) the effect of the external environment on the rehearsal group. The public school music group in rehearsal is affected by dynamic forces similar to those operating in other kinds of groups. Players and directors of public school music groups are not equally aware of group dynamic forces. The goals of the players in school instrumental
music groups will tend to have different directions from those of the directors. Known significant concepts of groups are being used by directors, but are not recognized and utilized in some cases to the fullest possible extent. To a large extent, directors of public school instrument music groups were not aware of the group forces and are not using them.


A survey was made of current practices (1940) and policies in the administration of music education in 11 large cities. Administrative functions were obtained from printed sources and were combined into a preliminary survey instrument. A questionnaire and checklist was developed and refined with the help of a panel of experts. Eleven responses were obtained from the 20 arbitrarily selected cities. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. Many different terms were used in designating the chief music official. The instruction staff member ratio was 1,271 to 1. The majority of the persons acting as jurors in the validation of the principles developed in this study recommended the use of the unit type of administration and supervision of the music department. Eight of the 11 cities studied had a single head officer in charge of music education. Considerable emphasis was being given to the results of standard objective tests when selecting new music teachers. There was a lack of uniformity in credit-granting within the sample. Four of the cities were affected in their choice of music materials by the limitations of state-wide adoptions. The jurors agreed that the director of the music department should be responsible for the maintenance of quality standards of the materials of instruction used by the music personnel. Only two of the cities knew how much their music education program actually cost. About half of the cities reported problems with the musicians' union. (Faculty Advisor: Lee M. Thurston).


The purpose of the study was to produce certain experimental demonstrations of aural perception among high school music students. A concept of environmentally functional perception was stated in detail and five phases of a "functional concept of perception" were arrived at. Each of the five phases was tested experimentally to determine its relative importance to the initial concept. Criteria were established and all of the experiments were subjected to the criteria before they were included in the design of the study. One hundred high school music students from one summer music camp were chosen as subjects. Three of the experiments were administered individually in a room especially equipped with electronic apparatus. Two tests were administered to the subjects as a group. The data were analyzed in frequencies, percentages, and distribution graphs. The functional concept of perception was demonstrated. That individual differences in aural perception can result from a common stimulus in the environment was demonstrated. The attaching of meaning to a sound was identified as a subjective phenomenon, based partly upon conscious factors of association from the hearer's experience and partly upon subconscious factors which were not identified by the hearer. Structured common experiences may not result in common aural perceptions. Intellectual activities can be a hindrance to aural perception. (Faculty Advisor: Clara M. Olson).


Of the Florida white public school students who had graduated in 1959 and who ranked in the top 15 percent on state twelfth grade tests, almost half had elected at least one year of high school music; however, less than 17.2 percent of this academically talented population remained in high school music classes for as many as three years.
Four surveys were conducted to determine the primary reasons these students discontinued in music. A total of 1,108 students who were well-distributed geographically became the sample. Questionnaires were constructed, pre-tested, and refined before being sent to (1) the student sample, (2) directors of guidance in each of the 122 high schools represented, (3) 206 music teachers in the 122 schools (4) and state music supervisors as well as the general literature. Replies were received from 102 guidance directors, 182 music teachers, and 48 state supervisors. The following factors were found to be the primary reasons academically talented students had discontinued formal music studies while in high schools: (1) the demands of college preparatory courses and the content of standardized achievement tests used to determine college eligibility or entrance; (2) lack of diversity of instruction within many high school music courses; (3) out-of-school hour conflicts between music and other activities, and (4) the personality and classroom techniques of the high school music teacher. (Faculty Advisor: W. L. Housewright).


An analysis and evaluation was made of music in self-contained classrooms to discover the philosophic basis for such practices, their consistency with the discovered philosophy, and the most influential executants of philosophy among teachers, administrators or communities. The philosophic system selected was pragmatism, based on the ideas of Dewey, especially the concept of (1) reality as being the process of inquiry itself, (2) value as being contextual, i.e., temporal, relative and dynamic, and (3) knowledge as being a function of a problematic situation. Applied to music in the schools, the factors for analysis become the amount of time for music in the school week, breadth of activities, environmental facilities, the treatment of individual differences, and education of cognitive powers. The data was obtained from questionnaires, observations and interviews and was tabulated for each factor. School districts were ranked on the basis of percentages and correlated by the use of the rank difference method. The differences in correlations indicated the relative weight of influence of teachers, administrators, or communities. Pragmatic philosophy in practice was found in all classrooms but with wide variations in extent and consistency. The most important influence in the development of pragmatic educational principles in practice was the classroom teacher. The administrators' most important contribution was the provision of equipment. Communities were seen to have little influence upon school practices, an inconsistency with the tenets of pragmatism. (Faculty Advisor: Clifton S. Burmeister).


A test was constructed which would objectively and reliably measure the sight reading ability of cornet players. A thorough listing of cornet methods and class methods was obtained from publishers, public school teachers, and private teachers. Twenty of the most widely known class cornet methods and three similar private methods were selected to determine the average week in which each symbol of musical notation was first introduced to the student. Four equivalent forms of the test were constructed and examined for face validity by judges. A method of scoring was developed using each measure of the music as a scoring unit. The four preliminary tests were administered to 105 junior high and high school cornet students. Two final tests evolved which meet certain criteria of difficulty and which had high rank-order validity coefficients as well as high equivalence and reliability coefficients. High internal consistency was achieved. Forms A and B of the test were administered to 623 cornet players from public schools, as the final validation procedure. The test was found to differentiate achievement reliably and validly in two areas of cornet performance. Approximations of growth curves showing the development of sight reading ability and technical skill were developed (Faculty Advisor: James L. Mursell).

A forced choice rating scale was developed to be used by junior high school pupils in the evaluation of student teachers working in vocal music at the junior high school level. Each of 214 seventh and eighth grade students produced descriptive sketches of favorable and unfavorable traits of music teachers. A list of 229 teacher traits was developed from the sketches and submitted to a jury of experts for judgment as to content validity. Item discrimination was determined by administering the list to 100 pupils who were asked to rate both the best and worst music teacher they had ever had. The final, 40-item instrument was submitted to 1,224 pupils in order that they might rate 42 student teachers. Other ratings of the student teachers were made by cooperating teachers (Beacher Record), and by themselves (MTAI). The forced choice scale's internal consistency computation yielded a coefficient of .533. The Pearson Product Moment correlation was performed upon the scores from the three measures of student teaching effectiveness. It was concluded that statements referring to student teachers in music can be matched successfully into forced choice blocks. The resulting forced choice scale discriminated significantly among student teachers and showed satisfactory resistance to bias. The Beacher Record, rating observable items of teacher efficiency, the MTAI, measuring music teacher attitudes, and the scale constructed in this study appeared to have no statistically significant relationship in the way they rate student teachers of junior high school vocal music. (Faculty Advisor: Charles Leonhard).


A survey was made of music education practices in the public schools of Massachusetts. The data for this study were obtained from the 1957 Massachusetts Biennial Secondary School Survey. A supplementary factual questionnaire devised by the investigator was included in the mailing from the state education department. All schools in Massachusetts responded. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. Each area of the music curriculum was examined according to grade level, school size, school plant, and time allowance. The general plan of this project report, and the tables presented, make available information pertaining to musical activity, grade level, school size, school plant, instructional time, and enrollment. One hundred four students per thousand received instrumental lessons at the seventh grade level. This number was decreased to less than half on the senior high school level. A similar pattern was detected in the other music areas. Orchestra was apparently the weakest area in terms of enrollment. (Faculty Advisor: Norval L. Church).


A survey was made for a comparative study and evaluation of current thought, research, and practice concerning minimum piano requirements for music education majors. Questionnaires were constructed and sent to the 395 institutions which were located and thought to have a music education curriculum. The data were analyzed in frequencies and percentages. Forty-six percent of the institutions dealt with the problem of piano credit for music education majors by requiring the same amount of credit for all music education majors regardless of the area of performance specialization. Eighty-six percent of the institutions stated a part of their minimum piano requirements for music education majors in terms of levels of advancement. Only three functional abilities were required by at least fifty percent of the institutions for all music education majors. Functional abilities most frequently required were the sight reading of hymns, community songs, and vocal accompaniments, and the harmonizing melodies. A majority of the institutions did
not have entrance requirements in piano for music education majors. Approximately one-half of the institutions offered class piano instruction for music education majors. Most of the institutions did not employ special piano teachers or offer special piano courses designed just for music education majors. Most of the questionnaire respondents supported the basic concept of functional minimum piano requirements for music education majors, but about one-third indicated that their institutions lacked success in implementing and/or enforcing such requirements. (Faculty Advisor: Karl O. Kunsrsteiner).


The purposes of the study were to trace the history of music teacher certification in New York State from 1896 to 1956, to trace subsequent changes in the practices of music teacher certification, and to evaluate the present system and standards of music teacher certification. The history of music education in New York State was outlined with reference to primary sources for the most part. The writer relied heavily upon The Euteneiad, a magazine published in the early portion of the 19th century. As the study progressed chronologically into the 20th century, practices found in the State of New York were compared to practices of five selected states that were comparable to New York in population and wealth. A questionnaire was devised and pre-tested and sent to a stratified sampling of 200 music teachers in New York State, and to 187 school administrators. Shortcomings inherent in the certification program were found to include (1) a lack of definition of course content, (2) no successful way of administering competency requirements, and (3) the absence of a plan to help certification requirements keep pace with educational developments. In student teaching, the semester hours of credit in each school were based on widely varied concepts as to the amount of time required in actual teaching or observation per semester hour of credit. (Faculty Advisor: John C. Payne).


Instrumental literature was selected from the compositions of the Mannheim School, i.e., those works which could be adopted as suitable woodwind ensemble music for use in the modern high school. Fifty microfilmed works of Mannheim composers were obtained. An attempt was made to establish criteria, criteria eventually being established arbitrarily. A history and biography of the Mannheim composers represented was presented and musical terms were defined and illustrated. Compositions which satisfied the criteria were then analyzed. Ranges, technical problems, degree of difficulty, and type of transcription were stated. About 95 percent of the currently available compositions by the Mannheim composers are not suitable as woodwind ensemble music because of one or a combination of the following: length of performance time, range, and technical demands, particularly in rapid-tempo movement. (Faculty Advisor: Robert E. Nye).


An experiment was conducted to test the hypothesis that somewhat ineffective teaching in junior high school general music classes often is caused by poor organization and presentation of materials, and may be improved by the judicious organization of activities and materials into broad units of instruction for student experiences during the one-semester general music class in seventh grade. A random sample of six Kansas junior high schools was made, stratified into three school-size categories. The three experimental classes were given instruction based on resource units developed by the researcher while the three teachers of the three control classes were given brochures outlining the background subject matter to be studied and suggestions for the sources of the materials.
No information was given to the control group teachers in regard to organisation or teaching of the material. F tests for homogeneity of variance were applied to all pre-tests for both groups (I.Q., Gaston Test of Musicality, Farnum Music Notation Test). Also, an achievement test was constructed and its reliability established. Both experimental and control groups showed improvement in the ability to read music during the course of study as determined by the Farnum test. On the Gaston test, three schools raised the mean score. Achievement test scores were improved within both groups. Two of the three experimental groups scored significantly higher on the achievement post-test. It was concluded that the "resource unit of instruction produces a higher degree of effective teaching and learning."


A group of 1,238 students in grades 6 through 12 in one school system were chosen as subjects in a study of relationships between musical ability, intelligence, and selected personality factors in school children. A test battery was administered which included the K-D Musical Ability test, Otis Group Intelligence Test, Kuhlmann-Anderson Psychology Test, University of Minnesota Unit Scales of Attainment Case Inventory (high school students only), and academic grades. Correlations were obtained between the K-D Test and the other measures. (A correlation was studied also between a select music student group and the total population studied). Correlations between K-D scores and I.Q. were higher in the lower grades and decreased with each advance in grade. The correlations between grades in school and music ability test scores did not exhibit the same progressive tendency noted in the I.Q. factor but all correlations were positive. There was no significant correlation between K-D scores and personality factors. Although a positive correlation existed between musical ability as measured by the K-D test, intelligence, scholarship, and certain personality factors, the correlations were not high enough to be of significantly true predictive value in determining success in musical accomplishment.


A comparison was made between the musical talent of mountain children as measured by the Seashore Tests with the results of ten different investigations which used the same test. In 1932 the Seashore Test of Musical Talent was given to 456 mountain children of East Tennessee in grades five through eight, inclusive. The criteria for determining the term "mountain children" was not given. Test results were then compared with ten other studies which used the Seashore Test on various social and racial groups. The mountain children scored slightly below the Seashore norms in practically all the measures and significantly below in pitch and tonal memory. When the mountain children were compared with R. Larson's study of eighth grade beginning music class a difference in favor of the mountain children was found. Mountain children appeared superior to children of San Jose, California in most of the measures of the Seashore Test. Mountain children seemed to be above W. S. Larson's group of beginning instrumental classes in public school music and above his junior high school orchestra group. Mountain children were higher on scores than the white and Negro children as reported by Gray and Bingham. The Negro children as reported by Johnson seemed to be superior to the mountain children in practically all measures of the test. There was a significant difference in favor of the mountain children when compared with full blood Indian children measured by Garth.

A survey was made of prevailing practices in secondary school general music classes of North Carolina in regard to organization, method of instruction, activities, student response to activities, and the use of teaching aids. A questionnaire was prepared and sent to teachers of general music in all schools (grades 7-12) in North Carolina. Returns were received from 34 of the total population of 35 schools. General music was required rather than elective, in more than 60 percent of the schools surveyed, and was most frequently offered in grades seven and eight. In a majority of schools the classes met twice weekly for 30 minutes per meeting. In a majority of schools singing activities received much emphasis, while listening, study of instruments, study of theory, musical games, and folk dancing received some emphasis. No emphasis was given to creative activities in the majority of schools. (Faculty Advisor: Gordon A. Nash).


The investigator's purpose was to determine whether or not extensive broadcasting (called plugging) of a song would influence students' opinions about a song. An arbitrary sample of 134 high school and college students was selected and divided into four groups. Each group listened to six new popular songs (making a total of 24 songs) played by a "good consistent commercial pianist." Each song was heard twice. The groups were asked to rate the songs on a ten point rating scale, and also were asked to answer seven questions concerning the song. All groups were reconvened four and eight weeks later for the second and third sittings. "Plugging" was determined from data in a weekly report published Variety Magazine. The chi-square technique was used to calculate the consistency of "plugging", while Fisher's t test was run to determine the level of significant difference between sittings one, two, and three, and overall differences. The students liked the ten popular songs that were "plugged" no better than the thirteen songs which were seldom or never broadcast. After a month, the "plugged" songs were liked as well as before, while the "unplugged" songs were rated somewhat lower. After a second month there was no change in the ratings of plugged or unplugged songs. Plugging did not affect the ratings of the initially "more liked songs." Plugging did affect the rating of songs originally less well-liked. These songs, if plugged, increased slightly at each sitting. There was no observable difference in the effectiveness of plugging for radio-enthusiasts as against casual listeners.


The purpose of this study was to select early string literature within the technical limitations of the heterogeneous string class for music education majors at the college level. Criteria for difficulty were obtained from analyses of commonly used string methods books. Literature was selected from historical editions. Necessary editing was explained for each example. Forty musical examples were selected and included in the dissertation. Composers represented included: Staden, Fox, Vivaldi, dall'Abaco, Scheidt, Gassmann, Corelli, W. Mozart, J. Stamitz, G. Benda, Muffat, J. C. Bach, Handel, Deller, Dittersdorf, Gardini, Fischer, Forster, Pergolesi, Pachelbel, Blow, Gluck, Sammartini, Pisendel, Toeschi, Eichner, Traetta, and L. Mozart. (Faculty Advisor: Irving Cooper).


The investigator sought to determine the effect that tachistoscopic drill would have on the development of rhythmic sight-reading at the fifth grade level. Two fifth grade classes from the Beaumont, Texas Public Schools were chosen to be the experimental and the control groups. The method of teaching in use at the time of the study was retained
and the investigator taught both groups. A tachistoscopic device was procured, slides were made for the experiment, and a jury rated these tachistoscopic slides by order of difficulty. The control and the experimental groups were given the same instruction except that the tachistoscope was added to the experimental group procedure. The subjects were tested prior to and at the end of the experimental period. The experimental and the control groups were then reversed for an additional ten-lesson period. Reliability of the method of evaluation was determined by correlation. Rather arbitrary criteria were established for all test and construction procedures. The data from the cumulative records of the subjects regarding mental ability were obtained. The primary data analysis technique employed was the t test. Tachistoscopic techniques were not more effective than conventional techniques in teaching rhythmic sight-reading to those (1) either above or below the mean in rhythm recognition as measured by the rhythm recognition test developed for this study, (2) either above or below the class average in I.Q., or (3) either with or without instrumental lesson experience. Tachistoscopic techniques were not significantly more effective than conventional techniques as used in this study in the developing of rhythmic sight-reading ability at the fifth grade level. (Faculty Advisor: Hubert H. Mills).


A survey was made of the general music course in the junior high schools of the exempted village school districts and county school districts of District III (of the Ohio Music Education Association) in Northwestern Ohio. A questionnaire was constructed and mailed to all 77 junior high schools in the district. Forty-seven completed questionnaires were returned. The data were presented in percentages and analyzed. The most prevalent type of junior high school general music classes was that consisting of both boys and girls, grouped according to grade level. Most of the schools were meeting the requirements of the Ohio High School Standards for junior high school music in terms of time spent by the students in the general music class. It was found that pupils of the general music courses generally were given the opportunity to demonstrate their musical talent publicly. Also, music teachers generally make use of audio-visual instruction in teaching music appreciation. A high percentage of students taking general music, continued by entering the performance groups at the senior high school level. (Faculty Advisor: Ralph L. Beck).


Siever's Modification of R. H. Seashore's apparatus for measuring motor rhythm, adapted so that over 30 common rhythm patterns were available, was used in this quest for an instrument capable of predicting future performance of children in the area of musical ability. One hundred school children ranging in age from 6 to 12 years were given the motor rhythm test using five rhythmic patterns given in double fatigue order with 10 consecutive repetitions counted for each pattern. Predictive reliability was established for the complete test at .911 over the age range of 6 to 12 years. A re-test was performed after a 15 month interval. On the re-test, the double fatigue order was omitted and only the series in ascending order of difficulty was used. Scores were analyzed by standard deviations between age ranges on both the test and re-test situation. Reliability correlations were calculated to determine the predictive power at the 15 month interval. The reliability or predictive power of this test when repeated after a 15 month interval using as subjects children ranging in age from 6 to 12 years, was .74 as compared with a reliability of .85 at a single setting. Coefficients for identical series were higher than those for dissimilar series. Elimination of the influence of heterogeneity in age reduced the correlations only slightly in the identical series but there is a suggestion that the effect of age heterogeneity is greater in the dissimilar series.

The three purposes of the study were (1) to determine the relationship of cooperating music teacher effectiveness measurement to four selected factors; (2) to select a combination of measured factors which is significantly correlated with an effectiveness criterion; and (3) to derive appropriate multiple regression equations for the prediction of cooperating teacher effectiveness. A "Student Teaching Inventory" was developed and evaluated for determining cooperating teacher effectiveness or appraisal by former student teachers, correlations being based on 235 cases (r = .94). The IPAT Music Preference Test of Personality, The Aliferis Music Achievement Test, the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory, and the Strong Vocational Interest Blank were administered to a sample of 32 cooperating teachers, and inter-correlation matrices were developed to indicate the relationship of the various measurements. College supervision ratings were compared with inventory scores of the cooperating teacher. Supervisor's ratings were predictable with accuracy equal or slightly superior to that of inventory predictions within the sample tested. Inter-correlation matrices were developed to indicate the relationship of the various measurements. Average deviations of individual inventory scores were correlated with mean inventory scores. Scores for personality factors four, five, and eight of the IPAT Test and the vocational interest test proved to be the best data for predicting cooperating teacher effectiveness as perceived by student teachers. Scores for personality factors eight and ten (IPAT), harmonic sub-test scores, and attitude scores were the most effective predictors of supervisor's ratings. (Faculty Advisor: Charles Leonhard).


An experiment was conducted to determine whether or not (1) a visual design stimulus will suggest to different composers musical themes with similar characteristics, (2) whether or not the characteristic qualities of these themes are sufficiently individual that they can be associated with the respective stimulating designs, and (3) whether or not these designs will suggest to high school music students themes with characteristics similar to those present in themes created by the composers. Following a review of synesthesia and the psychology of the creative process, four abstract diagrams of differing character were drawn and sent to professional composers (mostly in the style of popular or dance music). Each composer was requested to compose a phrase immediately after studying the designs individually. The compositions received were analyzed by a group of trained auditors, by a composition teacher, and, for purposes of comparison, a group of untrained auditors. Twenty high school students, all of whom had had at least eight years of public school music instruction, were asked to improvise (by humming) a composition after observing the same designs. The writer recorded each student's responses and immediately checked with the student for accuracy of notation. There was a carry-over from an abstract design to the resultant musical theme when the theme was composed to the design. This provided an indication that the creative product was influenced by an abstract design or possibly some other visual object when the design or object was used as a stimulus by the creative worker.


An analysis and evaluation of tests designed for measuring listening ability in music and language was made. Seven school systems in California were arbitrarily selected and a battery of tests was given to all sixth-grade students within the 7 schools. The test battery consisted of the Whistler-Thorpe Musical Aptitude, Sequential Tests of Educational Progress Language Listening Test, A Test of Musicality (Gaston), and Kyme Test of Aesthetic Judgment. The investigator administered each test to a total of 450
subjects. Inter-correlations and factor analysis were applied to the sorted data. The final number of subjects was 369 sixth grade pupils. Correlations between language listening and music listening scores were relatively close, ranging from +.31 to +.40.

In a small group of three classes, administrations of the STEP Listening Test without reading the listening paragraphs result in better-than-chance scores for all individuals taking the test. This suggests that the test measured a combination of acquired environmental factors, and listening ability rather than listening ability in isolation. There were no significant differences between scores achieved by boys and scores achieved by girls on the STEP Listening Test. There were significant differences between scores achieved by boys and scores achieved by girls on all of the Gaston Tests and on the Whistler-Thorpe Rhythm Test. A considerable portion of the Whistler-Thorpe and the Gaston Tests are taken up by language listening material. Because this material is similar to materials included in language listening tests, it may be operating as an adulterant of validity. (Faculty Advisor: Harold D. Carter).


The purposes of the study were (1) to analyze the skills of musicianship needed by music teachers (based on the M.E.N.C. Teacher Training Curriculum Committee progress report of 1944), and (2) to compare these recommended skills with the training and experiences of Pennsylvania school music teachers and with the curricula of their alma maters. An analysis was made of the catalogues of the 17 Pennsylvania institutions certified to grant music education degrees. Questionnaires were sent to the heads of all 17 music departments (100 percent return) to ascertain diversity of courses for each criteria, the degree of training in each skill, and the relationship of the various offerings to each skill. A second questionnaire, designed to determine judgments with regard to the need and use of the skills, was checked for reliability and administered to 220 Pennsylvania school music teachers. The data analysis techniques included mean ratings, standard error of measurement, and percentages. The average number of semester hours in the various areas of study were above the M.E.N.C. recommendations, except for applied music and electives. Most skills were judged "very" or "exceptionally desirable", even though considered not needed or useful in teaching. Exceptions were "Extensive Music Performance Criterion (9c)" and two of the "Music Theory Criteria." Forty-seven criteria were judged reliably greater in desirability than in need and usefulness. The institutions judged the vast majority of the various skills to be reliably greater in all phases investigated than did the graduates. (Faculty Advisor: Hummel Fishburn).


The study was an analysis of existing four-year music education curricula in selected state teachers colleges in order to indicate areas in need of improvement and changes in practice leading to the effective preparation of music teachers. The data were gathered by means of a questionnaire and personal interviews. The subjects were 663 teaching alumni from 52 state teachers colleges, music superintendents and supervisors, and faculty of small colleges. It was found that prospective teachers were selected primarily on their performance in applied music and participation in music organizations. No general practice was found. Curricular balance between general and specialized education, including student teaching, varied with the latter ranging from 31 percent to 71 percent and with a median of 41 percent. Among alumni respondents, 30 percent taught music only and 50 percent had taught both instrumental and vocal music. Of the institutions requiring no applied music, no orchestral instruments, no conducting, a small number of hours in music requirements, and fewer contact hours with less varied experience in student teaching, the large majority were small colleges with less than 25 majors and 2 to 4
instructors. The author recommended that teacher education should be concentrated in a few institutions with sufficient staff, facilities and students to make possible a program of quality.


An investigation was made as to whether children rated very poor in vocal pitch reproduction by their teachers could improve through individual training. Music teachers in three elementary schools of Detroit were asked to identify students who exhibited poor pitch reproduction vocally. Of the students listed, the seven judged poorest were chosen as subjects. No student selected could distinguish a difference of 30 vibrations as produced by whipple forks. All students had received instruction of from five to seven years in the Detroit Public Schools. The pupils were taught by rule to reproduce tones given from a piano and from whipple forks. The training period was three months. The subjects learned (with great variation in time required for learning) to discriminate perfectly the intervals of octaves, fifths, thirds, whole tone and semi-tones in the range from A through a’.


A study was made identifying characteristic eye-movement patterns of inferior and superior sight readers. Subjects were chosen from public school bands, orchestras, and vocal groups. Kwalwasseri-Dykema and Kwalwasser-Ruch tests were administered to 606 students from which 60 high and 60 low-scorers were chosen for eye-movement photographs while sight reading. The variables investigated were vocal or instrumental background, amount of theoretical music training, performance on K-D and K-R tests, and amount of private instruction. The findings concerning "superior" readers were as follows: (1) a larger proportion of instrumentalists and smaller proportion of singers, (2) little difference in boy-girl ratio, (3) more advanced in school grades, (4) higher K-D and K-R rank, (5) less variability, (6) about 40 percent more hours of public school music class training, (7) smaller proportion of total training time spent in class instruction -- more than five times as many hours of private instruction, (8) a more rapid rate of reading, (9) wider eye-voice leads that are shorter in duration when reading more difficult material, (10) shorter fixational duration, (11) larger perceptual span, (12) fewer fixations (including regressions), yet more fixations (including regressions) in a timed study period (28 seconds). Superior post-study performances as compared with sight reading of both simple and more difficult material result in: (1) a more rapid rate of reading, (2) high relationships higher between slower rates of reading and fixations of longer duration, (3) no appreciable difference in width of eye-voice lead in percentage of line, (4) no appreciable difference in fixational duration, (5) larger perceptual spans, and (6) fewer fixations (including regressions). (Faculty Au... or: Jacob Kwalwasser).


A survey was made to determine whether or not the public schools of Kansas were providing to all children equal opportunities for participation in instrumental music classes. Seven of Kansas' most heterogeneous communities were selected for the study. Heterogeneity was determined by averaging six ratios of the number of persons in subculture groups to the number in the total culture. Samples of 538 eighth grade students and 422 twelfth grade students were selected in the seven cities. A home support for music questionnaire was constructed and validated. The questionnaire, I.Q. test, and the Gaston Test of Musicality were administered. Socio-economic status was determined
by using the Warner "Index of Status Characteristics." F-tests, t-tests, d-tests, and ANOV by ranks were employed. In 12 of the 15 sample schools, participants in instrumental music were significantly superior to non-participants with respect to intelligence, musicality, interest for music, and home support for music when the latter four were expressed as a single composite. In these 12 schools no significant association was found between participation and each of the following characteristics: socio-economic status, religion, family size, and nationality background. Comparison made between the 24 Negro students and a white group equated for abilities, interests, socio-economic status, and grade level showed no significant association between race and participation. Participants in all schools were significantly superior to drop-outs with regard to composite scores representing the four ability and interest measures. With composite scores held constant, there was found no significant association between drop-outs and each of the following characteristics: socio-economic status, family size, nationality background, and religion. (Faculty Advisor: James F. Nickerson).


Two different approaches to the teaching of required music classes in one junior high school were compared. Three classes, one from each grade level six through eight, were arbitrarily chosen as a control group and six classes from the same three grades were chosen as an experimental group. The groups were not equated and all subjects were from one junior high school. The two teaching methods (traditional and experimental) were described. The experimental period lasted for 19 weeks, each class meeting for 40 minutes twice a week. The Kurlwasser-Ruch Test of Musical Accomplishment was given to all subjects both before and after the experimental period. The researcher served as the teacher for all groups during the experimental period. When mean scores on the K-R test were compared between groups it was found that the sixth grade experimental groups improved more in achievement than the control groups. However, in grades seven and eight, the experimental groups were lower than the control groups.
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The studies and reports listed below were reviewed, but were not included in the synthesis for one or more of the following reasons: (a) the title was misleading and/or the contents were not relevant to the definition of music education used in the project; (b) the study was an essay or polemic; (c) there was no clear statement of a problem or purpose; (d) the design used was inadequate or questionable; (e) the techniques utilized were not appropriate to the problem or design, or the techniques were misapplied; and (f) the results and conclusions drawn were not related to the stated problem or purpose or the design employed.


Ansberry, Merle. "The Effect upon the Ability to Discriminate Between Speech Sounds by the Elimination of Frequencies Above 4000 Cycles." Q. J. Speech, 23 (1938), 381-389.


Bacon, Francis L. "Is Music Essential to the Curriculum?" Music Supervisors J., 18, (May, 1932), 16-17.

Bailey, Francis L. "Music for All." *Nation's Schools*, 28 (August, 1941), 43-44.


Bean, Kenneth L. "Experimental Approach to the Reading of Music." Psychol. Monogr., 50:6 (Whole No. 226), 1938?

____. "Reading Music Instead of Spelling It." J. Musicology, 1, (1939), 1-5.


Biondo, Charles A. Music Aptitude Test Battery. Cleveland, 0.: Scherl and Roth, 1962.


—. "Music in the Public Schools." The Musician, 36:5, (May, 1931), 16.

—. "Relationship between the MTNA and the Public School Music." The Musician, 36:1, (January, 1931), 9.


—. "Pretraining-Selection of Teachers with Emphasis on the Field of Music." Educ. Administration and Supervision, 29, (March, 1943), 129-150.


Brown, Roberta W. "The Relation between Age (Chronological and Mental) and Rate of Piano Learning." J. Applied Psychol., 20, (August, 1936), 511-516.


. "Piano Classes are Fun." Nat. Elementary Principal, 30 (February, 1951), 34-36.
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Coffman, A. R. "Is Rhythm Subject to Training?" School Musician, 21:1, (1949), 14-45.


Crumb, F. W. "Music Education in the Public Schools." Educ., 67, (November, 1946), 139-42.
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"What Do They Think of Their Teachers?" Music J., 10:1, (January, 1952), 19.


____. "The Relation of Musical Talent to Intelligence and Success in School." J. Musicology, 2:1, (1940), 38-44.


Dushkin, D. "Experiment in Music Education." Progressive Educ., 101, (March, 1933), 144-149.
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Flagg, Marion. "Elementary School Principal and His Music Program." Nat. Elementary Principal, 30 (February, 1951), 12-16.


Foltz, D. G. "In the Brief time allotted ---." Educ. Music Mag., 29 (March-April, 1950), 31-36.


"Teaching Music to School and Community By Radio." Junior-Senior High School Clearing House, 7 (October, 1932), 72-74.


Happold, F. C. "Examination in Music: Experiment at "O" Level." The Music Teacher and Piano Student, 31 (March, 1952), 1:0.


Harper, James C. "Build for Bands." Nation's Schools, 23 (April, 1939), 64-68.
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_____ "Use of Music in an Educational Program of Mental Hygiene." J. Exp. Educ., 8 (June, 1940), 399-402.
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... "Music Education in This Age." Music Educ. J., 43:3 (January, 1957), 11.


Kamphoefner, Henry L. "Band Shell for the Small Town High School Band or Orchestra." School Music, 12:10 (June, 1941), 8-10.


Karel, Leon. "Recommended Requirements for Admission to the College Level Theory Class." Amer. Music Teacher, (September-October, 1954), 2.


________. "Your Orchestra's Tone Quality." Instrumentalist, 15 (October, 1960), 77-78.


---. "Are the Blind Superior to the Seeing in Hearing?" Etude, 50:4 (April, 1932), 249.


Lemade, M. B. "Teacher-Training in Percussion; An Analysis of the Percussion Instruction Offered by Colleges and Universities." Instrumentalist, 12 (March, 1958), 74.


Leach, M. W. "Results of Five Years Experimentation with Creative Music in Junior High School." Univ. H. Sch. J., 16 (December, 1937), 110-113.
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Marek, G. "How Some Children are Taught Music." Good Housekeeping, 115 (September, 1942), 8.
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Mitchell, J. O. "We Like to Face the Music." Junior Arts and Activities, 36:4 (December, 1954), 36-37.


Moore, Donald I. "Forward with Bandsmen." S. W. Musician, 17 (June, 1951), 6.


Neiszendorf, Charles. "Is it too Late to Teach All Children to Sing?" Music Educ. J., 41 (September, 1954), 33-34.


Olsen, Arne L. "Characteristics of Fifteen Year Old Boys Classified as Outstanding Athletes, Scientists, Fine Artists, Leaders, Scholars, or as Poor Students or Delinquents." Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, University of Oregon, 1961, (Ph.D.).


Phalen, Marion M. "Song Preferences with Relation to Intelligence and Music Talent." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Syracuse University, 1944, (M.S.).
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Rodgers, Frances. "Variations in Aesthetic Environment of Artistic and Non-artistic Children." Univ. of Iowa Stud. in Psychol. No. 18, Psychol. Monogr. 45:1, Whole No. 200 (1933-34).

Rogge, Genevieve O. "Music as Communication, with Special Reference to its Role as Content." Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, University of California at Los Angeles, 1953, (Ph.D.).
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---. Role of Music in General Education. Austin: Bureau of Public School Service, Division of Extension, Univ. of Texas, 1948.


Sopchak, Andrew L. "Individual Differences in Response to Different Types of Music, in Relation to Sex, Mood, and Other Variables." Psychol. Monogr., 69:11 (1955), 1-20.

---. "Retest Reliability of the Number of Responses to Music." J. Psychol., 44 (1957), 223-226.


_____ "Early Methods of Popularizing Music Education." J. Musicology, 3:1 (1941), 60.


Tiffin, Joseph. "The Role of Pitch and Intensity in the Vocal Vibrato of Students and Artists." Univ. of Iowa Stud.: Stud. in the Psychol. of Music, 1 (1932), 134-165.


Tipton, Gladys. "For Better Classroom Music...In-Service Education." National Elementary Principal, 39:3 (December, 1959), 16-19.
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Addenda


A. In terms of the project's definition, the subjects for research in music education are children attending public schools in the United States. The following studies involved children in other countries and, therefore, were considered not relevant.


Happold, F. C. "Examination in Music: Experiment at "O" Level." Music Teacher, 31 (March, 1952), 140.


The following titles, which suggested a study possibly relevant to music education, proved to be for research in areas other than music.


Grimm, Lester R. "How Cost Influences School Programs." Ill. Teacher, 26:9 (June, 1938), 277-278.


C. Abstracted and Microfilmed for ERIC.


APPENDIX C

Number of Additional Studies Listed But Not Reviewed: 1930-1962
The number of titles indicated below as being in music education (Items 1 through 6) are Master's Theses with the following exceptions: (a) twenty-eight titles are published reports, (b) four titles are unpublished faculty research, and (c) eighty-eight titles are doctoral dissertations. Those titles indicated under Category B are a mixture of these, dissertations, and published reports. It is believed that many of these reports contain information which would be of great value to the teacher as he functions in the teaching-learning process and to others concerned with this process in the schools.

### A. In Music Education*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The Teacher</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Factors</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Factors</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Competence</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Subcategorized</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The Student</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Factors</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Factors</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Subcategorized</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The Teaching-Learning Process</td>
<td>1626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission of Culture</td>
<td>562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acculturation of Individual</td>
<td>1004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetic Sensitivity</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Constraining Factors</td>
<td>478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities and Equipment</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization and Administration</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School and Environment</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Subcategorized</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. General Programs</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Other Studies</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biographical and Historical</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Other Listings</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Music Education Research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibliographies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textbooks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In terms of definition used in the project.*
### B. Possibly Related To Music Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adult Music Education</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Music Education</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducting</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental Music</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music With Other Subjects</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Camps</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology Of Music</td>
<td>1375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singing</td>
<td>583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage Fright</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### C. Not Relevant to Music Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acoustics</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypical Child</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church Music</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Music</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dance</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Music Teacher</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-School Child</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy of Music</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Schools</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Societies (Music)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Music</td>
<td>1231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Grand Total:** 9873
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Studies Not Available: 1930-1962

The titles listed below, while found in the literature or reported by Colleges or Universities, were not available due to the following reasons: (a) study could not be obtained from the holding library or through interlibrary loan services, (b) title listing was found to be insufficient or incorrect and study could not be located, and (c) title was found to refer to research that had not been completed (after contact with author or agency).

A. Study Not Obtainable


"The Harp in Our Public Schools." Harp News, 1:2 (Fall, 1950).


Van Dyke, Lauren A. "Interscholastic Contest Practice in Public High Schools in Missouri." Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, University of Missouri, 1941.


B. Title Listing Insufficient or Incorrect


C. Research Not Completed


APPENDIX E

Bibliographic Sources
Three sources of information were used for identifying possible research studies in terms of the project's initial definition of music education: (1) the relevant and competent studies reviewed and abstracted in the project, (2) the research report forms submitted by the various scholars and institutions, and (3) published bibliographic listings and other related published documents. The studies reviewed in the first type of bibliographic source, namely 273 documents, are not included in the following list because these are listed in the Bibliography of this report. The institutions reporting research, the second source for titles, are listed in the Appendix of Cooperating Institutions.

The list which follows, therefore, is drawn mainly from the third source of information -- publication. The list does contain, however, titles of particular studies (e.g. bibliographic listings or syntheses) obtained from the other two types of sources. It will be noted that an unorthodox form is used for volumes of works such as journals, abstracts, yearbooks, etc. This style was adopted to avoid a lengthy and repetitious list.


Biondo, Charles A. Starting the Instrumental Program. Toledò, Ohio: Gregorian Inst. of Amer., 1957.


Britton, Allen P. "Research in Music Education." Education, 74 (September, 1953), 40-44.


Dunbar, Rudolph. Treatise on the Clarinet. Glasgow: John E. Dallas and Sons Ltd., 1941.
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Ferguson, Donald N. On the Elements of Expression in Music. Minneapolis, Minn.: Univ. of Minn., 1950.


Haydon, Glen. **Introduction to Musicology.** New York: Prentice-Hall, 1941.


Helseth, Inga O. **Living in the Classroom.** Edwards Brothers, Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich., 1939.
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Mack, Raymond W., Linton Freeman, and Seymour Yellen. Social Mobility: Thirty Years of Research and Theory; an Annotated Bibliography. Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse Univ. Press, 1957.


Merrill, Alan P. "An Annotated Bibliography of Theses and Dissertations in Ethnomusicology and Folk Music Accepted at American Universities." Ethnomusicology, 4:1 (1960), 22-35.


Morgan, H. N. "Research in Instrumental Music." Instrumentalist, 14 (December, 1959), 37.


Mursell, James L. "Psychological Research in Music Education." Advanced School Digest, 5 (1940), 73-76.


Ohio State University Commencement, 1950-1963. (Inc. degrees, addresses, and titles of Dissertations).
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United States Office of Education. 


University of Illinois: Division of University Extension. Bulletins 1-6, 9, 11-13, 16, 18, 20, 24-36, 38 (On Materials and Instrumental Methods and Techniques. Urbana, Ill.: Univ. Ill., Division of Univ. Extension, n.d.)

University of Illinois Bulletins, Vols. 48-63 (1930-1947). Urbana, Ill.: Univ. of Ill.


Virginia's State Board of Education. Music in Grades One through Twelve. Richmond, Va.: Commonwealth of Virginia, Division of Purchase and Printing, 1954.
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Young, Percy M. *A Handbook of Choral Technique.* London: Dennis Dobson Ltd., 1953.
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List of Cooperating Institutions

Arizona
Arizona State College, Flagstaff
Arizona State University, Tempe
University of Arizona, Tucson

Arkansas
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

California
Humboldt State College, Arcata
University of California, Berkeley
Chico State College, Chico
Claremont Graduate School, Claremont
Fresno State College, Fresno
Occidental College, Los Angeles
University of California, Los Angeles
College of Holy Names, Oakland
University of Redlands, Redlands
San Jose State College, San Jose
Stanford University, Stanford

Colorado
University of Colorado, Boulder
Colorado College, Colorado Springs
University of Denver, Denver
Colorado State University, Fort Collins
Colorado State College, Greeley
Western State College, Gunnison

Connecticut
Danbury State College, Danbury
Yale University, New Haven
University of Connecticut, Storrs
Hartt College of Music, West Hartford

Florida
University of Florida, Gainesville
Florida State University School of Music, Tallahassee

Georgia
The University of Georgia, Athens

Hawaii
University of Hawaii, Honolulu

Illinois
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston
Roosevelt University, Chicago
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb
Northwestern University, Evanston
Illinois State University, Normal
Bradley University, Peoria
University of Illinois, Urbana
Indiana
Indiana University, Bloomington
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame
Indiana State College, Terre Haute

Iowa
State University of Iowa, Iowa City
State College of Iowa, Cedar Falls

Kansas
University of Kansas, Lawrence
Kansas State College of Pittsburg, Pittsburg
University of Wichita, Wichita

Kentucky
University of Louisville, Louisville

Louisiana
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge
Northwestern State College, Natchitoches

Maryland
Peabody Conservatory of Music, Baltimore
University of Maryland, College Park

Massachusetts
Boston Conservatory of Music, Boston
Boston University, Boston
New England Conservatory of Music, Boston
Harvard University, Cambridge

Michigan
The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Ferris State College, Big Rapids
Wayne State University, Detroit
Michigan State University, East Lansing
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo

Minnesota
Mankato State College, Mankato
St. Cloud State College, St. Cloud
College of St. Thomas, St. Paul
Winona State College, Winona

Missouri
University of Missouri, Columbia
University of Missouri, Kansas City
Northeast Missouri State Teachers College, Kirksville
Washington University, St. Louis
Central Missouri State College, Warrensburg

Montana
Montana State University, Missoula

Nebraska
Kearney State College, Kearney

New Jersey
Douglass College of Rutgers, Rutgers
New Mexico
Eastern New Mexico University, Portales
New Mexico State University, University Park

New York
State University of New York, College at Buffalo, Buffalo
State University of New York, College at Fredonia, Fredonia
New York University, New York
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York
State University of New York, College at Potsdam, Potsdam
Nazareth College of Rochester, Rochester
Eastman School of Music, Rochester
Syracuse University, Syracuse
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy

North Carolina
Appalachian State Teachers College, Boone
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
North Carolina College at Durham, Durham
University of North Carolina Woman's College, Greensboro

Nevada
University of Nevada, Reno

North Dakota
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks

Ohio
The University of Akron, Akron
The Ohio State University, Columbus
Kent State University, Kent

Oklahoma
Oklahoma University, Norman

Oregon
Oregon State University, Corvallis
Lewis and Clark College, Portland

Pennsylvania
Indiana State College, Indiana
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park
West Chester State College, West Chester

Rhode Island
University of Rhode Island, Kingston
Brown University, Providence

South Carolina
Converse College School of Music, Spartanburg

South Dakota
Black Hills Teachers College, Spearfish
University of South Dakota, Vermillion

Tennessee
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville
Tennessee Agriculture and Industrial State University, Nashville
Texas
Hardin-Simmons University, Abilene
The University of Texas, Austin
West Texas State University, Canyon
East Texas State College, Commerce
Texas Woman's University, Denton
Texas Christian University, Fort Worth
Texas Southern University, Houston
University of Houston, Houston
Sam Houston State Teachers College, Huntsville
Texas College of Arts and Industries, Kingsville
Trinity University, San Antonio
Incarnate Word College, San Antonio
Stephen F. Austin State College, Nacogdoches
Southwest Texas College, San Marcos
Baylor University, Waco
Midwestern University, Wichita Falls

Utah
Brigham Young University, Provo
University of Utah, Salt Lake City

Vermont
University of Vermont, Burlington

Virginia
University of Virginia, Charlottesville
Madison College, Harrisonburg
Richmond Professional Institute, Richmond

Washington
Western Washington State College, Bellingham
Eastern Washington State College, Cheney
Central Washington State College, Ellensburg
Washington State University, Pullman
Seattle Pacific College, Seattle
University of Washington, Seattle

West Virginia
West Virginia University, Morgantown

Wisconsin
University of Wisconsin, Madison

Wyoming
University of Wyoming, Laramie
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Attention: Office of the President

From: Music Education Research Office
The Ohio State University
Erwin H. Schneider and Henry L. Cady, Co-Directors
USOE Research Project No. E-016

Subject: As Part of a federally sponsored research project in music education, it is necessary for us to compile a complete and accurate list of all institutions in higher education offering graduate programs in music education.

Would you please complete the form given below and return it to us at your earliest convenience in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope?

Your assistance is important to the accuracy of this project and will be appreciated very much.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Name of Institution: ___________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Graduate programs offered in music education:

None ___, Master ___, Doctor ___, Other ______________________

Name of Head of Music Education: _____________________________

or

Name of Head of Music Department: ___________________________
A grant from the Cooperative Research Bureau of the United States Office of Education is making possible the first complete compilation and synthesis of all research studies relating to music education through December 31, 1962. The project terminates September 30, 1965.

At the present time, researchers are compiling a list of studies relating to music education from all available sources — music, education, sociology, etc. No source is complete and some are inaccurate. In order to make this project as accurate and valid as possible, your assistance is needed.

Would you please supply us with a list of research studies completed at your institution as follows:

a) Studies completed during 1930-1962 (theses and dissertations).
b) Studies completed by your staff (published and unpublished).
c) Studies relating to music education which have been completed in other departments on your campus (psychology, sociology, etc.).

Three forms and a self-addressed envelope are enclosed for your convenience. It is hoped that these forms will be returned to us in thirty to sixty days.

We realize that this request involves no small task but there seems to be no other way of obtaining a reliable list. Please do what you can to help us expedite the gathering of this information.

Sincerely yours,

Erwin H. Schneider   Henry L. Cady
Co-Director         Co-Director
### Institution Reporting:

Please use the following form for your report. Additional sheets should also use this form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publication Source</th>
<th>Volume and/or No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilnap, James</td>
<td>Social Factors in Music Teacher Role Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graduate Student Research
Research Relating to Music Education

Student Research -- Project No. E-016

Please use the following form for your report. Additional sheets should also use this form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Completion Date</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>If published, give source:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benner, Charles H.</td>
<td>The Relationship of Pre-Service Measures to Ratings of Music Teacher Success</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A grant from the Cooperative Research Bureau of the United States Office of Education is making possible the first complete compilation and synthesis of all research studies relating to music education through December 31, 1962. The project terminates September 30, 1965.

At the present time, researchers are compiling a list of studies relating to music education from all available sources — education, music, sociology, etc. No source is complete and some are inaccurate. In order to make this project as accurate and valid as possible, your assistance is needed.

Would you please supply us with a list of research studies completed at your institution as follows:

a) Studies completed during 1932-1948 which are not listed in Larson's "Bibliography of Research Studies in Music Education, 1932-1948."

b) Studies completed during 1949-1962 (theses and dissertations).

c) Studies completed by your staff (published and unpublished).

d) Studies relating to music education which have been completed in other departments on your campus (psychology, sociology, etc.).

Three forms and a self-addressed envelope are enclosed for your convenience. It is hoped that these forms can be returned to us in thirty to sixty days.

We realize that this request involves no small task but there seems to be no other way of obtaining a reliable list. Please do what you can to help us expedite the gathering of this basic information,

Sincerely yours,

Erwin H. Schneider  Henry L. Cady
Co-Director  Co-Director
A grant from the Cooperative Research Bureau of the United States Office of Education is making possible the first complete compilation and synthesis of all research studies relating to music education through December 31, 1962. The project terminates September 30, 1965.

At the present time, researchers are compiling a list of studies relating to music education from all available sources -- music, education, sociology, etc. No source is complete and some are inaccurate. In order to make this project as accurate and valid as possible, your assistance is needed.

Would you please supply us with a list of research studies completed at your institution as follows:


b) Studies completed during 1957-1962 (theses and dissertations).

c) Studies completed by your staff (published and unpublished).

d) Studies relating to music education which have been completed in other departments on your campus (psychology, sociology, etc.).

Three forms and a self-addressed envelope are enclosed for your convenience. It is hoped that these forms will be returned to us in thirty to sixty days.

We realize that this request involves no small task but there seems to be no other way of obtaining a reliable list. Please do what you can to help us expedite the gathering of this basic information.

Sincerely yours,

Erwin H. Schneider  Henry L. Cady  
Co-Director  Co-Director
Dear Sir:

As you may know, we are in the process of abstracting and synthesizing information from research studies in music education. The primary supporting agency for this project is the United States Office of Education.

In answer to our inquiry, your institution sent to us a list of your unpublished research. We would appreciate receiving copies of those items which you consider to be research. Our report will not include polemics or articles which are not reports of research. Please do not include a copy of your thesis or dissertation. In the event it cannot be obtained from the holding library, we will make a specific request for it. Because we are now in the process of abstracting, a very early reply from you will be appreciated.

For your convenience, we are attaching the list of items which was reported to us.

Sincerely yours,

Henry L. Cady, Co-Director
Music Education Research Office
41 West 11th Avenue

HLC:tw
Exhibit 9

Music Education Research Project RP-1757
Resume (250-300 words)

Card Code: __________________________
Abstractor: ________________________
Date: ______________________________
Relevant: Yes ___ No ___ ?
Competent: Yes ___ No ___ ?

I. Author, Title, Source:

II. Major Faculty Advisor: _______________________________________________________

III. Source of Data: __________________________ IV. Type of Research:

________ a. Literature of Field
________ b. Observations
________ c. Interviews
________ d. Questionnaires
________ e. Tests
________ f. Other

________ a. Descriptive
________ b. Experimental
________ c. Statistical
________ d. Philosophical
________ e. Historical
________ f. Other

V. Problem and/or Purpose:

VI. Procedures:

VII. Major Findings and/or Conclusions:

631
I. Complete Bibliographic Information (from source):

II. The Problem

   Problem Statement (p. ____):

   Purpose (p. ____):

   Hypotheses or Questions (p. ____):
III. Methodology

Population (p. ____)
  Size: __________________________
  Type: __________________________
  Other:  __________________________

Sampling Technique (p. ____)

Materials (p. ____)

Procedures (p. ____)

Card Code: ________________________
Data Collection Techniques (pp. _____)

Data Analysis Techniques (pp. _____)

Limitations (pp. _____)

IV. Conclusions (pp. _____)
Limitations—Authors (pp. ____)

V. Additional Research Suggested by Author (pp. ____)

Card Code: ____________________
VI. Abstractor’s Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Is the problem properly defined and the scope of the study delimited so that no misunderstanding can develop regarding just what was studied? (pp. __________)</td>
<td>Yes No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Were appropriate methods chosen to test the hypotheses or answer the questions raised? (pp. __________)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Are the methods adequately described—to the extent that another person could repeat the study? (pp. __________)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Was the sample sufficiently representative of the population to permit the investigator to generalize his findings? (pp. __________)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Were validating procedures employed for materials, techniques, raters, etc. used in the study? (pp. __________)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Was the analysis of data objectively stated and free from mere personal opinion and personal prejudices? (pp. __________)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Are the statistical techniques employed appropriate to the problem and design? (pp. __________)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Do the conclusions follow from the data gathered? (pp. __________)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Were the conclusions qualified to show the limits within which they apply? (pp. __________)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Does this study contain a unique feature, design, etc? If so, list:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Is this study acceptable as research?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abstractor’s General Critical Comments:

Card Code: _______________
ABSTRACTOR'S GUIDEBOOK

A. General Information—Use of Abstract Form

1. Use only black or blue ink on the Abstract Form.

2. Place card code number, last name, and date in the spaces provided on the top right-hand corner of the first page of the Abstract Form. Place card code number on the top of all other pages.

3. Check study for relevance. Examine the Contents, Introductory Statements, and Problem or Hypotheses. If you cannot make a judgement on relevance after this cursory examination, begin to abstract the study. As soon as you are able to make this judgement, place a check mark in the appropriate blank on the top right-hand corner of the Abstract Form. If you are doubtful of the relevance of a study, place a check mark in the blank following the question mark and deposit the Form with the document on the fourth shelf of the storage cabinet—labeled "Questionable Studies."

4. The Abstract Form has three basic sections:
   a. Information about the study (Items I-V). This section calls for sheer reporting of the information contained in the study.
   b. Evaluation of the Study (Item VI). Here the abstractor is asked to give an evaluation of the study. This evaluation is to provide cues for the project directors who will make the final evaluation.
   c. Summary of the Study—by the abstractor (last page). Here the abstractor is to summarize the study in brief form. This should be written so that only a minimum of editing is necessary before printing. The project directors will check the adequacy of the summary.

For details concerning each of these sections see the next major heading—B. Specific Directions.

5. The Abstract Form is designed to (a) gather the most important information in a study, and (b) follow the general form for presenting information utilized in most studies. Not all Studies will follow this form of information presentation. You will find, with some studies, that you will need to skip around through many pages to obtain the necessary information.

6. Some items on the Form will not be applicable to all research Studies. Some items on the form, thus, will not be used. Attempt to use each item, but if information is not available, leave the item blank.

7. Add any additional relevant information (not indicated by the items listed) on the back of page 4 of the Abstract Form. Indicate this type of reporting by placing the word "over" on the bottom, front-side, of this page.

8. Use outline or abbreviated style in reporting the information requested. Whenever possible, quote information from source, but always place this material in quotation marks. Omit words that do not add to the meaning, but indicate such omissions by three periods...(four periods if end of a sentence...). If paraphrasing, in the middle of a quotation, use brackets—[ ].
9. **Guide for Locating Information.**
   a. Problem, purpose, hypotheses or questions, usually stated in first sections or chapter(s).
   b. Materials, procedures, techniques, usually described in middle sections or chapters.
   c. Summary and Conclusions, usually stated in last section or chapter(s).

   The summary section of a study frequently will provide much of the information called for on the Abstract Form. If such is the case, the information presented in the summary may be used in reporting information on each of the items on the Abstract Form.

10. **Placement of Abstract and Document.** When an abstract is completed, place the Abstract Form and the document together on the shelf (fifth) in the storage cabinet designated for this use.

   Keep all documents and Abstract Forms in this cabinet. Not in store any other place. The cabinet must be kept locked when not in use.

   Shelves will be labeled as follows: TO DO -- new studies to be abstracted. Placed here by project directors. IN PROCESS -- storage for studies in process of being abstracted.

11. Blank Abstract Forms will be stored on top of Filing Case in the middle office.

12. All abstracts will be checked against the original documents by the project directors. The final evaluation and editing of the abstracts will be the sole responsibility of the project directors.

**B. Specific Directions**

1. **Complete Bibliographic Information (I).** Use the following form for reporting this information (adapted from the APA Publication Manual.): 
   a) **Book Citations**


      **Book: New Edition**


      **Edited Book**


      **Specific Chapter in Edited Book**


   b. **Journal Citations** (without published abstract)
Journal Article, Pagination by Volume


Journal Article, Pagination by Issue


c) Journal Citations (with published abstract)

See b above for comparison.


d) Monograph Citations

Monograph, with Volume Number, Issue Number and Serial (Whole) No.


Monograph Without Volume Number


e) Yearbook Citations


f) Unpublished Materials

Master Thesis


Dissertations (not on microfilm)


g) Dissertations on Microfilm

2. **The Problem (II)** Quote here, in condensed form if possible, the exact problem statement as given by the author. The form of the problem statement may be a question(s) or hypotheses. Give page numbers where this statement is found.

Do not confuse the problem statement, if in the form of a question or hypotheses, with the section below which deals with the specific questions to be answered or the hypotheses to be tested in a study.

**Purpose.** Quote here (in condensed form if possible) the stated purpose of the study. What was the study planned to do; to find out? Give page numbers where statement is found.

**Hypotheses or Questions.** List here (quote) the author's statement of the specific questions to be answered or the specific hypotheses to be tested. Give page numbers.

3. **Methodology (III)**

**Population.** Give here, if applicable, the size and the type of population used in this study. "Type" refers to a complete description of the population sample. "Other" category to be used for indicating a case study of one individual, etc. Give pages.

**Sampling Technique.** Describe the criteria and procedures employed in obtaining the sample population. Was the sample randomly selected? How was this done? Give page numbers.

**Materials.** List here all materials and equipment used in the study. Give specific names of materials (tests) and equipment. Give page numbers.

**Procedures.** List here the specific procedures (in order of application) employed in the study. If validating procedures were employed for any of the materials or personnel used, describe them briefly. Give page numbers.

If study used materials (developed by author—questionnaire), raters, etc., in which validation was necessary, but such validation was not indicated in the procedures, make note of this.

**Data Collection Techniques.** How were the data collected in the study obtained? —by testing the subjects, observation of the subjects, questionnaire, interview, survey of literature? Describe and give page numbers.

**Data Analysis Techniques.** Report how the raw data were treated after collection. Were percentages just given; were comparisons made between percentages; were statistical techniques employed—measures of central tendency, measures of relationships, measures of variability, measures of error, prediction techniques? List specific statistical techniques. Describe how they were used. Give page numbers.

**Limitations.** Report here the limitations recognized by the author in the methodology employed. Give page numbers.

4. **Conclusions (IV).** List here the author's statement of conclusions. Give page numbers.

If the conclusions are not in keeping with the questions or hypotheses stated, please note on page 5 under heading "Abstractor's General Critical Comments." Follow this procedure in reporting any questionable assumptions found in the reported conclusions—such as generalizing to the total population from a small non-representative sample.
If the author does not state conclusions as such, look for a section entitled "findings" or "results." Record the statements under these headings. Indicate on the Abstract Form (under Conclusions, p. 3) that the statements recorded are not given as conclusions.

Limitations. List here the limitations of the conclusions as given by the author. If no limitations are given, make note of this on page 5.

5. Additional Research Suggested by Author (V). Report here, in outline form, the specific research suggested by the author as further study of the problem or sub-problems of the study. Give page numbers.

6. Abstracter's Evaluation (VI). Place a check mark in that blank which most clearly indicates your opinion about the items identified in each question. If there is any doubt in your mind about your opinion, or if you feel you are not qualified to respond to any item, check the blank below the question mark. Your opinions will not constitute the final evaluation of the study; they will serve only as cues to the project directors in their final evaluation.

In question 10, please identify and describe any feature of the study which you feel is unique for research in music education. Give page numbers.

Abstracter's General Critical Comments. Report here, in outline form, any criticisms or reactions you have to the study. Be specific and give justification for your criticisms or reaction. Also, suggestions as to what could or should have been done.

7. Abstracter's Summary

I. Author, Title, Source. Give complete bibliographic information here as was given on first page of the Abstract Form.

II. Major Faculty Advisor. Give name of faculty advisor if study is a thesis or dissertation.

III. Source of Data. Check the blank which most closely describes the source of data used in the study (see "Data Collection Techniques," p. 3, Abstract Form). Use "other" category for identifying sources of data not listed in this section.

IV. Type of Research. Check the blank which most closely characterizes the type of research represented by the study.

Descriptive Research describes what exists or describes a certain condition. It includes the following types of studies:

a. Survey Studies—school surveys, job analysis, public opinion surveys, community surveys, etc.

b. Interrelationship Studies—case studies, causal-comparative studies, correlation studies

c. Developmental Studies—growth studies, trend studies

Please indicate the specific type of descriptive research (ex. Survey) on the blank following the term "Descriptive."

Experimental Research is concerned with determining what variables account for a certain condition or phenomenon, and how their influence can be accounted for or explained. Research of this type
deliberately controls and manipulates certain variables in order to ascertain how and why a particular condition or event occurs.

Statistical Research is the analysis of published statistical data with inferences and conclusions usually drawn from the analysis. This sometimes is considered a type of descriptive research. Ex. Number of Colleges in the United States offering graduate instruction in music education with enrollments. Analysis could show: a) Number of State Colleges as compared with the number of Private Colleges, b) an inference might be that State Colleges are more concerned with providing music teachers for the public schools than or Private Colleges.

Philosophical Research is concerned with what should be, with the analysis and projection of concepts and constructs. Conclusions are usually a judgement derived through logical argument from many sources of data.

Historical Research describes conditions and occurrences that have taken place in the past or traces specific trends through a space of time. Usually this is sheer reporting and verification of factual data.

"Other" is a category for identifying type of research when the study cannot be characterized by the descriptive terms listed in this section.

NOTE: It is expected that a large percentage of the studies to be abstracted will fall under the categories of "Descriptive," "Experimental," and "Philosophical" research. The largest number probably will fall within the "Descriptive" category.

V. Problem and/or Purpose. Quote from summary of the study if presented in brief form. If not, summarize in your own words. Refer to p. 1 of Abstract Form.

VI. Procedures. Quote from summary of study if given in brief form. If not, summarize in your own words. Refer to p. 2 of Abstract Form.

VII. Major Findings and/or Conclusions. Quote from summary of study if in brief form. If not, summarize in your own words. (Note instructions concerning Conclusions, p. 5)

NOTE: The Problem and/or Purpose, Procedures, and Major Findings and/or Conclusions sections should contain no more than 250 words.

DO NOT WRITE BELOW THE DOTTED LINE ON THE SUMMARY SHEET.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. ACCESSION NO.</th>
<th>2. ERIC SATELLITE CODE</th>
<th>3. CLEARING HOUSE CONTROL NO.</th>
<th>FOR INTERNAL ERIC USE ONLY (Do Not Write In Space Below)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DATE RECEIVED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18 MICROMIL COPY AVAILABLE? (Check one)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes  No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17 DOCUMENT COPYRIGHTED? (Check one)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes  No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HAS COPYRIGHT RELEASE BEEN GRANTED?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes  No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. SOURCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DATE, NAME, AND COMPLETE ADDRESS OF AUTHORITY TYPE OF RELEASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. TITLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. AUTHOR(S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. DATE</td>
<td>8. PAGINATION</td>
<td>9. REFERENCES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. REPORT/SERIES NO.</td>
<td>11. CONTRACT NO.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. PUBLICATION TITLE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. EDITOR(S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. PUBLISHER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. ABSTRACT (250 words max.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. RETRIEVAL TERMS (Continued on reverse)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. IDENTIFIERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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agility
abnormal children
absenteeism
academic achievement
academic credit
academic status
academic subjects
academically talented
accelerated programs
accreditation
achievement (music) -
  use: music achievement
achievement (academic) -
  use: academic achievement
achievement (performance) -
  use: music achievement
acoustics
activity
adjustment
administration
administrative practice
administrator
administrator influence
admission
adult
aesthetic characteristics
aesthetic needs
aesthetic sensitivity
aesthetic values
affective value
age
alumni
applied music
aptitude (music) -
  use: music aptitude
arranging (music) -
  use: music arranging
art
art ability
art music
art song
art teacher
athletics
attitude
audio aids
audiometer
auditory acuity
auditory image
aural perception
bachelor of music
bachelor of music education
band
basic music
beginning student
beginning teacher
below average
  use: low achiever
boys
brass ensembles
budget
case studies
caucasian
certification
characteristics
chief administrator
child voice
choral music
chorus
church
church influence
city -
  use: urban
class instruction
class piano
class voice
classical music -
  use: art music
classroom discipline
classroom teacher
coeducation
cognitive ability
college
college faculty
community environment
community influence
community music
community participation
community population
community pressure
community size
competence (professional) -
  use: professional competency
competencies (teacher) -
  use: professional competency
composer
composing (music) -
  use: music composing
concert (symphony) -
  use: symphony concert
conducting (music) -
  use: music conducting
conductor -
  use: music conductor
consonance
contemporary music
contest (music) -
  use: music contest
cooperating school
cooperating teacher
organizations
Orlando di Lasso
out-of-school
out-of-town
overlearning
parent
parent influence
parent rating of child
part singing
participant
participation
peer relations
perception (harmony) —
  use: harmony perception
perception (hearing music) —
  use: aural perception
perception (melody) —
  use: melody perception
perception (rhythm) —
  use: rhythm perception
perception (seeing music) —
  use: visual perception
performance (music) —
  use: music performance
performance experience (music) —
  use: music performance and music experience
performance group
performance skill
personality
personnel services
philosophy (education) —
  use: educational philosophy
photography
physical characteristics
physical defects
physical maturity
piano
piano (functional) —
  use: functional piano
piano class —
  use: class piano
piano performance
piano study
pitch
pitch discrimination
playing (music) —
  use: music playing
playing instruments —
  use: music playing
playing technique
poetry
popular music
practice
pre-college music
pre-professional experience
pre-school children
prediction of success
principal
private institutions
private lesson —
  use: private music study
private music study
private study (music) —
  use: private music study
problem
professional activities
professional competency
professional experience
professional preparation (music) —
  use: teacher education
professional requirement
program notes
programmed instruction
psychology major
quantitative ability
race
range
rating scale
reading rate
Renaissance Music
repertoire
required courses
rhythm
rhythm perception
rhythmic ability
rhythmic behavior
rhythmic patterns
room temperature
rote learning
rote singing
rural school
salary
scheduling
school administrator
school board
school districts
school enrollment
school environment
school experience
school influence
school music
school principal
science
science aptitude
score reading
secondary school
selection
selection criteria
self-concept
self-contained classroom
self-instruction
senior high school
seventh grade
shape notes
shaped notes —
  use: shape notes
sight playing
sight singing
singing
single group
skills (music) —
  use: music skills